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PREFACE 

Toe following volume, by an American Author, con¬ 
tains a graphic and popular exposition of the great disco¬ 
veries of astronomical science; and originated, as the 
Author informs us, under tho following circumstances. 
The writer soni* time ago conceived the idea of erecting 
a great astronomieflC^observatory in the city of Cincinnati. 
His attentilSla ©ecn for many years directed to this 
subject, b|^ the duties of tho professorship which he held 
in the G9llege. “ Im j^tempting to communicate the great 
truths AstrononM there were no instruments at hand, 
to confirm and fix the facts recorded in the books. Up to 
that period America, and the western portions particularly, 
had given but little attention to practical Asti’onomy. An 
isolated telescope was found here and there scattered 
through the coiintry; but no regular organized observatory, 
with powerful instruments, existed within the limits of tho 
United States, so far as the writer knew.” 

To ascertain whether any interest could be excited in 
the public mind, in favour of Astronomy, a series of lec¬ 
tures was delivered in the Hall of the Cincinnati College. 
Encouraged by the large audiences which continued 
through two months to fill the lecture-room, and still more 
by the request to repeat the last lectui'o of tlic course in 
one of the great churches of the city, the Author matured 
a plan for the building of an observatory. In pursuance 
of that plan, and in consequence of the favour with which 
it was received, he visited Europe, procured instruments. 
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examined observatories, and obtained the requisite know- 
ledge to eredl and conduct the institution which it was 
hoped would be^ one day reared. 

The hope was not groundless;—subscriptions poured 
m, though not without difficulty;—a large refractive teles¬ 
cope was purchased, and a piece of ground was generously 
given by a private individual for the site of an observatory. 
The work was pushed rapidly forward. In Februju'v, 1645, 
the groat telescope safely reached the city of Cincinnati; 
and in March the building was ready for its reception. 

The ten lectures which form this volume, were those to 
which the observatory owes its origin. The object of the 
lectures is to trace the career of the huiruin mind, in its 
researches among the stars. “ No one science,” says the 
Author, “ so perfectly illustrates the gradual growth and 
development of the powers of human genius as Astronomy. 
The movement of the mind has been constantly onward; 
its highest energies have ever been called into requisition; 
and tliere never has been a time when Astronomy did not 
present problems not only equal to all that man could do, 
but passing beyond the limits of his greatest intellectual 
vigour. Hence, in all ages, and countries, tlic absolute 
strength of human genius may be measured by its reach to 
unfold the mysteries of the stars. 

“ It will be seen that in the following lectures one single 
object has engaged the attention of the writer : the struc¬ 
ture of the universe y so far as revealed to the mind of man. 

“ The uses of science have in no way been considered. 
The effects on the mind, on society, on civilization, on 
commerce, on religion, have not been permitted to mar the 
unity of the original design. The onward, steady, trium¬ 
phant march of mind, in its study and exploration of the 
universe of God, has been the only object, the single theme 
4^ tlie entire series ” 
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INTKODUCTOEY. 

AN EXPOSITION OP THE PBOBLEM WHICH THE HEAVENS 
PRESENT FOR SOLUTION 

HE subject to which your attcn< 
tion is invited, claims no specific 
connection with the ovejfy day 
struggle of human life. Far away 
from the eaith on which wo dwell, 
in the blue ocean of spai c, thou¬ 
sands of bright orbs, in clusterings* 
and ronfigiiiations of exceeding 
beauty, tlie upward gaze of 
man, and tempt him to the ex^uni- 
nation of the wonderful sphere by 
which he is surrounded. Tlic* 
starry heavens di> not display their 
glittering constellations m the 
glare of day, while the rush and 

turmoil of business incapacitate man for the enjoyment of their 
solemn grandeur. It is in the stillness of the naidnight hour, 
when all nature is hushed in repose, when the hum of the world’s 
on-going is no longer heard, that the planets roll and shine, and 
the bright stars, drooping through the deep heavens, speak to 
the willing spirit that woiild learn their mysterious being. 
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Often liave I swept backward in imagination six thousand 
jreAHt, and stood beside our Great Ancestor, as he gazed for the 
iSrst timo upon th^ going down of the sun. What fstrange sensa- 
tloiuj must have iwept, through his bewildered mind, as he 
Watched the la«t departing ray of the sinking orb, unconscious 

Adftm contemplating the setlhig em. 

whether he should ever behold its ret«m. Wrapt in a maze of 
thought, strange and startling, bis eye long lingers about the 
point at whidt the sun had slowly faded from his view. A 
mysterious dai’kneas, hitherto unexperienced, creeps over the 
face of natui'e The beautiful scenes of earth, which, through 
the swift hours of the first wonderful day of his existence, had 
80 charmed his senses, are slowly fading one by one from his 
dimmed visioai. A gloom, deeper than that which covens earth, 
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steals across the mmd ot earth’s solitary inhahitaaiit. He raises 
liis inquiring gaze towards heaven, and lo ! a idlver crescent of 
light, clear aaid "beautiful, hanging in the wesfeeni sky, meets his 
astonished eye. The young moon charms his untutored vision, 
and leads him upwai'd to her bright attendants, which are now 
stealing, one by one, from out the deep blue sky. The solitary 
gazer bows, and wonders, and adores. The hoars glide by ; the 
silver moon is gone ; the sta;re are rising, slowly ascending the 
heights of heaven, and solemnly sweepk^ downward in tho 
stillness of the night. The 'first grand revolution to mortal 
vision is nearly completed. A faint streak of rosy light is seen 
in the oast; it brightens ; the stars fade ; the planets are extin¬ 
guished : the eye is fixed in mute astonishment on the growing 
s2')lendour, till the first rays of the returning sun dart their 
radiance on the yoRng earth and its solitary inhabitant. To him 

the evening and the morning were the first da3^” 
The curiosity excited on this first solemn night, the conscious¬ 

ness that in the heavens God had declared his glory, tho eager 
desire to comprehend the mysteries that dwell in these bright 
orbs, have clung to the de.scendants of him who first watched 
and wondtTed, through the long lapse of six thousand years. In 
this boundless field of investigation, human genius has won its 
most signal victories. Generation after generation has rolled 
away, age after age has swept silently by, but each has swelled 
by its contribution the stream of discovery. One barrier after 
another has given way to tho force of intellect; my sterious 
movements have been unravellerl; mighty laws have been 
revealed j ponderous orbs have been weighed, their reciprocal 
influences computed, their complex wanderings made clear ; until 
the mind, majestic in its strength, has mounted step by step up 
the rocky height of its self-built pyramid, from whose star- 
crowned summit it looks out upon the grandeur of the universe, 
self-clothed with the prescience of a God. With resistless energy 
it rolls back the tide of time, and lives in the configuration of 
rolling worlds a thousand years ago; or, more wonderful, it 
sweeps away the dark curtain from the future, and beholds those 
celestial scenes which shall greet the vision of generations when 
a thousand years shall have rolled away, breaking their noiseless 
waves on the dim shores of eternity. 

To trace the efforts of the human mind in this long and ardent 
struggle; to reveal its hopes and fears, its long years of patient 
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ivatchmg, ita moments of despair and hours of triumph; to 
develop© the means by which the deep foundations of the rock- 
boUt pyramid of Bcience have been laid, and to follow it as it 

��fidowly rears its stittely form from age to age, until its vertex 
pierces the very heavens j these are the objects proposed for 
acomnplishment, and these are the topics to which I would invite 
your earnest attention. The task is one of no ordinaiy difficulty. 
It is no feast of fancy, with music and poetry, with eloquence 
and art, to endiain the mind. Music is here ; but it is the dccq) 
and solemn harmony of the spheres. Poetry is here ; but it 
must be read in the characters of light, written on the sable 
garments of night. Architecture is here ; ])ut it is the colossal 
structure of sun and system, of cluster and universe. Eloquence 
is here; but "there is neither speech nor language : its voice is 
not heal'd.” Yet its resistless sweep comes qv&v us in the mighty 
periods of revolving worlds. 

Shall we not listen to this music, because it is deep and solemn ? 
Shall we not read this poetry, because its letters are the stars of 
heaven? Shall we' refuse to contemplate this architectuic, 
because “ its architraves, its archways, seem ghostly fro7n infini¬ 
tude ? ” Shall we turn away from this surging eloquence, because 
its utterance is made through sweeping worlds ? No ; the mind 
is ever inquisitive, ever ready to attempt to scale the most rugged 
steeps. Wake up its enthusiasm, fling the light of hope on its 
pathway, and no matter how rough, and steep, and rocky It 
may prove, onward ! is the word which charms its willing 
powers. 

It is not my wish or design to introduce you to the dark 
technicalities of science, neither do I propose to rest satisfied 
with the barren statement of the results which have been rc ncliod 
by the efforts of genius. While on the one hand I shall endea¬ 
vour to shim all attempt at critical scientific demonstration, 
which could only be intelligible to the j-irofessed student of 
astronomy, I shall on the other hand fearlessly attempt such an 
exposition of the processes and trains of rciisoning by which 
great truths have been elicited, iis to show to every intelligent 
mind that the problem is not impossible ; by simplicity of lan¬ 
guage, by familiar illustrations, to fling light enough upon these 
mysterious propositionsto show a pathway, though it be dim 
and rugged, still a pathway, which, if pursued, shall certainly 
lead to a full and perfect solution. I ask, then, no critical pve- 
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vious knowledge of the subject, on the pait of those who would 
follow me in the wonderful developments which I am about to 
attempt. Give me but your earnest and unbroken > attention. 
Go with me in imagination, and join La the-nightly vigils of the 
astronomer, and while his mind with powerful energy straggles 
with difliculty, join your owji sympathetic efforts with his, hope 
Avilh his hope, tremble with liis fears, and rejoice with his triumphs. 

me but this kind of interest, and my task is already half 
ai'oompiislipd. 

TV1 ore proceeding to an actiaal exposition of the structure'Ol 
the Iluavons, 1 in tliia introductory lectura to announce 
the nature of tlie pi oblt rn, which the mind has essayed to resolve, 
: jid to point lit the more important auxiliaries, mental and 
mccliaiuoal, it has conjured to its aid. If tho difficulties 
of this ]')rol>lom should overwlielm tlie mind, lei it be remem- 
l)i,i cd tliat the astronomer has ever lived, and never dies. The 
souUiji'I upon the wate'n-tower is relieved from duty ; but another 
takes his place, and the vigil is unbroken. No ; the astronomer 
•icver dies Tie eomraeriees his investigations on the hill tops of 
Eden ; he studies the stars through the long centuries of ante- 
dihiviaii life. The deluge sweeps from the eaidh its ialiabiimnts, 
their cities and their moiunncnts ; but when the storm is hushed, 
and tho heavens shine forth in beauty, from the summit of 
JMount Avanit lUo astronomer resumes liis endless vigils. In 
Ikibylon he keeps hk: watch, .and among the Egyptiaji juiests he 
inspires a thirst for the sacred mysteries of tlie stars. The jiltiins 
of Shiiiar, the temples of India, the pyramids of Egyj^t, are 
equally his watching-places. When science fled to Greece, his 
home was in the .schools of her philosophers j and when dark¬ 
ness covered the earth for a thonsiind ye,ars, he pursued liis never- 
ending task from amidst the buraing deserts of Arabia. When 
science dawned on Europe, the Astronomer was there, toiling 
with Copernicus, watching With Tycho, suffering with GalUeo,. 
triumphing with Kepler. Six thousand yeara have rolled away 
since the grand investigation commenced. Wc stand at tho- 
terminus of this vast period, and, looking back through the long 
vista of departed years, mark with honest pride the successive- 
triumphs of our race. Midway Jmtween the jiast and future, we 
sweep backward and witness the first rude effort to explain the 
celestial phenomena: we may equally stretch forward thousands 
of yeiirs, and although we cannot comprehend what shall be tho’ 
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condition of iwtroiioinical science at that refmote pmod, of one 
thing 'we are ceHain *, the past, the present, and the future, con¬ 
stitute but one unbroken chain of observations, condensing all 
time, to the astronomcsr, into one mighty now. 

From the vantage ground which we occupy, it will not be 
dildcult to announce so much of the great problem as has 
already been resolved, and to form some approximate conception 
of what remains for future ages to accomplish. 

In the exposition about to be attempted, I do not propose to 
jiresent any trains of reasoning, or any results which may liave 
}>een reached. These shall engage our attention hereafter. At 
present, permit me simply to translate into language the questions 
which the visible heavens propound. 

The most cursory examination of the celestial vault reveals 
the fact, that not one solitary object, visible* to the eye, is at 
rest Motion is the attribute of sun and moon, and planets 
and stars. The earth we inhabit alone remains iixed, to the 
senses. 

The first great problem propounded for human ingenuity, is 
to sever real motion from that which is unreal and only apparent. 
To accomplish this, some knowledge of the form of the earth 
which we inhabit must be obtained. Not only must we acquire 
a knowledge of its figure, but in like manner we must with 
certainty its actual condition, whether of rest or motion. K at 
absolute rest in the centre of the universe, then tlie rising sun, 
the setting moon, the revolving heavens, are real exhibitions, 
and must be examined as such. On the contrary, should it Ixs 
found to be impossible to predicate of the earth absolute immo¬ 
bility, then arises the complicated question, how many motions 
belong to it 1 and "with what velocity does it move ? If a motion 
of rotation exist, wliat is the petition of the axis about which it 
i*evolves, and is this axis permanent or changeable ? If a motion 
of translation in space must be adopted, then whither is the 
earth urging its flight ? what the nature of the path described ? 
the velocity of its movement, and the laws by which it is 
governed 1 These are some of the questkms which present 
themselv||[^m the outset, touching the condition of the earth, on 
whose surface the astronomer js located, in his researches over 
the heavens. 

Beyond the limits of the earth, a multitude of objects present 
‘themselves for examinatiou : and first of all the sun, the great 
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flonrce of life, mid light, aao^ demaads the attentioa of the 
student of the heavens. That sonie iascrutahla tie binds it to 
the earth, or the earth to. it, was eai^ reeogi^ed, in the fact, 
that whether the sun was laoving qiP, at Test,,thf relative distance 
of it and the earth never changed by ^c«st amount; and 
whatever changes did oeour, were all obliterated in a short 
period, and the distance by which these bodies Ore separated 
A\-;j,s restored to its primitive value, to, reeomnaence its cj^cle of 
changt^s in the same preciSiC' order. Here, then, was a grand 
piohleni; to determine the relations existing between the sun 
ar.d earth j to endue with motion that one of these bodies �whicli 
did move; and to fix the limits within which the observed 
ciianges occun'ed, both in time and distance. 

While the connection between the sun and earth was certain, 
a mutual dependeijpe between the earth and the other great 
source of light, the moon, was equally manifest. The invari¬ 
ability in the apparent diameter of the moon demonstrates the 
fact, that whether the earth were moving or stationary, the 
i'‘oon never parts company with our planet. In all her wander¬ 
ings amcaag the fixed stars, in her elongations from the snn, in 
her wondrous phases and perpetual changes, some invisible hand 
held her at the same absolute distance from the earth. But to 
<lecide whether this power resided in the earth or the moon, or 
in both ; to explain those wondrous changes from the silvci’ 
crescent of the western sky to the full orb which rose with the 
setting sun, pouring a fiood of light over all the earth ; to 
/Icvelop the niystonous connection between the disappearance of 
the moon and those terrific phenomena^ the going out of the 
sun in dim eclipse ; these fiunished themes for investigatitm, 
re(^uiring long canturies of patient Watching, anvl of never-ending 
toil. 

Passing out from the sun and moon to the more distant stars, 
anion g the brightest of those which gemmed the noctunnil 
heavens, a few were found differing from all the rest in the fact 
that they wandered from point to point, and, at the end of inter¬ 
vals widely differing among themselves, swept round the entire 
heavens, and returned to their starting point, to recommence 
their ceaseless journeys* These were named phmets, wmvderers^ 
ill contradistinction to the host of stars which were fixed in 
position, unchanged from century to century. 

�Hence arose a new and profound series of investigatioiMi: 
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Where ircyre Uieee nirimdeTiiig juging their flight ? Were 
their KfeDtions ^real or ep^iareBt 1 Were Iheir distaBces equal or 
unequal ? Pid any tie bind them to the earth, or to the sun, or 
to each other ? We9?e their distances from the earth constant 
or variable 1 Were their motions irregular, or guided by law ? 
Pid they accomplish their revolutions among the fixed stars in 
regular curves, or in lawless wanderings 1 Among all the 
moving bodies, sun, moon, and planets, could any principle of 
association'he bcaced which might bind them together, and form 
them into a cotnmon system 1 

To resolve these profound questions, jS!» critical watch is kept 
on all the moving Iwdies. Their pathway is among the stars, 
find to these eveiHiuring points of l|ght their positions are con¬ 
stantly referred. If beyond the limits of the moving bodies a 
dca*k veil had been drawn so as to have excluded the light of 
tlie stars, at the first glance it might seem that by such a change 
simplicity would have been introduced, and the perplexity arising 
fi:om the motion of the planets amdng the profusely scattered 
stars wophl have been removed. But let us not judge too 
hastily- Blot out the stars, and give to the sun, moon, and 
planets, a blank heiivens in which to move, and the possibility 
of unravelling their mysterious motions, mutual relations, and 
common laws is gone for ever. 

This will become manifest when we reflect that on such a 
change, not a fixed point in all the heavens would remain, to 
which we could refer a moving planet. They must then be 
referred to each other, and the motion due to the one, would 
become inextricably involved in that due to the other, and neither 
could be detemined with any precision. Like the ocean islands 
which gyided the early marinei’s, so God has given to us the stars 
of heaven as the fixed points to which we can ever refer, in all 
parts of their revolution, the ))lace8 of the wandering planets, and 
the swiftly revolving moon. 

As the necessity for accuracy in watching the movements of 
the planets became more apparent, the attention was directed to 
the acquisition of the means by which this might be accom{fiished. 
Hence we find in the earliest ages the astronomer grouping the 
fixed stars into constellatipns, breaking up the great sphere oi 
the heavens into firagments, the more earily to study its parts in 
detail. Not only are the stars of each constellation numbered... 
their brilliancy noted^but their relative places in the constellation 
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and to each, othci* are fixed with all the precision which the rude 
means then in use permitted. Names are fixed to these different 
groupings ; when, or where, or by whom, we know not. Neither 
history nor tradition leads us back to this first breaking up of 
the heavens, but the names then bestowed on the i^agmentary 
paiis, the rielier constellations, have survived the faU of empires, 
aiul are fixed for ever in the heavenst 
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New aod wewdevial dwooveries were thm made. It wm found 
that idl the phmets inoved with an irregular velocity. Sometimes 
swiftly advancing among the fixed stars, then slowly relaxing 
their speed, they actually stopped, turned backward in their 
career, stopped again, and then, at first slowly, but afterwards 
more rapidly, resumed their onward motion. These strange 
and anomalous motions, differing from anything remarked in the 
sun and moon, furnished new themes for discussion, new problems 
for solution. the {humomena shove Chided to bocaiue 
known, the sfonie eihaasi of obaerrathme revaelad the remarkable 
fact, that the periods of revointioa of ptoata, though differing 
for 0a<cli one of the group, were identical for any one individual; 
and moreover, thidi a «lzn{de carve marked out the pathway of 
tun, moon, and phmeta, among the fixed stars, and that all 
thorn wanderii)^ bodies were confined to a naii^ow zmfis or belt 
in the heavens. 

Csoturies had now rdleii away, nay, enm thousands of years 
had akwly glided tinee the sfiad hfiA first ^ven itself to tlir 
examination of tiie Imavens; and while disoovery after discoveiy 
had rewarded the seal of the obserrer in #v«ry age, yet the 
grand object of researdt, the distinactien between actual and 
apparent motion, had thus far eluded the utmost efbrts ot 
human genius. But a brighter diqr was dawning. Each sue- 
eessive effort tore away some petty obstruction which impeded 
the march of mind upward towards the lofty region of truth. 
Facts grow and multiplied. Phenmnena, striking and diversified, 
were collated and compared. The mind in imagination took 
leave of the earth as the centre of all tliese complex movements, 
inexplicable on its surface, xuid naturally urged its flight towards 
the sun. There it paused and rested, and from this fixed point 
looked out upon the circling orbs, and lo! the complexity of 
their movemonts melted away. The centre was found, the 
myatmy solved, the ponderous earth rescued firom its false posi¬ 
tion, rolled in its place among the planets, one of the great family 
that swept ip beauty and harmony about tli^ common parent 
the sun. 

Tlie mind now stood upon the first platform of the rocky 
pyramid which it had been slowly rearing, and with which it 
had been slowly rising, through long oentmies of ceaseless toil. 
One grand ])(')iiit had been gained. Darkness had given way to 
light, but tiie great problem of the universe was yet to be 
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resolved. iiU tliis loixg and arduous struggle ^ad only revealed 
what the problem uras, Appeajwinces were uqw separated from 
realities, aud with a fresh and icevigoraied courage human 
luind now gave its energies to the accoanplishmeut of dehuite 
objects, no longer working uncertainly in the dftrk,.lMit with the 
ch ar light of truth to guide and conduct the investigation. 

Po!?Heased of these extraordinary advantages, the advance now 
beciULie rapid and brilliant, as it had previously been slow and 
discouraging. That the planet% reckoning the earth as one, con¬ 
stituted a mighty family of worlds, was now manifest; whether 
linked singly to the sun, or mutually influencing each other, was 
tile grand (question. This gi’eat problem rested upon the resolu¬ 
tion of a multitude of subordinate ones. The actual curve con- 
f'tituting the planetary orbits, the magnitude of these orbits, 
tht'ir actual position in space, the values and directions of their 
principal lines, the laws of their motion, all these and many 
more questions of equal importance and intricacy presented 
tlicmseh’es in the outset of the examination npw fairly com¬ 
menced. Human skill was exhausted in the contrivance and 
construction of mechanical aids by which the movements of the 
phmeta might be watched with the greater accuracy. Partial 
success crowned these extraordlnaiy efforts, but there yet 
ivmainod delicate investigationfl which with the utmost skill in 
observing escaped the farthest reach of man’s eagle gaze, aud 
seemed to bid defiance to all his powers. 

To conquer tuesc diflicuUies, one of two things must be acoom- 
])lished ; either man must sweep out from earth towards the 
distant planets, to gain a nearer and more accurate view, or else 
Itiing them down from their lofty spheres to subject themselves 
to his scrutinising gaze. How hopeless the accomplishment of 
i‘ither of these impossible alternatives 1 But who shall prescribe 
the limits of liuman genius ? In studying the phenomena of the 
[>assage of light through trauspai'ent crystallised bodies, a prin 
ciple was discovered which let in a gleam of hope on the disheart¬ 
ened mind. It seized this principle, converted it to its use, and 
armed itself with an instrument more wonderful than any that 
iiincy in its wildest dreams ever pictured to the imagination. 
With the potent aid of this magic instrumeut, the astronomer was 
no longer bound hopelessly to his native earth ; without indeed 
quitting in person its surface, his eye, gifted with superhuman 
l)0\ver, ranged the illimitable fields of space. He visited the moon, 
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and found a world with its lofty mountains and spreading valleys. 
The star-like planets swelled into central worlds, with theii* 
circling moons ; and myriads of fixed stars, hitherto beyond the 
reach of human vision, stood revealed in all their sparkling 
beauty. It was as if the united ranges of a thousand eyes were 
all concentrated in a single one. 

A new era now dawns on the world. The delicate and invisible 
irregularities of the planetary motions are now fully revealed, 
and the data rapidly accumulate by means of which the last grand 
question is to be resolved. The orbitual curves are determined. 
The laws of the revolving planets are reveal ‘d. A mysteiious 
relation between the distances of the planets from the sun anil 
tlieii* periods of revolution, unites them positively into one grainl 
family group. That they are bound to the sun by sOmo inscru¬ 
table power, is certain, and it now remains to^determiue the law 
of increase and decrease of this force for all possible distances. 
This last truth is finally achieved, and the wisdom of (Jod is 
vindicated in the beautiful structui'e of our gi'and system. 

The second lofty platform is reached in the miglity py ramid, 
whose summit is now nearing the stars of heaven. From this 
elevation the mind looks out upon the circling planets and iheir 
I’cvolving satellites, and the mysterious comet, and ventures i ) 
propound the question, 1)0 these bodies so interfere witli the 
movements of each other, as to afiect permanently tlie structure 
by which the equilibrium and stability of the entire system is 
guaranteed ? 

To answer this question, a new train of investigation is com¬ 
menced, satellite is �weighed against planet, and planet agaiust 
the sun, until the mass of matter contained in each individual of 
the system becomes accurately known. Then is undertaken the 
grand problem of perturbations. The telescope reveals the fact 
that slow and mysterious changes are going m in the mean 
motions of the moon, in the figure of the planetary orbits, and 
in the relative positions which these orbits hold to each other. 
Are these changes ever progressive 1 If this be true, then does 
|iUc system contain within itself the seeds of decay, the elements 
bf its own destruction. Slowly but surely as the solemn tread 
of time, the end must come, and, one by one, planet and satellite 
and comet, must sink for ever in the sun! Xiong and arduous 

"was the struggle to reach the true answer to this difiicult question. 
Tile entire solution involved a multitude of parts. 
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When the mutual dependence of the multitude of bodies con¬ 
stituting our system was discovered, when planet, and satellite* 
and comet, were found to feel and sway to the infltience which 
each exerted on the other, the simplicity of their movements 
was gone for ever; orbits once fixed in the heavens, slowly 
swung away from their moorings ; the beautiful precision which 
had to all appearance marked the planetary curves, was 
destroyed. The regularity of their motions was changed mto 
irrcgnlai’ity, and a system of complexity which seemed to bia 
defiance to .all elfort at comprehension, presented itself to the 
human intellect. 

It was no less than tills : given, a system of revolving worlds, 
mutually operating on each otl or; required, their magnitudes 
masses, distances, motions, and positions, at the close of a 
thousand revolutiius. What mind possessed the gigantic power 
to grasp this mighty problem ? llcason was lost in wandering 
mazes, and the brightest intellect sunk clouded in gloom. 

In ihi^ dilemma, the mind turns iuward on its own resources. 
As tilts pliy^ical climbs home mountain height by successive 
ednrls, j'ising higher and higher, scaling rock after rock, and 
tao lining procipioe aftoi jirecipice, by the u.so of strength com- 
p.oralively feoiiie, resting oiid recruiting as it becomes cxhaaistcd; 
e'ii,.: it iuipor,si!>lt' t'. contrive som<* mental machinery which 
might give to the ihc power of prosecuting its difficult 
i-escarcljoh, lU ; .e'l inarni! r that it might stop and rest, and not 
los” wliat t inv'i nir\'.iy ixainrd in Us onward movement ? 

(h'orm'iry Jnnl invigoialod Mi*' re.asoii, as exercise toughens 
ami Ktivngl'ncns the mnscli..'; of tlu’ human frame. But it had 
given 1o the mind no mechanical ]>ower, wherewith to con- 
fpicr the difiicnities which rose superior to its natural strength. 
A fchimedes wanted hut a place whereon to stand, and with his 
]jf>tenL lever he would lift the world. The astronomer demands an 
analogous mental machinery to trace out the complex waudeiings 
of a system of worlds. What the human mind demands and 
’’csolves to find, it never fails to discover. The irifinitesimai. 
analysis is reached, its principles develojicd, its resistless power 
i.’ompclled into the service of human reason. I shall not now 
stop {.0 explain the nature of this analysis. Its power and 
capacity alone engage our attention at the present. Once hav¬ 
ing seized on a wandering planet, it never relaxes its hold; 
no matter how complicated its movements, how various the 
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influences to ’whicli it nifty be subjected, bow numerous its revo- 
ItL’^dUB, no esca|»e is possible. Ibk subtle analysis clings to its 
object, t^ucing its path, and fixing its |dace with equal ea^^c, 
at the beginning, midi^, or close of & thousand revolutions, 
though each of these should require a. fcentury for its accom¬ 
plishment. 

Armed wiih this analysis, which the mind had created for its 
use, giving it a strength only commensurate with the increased 
power which had been given to the human eye, it concentrated 
its energies once more upon ihis last greatest problem. One by 
one these strongholds give way, the resistless power of analysis 
marches onward from victory to victory, until finally the sublime 
result is reached, the system is stable, the equilibrium is perfect; 
slowly rocking to and fro in periods which stun the imagination, 
the limits are prescribed beyond which thes'^ fluctuations shall 
never pass. 

Here it would seem that human ambition might rest. Satisfied 
with having mastered the mysteries of the system with which 
we are united, the mind might cease its arduous struggle, and 
leave the wilderness of fixed stars free from its intrusions ami 
ceaseless persecutions. But this is not the effect produced by 
victory ; success but engenders new desires, and prompts to 
more difficult enterprises. Man having obtained the mastery 
over his own system, boldly wings his flight to the star-lit vault, 
and resolves to number its countless millions, to circumscribe its 
limitless extent, to fathom its infinite depth, to fix the centre 
about ,^phioh this innumerable host is wheeling its silent and 
mysterious roimd. 

Here commences a new era. The first step in the stupendous 
entmprise is to determine the distance of some one fixed star. 
Here again the mind is long left to struggle with difficulties 
which it seemed that no ingenuity or skill could remove. But 
ita efforts do not go unrewarded. If it fails in the accomplish- 
2neii^.nf ^s grand object^ it is rewarded by the most brilliant 
(hscoveries. The mighty law governing the planetary worlds is 
extended to the regions of the fixed stars; motion is there 
detected, orhitual motion, the revolution of sun about sun. The 
swift velocity of light is measured, to become the future unit in 
the expression of the mighty diatanees which remain yet to be 
revealed. Ever baffled but never conquered, the mind returns 
again and again to the attack, till fin^y the problem slowly 
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Yields, ilie imaneasiweabte gulf is passed, and iiie distance of a 
eingle star rewards the toils of half a century. But what a 
triumph is this 1 it is no less than a revelation of'the scale on 
which the universe is built The interral Irom sun to fixed stars, 
is tliat by which the ^ars are separated j and a reach of distance 
is opened up to the mind, which it only learas to ccmtemplate by 
Ion" continued e&>rt. 

O 

But another startling fact is revealed in the prosecution of 
those profound investigations. The minute examinations of the 
fixed stars have changed their character. For thousands of 
yeai’S they have been regarded as absolutely fixed among each 
other. This proves to be mere illusion, resulting from the use 
of means inadequate for the determination of their minute 
changes. Under the scrutinismg gaze of the eye, with its power 
increased a thonaaid-fold, the millions of shining orbs wliich fill 
the heavens, are all found to be slowly moving around each 
otlier, slowly, as seen fi'om our remote position, but with amazing 
velocity when examined near at hand. 

A new problem of surprising grandeur now presonts itself. 
Am these motions real? or are they due to a motion in the 
great centre of'our system ? A series of examinations analogous 
to those which divided between the real and apparent motions 
in the planets, is commenced and prosecuted with a zeal and 
devotion nusui'passed in the history of science. Tlie mind rises 
to meet the sublime investigation. For a hundred yeara it toils, 
on ; again it triumphs, the truth is revealed. The immobility of 
the sun is gone for ever; our last fixed point is svrept from 
under ns, and now the entire universe is in motion. 

With redoubled energy the mind still prosecutes tho inquiry, 
whither is the smi sweeping, and with what velocity does it 
pursue its unknown path ? Strange and incredible as it may 
appear, those questions are answered; and in attaining this 
answer, the means are reached to separate between the real and 
apparent motions of the fixed stars, and to study their complex 
choices, and to rise, by slow degree, to a compete knowledge 
of the movements of the grand sidereal system. Here w© pause, 
llapidly have we descended the current of astronomical research, 
we have attained the boundary of the known. We stand on the 
dim confines of the unknown. AH behind us is dear, and 
bright, and perfect; all before ns is shrouded in gloom, and 
darkness, and doubt. Yet the twilight of the known flings 
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its feeVle liglit into the domain of the nnknowu; and we are 
permitted to gather aonis idea, not of all that remains to be done, 
but of that which must be first accomplished. 

X<et 118 then stretch, forward and propound some of those 
questions which nature yet presents for solution, but which have 
hitherto resisted the oflbrts of the human mind. First of all, \\ o 
begin with our own system. How came it to be constituted :is 
it actually exists ? All the analogies of nature forbid the idea 
that it was thus instantly called into being by the fiat ot 
Omiiijjotence. Hoes it come, then, from some primitive modifi¬ 
cation of matter, under the action of laws working out their 
results in countlems millions of ages 1 Who shall present the 
ti*ue cosmogony of the solar system ? 

But this is only one unit among many millions. Whonce tlie 
myriads of stars ? tliose stupendous aggregations into mighty 
clusters t what tlie laws of their wonderful movements, of their 
perpetual stability ] Who will explain the periodical stars, that 
wax and wane, like the clianging moon; or, still more wonderful, 
reveal the mystery of those which have suddenly burst on the 
astonished vision of man, and have as suddenly gone out for ever 
in utter darkness ‘i 

Such are the questions which remain for the resolution of future 
ages. W'e may not live to witness these anticipated triumphs of 
mind over matter; but who can doubt the final result 1 Look 
backward to the Clialdean shepherd, who watched the changing 
moon from the plains of Shinar, and, wondering, tisked if futuj e 
generations would reveal tho.se mysterious phases. Compare his 
mind and knowledge with those of the modem astronomer, wlio 
gx'^ps, at a single glance, the past, present, and future changes 
of an entire sy^em. Are the heights which remain to be 
reached more rugged, more inacce-ssible, than those which have 
been already so triumphantly scaled ? The observations recorded 
in Babylon three thousand years ago have reached down tlu'ough 
ihe long,^q,^ries of centuries, and ai’e of inestimable value in the 
8olutio^||||pome of the dai’kest jiroblems with which the mind 
has ever gSrappled. In like maimer, the records we are now 
making shall descend to unbom generations, and contribute to 
effect the triumphs of genius when three thousand years shall 
have rolled away. If doubt arises as to the final resolution of 
these profound questions, from the immense distance of the 
objects under examination', let us call to mind the fact, that the 
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artificuil eye which njwi ,ha» fuyuwhe^ for hia use> poaceases a 
glance ao pieroiug, -tot »o <3i»<»*u3C «»» hide m object from hia 
searching vision. 

Should Sirius, to cacii|)a <hlt twy |^lpe«!i.dart away from its 
sphere, and wing $ta %hi aife Ik naillionfl of 
miles in every mlnutc,i fhs & l^onswid ywwrt I U9iff, should it 
sweep onward at the «amft tpacd %m thcwiand years, this 
Stupendous distance owmot hni^ fct feom the parsacutlag gaz© of 
man, But if distance i» to imam m temiaue to these 
investigations, surely there i» one element which*ao human 
iugeuuity can overcome. TRie complex movem^its of the plama- 
tary orbi have been reveeled, becamw they haw been repeated a 
thousand times under the eye of mam, and from a oomparieon of 
many revolutions, the truth has hmk #¥<dved, But ten# of 
thoumnds of years mwat roll away beilbri the mmit swiftly 
moving of ah the Ixed stare ehaU oom|dete a smali &ag^ 
ment of its mighty orbit W^h metimis thus shrouded, these 
would seem to be in entire security ilm the InqubdUye meareh 
<^f a being whose whole sweep of enti^enee is but a moment 
compared with these vest periods. But let us not Judge too 
liastily. The same Zeroing vision tet follows the retreating 
star to depths of s|)aas almost indnlt©, is armed with a power 
so great, that if this same star should comJBanee to revolve 
around some giwd cmitre, and move so slowly that five millions 
of years must roll away before it nan complete one circuity 
not even a single year shsJil pass before its motion shall be d»» 
teeted; in ten years its velocity shidl 1^»e revealed ^ and i» 
the lifetime of a «^gle observer Ms mighty period shah besoms 
knowsi. * 

If human genius Is not W be baffled either,by dlstanee or time, 
numbers shall overwhelm it; and stars ahidl dud their saMy 
in their Imminerable millions. This retreat may even fail, 
watch-towers of science now cover the whole earth, and tho- 
sontiasli never sleep. No star, or cluster, or conatdlatioji cau 
ever set. It ©scapes the scrutinising gaze of one astronomer to 
meet tl^ equally piercing glance of another. East and west, and 
north and south, from the watch-towers of tlie four quarters pf 
the globe, peals the solemn mandate, Onward! 

H^re we pau^ We have closed th© enunciation of the great 
pixiblem whose ,dmeussion and solution lie before us, a problem 
whose solution has been ,jn progress six thousand year's; one 

c 
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which has furnished to maai the opportunities of his loftiest 
triniaphs, one which has taxed in every i^e the most vigorous 

Prrv&Us on a starry night 

efforts of human genius; a prohlem 
whose successdve developments have 
demonstrated the immortality of mind, 
and whose sublime results have vin¬ 
dicated the wisdom and have declared 
the gloxy of God. Yon have list^ed 
to the enunciation, we now invite you 

to follow us in the demonstration. And may that Almighty 
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power, which built the heavens, give to me wisdom to reveal, 
and to you power to grasp, the truths and doctrines wr^ted 
by mind from nature in iis long struggle of sixty centuries 
of toil I , . 

statue of Newton at Cambridge. 



LECTUEE IL 

THS DISCOVERIES OF TUE PRIMITIVE AOES. 

O those who ha^e given but little 
aiteaition to the science of astro< 
oomy, its truths, its predictions, 
its revelationB, are astonisliing ; 
and but fear their rigorous verifica¬ 
tion wouldbe absolutely incredible. 
IPhfu we lookout upon the multi¬ 
tude of stass wMdi adorn the noc- 
tuxftal Iisaipezffi, seattered in bright 
proiBBMM ua all directions, appa¬ 
rent- without Jaw, and regardless 
of iurder ; when, irith telescopic aid, 

are increased to millions, 
Mftd wyna, aad j^rstems, and uni- 
'<i^if|HMp rioe in sublime perspective, 
as Hke visual ray sweeps outward to 

distances which defy the powers of arithmetic to express \ how 
utterly futile does it seem for the mind to dare to pierce and pene¬ 
trate, to number, weigh, measure, and circumscribe these innu¬ 
merable millions ! It is only when we remember, that f^om the 
very cradle of our race, strong and powerful minds have, in rapid 
and continuous succession, bent their energies upon the solution of 
this grand problem, that we can comprehend how it is that light 
now breaks in upon us from the very confines of th« universe, 
dimly revealing the mysterious forms which He yet half conoealed 
in the unfathomable gulphs of space. When I i^eflect on the 
recent triumphs of b-uman genius ; -when I stand on t^^hore of 
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that mighty streaan of difloor^, which h^ grown broader and 
deeper as successive centuries haye rolled away, gathering in 
strength and intensity, imtil it has embraced the whole universe 
of God; I am carried badkward through thousands of years, fol¬ 
lowing this stream, as it contracts towards,its source, till finally 
its silver thread is lost in the clouds and mists of antiqmty. 
I would fain stand at the very source erf discovery, and commune 
with that unknown god-Hke nrind which first conceived the 
grand thought, that even these mysterious stars might be read, 
and that the bright page which was nightly unfolded to the 
vision of man needed no interpreter of its solemn beauties but 
human genins. , There is, to my mind, no finer specimen of moral 
grandeur than that presented by him who first resolved to read 
and comprehend the heavens. On some lofty peak he stood, in 
the stillness of th« midnight hour, with the hstening stars as 
witnesses of his vows^ and there, conscious of his high destiny, 
and of that of his race, resolved to commence tlie work of ages. 
“ Here,” he exclaimed, " is my watch-tower, and yonder bright 
orbs are henceforth my solitary companions. bSgbt after night, 
year after year, will I watch and wait, ponder and reflect, until 
some ray shall pierce the deep gloom winch now wraps the world” 

Thus resolved the unknown founder of the science of the stars. 
His name and his countxy are lost for ever. What mattera this, 
since bis works, his discoveries, have endured for thousands of 
years, and wiU endure as long as the moon shall continue to fill 
her silver hom and the planets to roll and shine ? 

Go with me, then, in imagination, and let us stand beside this 
primitive observer, at the close of his career of nearly a thotisand 
years, (for we must pass beyond the epoch of the deluge, and 
seek our first discoveties anumg those sages whom, for their 
virtues, God permitted to count their age, not by years, but by 
centuries,) and here We shall learn the ordOT in which the secrets 
of the starry wcwdd slowly yielded themselves to long and perse¬ 
vering scrutiny.* And now let me unfold, in plain and simple 
language, the '^m of thought, of reasoning, and research, which 
marked this primilive wa oi astrcmomical science. It is true 
that history yields no light, and tradition even fails j hut such is 
the beautiful order in the golden chaiii of discovery, that the 
bri^t links which are known, reveal with certainty those which 
are buried ih tihe voic^ess past. If, then, it were possable to 
read the fecditds bf the founder of astronomy, graven on some 
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column of granite, dug from the earth, whither it had heen 
home by the fury of the deluge, we know now what its hiero¬ 
glyphics would reveal with a certainty scarcely less than that 
which would be given by an actual discovery, such as we have 
anagined. We ai^e certain that the first discovery ever recorded, 
as the result of human observation, was on the moon. 

The sun, the moon, the stars, had long continued to rise, and 
cUmb the heavens, and slowly sink beneath the western horizon. 
The spectacle of day and night was then, as now, familiar to 
every eye ; but in gazing there was no observation, and in mute 
wonder there was no science. When the solitary observer took 
his post, it was to watch the moon. Her extraordinary phases 
had long fixed his attention. Whence came these changes ? 
The sun was ever round and brilliant, the stars shone with 
undimmed splendour, while the moon war ever waxing and 
waning—sometimes a silver crescent, hanging in the western 
sky, or full orbed, walking in majesty among the stars, and 
eclipsing their radiance with her overwhelming splendour. 
Scarcely had the second observation been made upon the moon, 
when the observer was struck with the wonderful fact, that she 
had left her place among the fixed stars, which on the preceding 
night he had accurately marked. Astonished, he again fixes 
her place by certain bright stars close to her position, and waits 
the coming of the following night. His suspicions are confirmed, 
—the moon is moving ; and, what to him is far more wonderful, 
her motion is precisely, contrary to the general revolution of the 
heavens—^from east to west. With a curiosity deeply aroused, 
he watches from night to night, to learn whether she will return 
upon her track ; but she marches steadily onward among the stars, 
until she sweeps the entire circuit of the heavens, and returns 
to the point first occupied, to recommence her ceaseless cycles. 

An inquiiy now arose, whether the changes in the moon, her 
increase and decrease, could in any way depend on her place 
among the fixed stars. To solve this question, required a longer 
period. The group of stars among which the new moon was 
first seen was accurately noted, so as to be recognised at the 
following new moon, and doubtless our primitive astronconer 
hoped to find that in this same group the sUver crescent, when it 
should next api^ar, would be found. But in this he was dk- 
appointed; for when the moon became first faintly vkible in the 
western sky, the group of stars which had nshfered herA before, 
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bad disappeai’ed below tbe horizon, aond a new group had taken 
its place ; andl^tuw it, was duscovered ^at each aiJ^ccessive new 
moon fell farther and far^je** backward among the stars. By 
counting the days from new moon new moon, and those which 
elapsed while tlie ihoon was passing round the havens from a 
certain fixed star to this same star again, it was found that these 
two periods were different; the revohition from new to new 
occupying 291 days, while the sidereal rsvolntion, from star to 
star, required 27^ days. 

This backward motion of the moon am(mg the stars, must 
have perplexed the early astronomers; and, for a long while, it 
was utterly impossible to decide whether the motion was real 
or only apparent: analogy would lead to the conclusion that aU 
motion must be in the same direction, and as the heavens re¬ 
volved from east west, it seemed impossible that the mocm, 
which manifestiy participated in this general movement, should 
have another and a different motion, from west to east. There 
was one solution of this mystery, and I have no doubt it was for 
a long while accepted and believed. It was this; by giving to 
the moon a slower motion from east to west than the general 
motion of the heavens, she would*appear to lag behind the stars, 
which would, by their swifter velocity, pass by her, and thus 
occasion in her the observed apparent motion, from w^tst to east. 
We shall sec presently how this error was detected. 

The long and accurate vigils of the moon, and the necessity ot 
recognising her place, by the clusters or groups of stars among 
which she was nightly found, had itlready femiliariaed the eye 
with those along her track, and oven thus early the heavens 
began to be divided into ccmstellations. The eye was not long 
in detecting the singular fact, that this stream of constellations, 
lying along the moon’s path, was constantly flowing to the WMt, 
and one group after another apparently dropping into the sun, 
or, at least, becoming invisible in consequence of their proximity 
to this brilliant orb. A closer examination revealed the flict, 
that the aspect of the whole heavens was changing from month 
to nionth. Constellations which h&d been conspicuous in the 
west, and whose brighter stays wre the .first to appear as the 
twilight faded, were found to sink lower and lower towards the 
horiz(m> HU they were no longer seen; while new groups Were 
Amstautly appearing in the east. 

Th^ wm^pirfttl^ changes, so strange and inexplioabla must 
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haw l<mg f»er|>tex6<i 1to« early <jf the heavens. Hitherto, 
'tiMi atari along the ihoon^ rente ' i^ exi^aged social attention; 
hnt at lentil oertein bright and eonfiplcnoni constellations, 
towards tire north, iwHc'eated the : and these were watched 
to see whether they wordd ^aappe«^. Sotae were found to dip 
h^ow the western horizon, soon tn re-aj^iear in the east; while 
others, revolving with the general heawos, rose high above the 
horizon, swept steadily round, sunk &ir down, but never dis¬ 
appeared from the sight. This reinarkable discovery soon led 
to another equally important. In wat<hing tlie stars in the 
north through an entire night, they all seemed to describe circles; 
having a common centre, these circles grew smaller and smaller 
as the stars approaphed nearer the centre of revolution, until 
finally one bright star was found, whose position was evta’ fixed ; 
nlone unchanged, while all eke was slowly, moving. The dis¬ 
covery of this remarkable star must have been hailed with 
uncommon deKght by the primitive observer of the heavens. 
If his deep devotion to the study of the skies had created sur¬ 
prise among his rude countrymen, when he came to point them 
to this never changing light hung up in the heavens, and ex¬ 
plained its uses in guiding their wanderings on the earth, their 
surprise must have given place to admiration. Here w^as the 
first valuable gift of primitive astronomical science to mfin. 

But, to the astronomer, this discovery opened up a new field 
of investigation, and light began to dawn cm some of tlie most 
mysterious questions which had long perplexed him. He had 
watched the constellations neai* the moon’s track slowly dis.- 
appear in the effulgence of the sun, and when they were next 
ueen, it was in the east, in the early dawn, apparently emerging 
fifom the solar beams, having actually passed by the sun. 
'Watnhing and reflecting, steadily, puwuing the march of the 
northern constellations, which never eaitirely disappeared, ajid 
ne^Sag the relative positions of these, and those falling into tlie 
sun, it was at last discovered ttiat the entire starry heavens were 
slowty moving forward to meet and pass by the sun, ctf else the 
sun itself was actually moving backward among the stars. This 
apparent motion had already been detected in the moon, and 
now came the reward of long and diligent perseverance.^ The 
griitid discovery was made that both the sm and moon were 
moving among the fixed stars, not apparm^, but 
I'he previouriy received explanation of the moon’s •motion could 
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BO longer be aBtttaitied $ for tb« fitfirry hoBvens eonld not at tba 
sjBOne time so move as to pai^ by the xnocm in one iponth, and to 
pass by the sun in a period twelve times as great. A train of 
the most important conclusions flowed at once from this great 
discovery. Tlie stjarry Tieavme passed beneath and around the 
earth; the sun and moon were wandering in the same direction, 
but with difl^rent velocities, among the stars j the oonatellationa 
actually filled the entire heavens above the earth and beneath 
the earth ; the stars were invisible in the day-time, not because 
they did not exist, but because their feeble light was lost in the 
superior brilliancy of the sun. The heavens were spherical, and 
enconipassod, like a shell, the entire earth; and hence it was 
conceived that the earth itself was also a globe, occupying the 
centre of the starry sphere. 

It is impossibleifor us, familiar ns wemre at this day with these 
important truths, to appreciate the rare merit of him who, by 
the power of his genius, first rose to their knowledge and revealed 
them to an astonished world. "We delight to honour the names 
of Kepler, of Galileo, of Newton; but here are discoveries so 
far back in the dim past, that all trace of their origin is lost, 
which vie in interest and importance with the proudest achieve¬ 
ments of any age. 

With a knowledge of the sphericity of the heavens, the revo¬ 
lution of the sun and moon, the constellations of the celestial 
sphere, the axis of its diurnfd I’ovolution, astronomy began to be 
a scicuoe, and its future progress was destined to be rapid and 
brilliant. A line drawn from the earth’s centre to the north 
star formed the axis of the heavens, and day and night around 
this axis all the celestial host were noiselessly pursuing their 
never ending journeys, &r, the only moving bodies known 
were the sun and moon. These large and brilliant bodies, by 
their magnitude and Splendour, stood out conspicuously from 
among the multitude of stars, leaving these minute but beautiful 
points of light, in one great class, unchangeable among them- 
>>elves, fixed in their groupings and configurations, furnishing 
admirable points of reference, in watching and tracing out the 
wanderings of the sun and moon. 

To follow the moon as she pursued her journey among the 
stars was hot <Mfficult j but to trace the sun in his slower and 
mc^ majestic motion, and to mark accurately his track, from 
star to star, as he heaved upward to meet the coming consteila- 
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tions, not bo readily aoeomplUthecL^ Night after mght, as he 
8imk below honzcm^l^e attentive watcher marked the blight 
stars near the point of setting which hr^ appeared in the evening 
twilight. 'Biese gradnally sunk towards^ the son on successive 
nights; and thus was he traced from constellation to ^donstel> 
lation, until the entire circuit of the heavens was |)erformed, and 
he was once more attended by the satae bright stars that had 
watched, long before, his sinking in the west. Here was r^ealed 
the measure of the JTear. The earth had been verdant-with the 
beauties of spring, glowing with the maturity of mnuuer, rich in 
the fruits of autumn, ami locked in the icy chains of Winter, 
while the sun had circled round the heavens. His entrance into 
certain constellations marked the coming seasons, and man was 
beginning to couple his cycle of pursuits on earth with the revo¬ 
lutions of the celestial orbs. 

While intently engaged in watching th^ sui' as it slowly heaved 
up to meet the consteUations, some ardent devotee to this infant 
science at length marked in the early twilight a certain brilliant 
star closely attendant upon the sun. The relative position of 
these two objects was noted, for a few consecutive nights, when, 
with a degree of astonishment of which we can form no concep¬ 
tion, he discovered that this brilliant star was rapidly approaching 
the sun, and actually changing its place among the neighbouring 
stars; night after night he gazes on this unprecedented pheno¬ 
menon, a moving star ! and on each successive night he finds the 
wanderer coming nearer and nearer to the sun. At last it 
disappears from sight, plunged in tlie beams of the tiph caving 
sun. What had become of this strange -wanderer 1 Was it lost 
for ever 1 were questions which were easier asked than answered. 
But patient watching had revealed the fact, that when a group of 
stars, absorbed into the sun’s rays, ^sappeartnl in the west, they 
were next seen in the eastern sky, slowly emerging from his 
morning beams. Might it not be possible, tliat this wandering 
star would pass by the sun, and re-appear in the east ? With 
how much anxiety must this primitive discoverer have watched 
in the morning twilight ? Hay after day he S'^ught his solitary 
post, and mai'ked the rising stars, slowly lifting themselves 
above the eastern horizon. The gray dawn come, and the sun 
shot forth a flood of light; the stars faded and disappeared, and 
the watcher gave over till the coining morning. But his hd^ 
were crovi'ned at last, dust before the sun broke above the 
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hori2»>u, in th© vb«y «urt, rdTnlgent Witk the coming day, he 
descried the pure trhite silver ray of his long lost wakderer. It 
passed the sun; it rose in the east; the first was 
discovered! 

With how much anxiety and interest did the delighted 
discoverer trace the movements of his wandering stair. Here 
was a new theme for thought, for observation, for investigation. 
Would this first planet sweep round the heavens, ^ did the sun 
and moon 1 Would it always move in the same direction ? Would 
itH path lie ajiiong those groups of stars among which the sun 
and moon held their course ? Encouraged by past success, he 
rejoicingly e.iters on the investigations of these questions. For 
some time the planet pursues his journey from the sun, leaving 
it farther and farther behind. But directly it slackens its pace, 
it actually stoj)s in^its career, and the astonished observer perhaps 
thinks that bis wandering star had again become fixed. Not so; 
a few days of watching dispels this idea. Slowly at first, and 
soon more swiftly, the planet seeks again the sun, moving back¬ 
wards on its former path, until finally its light is but just visible 
in the (.-ast at early dawn. Again it is lost in the sun’s beams for 
a time, and, contrary to all preceding analogy, when next seen, 
its silver ray comes out, pure ancFbright, just above the setting 
sun It now recedes from the sun, on each successive evening 
incr(\a.siiig its distance, till it again reaches a point never to be 
passed ; here it stops, is stationary fO^r a day or two, and then 
again sinks downward to meet the sun. How wonderful and 
inc3c]»lji*al)le the movements of this wandering star must have 
appeared in the early ages, OHcillating backward and forward, 
never passing its prescribed limits, -and ever closely attendant 
upon the sun! Where the sun sank to repose, there did the 
faithful planet sink, and wh^'c the sun rose, at the same point did 
the wandering star makes its appearance. The number of days 
was accurately noted, from the stationary point in the east above 
the sun, to the stationary point in the west above the san, and 
thus the period, 684 days, from station to station, became known. 

The discovery of one planet led the way to the rapid discovery 
of sevwal others. If we may judge of their order by their 
brilliancy, Jupiter was the second wanderer revealed among the 
stars. Then followed Mars and Saturn, and after a long interval 
Mercury was detected, hovering near the sun, and imitating the 
curious motions of Venus, 
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Here the pregres® of •'disco^ei^ wafe suddoiijy 
arrested: keen as was the visibn of the i:4d astronomc^^ long aaid 
patient wae his scrutiny, no depth of penetration <k unaided 
vision could stretch beyond thn inxghty orbit of Saturn, and the 
search vras given over; A close examination of the planets 
revealed many important fiwJts. Three of them-—Mar8, Jupitar, 
and Saturn—^ere found to perform the circuit of the heavens, 
like ^e sun and moOn, and in the same direction; with tMs 
remarkable diSerence, that While the sun and moon moved 
steadily and uniformly in the same direction, the planets occa¬ 
sionally slackened their pace, would then stop, move backwards 
on their track, stop again, and finally resume their onward 
motion. Their periods of revolution were discovered by marking 
the time which elapsed after setting out fi'om some brilliant and 
wdS-known fixed star, until Ihey should perforin the entire 
circuit of the heavens, and once more return to the same star. 
The times of revolution were found to differ widely from each 
other; Mkrs requiring about 687 days, Jupiter 4,332 days, and 
Saturn 10,759 days, or nearly thirty of our years. 

The planets all pursued their journeys in the heavens, among 
the same constellations which marked the paths of the sun and 
moon, and hence these groups^ stars concentrated the greatest 
amount of attention among the early astronomers, and became 
distinguished from all the others. 

Whatever light may be shed upon antiquity by deciphering 
the hieroglyphic memorials of the past, there is no hope of ever 
going |ar enough back* to reach even the nation to which we are 
indebted for the first rudiments of the science of the stars. 

Thus tax in the prosocuticm of the study of the heavens, the 
eye and the intellect had accomplished the entire work. Eapidly 
as we have sketched the progress of early discovery, and short as 
may have been tho period in whiofi.it was accomplished, no <mio 
can fail to perceive how vast is the difference between the light 
that thus early broke in ujion the mihd, holding the coming 
of a brighter day, and the deep and universal darkness which 
had covered the world, before the dawn of acienee. Encouraged 
by the success which had thus tax rewarded patient toil,^ the 
mind of man pushes on its. investigations deeper and deeper into 
the domain of the mysterious and unknown. 

In watching the annual revolution of the sun among the fixed 
stars, one remarkable peculiarity had long been recognised. 
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While the intervaJl <rf Ume, from the rising to the setting of the 
stars, was ever the same at aU aeesbns of the year, the interval 
from the rising to the setiang of the vm was perpetually 
changing, passing throng « cycle which required exactly one 
year for its completion. It became manifest that the sun did not 
prosecute its annual journey among the stars, in a circle parallel 
with those described by the stars, in their dlnmal revolution. 
His path was oblique to those cirdes; and while he participated 
in thedr diurnal motion, he was sweeping by his annual revolution 
round the heavens, and was at the same time, by another most 
extraordinary movement, carried towards the north ^to a certain ^ 
distance, then stopping, commenced a return towards the south, 
reached his southern limit, again changed Ms direction, and thus 
osdUated from one dde to the other of his mean position. 

These wonderfu]^changes became the objecte of earnest investi¬ 
gation. 3h what curve Md the sun travel among the stars ? All 
diurnal motion was performed in a circle, the first discovered, the 
simplest and the most beautiful of curves; and in tliis curve, 
analogy taught the early astronomers that all celestial movements 
must be performed. It became therefore a matter of deep interest 
to trace the sun^s path accurately among the stars, to mark his 
track and to see whether it would not prove to be a circle. To 
accomplish this, more accurate means must he adopted than the 
mere watching of the stars whldi attended the rising or setting 
sun. The increase and decrease of the diadow of some high pointed 
rock, to whose refre^ing shade the ^epherd astronomer had 
repaired in the heat of noon, and beneath which he had long 
pondered tliis important problem, first suggested the means of its 
resolution. As the summer came on, he remarked that the 
length of the noon shadow of his rock perpetually decreased from 
day to day. As the sun became more nearly vertical at noon, 
the shadow gave him leas and Im rfieiter, WatcMng these noon 
shadows from day to day, he found th^ proportioned to the 
sun’s northern or southern motion; and finally^ the thought 
entered his mind, that these shadows would mark with certainty 
the limits of the sua^ motion north and south, the character of 
his orbit or route among the stars, the changes and duration of 
the seasons, ajad the actual length of the year, wliich thus far had 
been but roughly determined. To accomplish the observations 
mote accurately, an aim on the. ground was smoothed and 
levelled, and in its centre a v^ical pole was erected some ten or 
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£fl^en fdet m wlkdde isbaip vertex oast a well defined 
shadow.. And here we have the first astronomical instrument; 
(the gnomon) ever devised by Htd ii^nnity of man. Simple as it 
ISj by its aid the most valuable results were obtained. 

The great point was to mark with accuracy the length of the 
noon-day shadow, from month to month, throughout the entire 
yeari Four remarkable points in the sun’s annual track, were 
very Soon detected and marked. One of these occurred in the 
summer, mid was that point occupied by the sun on the day of 
the shortest noon shadow'. Here the sun had reached his greatest 
noithena point, and for a few days the noon shadow cast by the 
gnomon appeared to remain the same, and the sun siood still. 
The noon shadows now incareased slowly, for six months, as the 
sun moved south, till a second point was noted, when the noon 
shadow had reached its greatest length. .Again it became 
stationary, and again the sun paused and stood still, before com¬ 
mencing his return towards the north. These points were called 
the summer and wivter solstices, and occurred at intervals of halt 
a year. At the summer solstice the longest day occurred, while 
at the winter solstice the shortest day �was always observed. 
These extreme differences between the length of the day and 
night, occasioned the determination of the other two points. 
From the winter solstice the noon shadows decreased as the 
length of tlie day increased, until finally the day and night wore 
remarked to be of etpial length, and the distance to which the 
shadow of the gnomon was thrown on tliat day was accurately 
fixed. If, on this day, the diurnal circle described by the sun 
could have been marked in the heavens by a circle of light, 
sweeping from tlie east to the wi^, so that the eye might rest 
upon and retain it, and if at the same time the sun’s annual *path 
among the fixed stars <x)uld have been equally exhibited in the 
heavens by h circle of light, these two circles would have been 
seeh to cross each 43ther, and at their point of crossing, the sun 
would have been found. The diurnal circle was called the 
tqwaoTf the sun’s path the tdiptie, and the point of intersection 
was called, appropriately, the equinox. As the sun crossed the 
equator in ^e ^ring and autumn, these points received the 
names of the v^nod and aulumwd equinox^, and. were marked 
with all the precision which the rude means in use rendered 
practicable. 

The bright circle already imagined in the heavens te repres^ht 
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the sun’s annual track among the fitaxs, paaied c^Uquely'%cro8« 
the equator, and the amount by which these circles were inclined 
to each other was actually measured, in these early ages, with no 
mean precisioa, by the noon shadows of the gnomon. The ray 
casting the shcMrfcesfc noon shadow was inclined todhe ray forming 
the longest noon shadow, under an angle prechfcly double of the 
inclination of the ecliptic or sun’s path to the equator, and the 
inclination of these two rays marked exactly the animal motion 
of the sun from south to north, or fiom north to south. A close 
examination of the order of increase and decrease in the length 
of tlie noon tdiadows cast by the gnomon, demonstrated the 
important tmtli already suspected, that the sim’s path was 
actually a circh^ but inclined, as has already been shown, to the 
diurnal circles of the stars and to the equator. 

By counting the (^ays which elapsed from the summer solstice 
to the summer solstice again, a knowledge of the length of the 
year, or period of the sun’s revolution, was obtained. But here 
again a discovery was made, which produced an embaiTassment 
t' the early astronomers, which all their perseverance and 
I'csearch never succeeded in removing. 

In these primitive ages, the heavenly bodies were reganled 
with feelings little less than the reverence we now bestow on the 
Supreme Creator. The sun especially, as the lord of life and 
light, was regarded with feelings nearly approaching to adoration, 
even by the astrouomei's themselves. The idea early became 
fixed, that the chief of the celestial bodies must move with a 
uniform velocity in a circular orbit, never increasing or decreasing: 
change being inconsistent with the supreme and dignified station 
which was assigned to him. What then must have been the 
astonishment of the primitive astronomers, who, m counting the 
days from the summer to the winter solstice, and from the winter 
round to thn summer solstice, found these intervals to be unequal ? 
This almost incredible result was confirmed, by remarking that 
the shcMPtest spaces from equinox to solstice, dividing the sun’s 
aminol route into four equal portions, were passed over in Unequal 
times. These results could not be doubted, for each observation, 
from year to year, confirmed them. They were received and 
record^, but thB problem was handed down to succeeding gene¬ 
rations for solution. 

In consequence of the obUque direction of the ecliptic, or sun’s 
track, it was frniud dlflcnlt to retain its position in the mind. To 
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r^onr^ce to tbis impoitet circle, a brazen circle 
was at . Wgtb devised) and festc&ed permaneatlj to another 
brazen «ar6le of eq^nai nae, nx^dw ^ ffogh exactly equal to the 
iiKdinatiqu ^ the equator to thi» eQh|>tic. Circles, perp^dicular 
to the equator, and piuiaiug t^ugh the schitices and equinoxes, 
cozopl^i^ the second astronomical instrument) the inhere. Having 
constrcWd simple piece of machJboery, it was mounted on an 
axis passing tbxou^ its centre, and peipendicular to its equator, 
BO as to revolve as did the heayeps, whose motions it was intended 
to represmit. Having so placed the axis of,rotation that its pro¬ 
longation would pass through the north star, this rude sphere 
came to play a most important part in the future investigations 
of the heavens. Its brazen equator and ecliptic were each divided 
mto a certain number of equal parte, by reference to which the 
motion of the heavenly bodies might be followed with far greater 
precision than had ever been previously obtained. 

Armed with anew and more perfect instrument, the astronomer 
resumes his great investigation. Finding it how possible to mark 
out tlie sun’s path in the heavens with certainty by means of his 
brazen ecliptic, he discovers that the moon and planets in each 
revolution pass across tno sun’s track, and spend nearly an equjil 
amount of time on the north and south sides of the ecliptic. This 
discovery led to a more accurate determination of the periods of 
revolution of the planets. Tlie interval was noted from one 
passage across the ecliptic to the next on the same side, and these 
intervals mai'ked with accuracy the planetary periods. It now 
became possible to fix with greater certainty, the relative positions 
of the Buu and moon, and problems were once more z’esumed 
which had thus frtr baffled every effort of human genius. The 
phases of the moon, the very first point of investigation, had never 
yet yielded up its hidden cause; and those terrific phenomena, 
solar and lunar eclipses, which had long covered the earth with 
terror and dismay, were wrapped in mystery, and their explana¬ 
tion had resisted the sagacitiy of the most powerful and gifted 
intellects. 

No one has ever witnessed the going out of the sun in dim 
eclipse;! even now when its most minute phenomena are pre¬ 
dicted with rigorous exactitude, without a feeling of involuntary 
dismay. Wliat then must have been the effect upon the human 
mind in those ages of the world, when the cause was unknown, 
and when these terrific exhibitions burst on earth’s inhatfitants 
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unheralded and unannounced ? Here then an investigation, 
not prompte<i bjr curiosity alone, but involving the pefice and 
aecui'ity of man in all coming ages. We cannot doubt that the 
causes of the solar eclipse wer^ first detected. It ivas obseived 
tliat no eclipse of the sun ever occurred when the moon was 
visible. Even during a solar eclipse, when the sun’s light had 
entirely fadetl away, and the stars and planets stole gently upon 
the sight in the sombre and unnatural twilight, the moon was 
sought for in vain ; she w;is never to be seen. This fact excited 
curiosity, find gave rise to a careful and critical examination of 
l]ie ]3lace in which the moon should be found immediately after 
ri solar ecli}>se; and it was soon discovered that on tho night 
toliowing the clay of eclipse, the moon was seen in her crescent 
sha]jo very near to the sun and but a short distance from the 
sun’s path. By ren^rking the moon’s place, next before a solar 
eclipse, and that immediately following, it was seen that at the 
time of the occurrence of the eclipse, the moon was actually 
passing from the west to the east side of the sun’s place, and 
fnally a little calculation showed that a coincidence of the sun 
and moon in the heavens took place at the precise time at which 
the sun had been eclipsed. The conclusion was irresistible, and 
the great fact "was announced to the world, that the sun’s light 
was hidilek, hf the interposition of the dark hody of the moon. 

Having reached this im}»ortant result with entire certainty, 
the explaiiation of the moon’s phases followed in rapid succession. 
For it now became manifest that tlie moon shone with borrowed 
lif/ht, and that, her brilliancy caine from the reflected beams of 
the sun. This was readily demonstrated by the following facts. 
When the moon was so situated that the side next to the sun 
(the illuminated one) was turned from the eye of the observer, 
(as was the case in a solar eclipse,) then the moon’s surface next 
to tne oDserver was always found to be entirely black. Pursuing 
her journey from this critical point, the moon was next seen 
near the sim in the evening twilight, as a slender thread of light, 
a very small portion of her illuminated surface being now visible. 
Day after day this visible portion increases, until finally the 
moon rises as the sun sets, full orbed and round, being directly 
opposite the sun, and turning her entire illuminated surface 
towards the eye of the observer. By like degrees she loses her 
light as she approaches, and finally becomes invisible as slie 
passes by the aun. From this examination it became evident 

D 
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that the moon was a globular body, non-luzninous, and revolving 
in an orbit, oonqurdiended entirely within that described by the 
auti, and consequently nearer to the earth than the sun. Having 
ascertained this &ct, it was concluded that among all the 
moving heavenly bodies, the periods of revolution indicated their 
relative distances from the earth. Hmce Mara was regarded as 
more distant than the sun, Jupiter more ireinote than Mars, and 
Saturn the most distant, as it was the slowest moving of all the 
planets. 

After reaching to a knowledge of the causes producing the 
eclipses of the sun and the phases of the moon, it remained yet 
to resolve the mystery of tli© lunar eclipse. It was fur more 
difficult to render a satisfactory account of this phenomenon 
than either of the preceding. The light of the moon was not 
intercepted by the interposition of any opat?uo body, between it 
and the eye of the observer. No such body existed, and long 
imd perplexing was the eftbrt to explain this wonderful plieno- 
menoxL ITinally, it was observed that all opa(|ue bodies cfist 
shadows in directions opposite to the source of light. Was it 
not possible that the light of the sun, falling upon ihe eai*th, 
might be intercepted by the earth, and thus produce a shadow 
which might even reach as far as the moon ! So soon as this 
conjectui'e was made, a series of examinations were commenced 
to confirm or destroy the theory. It was at once seen, that m 
case the conjecture was true, no lunar eclipse could occur except 
when the sun, earth, and moon were situated in the same straight 
line; a position which could never occur except at the full or 
new of the moon. It was soon discovered that it was only at the 
full that lunar edipses took place, thus confirming the truth oj 
the theory, and fixing it beyond a doubt, tliat the shadow of the 
eaith falling on the moon was the cause of her eclipse. The moon 
had ah*cady been shown to be non-luminous ; and the moment 
the interposition of the earth between it and its source of light, 
the sxm, cut off its light, it ceasod to be visible, and passed 
through an eclipse. The sphericity of the earth, wliieh had been 
analogically inferred from that of the heavens, was now made 
absolutely certain; for it was remarked, as the nioon entei-ed 
the earth’s shadow, that the track of this daik: shadow across 
the bright sitrfime of the moon was always circular, which was 
quite impossible for ev(^ petition, except the earth wliicffi cast 
this circular shadow should be of a globular form. 
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Having now attained to a clear and satisfactory explanation of 
the two grand ph^omena, sdar and luim eclipses^ the question 
naturally arose, Why was not the sun eclipsed in each revolution 
of the moon ? and how happened it that the moon in the full did 
not always pass through the earth’s shadow ? An examination 
of the moon’s path among the fixed stars gave to these questions 
a clear and positive answer. ’ It was found that the sun and 
moon did not perform their revolutions in the same plane. The 
moon’s route among the stars crossed the sun’s route under a 
certain angle, and it thus frequently happened, that at the 
new and full, the moon occupied some portion of her orbit too 
remote from that of the sun to render either a lunar or solar 
eclip.=e possible. 

Eajndly have we traced the carecnr of discjovery. The toil tmd 
watching of centur’|;s have been condensed into a few moments 
of time, and questions requiring ages for their solution have 
been asked only to be answered. In connection with the inves¬ 
tigations just developed, and as a consequence of their successful 
piosecution, the (juery arose, Whether in case science had reached 
to a true exposition of the causes prodiicing an eclipse of the 
sun, was it not possible to stretch forward in time, and anticipate 
and protlict the coming of these dread phenomena ? 

To those who ha ve given but little attention to the subject, 
even in our own day, with all tho aids of modem science, the 
prediction of an edi|>se seems suHiciently mysterious and unin¬ 
telligible. How then it was possible, thousand.^ of years ago, to 
accomplish the same great object without any just views of the 
structure of the system, seems utterly incrKlible, Follow me 
then, while I attempt to I’eveal the train of reasoning which led 
to the prediction of the first eclipse of the sun, the most daring 
propliecy ever made by human genius. Follow in imagination 
this bold interrogator of the skies to his solitary mountain 
summit, withdrawn from the world, surrounded by his mysterious 
circles, there to watch and ponder through the long nights of 
many, many years. But hope cheers him on, and smooths his 
rugged pathway. Dark and deep is the problem; he sternly 
grapples with it, and resolves never to give over till victory 
crown his efibrts. 

He has already remarked that the moon’s track in the heavens 
crossed the sun’s, and that this point of crossing was in somo 
way intimatdiy connected with the coming of the dread eclijjae 
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He determines to watch and learn whether the point of crossing 
was fixed, or whether the moon in each successive revolution 
crossed the sun’s path at a different point. If tlie sun in its 
annual revolution could leave behind him a track of fire marking 
his journey among the stars, it is found that this same track was 
followed from year to year, and from century to century, with 
undeviating precision. But it wAs soon discovered that it was 
far different with the moon. In case she too could leave behind 
her a silver thread of light sweeping round the heavens, in com¬ 
pleting one revolution, this thread would not join, but would 
wind around among the stars in each revolution, crossing the 
sun’s fiery track at a point west of the previous crossing. These 
points of crossing were called the moons ^wdes. At each I'evo¬ 
lution the node occurred farther west, until after a circle of about 
nineteen years, it had circulated in the siirpe direction entirely 
round the ecliptic. Long and patiently did the astronomer watch 
and wait; each eclipse is duly observed, and its atterul.ariT cir- 
cumstainco-s are recorded; when at la.st the daii;i!i’'-'-, begins to 
give way, and a ray of light breaks in upon his mind. Idc finds 
that no eclipse of the f«m ever occtirs unless the -tiew moon is in 
th^ act of crossing the sun's track. Here was a grand discovery. 
He holds the key which he boheves will unlock the dread rny.s- 
tery, and now, with redoubled energy, he resolve.s to thrust it 
into the wards and drive back the bolts. 

To predict an eclipse of the sun, he must sweep forwairl from 
newmoon to new moen, until he finds some new moon which should 
occur while the moon ^as in the act of crossing fi'oin one .side to 
the other of the sun’s track. This certainly was po.s.sible. lie knew 
the exact period from new moon to new moon, .and from ojie 
crossing of tho ecliptic to another. With eager eye he sf-i-es the 
moori s Place in tne neavens, and ner age, and rajiidly computes 
where she will be at her next change. He finds the new moon 
occurring far from the sun’s track; he runs round another 
revolution ; place of the new moon falls closer to the sun’.s 
path> and the next yet closer, until, reaching forward with 
piercing intellectual vigour, he at last finds a new moon which 
occurs precisely at the computed time of her passage across the 
sun’s track. Here he makes his stand, and on the day of the 
occurrence of that new moon, he announces to the startled inha¬ 
bitants of the world that the sun shall expire in dark eclipse i 
Bold prediction ! Mysterious prophet! with what scorn must 
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the unthinking vrorld have received this solemn declaration! 
How slowly do the moons roll away, and with what intense 
anxiety does the stem philosopher await the coming of that day 
wliich should crown him with victory, or dash liim to the ground 
ill ruin and disgrace. Time to him moves on leaden wings ; day 
after day, and at last hour after hour, roll heavily awa;y. The 
last night is gone; the moon has disappeared from his eagle gazo 
in her approach to the sun, and tlie dawn of the eventful day 
breaks in beauty on a shirabeiing world. 

Tills daring man, stern in his faitli, climbs alone to his rocky 
homo, and greets the sun as lie rises and mounts the heavens, 
scfittoring 1 (rightness and gloiy in liis path. Beneath liiin is 
sju’cad out the po)»nlous city, already teeming with life and 
activity. Tlie busy morning hum rises on the still air, and 
n aches Iho watciihig ])]ace of the solitary astronomer The 
thousands bedow him, unconscious of his intense anxiety, buoyant 
with life, joyously pnrsiKi tlieir rounds of business, thtdr cycles 
of amusemeiiL. Tlie sun slowly climbs the heaven, round and 
bi-ight and full orbed. The lone tenant of the mountain top 
almost liegins to waver in the sternness of his faith a.s the morn¬ 
ing hours roll away. But the time of his triumph, long delayed, 
at length begins to dawn ; a pale and sickly hue creeps over the 
face of nalui'i!. The sun has reached his highest point, but his 
Bf)lcndour is <limmed, his light is feeble. At last it comes ! 
Blackn(‘ss is eating away hixS round disc j onward with slow but 
steady pat'c the dark veil moves, blacker thiui a thousand nights; 
the gloom deepens; the ghastly hue of death covers the universe; 
the last ray is g<->ne, and horror reigns ' A wail of teiTor fills 
the murky nir, the clangour of brazen trumpets resounds, an 
agony of despair dashes the stricken millions to the ground; 
while that lone man, erect on his rocky summit, with arms oiit- 
stvetched to heaven, pours forth the grateful gu.sliings of hi.s 
heart to God, who had crowned his efforts with triumphant vic¬ 
tory. Search the records of our race, and point me, if you can 
to a scene more grand, more beautiful. It is to me the proudest 
victory that genius ever won. It was the dtonquering of nature, 
of ignorance, of superstition, of terror, all at a single blow, and 
that blow struck by a single arm. And now do you demand the 
name of this wonderful man ? Alas ! what a lesson'‘;jpf the 
instalulity of earthly fame are we taught in this simple recital. 
He who had raised himself immeasureably above his race, who 
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have been regarded by hiS fellows as little less than a god, 
who had inscribed his fame <mi the very heavens, and had written 
it in the stin, with a " pen of iron, and the point of a diamond,” 
even this one has perished from the earth ; name, age, country, 
are all swept into oblivion. But his proud achievement stan^. 
The monument reared to his honour stands; and although the 
touch of time has effaced the lettering of his name, it is powerless, 
and oannot destroy the fruits of his victory. 

A thousand years roll by : the astronomer stands on the 
watch-tower of old Babylon, and writes for posterity the records 
of an eclipse; this record escapes destruction, and is safely 
wafted down the stream of time. A thousand years roll away ; 
the old astronomer, s\u‘rounded by the fierce, but wondering 
Arab, again writes, and marks the day which witnesses the sun’s 
decay. A thousand years roll heavily away: once more the 
astronomer writes from amidst the gay throng that crowds the 
brightest capital of Europe. Record is compared with record, 
date with date, revolution with revolution, the past and present 
are linked together; another struggle commences, and another 
victory is won. Little did the Babylonian dream that he was 
observing for one, who, after the lapse of 3000 years, should rest 
upon this very record the successful resolution of one of nature’s 
darkest mysteries. 

We have now reached the boundary where the stream of dis¬ 
covery, which we have been tracing through the clouds and mists 
of antiquity, begins to emerge into the twilight of tradition, 
soon to flow on in the clear light of a history that shall never 
die. Henceforth our task will be more pleasing, because more 
certain ; and we invite you to follow us as we attempt to exhibit 
the coming struggles and future triumphs of the student of the skies. 



LECTURE III. 

THEOEIES FOR THE EXPLANATION OP THE MOTIONS OP THE 
HEAVENLY BODIES. 

F in tracing the career of aatro- 
iioiny in the primitive ages of 
the world, wo, have been left to 
pursue our way dimly, through 
cloud and darkness ; if regrets rise 
up, that time has swept into obli¬ 
vion the names and country of the 
eai’ly discoverers; in one reflection 
there is some compensation: while 
the bright and enduring truths 
which they wrested from nature 
Imve descended to us, their errors, 
whatever the3^ may have been, are 
for ever buried with their names and 
their persons. We are almost led to 
believe that those errors were few 

and transient, and that the mind, as yet undazzled by its triumphs, 
questioned nature with that humility and quiet perseverance 
which could bring no response but truth. 

In pursuing the consequences flowing from the prediction of 
an eclipse, several remarkable results were reached, which we 
proceed to unfold. It will be recollected that to produce either 
solar or lunar eclipses, the new or full moon must be in the act 
of crossing the sun’s annual track. This point of crossing, called 
the mooni^a wndef became therefore an object of the deepest 
interest. Long and careful scrutiny revealed the fact of its 
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movement airotmd the ecliptic, in a i>ei'iod of eighteen years and 
eleven days, during wldch time there occur 223 new moons, or 
228 full moons. If then, a new moon falls on the sun’s tract to 
produce a solar eclipse to-day, at the eitpiration of 223 lunations, 
again will the new moon faE on the eoliptie, and an eclipse will 
surely take place. Suppose, then, that all the eclipses which 
occur within this remai*kahle period of 223 lunations are care¬ 
fully observed, and the days on which they fall recorded, on 
each and every one of these da}^, during the next period of 223 
lunations, eclipses may be exj)ected, and their coming forelolrl. 

This wonderful period of eighteen years and eleven days, or 
223 lunations, was known to tlie Chaldeans, and by its use 
eclipses were predicted, more than 3000 years ago. It is like¬ 
wise found among the Hindoos, the Chinese, and the Egyptians, 
nations widely separated on the earth’s Burt0,ce, and siiggesting 
the idea that it had its origin among a people even anterior to 
the Chaldeans. It is now known by the name of the Zaros^ or 
Chaldean period. 

Let it not be supposed that the application of the Zaros to the 
prediction of eclipses, can in any way supersede modem ixietliocls. 
While antiquity contented itself with announcing the dxiy on 
which the d^k body of the moon should hide the sun, modem 
science points to the exact second on the dial, which shall mark 
the first delicate contact of the moon’s edge with the brilliant 
disc of the sun. 

It would be a matter of gi*eat interest to fix the epoch of 
primitive discovery. Though this is impossible, its high antiejuity 
is attested by a few facts, to which we will briefly advert. We 
find among aE the ancient nations, Chaldeans, Persians, Hindoos, 
Chinese, and Egyptians, that the seven days of l;he week were 
in universal use, and what was far more reraarkahle, each of these 
nations named the days of tlie wiexk after the seven planets, 
numbering the sun and moon among the planets. It is, more¬ 
over, found that the order of naming is not tliat of the distance, 
velocity, or br|y|,ancy of the planets, and neither does the fii-st 
day of the we^ coincide among the different nations ; but the 
order once commenced is invariably preserved by all. If we 
compute the prohabUity of such a coincidraice resulting by 
accident, we shaE And the chances miElons to one against it. 
We are, therefore, forced to the conclusion, that the planets wore 
discovered, and the seven days of the week devised and named. 
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by some primitive nation, from wbom the tradition descended 
imperfectly, to succeeding generations. 

A remarkable discovery, made in the remote ages of the world, 
throws some farther light on the era of the primitive astrono¬ 
mical researches. The release of the eaith from the icy fetters 
of winter, the return of spring, and the revivification of nature, 
is a period hailed with uncommon delight, in all ages of the 
world. To be able to anticipate its coming, from some astro¬ 
nomical phenomenon was an object of earnest investigation by 
the ancients. 

It was found that the sun’s entrance into the equinox, reducing 
to equality the length of the day and ixight, always heralded the 
coming of the spring. Hence to mark the equinoctial point 
among the fixed stars, and to note the place of some brilliant star 
whose appearance ip the early morning dawn would announce the 
fixxn’s approach to the equator, was early accomplislied with all 
pc)R3ible a(;curacy. This star once selected, it was believed that 
it would remain for ever in its place. 

The sun’s path among the fixed had been watched witii 
success, and it seemed to remain absolutely unchanged ; and 
lienee the points in which it crossed the equator, for a long 
v.'liile, were looked upon as fixed and immoveable. And, indeed, 
cc'utuiies must pass away before any change could become sen¬ 
sible to the naked eye and its rude instrumental auxiliaries. But 
a time arrives at last wlien the bright star, which for more than 
five hundred years had with its morning ray announced the 
season of lh«wers, is lost. It has failed to give its warning; 
spring has come, the forests bud, the flowers bloom, but the star 
which once gave promise, and whose ray had been hailed with 
so much delight by many generations, is no longer found. The 
hoary patriarch recals the long experience of a Inmdred years, 
and now perceives that each succeeding spring had followed 
more and more rapidly after the appearance of the sentinel star. 
Each year the inteiwal from the first appearance of the star in 
the early dawn, up to the equality of day and night, had grown 
less and less, and now the equinox came, but the star remained 
inriaible, and did not emerge from the sun’s beams until the 
equinox had passed. 

Long and deeply were these facts pondered and weighed. At 
length truth dawned, and the discovery broke upon the unwilling 
mind, that the sun’s •path among the fixed Uars was actually 
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dimmingf md tlmt his point of crossing the equator was slowly 
moving backwards towards the west, and leaving the stars 
behmd. The same motion, only greatly more rapid, had been 
recognised in the shifting of the moon’s node, and in the rapid 
motion of the points at which her track crossed the equator. 
The retrograde motion of the eq\imoctial points caused the sun 
to reach these points earlier than it would have done had they 
remained fixed, and hence arose the precession of the equinoxes. 

This discovery justly ranks among the most important 
achieved by antiquity. Its explanation was infinitely above the 
reach of human eflbrt at that early day; but to have detected 
the fact, and to have marked a motion so slow and shrouded, 
gives evidence of a closeness of observation worthy of the highest 
admiration. It will be seen hei'eafter, that the human mind has 
reached to a full knowledge of the causes p’*oduciug the retro¬ 
grade movement of the equinoxes among the stars. Its rate of 
motion has been deteriqined, and its vast period of nearly 
twenty-six thousand years has been fixed. Once revealed, the 
slow movement of the equinox makes it a fitting hour-hand, on 
the dial of the heavens, with which to measure the revolutions 
of ages. As the sun’s path has been divided into twelve con¬ 
stellations, each fiUing the twelfth part of the entire circuit of 
the h«iv^(^ for the equinox to pass the twelfth part of the 
dial, or from one consteJlation to the next, will require a period 
of more than two thousand years. Since the astronomer first 
noted the portion of this hour-hand on, the dial of the stars, but 
one of its mighty hours of two thousand years has rolled away. 
In case any record could be found, any chiselled block of granite, 
exhibiting the place of the equinox among the stars at its date, 
no matter if ten thousand years had elapsed, we can reach back 
with certainty, and fix the epoch of the record. 

No such monument has ever been found; but there are occa¬ 
sional notices of astronomical phenomena, found among the 
Greek and Koman poets, which at least give colour to conjecture. 
Virgib- informs us that the “ White Bull opens with his golden 
hcdens this year 

^ Candidvi^ auratls aperit cum cornibus aimum, 
TaUrus.” 

This Eftatement we know is not true, if applied to the age-in 
which the poet wrote, and seems to be the quotation of an 
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ancient tradition. If tbis eonjecture be true, this tradition must 
have been carried down the stream of time for more than two 
thousand years, to reach the age in which the poet wrote. 
Although these conjectures are vague and uncertain, the fre¬ 
quent allaslons to the constellations of the zodiac in the old 
Hebrew Scriptures, and in the works of all ancient writers, 
sufficiently attest the extreme antiquity of these arbitrary 
groupings of the stars. 

In taking leave of the primitive ages of aatixulomy, and in 
entcadng on that portion of the career of research and discovery 
whose history has been preserved, let us pause for a moment and 
consider the position occupied by the human mind at this 
remarkable epoch. 

Thus far the eye had done its work faithfully. Through long 
and patient watching, it had revealed the facts, from which reason 
had wrought out her great results. The sters groujMjd into con¬ 
stellations, glittered in the blue concave of a mighty sphere, 
whose centre was occupied by the earth. Within this hollow 
sphere, sun, moon, and planets, kept their apjjointed courses, and 
perfoi*med their ceaseless journeys. Their wanderings had been 
traced ; their pathway in the heavens was known, their periods 
determined, the inclinations of their orhits fixed. So accurately 
had the eye followed the sun and moon, tliat it had learned to 
anticijiate their relative positions, their oppositions and conjunc¬ 
tions, till, reaching forwjurd, it had robbed the dread eclipse of 
its ten’ors, and had learned to hail its coming with delight. The 
pathway of the sun and moon among the stars had been scanned 
and studied, until their slowest changes had been marked and 
measured. 

Such were the rich fruits of diligence and perseverance which 
descended from the remote nations of antiquity. With the 
advantage of these great discoveries, and the experience of pre¬ 
ceding ages, it is natural to expect rapid progress, when science 
found its home among the bold, subtle, and inquisitive Greeks. 
He who entertains this expectation will meet with disappoint¬ 
ment. Not that investigations were less constancy or perse- 
veringly conducted ; not that less perfect means were employed, 
or less powerful talent consecrated to the work j but because a 
point had been reached of exceeding difficulty. The era of dis¬ 
covery from mere inspection was rapidly drawing to a <^OBe, It 
was an easy matter to count the ^ys from full moon to full 
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moon, to Yratcli a planet as it circled the heavens from a 
Tintil it reiunieci to the same star again, to mark its stopping, 

its reversed mdtion, and its onward goings; but it was a far 
difEbrent matter to rise to a knowledge of the causes of these 
Btations and retrogradations, and to render a clear and satis- 
faictory account of them. The problem now presented, was to 
combine all the facts treasured by antiquity, all the movements 
exhibited ,in the h4avens, and reduce them to simplicity and 
harmony. The Greek philosophers, from Plato down to the 
extinction of the last school of philosophy, recognised this to be 
the true pibblem, and essayed its solution, with an energy and 
pertinacity worthy of the highest admiration. 

Let us now examine the causes which arrested the progress of 
astronomical discovery, and held back the mind for a period of 
more than two thousand years. Surrounded as we are by the 
full blaze of truth, accustomed to the simplicity and beauty 
which now reign everywhere in the heavens, we find it next to 
impossible to realise the true position of those brave minds, 
which, enveloped in darlsnesa, deceived by the senses, fettered 
by prejudice, struggled on and finally won the victory, whose 
fruits we enjoy. 

The most careful and philosophical examination of the heavens 
seemed to lead to the admitted truth, that the earth was the 
centre of all celestial motion. In the configuration of the bright 
stars there was no change, From age to age, from century to 
century, immdveably fixed in their relative positions, they had 
performed their diurnal revolutions around the earth. They 
were even of the same magnitude, of the same brilliancy. How 
impossible was this, on any hypothesis, except that of the fixed 
central position of the earth. Leaving the fixed stars, an exami¬ 
nation of the motions of the sun and moon, their nearly uniform 
Velocity, their invariable diametei^ in all portions of their orbits, 
demonstrated the central position of the eartj^ with reference to 
them. To shake a faith thus firmly fixed, sustained by the 
evidence of the senses, consonant with every feeling of the mind, 
accordant with fact and reason, required a depth ofssresearch, 
and thsMieveiopment of new truths, only to revealed after 
centuties of observation. 

Every effort, th«m, to explain the celestial phenomena, started 
with the undoubted fact, that the earth was the ceutee all 
motion. Thus far. the mind had not reached the idea of appar 
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rent motion. If tbe moon moved, so equally did the sun. There 
was exactly the same amount of evidence to demonstrate the 
reality of the one motion, as the other; neither were doubted. 
It would have been unphilosophical to reject the one without 
rejecting the other. 

The centre of motion once determined, the nature of the curve 
described was so obviously presented to the eye, that it seemed 
impossible to hesitate for one moment. The circle was the only 
regular curve known to the ancients. Its simplicity, its beauty, 
and perfection, would have induced its selection, even had there 
been a multitude of curves from which to choose. Its curvattire 
was over the same. It had neither beginning nor end. It was 
the symbol of eternity, and admirably shadowed forth the 
eternity of the motions to which it gave form. As if these con¬ 
siderations had reqjiired confirmation, every star and planet, the 
sun and moon, all described circles in their diurnal revolution ; 
and it seemed impossible to doubt that their orbitual motions 
were performed in the same beautiful curve. In truth, observa¬ 
tion confirmed this conjecture ; and the orbits of all the moving 
bodies, when projected on the concave heavens, were circles. 
That this curve, then, should have been adopted without doubt 
or hesitation, is not to bo wondered at. It came therefore to be 
a fixed princi])le, that in all hypotheses devised to explain the 
phenomena of the heavens, circular motion and circuhir orbits 
alone could be employed. 

To these great principles of the central position of the earth, 
and the circular orbits, we must add that of the earth’s immo¬ 
bility. This doctrine was undoubtedly sustaiued by the evidence 
of all the senses which could give testimony. No one had seen 
it move,’had heard it move, had felt it move. How was it 
possible to doubt the evidence of the eye, the touch, the ear ? 
1 lere, then, was another incontrovertible fact, which even the 
most sceptical could not doubt, and which lay at the foundation 
of all eflfoi’t to resolve the problem under examination. 

With a full knowledge and appreciation of these facts, we are 
prepared to enter upon an examination of the career of astro¬ 
nomy up to the time when all darkness disappeared before the 
dawning of a day which should never end. The early Greek 
philosophers,, little fitted by nature for dose and laborious 
observation, rather chose to gather in travel the wisdom which 
was garnered up in the temples, and among the priests of Egypt 
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End India. Betwniing to tbeir ntdire they theorised <m 
the facte they had leaam€d, and tanght doet^es, ^ieh fonnd 
their only su^^port in tcahis of ianeilhl ct apecions reasoning. 
Th^ts we find Pythagorae mingling the great discoveries of 
antiouity with theories the most vagne and vidonary. While 
gleams of truth dash oocaalonaily throfogh the dsoihness of his 
doctrines, they seem but foitunate gnefses. His views weare 
sustained by no solid aigument, and rapidly sunk into forget* 
fhlness. This philosopher is said to have fixed the mm in the 
centre of his planetary system, and to have taught the revcdution 

of the earth in an orbit; but 
to sustaiiithis bold conjecture, 
the only reason assigned, was, 
that fire, which comnosea the 
sun, was more dignified than 
earth, and hence should hold 
the more dignified position in 
the centre. We are not sur¬ 
prised that Hipparchus and 
Ftolemy, the true astronomers 
among the Greeks, should have 
rejected a doctrine sustained 
by BO futile and absurd a rea¬ 
son. Nieetac,, a follower of 
Pythagoras, is said to have 
gone farther than his master, 
and to have adopted the idea 
that the revolution of the hea¬ 

vens was an appearance produced by an actual rotation of the 
earth on an axis, once in twenty-four hours. This extraordinary 
and almost prophetic announcement, unfortunately was not sus¬ 
tained by any solid argument. It was regarded as a vain dream, 
and soon was lost in oblivion. 

A crowd of theoretic philosophers filled, for a long time the 
sehCM^' of Greece, contributing little to science, and diverting 
the mind fcuxn the only train of research which cou^ leadio 
any true results. At length a philosopher arose who restored 
iBvesti^tion to i1» legitimate channel. Hipparchus, abandoning 
for the present all vain effinrt to ex]^am the j^nomena of the 
heavens, gave himself up to close, continuous, and accorate 
observation. He began with the movements of the sun in his 
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imnual orbit. By the coBstruotioB of superior brazen cii'cles, be 
measured the di^y motion of the sun during the entire year. 
He oonfirmed the discovery of the ancients, of the irregular or 
unequal progress of this luminary, and fixed that point in the 
sun’s orbit where it moved with greatest velocity. Year after 
3^eai’ did this devoted astr(momer foUow the sun, until finally he 
discovered that the point on the orbit, where its motion was 
swiftest, did not remain fixed, but was advancing in each revolu¬ 
tion, at a very slow rate along Ihe orbit. Having thus demon¬ 
strated and charcT-ctcrised the irregularity of the sun’s motion, 
he directed his attention i > minute examinations of the moon, 
and reached results ]>recisely similar. From these discoveries h. 
became manifest, that in case the motions of the sun and moon 
were circular and uniform, the earth did not occupy tlie exact 
centres of theii orl4ts ; oii this hypothesis any irregularity 
of motion would have ».»een impossible. Here was a point 
gained. The exact central position of the eai*lh was disproved 
in tvv{‘ instances, and even the amount of its eccentricity, or 
distance from the tnie centre, determined. Betaining the cir- 
culai* and unifonn motion of the sun and moon, the discovered 
iiregnlarities were tolerably well represented by the eccentric 
position of the earth, from who'^e surface these motions were 
measured. 

While 3)ursuing these important researches, Hipparchus re¬ 
solved upon a work of extraordinary difiJculty, wLidli had never 
before been attempted, and which fully attests the grandeur and 
sagacity of his views This enterprise was nothing less than 
numbering the stars and fixing their positions in the heavens. 
This he actually accomplished ; and his catalogue of 1081 of the 
principal stars is, perhaps, the richest treasure which the Greek 
school has transmitted to iiosterity. We cannot too much 
admire the disinterested devotion to science which prompted 
this great un<lertakmg, and tlie finnness of purpose which sus¬ 
tained the solitary observer, through long years of toil. It was 
a work for posterity, and could yield to its author no raward 
dui’ing his life. Conscious of this, his resolution never faltered, 
and grateful posterity crowns his memory with the well-earned 
title of Father of Astronomy. The noble example thus set by 
Hipparrims was not lost on Ptolemy, justly the most distin¬ 
guished among his immediate successors. An ardent student, a 
dose observer, a patient and candid reasoner, Ptolemy coUeoted 
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and digested the discoveries and theories of Ids predecessors, and 
transmitted them, in connection with his own, successfully to 
posterity. Eejecting the absurd doctrine of the solid crystal 
spheres of Eudoxus, and the unsustained notions of Pythagoras, 
this bold Greek undertook the resolution of the great problem, 
w|iich Plato had long before presented, nnd to accomplish which 
so many unsuccessful effoi’ts had been made. 

After a careful examination of all the facts and discoveries 
which the world then possessed, adding his own extensive 
observations, Ptolemy promulged a system which bears his 
name, and which endured for more than fourteen hundred 
years. He fixed the earth as the great centre, about which the 
sun, the moon, the planet.s, and the starry heavens, revolved. 
Retaining the doctrine of uniform circular motion, he accounted 
for the irregularity in the movements of tj[ie sun and moon by 
the eccentric position of the earth in their orbits. To explain 
the anomalous movement of the planets, he devised the system 
of cycles and epicycles. Every planet moved uniformly in the 
circumference of a small circle, whose centre moved uriifoi’iidy 
in the circumference of a large circle, near whose centre the 
earth was located. By this ingenious tlieory, it was shown that 
a planet moving in the circumference of its small circle might 
appear to retrograde, to become stationary, and finally to advance 
among the fixed stars. Thus were all the phenomena known to 
the Greek ditronomer so satisfactorily accounted for, that it even 
became possible from this singular theory, to comjmte tables of 
the planetary motions, from which their places could be r)re- 
dicted with such precision, that the error, if any existed, escaped 
detection by the rude.instruments then in use. 

Wliile the explanation of the celestial phenomena had consti> 
tuted the principal object of the Greek astronomers, some rude 
efforts were commenced to determine the magnitude of the eailh, 
and the telative distances of the sun and moon. Tlie process 
adopted by Eratosthenes, two thousand years ago, to determine 
the circumference of the earth and its diameter, is essentially the 
same now employed by modern science. The results reached by 
the Greek astronomer, owing to an ignorance of the exact value 
of ais umt. are lost to the world. 

When astronomy was bankhed from Greece, it found a 
home among the Arabs. When darkness and gloom wrapped 
the* earth through ten long centuries, and human knowledge 
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languished, and art died, and genius sluml)ered, it is a remarkable 
fact that astronomy, during that long period of ignorance, 
instead of being lost, was actually slowly advancing ; and when 
the dawn of learning once more broke on Europe, the astronomy 
of the Greeks, improved by the Arabs and the Persians, was 
preserved in the great work of Ptolemy, and transmitted to 
posterity. 

It i.s true that no change had been wrought in the Greek 
theory, but observations had been multiplied and slow changes 
mesisiired, which prepared the way for the discoveries wliich 
were soon to succeed. On the revival of learning in Europe, the 
literature and science of the Greeks aiid Homans rapidly spread, 
ami giiined an astonishing ascendancy over the human mind. 
Indeed, theirs was the only science, the only wisdom. Time- 
honoured, and veucftiblo with age, the ]>]iilos()))h_\ of .\rist(jtle, 
the geometry of Euclid, and tlie astroimmy oi' I'tolciuy, tilled the 
colleges and universities, and 
fa'-toned itself upon the age 
with atenaeitv which permitted 
no one to question or doubt, and 
wliich seemed to d(*fy all furllicr 
jirogvcss. Such was the state 
of sciimce and the world, v hen 
Copernicus cojiscc’rat.ed lie, ge¬ 

nius to the examhifitioii < i the 
h eaveiis. 

To a mind singularly bold and 
penetrating, Coperniens united 
habits of profound study and 
severe observation. Deeply 
read in the received doctrines 
of science, he examined with the 
keenest intei-est eveiy hint 
which the philosophers of anti¬ 
quity had left on record conoeniing the system of nature, i’or 
more than thirty years he watched, wiLli unceasing persevoimiee, 
the movements of the heavenly bodies. By the constructioji of 
superior instruments, he compared the observed places of the sun, 
moon, and planets, with their positions comj)uted fi’om the best 
tables founded on the theory of Ptoiemy. The hypothesis of 
uniform circular motion had originally been .adopted to preserve 
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the simplicity of nature, and with true philosophy. But as one 
irregularity after another had been discovered in the movenjijftts 
of the heavenly bodies, each of which must be explained on the 
circular hypothesis, one circle had been successively added to 
anr her, eccentrics and epicycles, equants and differeuts, until, to 
preserve simplicity, the system had grown to the most extrava¬ 
gant complexity. The primitive idea of simplicity was a just one, 
founded in nature and adopted in reason. But after thirty years 
of vain effort to harmonise the phenomena of the heavens with the 
theory of Ptolemy, after entangling himself in a maze of com¬ 
plexity in his effort to preserve simplicity, Copernicus was at last 
driven to doubt, and doubt soon grew into disbelief. By a close 
examination of the motions of Merciuy and Venus, he found 
that these planets always accompanied the sun, participated in 
its movements, and never receded from it cj..cept to limited dis¬ 
tances. The uniformity of their oscillations, from the cue side 
to the other of the sun, suggested their revolution abont that 
luminary, in orbits wiiose jjianes passed ncsai'ly througli the eye 
of the observer. The E^j^tians had reached to this doctrine, 
had communicated it to Pythagorfis, who taught it to his 
countrymen, nearly two thousand years before the time of 
Copernicus. 

If, then, simplicity imperiously demanded the abandonment of 
the earth as tne great centre of motion, in the search for a new 
centre, a multitude of circumstances pointed to the sun. It was 
the largest and most brUliant of all the heavenly bodies. It gave 
light to the moon mA phinets. It gave life to the earth and its 
inhabitants. It inii octrial&ly accompanied by two satellites, 
azid, above all,, it WM §» ri^aied to the earth, that if motion in 
the one was abandoaed^ it must instantly, and without a 
xnoaxient^s heaitatioai, be tramderi'ed to the other. Long did the 
jdtikitefiher be^tate, perplexed with doubts, surrounded by pre¬ 
judice, embarrassed with difficulties ; but, finally, rising superior 
to every consideration save truth, he quitted the earth, swejpt 
boldly through space, and planted himself upon the sun. Wiiii 
an imagination endowed with the most extraordinary tenacity, 
he carried with him all the phenomena of the heavens, which 
were so faij^ar to his eye while viewed from the earth. A long 
train of investigation was now before him. He commences with 
his now distant earth. Its immobility is gone; he beholds it 
sweeping round the heavens in the precise tra<^ o&ce followed 
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by tlie f5uji. The same constellations niai*k its career, the same 
periodic time, the same inequalities of motion ; all thfft the sun 
lifts lost the earth has gained. 

Thus far, tlie change had been without results. He now gives 
his attention to the planets. Here a most beautiful scene broke 
upon his senses. The complex wanderings of the planets, their 
stations, their retrograde motions, all disappeared, and he beheld 
them .sweeping harmoniously around him. The earth, deprived 
of her immobility, started in her orbit, joined her sister planets, 
and gave perfection to the .system. The oscillations of Mercury 
and Venus were converted into regular revolutions, stUl holding 
their places nearest to the sun; then came the earth, next Mars 
and Jupiter, and last of all Saturn, away in the distance, slowly 
pursuing his mighty orbit. All were moving in the same direction, 
their paths filling tlfb same belt of the heavens. 

Charmed with this beautiful scene, the philosopher turns to an 
examination of the moon. Was she, too, destined to take her 
place among the planets ? A short investigation revealed her 
true character. She could not be a })lanet revolving about the 
sun interior to the earth’s orbit, for, if so, she would have imitated 
the oscillations of Mercury and Venus. She was not a planet 
revolving around the sun, exterior to the orbit of the earth ; for, 
in that case, she must hav^e imitated the stations and retrograda- 
tions of Mars, JiipitiOr, and Saturn. The invariability of her 
diameter, as seen from the earth, joined t,o these considerations, 
established the fact of her secondar}’’ characl er ; and, like a 
favourite minislx*r who accompanies his dethroned monarch in 
his exile, so did the faithful moon cling to the earth, and follow 
it in its wanderings through space. 

Such is the beautiful system wrought out by the great Polish, 
philosopher. Far from perfect, it was founded in truth ; and, 
although improvement might and must come, revolution could 
never shake its firm foundation. While the more prominent 
irregularities in the planetary motions were removed by con¬ 
stituting the sun the centre of motion, there yet remained an 
increase and decrease in the orbitual velocities of all the planets 
now including the earth among the number, which were in¬ 
explicable. The planets did not revolve, then, in circles whose 
exact centre was occupied by the sun. The moon’s orbit was not 
a circle whose exact centre vlas'the earth ; and to explain these 
unfortunate irregularities, Copernicus, clinging to drcolar motion, 
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as the world had done for 2000 yeara, was dr-iven to adopt the 
saiiie expedients which characterised the theories of Ptolemy : 
the eccentric and epicycle were fastened upon the new system of 
astronomy. Yet another difficulty embarrassed the mind of 
Copernicus. In giving to the earth a rotation on its axis once 
in twenty-four hours, he explained the apparent revolution of 
the starry heavens. This axis of rotation, it was readily seen, 
must ever remain parallel to itself in the annual revolution of 
the earth in its orbit. Being in this way carried round such a 
vast circumference, the prolongiitiou of tlio axis ought to pierce 
the nm’thcrn heavens in a aeries of points which would foi’m a 
curve so large as not to escajjc detection. But no siieli curve 
appeared ; the north pole of the heavens, scnitinisod with llie 
most delicate instruments, ])reserved its position iinuiovcably 
throughout the entire revolution of the eai^li in its orbit; ami 
to escape from this diliicuUy there was no alteniativc but to 
admit tiiat the distance oi‘ the sphere of the fixed stars was so 
great that the diameter of the earilils orbit, equal to 20t),000,0()(.) 
of miles, was absolutely nothing, when compared with that 
miffhty distance. 

Under these cireuinstaucos, it is not Avondeiful that Coi)ornicus 
shouM have pronudged his system with extronio <liffidcnce, and 
only after long delay; indeed, his great work, setting forih his 
doctrines, was never read by its author in print, and only reached 
him in time to cheer hia dying moments. 

Wo, cannot, then, be surprised that the new .system was 
received with doubt and distrust, or rather that it was for a 
long while absolutely rejected. The })rogress of truth is ever 
slow, while error moves with rapid ]')aco. The reason is obvious : 
error is seized by a class of minds, which asks no evidence ; 
while the searchoi's for truth adopt it only after the moat 
deliberate ex am inatiou. 

But the revolution had been commenced. A few bold minds 
were stiaick with the simplicity and boauty of the conjectures of 
Copernicus ; and when the exigencies of the age demand genius, 
it seems to rise spontaneously. The mind had persevered in a 
system founded in reason, and which nothing short of this very 
perseverance could have demonstrated to be erroneous. Like the 
traveller who is uncertain which of two roads to take, he reflccls, 
reasons, and decides, and, even if his choice be a wrong" on^ it 
would be folly to , stop before fully convinced that he had chosen 
erroneously. 
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But the mind is once again in the path of truth; and after 
�wjuidering twenty long centuries in darkness, which grew deeper 
and deei)er, the change from darkness to light giveatrigour to its 
movements, and its future acliievements are destined to be I’upid 
mid glorious. 

Here let us pause for a moiuent on the boundary which divides 
ancient from modern science, and glance at the collate!^ circum¬ 
stances which were found to modify and retard the investigations 
which had commenced. The old doctrines of philosophy and 
astronomy had become intimately interwoven with human society. 
Ptolemy, and Plato, and Aristotle, were regarded with a sort of 
I’cvercntial awe. Even the Chuich, not following, but leading 
the world in this profound respect for ancient philosophy, pro- 
uouncod the doctrines of Ptplerny in accordance witli tlm i-evela- 
tions of Scripture, %nd girdled them with the fires of persecution, 
through which alone their sacredness could be attacked. Tlius 
entrenched and defended by prejudice, by society, and by religion, 
none but the most daring spirit would enter the conflict against 
such unequal odds. Conscious of these difficulties, Copernicus 
had wisely avoided collision, and gave lijs doctrines to the world 
with such caution as not to provoke attack. But this armed 
neutrality could not lung endure. If the new doctrine were 
founded in error, left to itself it would never advance, and 
would soon ({uietly .sink into oblivion. On tlie contrary, should 
it prove to ho based upon truth, no power could arrest its 
])rogress, or stay its development. The contest must come, 
sooner or later, .*md demanded in those who should battle for the 
ti-uth the rarest qualities. 

Copernicus had merely commenced the examination of his bold 
conjecture. A lifetime was too slioj-t to accomplish more. He 
had transferred the centre of motion from the earth to the sun, 
and rested the truth of his hypothesis on a (fminw/iec? complexity 
in the celestial phenomena. In' case the true centre had been 
found, it now remained to determine the exact curves in wliicli 
the planets revolved, the laws regulating their motion, and the 
nature of the bond which it was now suspected united the 
planetary worlds into one great system. The resolution of these 
profound questions was reached for Kepler^ who has, without 
flattery, been termed the liegislator of the heavens, and who 
has earned the reputation of bemgy2r5« in fact and fir^t in genius 
among modem astronomers. He united, in the most perfect 
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xnaamer, all tlie quaUfications of a great discoverer. Ardent, 
and subtle, be pursued bis investigations with a 

keen and restless activity. Pati¬ 
ent, labozaoua, and determined, 
difficulties shrunk at bis ap¬ 
proach and obstacles melted 
before him. Unprejudiced and 
pious, he sought for truth in 
the name and invoking ever 
the guidance of the great Au¬ 
thor of truth. If bis theories 
were not actually deduced from 
facts, when formed, no test was 
too severe, and nothing short 
of a rigid 1 coincidence with 
fact could satisfy the exacting 
mind of this wonderful genius. 
Realising fully the difficulty 
and importance of the re¬ 
searches before him, once com¬ 

menced, his perseverance knew no bmit, and the fertility of 
bis imagination was utterly mexbaustible. 

Such was the man to whom the interests of science at this cri¬ 
tical juncture were committed. Having adopted as an hypothesis, 
the central position of the sun, and the revolution of the earth and 
planets around this centre, he determined to discover the true 
nature of the {dauetary orbits, and find, if possible, some single 
curve which would explain the orbitual motions of tiie celestial 
boffies. To accomplish tiik difficult enterprise, Kepler wisely 
determined to confine his efforts and investigations to one single 
planet, and Mars was selected as the subject for experiment. He 
commenced by a rigorous comparison between the observed 
plaees of the planet, and those'given by the best tables which 
could be computed by the circular theory. Sometimes the 
predicated and observed places agreed well with CAch other, and 
hope whispered that the true theory had been found; but 
pursuing tire plmiet onward in its sweep around the sun, it would 
begin to diverge from its theoretic track, its distance would 
increase, until it became evidssrt that the theory was false, and 
must be abandoned. 

Nothing dannted^ the ardent philosopher consoled himself with 

Kepler. 
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thought, that among ail possible theories whieh the mind 
oould frame, one had been stricken from the list, and a diminished 
number remained for exlamination. This was a dew mode of 
research; and in case the number of theories ims not too great, 
and the patience of the philosopher sufficiently enduring, a time 
would come, sooner or later, when success mufd reward his 
labours. Thus did Kepler toil on, subjecting one hypothesis 
after another to the ordeal of rigid experiment, until no less than 
nineteen had been tested with the utmost severity, and all were 
rejected. Eight years of incessant labour had been devoted to 
this examination. He had exhausted every combination of 
circular motion which the fertility of his imagination could 
suggest. They had all utterly failed, Tiie charm was ended, 
and he finally broke away fi'ora the fascination of this beaftd^l 
curve, which for ive thousand yeaia had so betididered the 
human mind, and boldly pronounced it impossible to axplrin the 
planetary motions with an^ circular hypothesis. This at least 
was a great negative triumph. If he had not foimd the curve in 
which the planets revolved, he had found what it could not be; 
and, released from ,all future embarrassKent from eccentrics and 
epicycles, he now pursued a lofty and independent train of 
investigation. 

Leaving for ever the circle, the next simplest curve is called 
the ellipse, an oval figure, which when but little flattened very 
nearly resembles the circle in form, but enjoys very different 
properties. All diameters of a circle are equtd. The diameters 
of an ellipse are unequal. The centre of the circle is equally 
distant from all points on the circumference. No such point 
exists in the ellipse; but two curious points are found on its 
longest diameter, possessing the remarkable property of having 
the sum of the lines joining them with any point of the curve 
constantly equal to the longest diameter. Each of these points 
is called a foetts. This beautifid curve, with its singular pro¬ 
perties, had been discovered by the Oreek mathematicians; but 
not remarking Its use in nature, it had hitherto been regarded 
only as an object of amusing speculation. , To this curve did 
Kepler apply, when driven from the circular hypothesis, and 
again oommeneed his system of forming hypothai^, and hunting 
them down, as he temed his scrutinising process. As in the 
circular hypothesis the sun had at fiiet been located in the c^trej 
so, in ocmnneneing ihe elliptio theory, the centre of the longest 
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diauxetef 'waa made the centre of motion. Buoyant -svith hope, 
the aatronomer sets out to follow the planet around its elliptic 
orbit; but although for a short distance its movements were wej. 
represented, it finally broke away from the elliptic track, and bid 
defiance to the central hy^thesis. But Kepler was not in the 
le®at disheartened with this first effort. He now shifts the sun to 
ibe focus of the ellipse, constructs Ids orbit, starts once more on 
the track of the planet, watches it as it sweeps onwai'd aroxind 
the sun; the elliptic orbit holds it as it moves, farther, and still 
farther. , Hiilf its revolution is performed, and there is no 
diverging; onward it flies, the goal is won. Triumph crowns 
the philosopher, the orbit is found ! 

Thus was accom|dished one of the most important discoveries 
which tlie ,mmd had ever reached. The elliptic orbit of Mara 
rapidly led to those of the other planets, and to that of the moon, 
and K6pler proclaimed to the world his first great law, in the 
following language: ^Planets revolve in elliptic orbits about the 
a?m, u'Mclh occupies the cormion focus of all these orbits'* 

This law swept for ever from the heavens and from astronomy 
thase complications whi|ji had stood the test of centuries, nay of 
thousands of years, TMir mysterious jjower was paralysed by 
this single touch of the enchanter’s wand and they fled from the 
skies. The circle was as simple and beautiful as ever; but its 
divine character was gone, and the gods or angels who Jiad so 
long held their abodes in the planets were exiled from their 
homes. The dawn of modern science broke in beauty on the 
world. 

Kepler having been so signally rewarded by this great dis¬ 
covery, now turned his attention to an investigation of the firat 
importance,—one, indeed^ which was indispensably necessary to 
render his first discovery available. As the planets were known 
to revolve in ellipses, and as their motion was found by observa¬ 
tion to be unequal in different parts of their orbits, it became a 
mattex’ of the first consequence to ascertain some simple law, 
regulating the orbitual motion, and by means of which a planet 
might be readily followed, and its places computed. To detect 
this law, in whc«e existence Kepler seems to Have entertained 
the most unwavering faith, a figure was drawn representing the 
orbit of Mars,*-4h.6 sun occupying one of the foci of the curve. 
On the circumference of this curve the places of the planets were 
maxked down as observation had deteimined them; and hex*e 
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commenced a series of examinations which finally led to the 
knowledge of the second great law of the planetary motions, 
which may be thus announced: If a line he drawn from the centre 
of the sun to any planet^ this liney as it is carried forward by the 
pla'iief, will sweep over equal areas in equal portions of time. This 
law accorded in the most perfect manner, with fact, and gave at 
once the power of following, and, from the mean motion, com¬ 
puting the place of any planet,—a triumph which all the com¬ 
plexity of older systems had failed ever to accomplish. 

Any other mind less adventurous than that of Kepler might 
have been satisfied with these two great discoveries. The precise 
curves described by the planets, and a law regulating their 
motions in their orbits, sufficed to render all the phenomena of 
the heavenly bodies not only explicable, but susceptible of 
accurate jiredictio^j. There seemed nothing more to be added. 
Kepler did not think so. He conceived the idea that the solar 
system was not a mere assemblage of isolated planets revolving 
aliout a common centre, but a great associated system, in which 
some common bond of union existed, which, once found, would 
present tlie solar system in a new and t^e light. 

Tills bond he believed existed in some hidden relation between 
the times occupied by the planets in describing their orbits^ and 
their distances from the sun. In the hmtory of this remarkable 
research, we are j)reseiited with one of the brightest examples of 
the fruits of perseverance. If some superior power, some Spirit 
from a brighter world, had revealed to the mind of Kepler the 
actual existence of some relation between the planet’s periods 
and distances, aiul had proposed to him tfi discover this hidden 
law, there would have been a definite object before the, astro¬ 
nomer, and to have persevered in the pursuit of this object •^ould 
have been within the limits of probability, even if a lifetime were 
exhausted in fruitless efforts. But to exoite in his own mind a 
faith sufficiently strong in the existence of a law of which there 
existed not the slightest evidence, and to have persevered in it» 
research for seventeen long years of laborious effort, seems ahnosfc 
incredible. 

There is an immense difference between the pursuit which 
resulted in the discovery of the first two laws of Kepler, and the 
third one. In seeking for the curve described by the planets, it 
was looking for that whidi must have an existence; and in 
tracing the law of a planet’s motion, it was absolutely impossible 
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to follov a pla&et, oar px^diot its positions, without sueh a law. 
Bttt 'in seeking for a bond of union among the planetary periods 
and distances, it was a search for ihatwhick, it was believed, 
had no existence, except in the wild imagination of this extra¬ 
ordinary philosopher. 'Bie history of mind scarcely furnishes an 
example in any parallel, if we except^ perhaps, the heroic 
fortitude which marked the career of Columbus. Yet even the 
great Cenoese was in possessioii of solid facts <m which to base 
his reasonii^. He saw evidences of the existence of another 
hemUphere, which the superficial could never realise. Kepler, 
more bold, more grand, more sublime, dreamed of nothing less 
than a brotherhood of worlds, a mighty and magnificent scheme 
of vast revolving orbs. Should success crown diis efforts, the 
most brilliant results would follow. The distance of a single 
phniot'^from the sun once obtomed, and the periodic time of all 
being known, the distances might thou be found for each indi¬ 
vidual in the entire system, without even directing an instrument 
to the heavens. Here then was a prize to reach which no time, 
or pains, or labour ooidd be misapplied. Its return would be a 
hundredfold. ,,, 

But where was the prize to be sought ? Even admitting that 
some common bond did bind the circling worlds into one harmo¬ 
nious system, did it exist in some hidden relation between their 
periods of revolutions, their distances, their magnitudes, their 
densities ? or was it to be sought in some analogy between the 
distances and periodic times 1 After long and deliberately pon¬ 
dering this great problem, Kepler decided that the strong^t 
probability suggested tiiat the distances of the planets, and their 
periods of revolutitm, would in some way contain the mysterious 
bond of union.' Here then did this daring mind concentrate its 
energies; and his porp^mice fixed, he marches steadily forward 
in his research with a courage which no defeat could ^unt, and 
a, PiBSseveranoe which knew no lindt but success. 
iPPihre announcing the final result, let me explain two terms 
m^loyed in its statement. The agmre of ^y quantity results 
by multiplyl^ it by itself. The cule comes &om multiplying 
the sgaoTtf by tile number.. The square of a planet’s period, or 
tile cube of distanos, are known the mennent we know the 

'^peric^ and by. applying the simple rules of arithmetic. 
After Ke{fier had exhausted all simple relations betwe^ the 
periods and d^tanees of the planeto, in no degree shaken in his 

' 1.* 
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lofty faatb, he proceeded to try all posable relation between the 
Bquares of the periods and cUetances, but wit^ as little ieuoeeae. 
Nothing daunted, he proceeded to investigate the possible 
relations between the cubes of the periods and distances. Here 
again he was foiled j no law exhibit^ itself He rhtumed ever 
fresh to the attack, and now commenced a seoies of trials involving 
the relations between the simple periods and the squares of the 
distances. Here a ray of hope broke in upon dim and 
darkened path, ^ 

No actual relation existed, yet tlieo'e was a very distant 
approximation, enough to excite hope. He then tried simple mul¬ 
tiples of the periods and the squares of the distances : all in vain. 
He finally abandoned the simple periods and distances, and rose 
to an examination of the relations between the squares of these 
same quantities. Crainmg nothing here, he rose still lugher, to 
the cubes of the periods and distances 5 no success: until, finally, 
he tried the proportion existing between the squares of the 
periods in which the planets perform their revolutions and the 
cubes of thdr distances from the sun. Here was the grand 
secret; but, alas! in making hia nmnei'ical computations, an 
error in the work vitiated the results, and with the greatest 
discovery which the mind ever achieved in his very grasp, the 
heart-sick and toil-worn philosopher, turned away almost in 
despair from his endless re.search. 

Months rolled round, and yet his mind, with a sort of keen 
instinct, would recur agim to this last hypothesis. 
Guided by some Icbd Uingd or whose sympathy had 
been touched by tlie tOKWeai^ed zeaduf the mortal, he returned 
to his former eomputatkan, and Wlih a heaving breast and 
throbbing heart, he detects like nmUMilmd error in his work, and 
commences anew. 1!he uquart of ^^Uflteris period is to the 
square of Saturn’s period us cube of Jupiter’s distance is to 
some fourth term, whkifc hoped and .fwayed might prove 
to oe the cube of Satam*B dkftBimeu With trembling hand he 
sweeps through the miUBe of figmess; tike IbWih term is obtained; 
he compares it wi& tike cube of Satum% distance. They are the 
same! He could jjffierce^ brieve his senses. He feared 
some demon mocked him. He ran over the work again and 
again; he tried the proportion, the square of Jupiter’s period to 
the square of Mars’ period as the cube of Jupiter’s distance to a 
fourth term, which he found to be the cube of the distance of 
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Mftrs; till finally full eonviction burst upon his mind: he had 
won th© goal, the struggle of seventeen long years was ended, 
God was vindicated, and the philosopher, in the wild excitement 
of his gloxfons triumph, exclaims: 

“ Nothing holds me. I will indulge my sacred fury ! If you 
forgive me, I rejoice; if you are angry, I can bear it. The 
die is cast. The book is written, to be read either now, or by 
]>osterity, I care not which. It may -well wait a century for 
a reader, since God has waited six thousand years for an 
observer! ” 

More than two hundred years have rolled away since Kepler 
announced his gyeat discoveries. Science has marched forward 
with swift and resistless energy. The secrets of the universe 
have been yielded up under the inquisitorial investigations of 
god-like intellect. The domain of the niind ^las been extended 
wider and wider. One planet after another has been added to 
our system; even the pi-ofound abyss which separates us from 
the fixed stars has been passed, and thousands of roiling suns 
have been descried, swiftly dying or majestically sweeping through 
the thronged regions of space. But the laws of Kepler bind them 
all; satellite and primary, planet and sun, sun and system, all 
with one accord proclaim, in silent majesty, the triumph of the 
hero philosopher. 

Gvegory. 



LECTUliE IV. 

DISCOVERY OF THE GREAT LAWS OP MOTION AND GRAVITATION 

[E remarkable discoveries wbicb 
had rewarded the researches of 
Kepler, confirmed in the most 
perfect manner the doctrhios of 
Copernicus, flowing as they did 
from his prominent hypothesis, the 
central position of the sun. Having 
retMshed to the true laws of the 
planetary, niotions, the whole cur¬ 
rent of, astronomical research was 
cha^god. Jfew methods were de- 

^ more delicate means 
of obi^rvjation must be brought 
into us#' .belpro the data could be 

for new discoveries. 
Henceforward astronomy coifid only adysmee by tbe aid of kindreti 
sciences. Mathematics, optics, and, aboye all, mechanical philo¬ 
sophy, were to become the inetruments of future conquests. 

The philosophy of Aristotle, though far from deseiwing it, 
wielded quite as extensive an influence Oyer the age as did the 
astronomy of Ptolemy. It appears, indeed, that the followers of 
Aristotle regsu’ded' their master as ab^ltttely infallible, and gave 
to his doctrines a inNsdenoe so firm, that even the clearest experi¬ 
ments, the most iindcniable evidence of the senses, were sooner 
to be doubted than the doctrines of the divine Greek. To attack 
and destroy a system so deeply rooted in the prejudices of the 
age, required a mind of extraordinary courage and power, a 
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imbued with the love of truth, quick in its perceptions, 
and S.rm in the hour of trial. 

. jQim was that erf the great Florentine philosopher, 
Galilei, the senlot, friend, and contemporary of Kepler. 

Ihdsed, the exigencies of the age seem to have given birth to 
three men, whose peculiar constitutions fitted them for separate 
sphei;)^, each of the highest ewrder, each in some measure inde¬ 
pendent, .and yet all combining in the accomplishment of the 
great scientific revolution. While Tycho, the noble Dane, im¬ 
mured within the narrow limits of his Utile island, watching 
frqm his sentinel-towers the motions of the stars, noting with 
patient and laborious continuity the revolutions of the sun, 
moon, and planets, was accumulating the materials which were 

to furnish the keen and 
iiiquisttive mind of Kepler 
with the means of achiev¬ 
ing his great triumphs, ��

Galileo, with a giant hand, 
Urns shaking to their foun¬ 
dations the philosophical 
theories of Aristotle, and 
startling the world with 
his grand med^ianical dis¬ 
coveries. But for the ob- 
se^atiowi of T'ycho, Kep- 

JMwro^could not have 
bnt for the 

tnhe of Galileo, 
these laws had been the 
ne plus of astronomical 
science. Thus do we wit¬ 
ness the rare spectacle oi 

three exalted intellects contemporaneously putting forth their 
diverse talents in the aceom|fiishment of one grand object. The 
Dane, the German, and the Italian, divided by language and by 
country, united in the pursuit of science and of truth. 

Called to Pisa to discharge the duties of a philosophical teacher, 
Galileo was not. long in detecting the extravagant philoBO|^oai 
errors of Aristot^, which had been implicitly received 
than twenty oenturii^ He continued to teach tib.e text of his 
old mast^; but It was only to expose its unsound and false 

AristoU^. 
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phUo^oplij to his wonderii^ and incredukas A.dessem- 
tiou so monstrous could not long exposure and' |mnish> 
ment. Indeed the Florentine made no secret d€ hk t^^ings. 
The Aristotelians made common oimse against ^ philo¬ 
sophical heretic, and he was warned to, deiMSt feom hm heresy. 
Galileo gave for answer to his opponent, that he was ready to 
relinquish his new views the moment they were shown hy 
experiment to be false; on the othea* hand, he demanded of them 
equal candour, and proposed to refer the matter of controversy 
to the tribunal of experiment. 

GaUleo^s-Villa. 

Aristotle, in discussing the laws of Mlin^ bodies, affirmed the 
principle, that the velocity acquired by any falling body was in 
the direct piroportion of its weight; and if two ‘bodies of unequal 
weighs commjeneed their descent from the same height, at the 
same moinent, the heavier would move as mimy times swifter 
than the lighter as its weight exceeded that of the smaller body 
Galileo doubted the truth of this principle, and on subjecting it 



iS4 oir 

«xI)€4»^W#J^ that its vai-iatioui 
fi(^|^t*v^as ^The obviouB oharaatsr of 

lill ohaxicss^f deceptioi}, ai^ 
1% of i^iTolTed, maucsd the young 
jp^osophsr to H ^ the tS£^ and to ohtdlenge his opponents 
tec a ppbliq demonstijatlop of the tmthj fe^8ehoo(l of their old 
systeitt of philosophy; the chsUenge wee accepted. The leaning 

tower of Pisa presented the 
most convenient position for 
the performance of these ex- 
peaiments, on whidi Galileo 
80 confidently relied for trium¬ 
phant demonstration of the 
error of Aristotle; andthitlier, 
on the appeinted day, tbe dis¬ 
putants repaired, each part;)^ 
p^haps with equal confidence. 
It was a gi’eafc crisis in the 
history of huinon knowledge. 
On, the one side stood the 
assembled wisdom of the 
oiniversitiea, revered for age 
and science, venerable, digni¬ 
fied, united, a^d commanding. 
Around th4an thronged the 

apiltitude^ tub^ut them clustered the associations of centuries. 
On the etheU) fhcre stood au ohsetsirO young man, with no 
rctmne of fidlot?^, '^thout reputatioh^ or inflhence, or station. 
But his oonra^ was oqusd to the dbcasieh; confident in the 
power of trdth, his fOrm Is erect, an*! his eye sparkles with 
e£Gltemei).t. 

iS^t tile hour of trial anives. The balls to be employed in the 
ei;|fm?llt^ts are carefully weighed and scrutinised to detect 
dOoeplidm T^e parties are ea^fied. The one ball is exactly 
tance filo of the ipther. The joBoUrers of ArisMe main- 
tahi the baUs are draped Mu the t(^ of the tower, 

wBL reach the ground lu exactly half the time 
mnployed b^ ba31> Galileo assarts that the weights of 
the b^ do ^ect th^ velocities, and that the tM^^f 
fdescent will be eqmd; and here the disputants jedu issue. The 
,brills are o^veyisd tp the summit of the lofty tower. The crowd 

Oft’'!!***. 





immf, of tiiid j^reat tmth from 
, —^-3) iBOileiiMi floronce 

Jreax%d, Mb ^ li Amtided in the 
M^le bait iittattiMbk llil#l' iMil ^me eadnre, 
th&l i^egaikt^lwMtt^ilf ^ IHdinsviii^ ||itei»|^ wiU remain 
ift ft momuMe t» Mr amgffte^ftliA fftwaMien* 

from iMRijtidiee, and wiUi w» ve eftazMXfc hat inquire with 
interest} how the mind ftf eSbeted towards the now 
aetronemical dootrinea of Ma Wt ^ly adopted and 
tft»|^t the Ptolemrie fyite%«iMl MftftatKvtfdaa ii so remarkable, 
«ftd w «o eMftiaoteais^ tiCm be omitted. A 

cf' the el^ ftf i(lMi«eo*e residence, and 
isfl^mted fts^d #atdie leoMftB tip oi^pwdpd ftad^eimcS} on th^ 
itftW dodfriftftii^ ^ Wh^e nt!^t os n species 
lii cfld^mn t&iAa4> SftMoqapntly, bowewer, m 
onny^iing w^ adapted Hiege hew deotlrmftiii the 
A---^ gjj^ Qf ftedl|m, that 

^.^,... 4MliP'l3bi4 Wdieiftdyi^ t^ 
of ftltesEidii^ 0B» Mharitkb > nru^ds^ be &mj 
opportftxdtj^ ^ epp^oM^ aaad tomaddng 
that the;^ ^ f^tellBlsMirts, and 
that frexft tlm oootiiiieB of Cop^tfpi^ t^«hiie Mid mm snbse- 
qoently beeci^ A lettowmr of the ^ he tesolved to 
exnimnA^ anlijeet Wi^ibeftpofttim^ The result 
may be a9id$l;n|>ated: thb iboiftfeii|e|a Wi« ^ftodd^ axid 
thorongh, the oM dptroftofti^*!^ AafiS. the new con^ 
vert became the grpftt dl)Aiift|^ W Am Aadonr and uneon- 
querable zeal tba system were to be 
destroyed, and a new and MMtl 

Thos £1^ the career li^ ha fKilenoe had Meal ancamftil 
Add briUknt. Ha wsb xftpi3|^idtdii^ in v^ratajdoa andiftdtmncei, 
wMa a IMtimate to the^wosM the a|^#^oii 
ef A io !» 
impo«db% Ip qstMMte* iliAt /ftaaen, of 

imcperty^d^^ iROftilsid toJiilftftr 
'mm tp tM 
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to bis inexpresfidble deliijbt, the varieties Of her surface 
clearif defined \ her deep eavitii«y her lofty Biountains, her exten^^' 
sive plollis, 'were distinctly ^revealed to his astonished viaioiL 
Having astisfied hhnself of the reality of these inequalities of the 
moony's sur&Qe, by watching the decreasing shadows of the moun¬ 
tains, as the sun rose higher and higher on the moon, he turned 
hm telescope to an examination of the planets. These objects, 
which the human eye had never before beheld other than brilUaiit 
stars, now appeared round and clear and i^harp, like the sun and 
the moon to unaided vision. On the 8th Jjanuary, 1610, thr* 
telescope was, for the first time, directed to the examination of 
t}»e jfianet Jupiter. Its disc was clearly visible, of a pure and 
silver white, crossed near the centre by a series of dark streaks 
or belts. Near the planet Galileo remarked three bright stars 
which were invisible to the naked eye. He ^elessly noted them 
position with reference to the plon^, for he belieied them to be 
fixed stars, and of no special interest, except to point out tlio 
change in Jupiter's place. On the following night, induced, as he 
itays, by he knew not what cau^e, he again directed his attention 
to the same planet. The three bright stars of the pireceding 
evening were still within the field of his telescope, but their posi¬ 
tions with reference to each other, ^were entirely changed, and 
.such was the change, that the orbitual motion of Jupiter could 
in no way account for it. Astonished and perplexed, the eager 
astronomer awaits the coming of the following night to resolve 
this mysterious exhibition. Clouds disappoint his hopes, and he 
is obliged to curb his impatience. The fourth night was fair, the 
examination was resumed, and again the bright attendants of 
Jupiter had changed; his suspicions weH confirmed; he no 
longer hesitated, and pronounced these bright stars to be moons, 
revolving about the great planet as their centre of motion. A 

.w nights perfected the discovmy; the fourth satellite was 
w^etected, and this astounding discovery was announced to the 
world. 

No revelation could have been more impcKEtant or more oppor¬ 
tune than that of the satellites of Jupiter. The advocates of tfio 
Copemican theory hailed it with intense delight; while the sturdy 
fbliowers isi Ptolemy .stoutly msuntained the utter absurd^ of 
sueh pretmded discoveries, and urged as a sort of imansweralfie 
aigument, that kt there were but seven opesfir^ In. the head, 

ekrsj two eyed, two nostrils, and the mou^ there could be 
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in the hoaveiw but sevun pion^ , The more iationaJI,, JioweYer, 
saw the eajth, by this <iiscovejy, robbed of its pretend^ digmty. 

commanded the B$tendmc^ of but one moon, while Juplt^ 
received the homage of no less, than four bright attendants. The 
delighted Copernicans saw in Jupiter as a central orb, and in 
the orderly revolution of his satellites, a miniatin'e of the sun and 
his planets, hung up in the heavens, and there placed to demon- 
BtBute to all coining generations the truth of the new doctrines. 

Another discovery soon followed, whid^ it is said, the sagacity 
of Copernicus foresaw would sooner or later be revealed to human 
vision. It had been urged by the Ptolemaists, that in ease Venus 
revolved about the sun, as was asserted by (Jopemicus, and 
reflected to us the light of that luminary, then must she imitate 
exactly the phases of the moon; when on the side.opposite to the 
sun, turning towai il^ us her illuminated hemi^here, she ought 
to appear round like the moon; while the crescent shape should 
a])pear on reaching the point in her revolution which placed her 
between the .sun and the eye of the observer. As these changes 
were invisible to the naked eye, the objection was urged with a 
force which no argument could meet. Indeed, it was unanswer* 
able, and in ease the telescope should fail to reveal these change.^ 
in Venus, the fate of the Copemicau tlieory, wus for ever sealed. 

The position of Venus in her orbit was cUmputed, the crescent 
]>hase due to that position determined, the telescope applied, and 
the eye was greeted with an exquisite miniature of the new 
moon. There was the planet, and there was the crescent shape 
long predicted by Copomicua, received by him and his followers 
as a matter of faith, now become a matter of sight. The doctrines 
of Oopemicus thus received not. only confhmation,* but, so far as 
Venus was conceme4y ^ proof so positive that no scepticism could 
resist. It is not my dei^lgn to follow the discoveries of the 
Florentine pliilosopher among the planetary orbs. These will be 
resumed hereafter, when we come to examine more particularly 
the physical constitution of the planets. I have merely adverted 
lo those discoveries, which became specially important in the 
mscussions between the'pAirtisans of .the old and the new 
astronomy. * 

4tdmitting the doctruma of Copamicus, and uniting to 
the sgreat discoveries of let us examine the, condition.'of 
astronomic precisely the. point the mind had 
reached, and the natnee iof' the investigations 'Which next 
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d^muCided its fitt«ii^txpiL SVcMDCL the fifst of Kepler's laiss, tlic figuz*e 
dtftie pSaiietaty orbits bdcftme icoown, Aod the magnitude of tlie 
«|!|i|»e 4<»orihe(l by auy -sras easily detertniaed. By 
obsermg the great^ and least disttmoes of any planet from the 
BUn, 4hie Sam of t^mie dista&efle gave longer axis the orbit; 
and kxm^rmg tti iiniportant line, and the focus, it became a 
simple matter to cosistruct the entire otrhit. l?he lixie ;foimug the 
planet wiiih the sun, vdiile the planet ooeujued its ^ortest or 
perihelioa distance, gave the position of the axis of the orbit in 
space, and its plane being determined by its inclination to that ot 
the e^ptie, nothing remained to fix in, f^iaee the figure, magni¬ 
tude, and poe^on the {danetaiy orbits. The next point was 
to pursue and predict the movements of these revolving bodies. 
This vra» readily aooompHahed. A series of observations soon 
revealed the time occupied any planet in performing one com¬ 
plete revokttioii in its elliptic orbit. Knowing thus the periodic 
^boafe, and the position of the planet in its orbit at any given 
epoch, the second law of Kepler fUmishod the fcey to Its future 
movements j itu velocity in aU parts of its orbit became known, 
amd the mind, swift and true, fbUowed the dying world in its 
rapid flight through space. It even went further, anticipated its 
changes, and predicted its positiosa with a degree of certainty 
only limited by the accuracy with wMch the element of its orbit 
had been determined. 

The third of Kepler's laws, exhibitrag the proportion between 
the periodic limes and the mean distances <rf the planets ii'oni 
the sun, united aU these isolated aaad wandering orbi into one 
great family. Their periods of revolution were imdiiy determined 
by observation, and an accurate determination of ^ distance 
&can the sun of a single planet in the group, gave at once the 
^d^istances of all remaining ernes. The increased accuracy of 
the me^ns of observation would rmdeir more perfect each suooes- 
iflve measure of the earth's distance froU^the mm, and it semned 
now that the mind might stqp and rest firom its arduous toil, that 
scarcelyanything remaned to be dNma. The solar system w^ 
couquereil, mud the fixed stars defied the utmost efforts of human 
p0W«t, 

Jihiiw widely does this 'rfew diilier firova iSse true one I Imfiict, 
the true invei|Sgatk«i had ndt even commenced. A lieight had 
iudeed^heen ^^ahied, finm wheaeh alane tbe tmm ttatm of the 
next gresuli jprotdaln Imaaine vjiihlii • fMfi, standing up^n this 
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«ni»ence, the mind bddly pcQponmds tike following questions ;— 
Why should the orbits of the planets and satellites be ellipses, 
rather Him any other carve f What power comp^ed them to 
pui’soje their pres<;cib«d paths with ondeviating »cOura<^ 1 What 
cause produced th«ir SMCoelerated motion when ngsnmg round to 
those parts of their orbits nearer to the son t What power held 
planet imd satellite steady in their swift career, producing the 
most exquisite harmcmy of motiooi, and a uniformity of results as 
steady as tlie march of time 1 

Here I may be asked, Ho not such questions border on pre¬ 
sumption ? Are not such inquisitorial examinations touchmg 
on the domain of God’s inscrutable providences, and would it not 
be wiser to stop and rest satisfied with the answer to all these 
questions, that God, who built the universe, governs and sustains 
it by his power aud*«^isdom ? Doubtless this answer is true, and 
in its truth man humbly finds his highest encouragement to 
attempt the resolution of the sublime questions already pro¬ 
pounded for examination, h&t us admit that the divine will 
produces all motion, speeds the earth in its rapid flight about the 
sun, guides the planets and their revolving uiocns, and poises the 
sun himself in empty space, as the jETresat centre of Ikfe and light 
and heat to his attendaut worlds. Is it not reasonable to believe 
that the wdl of the Omnipotent is excited, according to some 
uniform system, that this system is law, and that this law is 
within the reach of man 1 'l^o encoui'age this view, the simple 
laws of motion had been already revealed, and as these must 
exert a controlling influence in our future examinations, we 
P'oceed to unfold th^. 

then, it was discovered that if any body, situated in 
spam and Ibee to move, reaeive an impulse capaUe of giving it a 
velocity of ten feet in the first second of time, or any other 
vdooity, it will move off in the direction of the inqmlse for ever 
in a straight line,and with undiminished and unchanged velocity. 
The intensity of the primitive mpiaise determines the velocity of 
the body wldch receives it, and the one is precisely pro|x>rtioned 
to the other. Again, la case a moving body, while pursuing ita 
flight, receives an impulfle in a direction different from its priW* 
tive iie,.itB new direutiim and velocity will b« determined 1^ ‘iSie 
direction and mtein%’ of the new Impulse, according to the 
principle diiKHnrazpd by iSnUleo, and already explained. Hastly, 
in eveiy reveflviog bo^ « disposition is generated to fly from the 
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oentTe of rotation. The body seems urged by some invMble 
4brce from the centi*e, and if the velocity be sufficiently increased, 
no mattel* how strong the bond which unites it to the centre, it 
will in the end be severed, and the body, freed from its cehtre, 
darts away in a straight line tnngent to its former eaxOle of revo¬ 
lution. This power, wMch urges revolving bodies from the 
Centre of motion, is called the omtnfugal force, and is proportioned 
to the squares of the velocity of the revolving body. Hence a 
cord sufficiently strong to hold a heavy ball revolving round a 
fixed centre, at the rate of fifty feet in a second, would require to 
have its strmgth increased four fold, to hold the same ball, if its 
velocity shduld be doubled. 

These simple laws, derived from a rigorous examination of 
those moving bodies subject to man^s closer scrutiny, extend 
their sway through the remotest regions of q>ace. Are these 
laws necessary qualities of matter ? Why should a body, dartmg 
aHray under the action of some impulsive force, pursue for evei' 
its undeviating direcfcioii, with undiminished velocity? This 
effect cannot arise from any necessal^ property or quality of 
matter. The law might have been different; the direction of 
the human body might have slowly varied, the velocity might 
have increased or decreased in any proportion, and yet tlie fiying 
l>ody, so far as we can understand, have retained all its physic^ 
quaUties and properties. No . Divine wisdom has selected these 
simple and beautiful laws irem among a multitude, rither of 
which might have been chosen. Sfcretdiing forwairi, therefore, 
to the examination (ff the force by which the planets are retained 
in thdr orbits, was it not reasonable to expect that some law 
might be foimd governing the application of that mysterious 
power, and in some way proportioned^o the mass o€ the moving 
body, and to the orbit whidh it described in wheding around the 
sun. That they were held by some invisible power to their 
centre of motion, was manifest firom the fact that the centrifugal 
force, generated by the rapidity of their revolution, would have 
hurled them e.^y from the sun, if not opposed and counter¬ 
poised by soffligjequivalent power lodged in the great centre of 
the pianetaugriOTbs. Here was an object worthy the highest 
ambition of the human mind. No matter what mi^ hi the 
nature of this forOe, whethsir it should remde in the sun, or in 
the planet, or in both; Whethot* it shdpld proVb to be a property 
of matter, or the mere uniform manifestation of the Omnipotent 
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will; the discovery of its law of aaion would give to the 
mind the power of penetrating the darkest recesses of nature, 
and of rising to a knowledge of the profoundest secrets of the 
universe. 

i^uch is the nature of the investigation propounded to the 
powerful intellect of Newton. This eminent philosopher, justly 
legarded as the most extraordiuary genius that ever lived, 
neither originated the question which he undertook to diseuBs, 

Sir l«(|AC MewWa 

nor divined the law of force which he proposed to demonsU’ate, 
When Kepler had closed the investigations which led to the 
discovery ^ liis three great laws, his sagacity at once suggested 
to his mind tibe existence of seme central force, by whose power 
the planetary movemqnta wesn^e controlled* He had watched the 
moon circling arouxul the il»rth, he had scrutinised the ocean 
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twle, Wiiose crested wave seemed to rise and follow tlie move- 
nkents of the moon., until he boldly announced that some invisil^ 
baad, some inacrutable power^ united the one to the other. He 

reached the conclusion, this unloiown force resided in 
tihe moon ; that by its power the waters were heaved foom their 
beds, and caused to follow the moon and imitaete its motions. 
Doubtless the solid earth itself felt this mysterious power, and 
swayed to its influence; but in consequence of the immobility 
of its particles, its efleets had, thus far, escaped detection. Thus 
once started on the track, Kepler pursued the speculation. He 
attributed a similar pow^ to the sun, and extended its con¬ 
trolling influence to the planets. He went yet farther, and 
conjectured that the law oi this iiuaknown force was such, that it 
dimini^ed as the squares id the distanees at which it operated 
increased. That ia, if the iitbeiwjty of the power which it exerted 
on a planet where the disfcance was 100,<300^000 miles from the 
Bun^ be counted as unity, mnovixijg the pikmet to double the 
distasne, or to 000,000 itSiee, the snnfe i^uenoe over it would 
be reduced to on^oukh of Its fomrar vtsbse. 

Wiih. Kiffler iltSs wninlorM ^eas^eetune always remained 
without psokl Me Isad plaeed U e» and succeeding 
phUosophezs had tisjutsfl. it trilh jmandoi" «r leas aeiioueness, 
according to the edbinsste esMh #K^fbteed «j»on the sagacity 
of its author. Bwm M Meflier lifanidiflBsdadit^^ the demon¬ 
stration of this |iijiaie%)l^ ^ 4dm mam m f&t wantwg which 
would have senteed its fiossible. 'the psetlod 
interveanng between the iSnne jd Sefler and Newton had not 
twen hsft imimproved. Deseanttss had revealed the law of c«»- 
isIfogdL fosse, and by mm of ihom asdsanodixiary strokes d 
genius, oeourrlug mm in an agi, iMtd Iwrtmd the irresistible 
power of analysis upon geomeiley, whidh had given to the mind 
a force and rapidity in ihe mveedlgiEtioa of the figure of cuives 
and curvilinear motion, which had quadrupled its capacity. By 
repeated efforts, a more accurate Imowledge had bemi obtained 
of the oircumfarenoe and diameter of our earth, and through 
this the distance of the moon from the earth in the successive 
points of its nrbit had hemi approximated with still greater 
precisioa. 

'With these advanbiiges, Kewton gave the enmgies of his mind 
to the deiQonsti|gihn o£ that principle wlucli bad existed with 
Kepler as a mmf ccaileoture. 
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Before }>rooeedi]ag to develope the train of reftsoning pursued 
by the great Ihiglish astronomer, permit me first to prepare the 
way by a simj^ and perspicuous exhibition of the method 
employed in determining the diameter of the earth and the 
distance of the moon; two elements which figure conspicuoujalj 
in the demonstration about to be made, and without a knowledge 

Blrt1ii>plfliee of JTenrton 

of which it would have been impos^le to proceed. We com- 
menoe with a detommiation of the diameter of the eai'th. 

If an observe should start from any point on the surface of 
the earth in the northern hemisphere, ai^ fixing bis eye upon 
the north pole «f the heavens, should trav4 directly towards 
that point, all the stars in the north would appear to rise higher 
above the horizcm as he advanced in his journey. The star 
which occupied the point immediately above his head when he 
started, would appear gradually to decline towards the south. 
If it were possible to travd cm the same great circle of the earth 
entirely around its ciarcnimfer^ce, the zenith star would appear 
to purawbe an opposite route in the heavens^ and would return to 
its priscdtiire position on^ on the return of the observer to his 
point of starting. This, however, is not possible. What the 
observer can aooompliiBh is this. He may trav^ north until his 
zenith star shall appear to have moved south by one degree, qk 
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the tUree hundred and sixtieth part of the circumference of the 
Iteavens ; then will he have passed over the three himdred and 
sixtieth part of the circotafereuce of the earth: all these parts 
are of equal length; he measures the one over which he has 
passed, multiplies its value by three hundred and sixty, and the 
result gives him the eiroumference of the earth, from which the 
diameter of the earth is readily deduced by the well-known 
proportion which exists between these lines. By this simple 
method, the diameter of the earth being determine^ its radius is 
known, and we are prepared to explain the process by which the 
moon's distance may be found. ^ 

Let us locate, in imaginaticoi, two observa's at distant points 
on the same great circle of the eoiih, each prepared to measure 
the angular distance at ^hich the moon appears from the zenith 
point of each station ; but the zenith of any place is the point 
in which the cfti-th’s radius prolonged reaches the heavens; the 
angular distance of the moon from the zenith will exhibit pre¬ 
cisely the inclination of the visual ray drawn to the moon’s 
centx^ with the earth’s radius drawn to the place of observa¬ 
tion } the zenitli distances being observed at each station, the 
observers knowing that pirt of tlie groat circle of the earth by 
which their stations are separated, come together, compare 
observations, and construct a figure composed of four lines. 
Two of these are the radii of the earth drawn to the ])oints of 
observation. These may be laid down tinder their proper angle, 
drawing from their extremities two lines, forming, with the 
radii, angles eqoal to the moOn’s measured zenith distances. 
These represent the visual rays drawn to the moon ; they meet 
in a point which determines their length, and if the figure be 
constructed accurately, it will be found tliat either of these lines 
is about sixty times longer than the radius of the earth, or the 
moon’s distance is about 240,000 miles. 

We now return to the examination of the great question of a 
central force, and to the discovery of its law of action. j\11ow 
me in the outset to explain, with extreme simplicity, the assumed 
law, whose truth or falsehood it was required to demonstrate. 
If any force mided in the sun which coukl resist the centrifugal 
force of the ^ ^7 primar^o resist the cenhdjs^gai 
force of the revolving satellite, it was conjectured that this force 
would decrease 4u pro|>ortion as the square of the distance 
inci'eased. In other ^language, if the planets were arranged at 
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iho following diBtances from the 9un, the forces exerted upon 
them would he repreeented by the second series, thus;— 

Distances, 1 2 3 4 5 6 etc. 
Forces, 1 i tV -sV 

The measure of the intensity of any force oi attraction situated 
at the centre of the earth or sun, is aecuiatel^ rtpresented by 
the velocity it is capable of imparting to a falling body in any 
unit of time. Experiment shows that that power which causes 
adieavy body to fall to the earth’s surface, is capable of impress¬ 
ing upon it a motion of about Id feet in the first second of time 
after its fall commences. In case the force diminishes, as we 
i*emove the falling body farther from the centre of attraction, 
the law of diminution would manifest itself in the diminished 
amount of motion communicated to the falling body. 

Now, if Newton# could have carried a heavy body upward, 
above the eartli, until he should gain a height above its surface 
of 4000 miles ; he would then bo twice as far from the centre as 
when at the surface of the earth. Dropping the heavy body, 
and measuring accurately the distance through which it passes 
in the first second of time, in case he finds this to be om-fourth 
of 16 feet, the distance fallen through by the same body in the 
same time, at the distance of 4(X)0 miloh from the earth’s centre, 
the result would have confininnl the law which conjecture had 
assigned as the law of nature. Could he have mounted one unit 
higher, gaining an altitude of ftOOO miles above the earth’s 
surface, or tJiree units from the centre, here repeating his experi- 

,ment, in case the space passed through by the falling body is now 
oue-utWi of 16 feet, it would yet further confirm the truth oi 
the conjectured law. Thus, cpuld he have increased his altitude 
by one unit or radius of the earth aftei* another, repeating his 
experiment as each new unit was added to his elevation, finding, 
In every instance, the law of diminution fulfilled by the falling 
body, all doubt as to tixe truth of the law would have been 
removed, and its foundation in nature would hhvc justly flowed 
from such a series of experiments. 

Here, then, is precisely what must bo accomplished to demon¬ 
strate assumed law of gravitation. But since these altitudes 
of 4000 and 8000 miles could not be reached, might not some 
change in the distance passed over by a heavy falling body be 
noticed and measured, if removed ficom s valley to the top of 
the highest mountain 1 Alas! the increased distance from the 
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coatre of the eartli gained hy aacending the loftiest mountaui 
on its surface, is almost map|)reciable, when eompared with the 
entire distance, 4000 miles. Even if the mountain were 10 miles 
high, the two elevations at which the ecsperiment might then be 
pe«>formed wonld be 4000 miles mid 4010 mUes, and the dimi¬ 
nished velocity would not bo appreciable, even with the most 
delicate tests, much less (kmld it be relied on to demonstrate the 
truth or fitisehood of a great |«rmciple. Here, then, the mind 
was brought to a fall stop ; and for a long time it seemed impos¬ 
sible that the philosopher should conquer the difficulties which 
rose up in his path, and defied his further advance. Finding it 
impossible to perform any satisfactory experiment on the earth’s 
surface, the daring mind of Newton conceived the idea of em¬ 
ploying the moon itself as the falling body, and of testing the 
truth of hia great theory by its fall towoids the earth. But 
could he reach out his hand, grasp the revolving moon, stop it in 
its orbit, drop it to tiie earth, and measure its descent in the 
first second of time ? No: i,his was impossible. The moon could 
not be arrested in its career; but is this necessary 1 Is not 
the moon, in one sense, constantly falling towards the earth 'i 
Newton asserted this to be true, and thus did he prove it. 

Stand upon the earth, and stretching outward into space 240,000 
mUes, there let the moon be located, poised, and fixed in space, 
on a point of its present orbit. There let us suppose it to receive 
an impulse in a direction perpendicular to the line which joins it 
with the earth. By the first law of motion, being free to move, 
it w”!!! sweep off in a straight line, tangent to its present jirbit,, 
and will pass over a space in the first second of tinne proportioned 
to the intensity of the impulse received. Mark that space, and 
bring the moon back to its primitive position. Nw drop it 
towards the earth, and as it descends freely under the eai^^ 
attraction, mark the space through which it falls in the first 
second of time. This l^tng known, bring back the moon (mce 
again to its starting point. Now combine the impulsive force 
first given with that power which first caused the moon, when 
Irft free to move, to fall to the earth. Let them both act at 
once: the impulse is given, the mpem darts off in a straight line, 
but is instantly s^ed by the earfh’s attractiem, which 
from its reetiHneail path, and the two cemt^ding forces, ever* 
struggling, neither conquering, exercise a divided empire over 
the moon; onwaiid she moves, obedient to the Impulsive force, 
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bent to her Orbit by ibe action of, the earth’s attraction. Now 
the amount by which it is defteetod in one second of time, from 
the straight line it would lUwn pursued, is the amxymi preciad^j 
hy whkh itfcMa tt> the earth. 

If thus far I have been successfhl, what remains can readily 
be accomplished. Newton ea^ly computed, from the known 
velocity of the moon in its orbit, and from the radius of that 
orbit, the apace through which the moon Skctnally fell towards 
the earth in one second of time. He next computed the space 
through which a heavy body would fall towards the earth’s sur¬ 
face, if removed from the earth to a distance equal to that of the 
moon. Now in case these two quantities should prove to be 
exactly equal, the truth of the demonstration would be complete; 
the moon did fall through the space required by the ttssunied 
law, arfcl in this evclSt the law must be the law cf nature. For 
seventeen long years did this incomparable philosopher, rivallmg 
the example of the immortal Kepler, toil on in this mo.st difficult 
enterprise. HC finally reaches the I'esult; the two quantities 
are found and compared; hut alas! the computed distance 
through which the moon must fall, in case the law of gravitation 
were true, differed from the observed dititance through which it 
actually fell, by a sixth part of its value. Any less scrupulous, 
any less philosophic mind, would have been> content with this 
near approximation, and would have announoed the discovery to 
the world. Not so with Newton. Nothing short of the most 
rigorous accuracy could satisfy his conscientious regard for 
truth. His manuscripts are laid aside, and the pursuit for the 
present abandoned. . 

Months roll by. Occasionally he retnms to his' computation^ 
runs over the figures, hoping to detect some numerical error; 
but all is right, and he turns away. At length, while attending 
a meeting of the Eoyal Society in London, he learns that Picard 
had just closed a more accurate measurement of the diameter of 
the earth. This was one of the important quantities which, 
entered into his investigation. He returns home, and with 
impatient curiosity spreads before him bin old computations; Ihe 
new value of tbe earth’s diameter is substituted, he dashes 
elVward^Lrough the maze of figures, he sees them shaping their' 
values towards tibe Img sought result; the excitement was more 
thcan even his great mind could bear; he resigns to a friend; the 
work is completed, the results ctm^ed, they are exactly equal i 
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'The victory is won ] had fcUe goldsn key which tialockR 
thc myatmesof.the imivetse, and he held it with a giant*6 grasp! 
Xltere never can come another sndi raoment as the one w© 
have described in the history of-any mortal There are nosueli 
oojat|u,ests remaining, to be made. Standing lipon the giddy 
height he "had gained, IJiTewton’s jnerclng gaze swept forward 
tlMTongh coming centuries, and saw the ^Stream of discovery 
flowing from his newly discovered law, slowly increasing, spread¬ 
ing on the right , hand and on the left, growing broader, and 

, deeper, and stronger, encircling in its flow jdanet after planet, 
sun after sun, system after system, until the universe of ihatter 
was encompassed in, its mighty movement. He could not live to 
accomplish but a small portion of this great work. Rapidly did 
he extend his theoiy of gravitation to the planets and their 
sateUites. . Hach accorded perfectly with tl^ law, and, viaing as 
the inquiry was pursued, he at length aimounoed this grand 
prevGuling law; 

piMide ^ tnaUer in the rndverae attracts every other partide 
tf., matter viidt a form or power diredly proportioned to the qwantUy 
of. matter in eachj and decreasing as the squares of the, distances 
which separette ike partides increase. 

Having reached this wonderful generalisation, Newton now 
propounded this important mquiry. " To determine the nature 
of the curve which a body would describe in its revolution about 
a fixed centre, to which it was attracted by a force proportional 
to the mass of the attracting body, and decreasing with the 
<Rstanoe according to the law of gravitation.” 

His profound knowledge of the higher mathematios, which he 
hadr greatly improved, gave to him astonishing facilities for the 
resolution of fhis great problem. He hoped and bdieved thdt 
when ihft^expression shoidd be reached which would reveal the 
natore^f tho curve sought, that it would be the mathematical 
lan^piagSi descriptive of the properties of the dlipse. This wa 
the fittrws in which ^epl^ had dmnonstrated that the planeh. 
revolved^, and a confirmatiou of the law of gravitation required 
that tlm id^se should be the curve descilb^ by the revolving 
body, m the Uohdlthms announced. In the problem. 
Th^ haf^^ens to be a r^axkable class of eorves, discOVMI' 

]yi|^e (3re^ math^adciaxks,vcsaBed the'conic scions; thiis 
nsiM beUause^^^ 'C^ aft. be'formed by etttog a «me in 
certain i^reotiotua ' <^6 figu^^ of A' cone wifib a oircle for its 
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base, md aaav&gmg to a point, is familiar to all. Out this cone 
pcrpendiculair to its aais, remove the part out, and the line on the 
surface round the cone will be found to be a cirde. Out it again, 
oblique to the axis, then the line of divielton of the two pai'ts will 
be nn ellipse. Cut again so that the knife may pass downwai'd 
parallel to the i^ope of the cone, and in this ease your section is a 
parabola. Make a last cut parallel to the axis of the cone, and 
the curve now obtained is the k^erbola. 

When Newton reached the algebraic expression which, wh-'n 
interpreted, would reveal the paopertics of the curve sought, and 
which he had hoped would prove to be the ellipse, he was sur- 
priflod to find that it did not look familiar to his eye. Ilo 
examined it closely, it was not the equation of the ellipse, and 
yet it resembled it in some particulars. What was his astouish- 
ment to find, on a dbmplete examination, that the mathematical 
oxprcBsioii which he had reached, expressing the nature of the 
curve described by the revolving body, was the general algebraic 
expression embracing aU the conic ceciiona. Here is a most won^ 
derful revelation. la it possible that, under the law of gravita¬ 
tion, the heavenly bodies may revolve in any or either of these 
curves 1 Observation respond to the inquiiy. The planets were 
found to revolve in ellipses; the satellites of Jupiter in circles ; 
and those strange, anpmalous, out-layved bodies, the coinetSy whose 
motions hitherto had defied all investigation, take their place in 
the now and now perfect system, swee{dng round the sun in 
parabolic and hpperholie orbits. 

Thus were these four beautiful crlnres, having a common 
origin, possessed of certain common properties, yet diverse in 
character, mingling in close proximity, and gliding imperceptibly 
into each other, suddenly transleired to heavens, to become 
the orbits of countless worlds. For nearly twenty centuries, 
they had been the objei^ of curious speculatioii to the mathema¬ 
tician ; henceforward they were to be given up to the hands of 
the astronomer, the powerful instrume&t of Mb fhture oonquesta 
among the planetary and eometary wmfids. 

The three great laws of Kepler, to which he had risen with 
such IncrediUe toil and ia^ouy, were now found to flow as simple 
e^maequences of the law of gravitation. It is impossible to flOa* 
vey the slightest idea, in (^cussiona so devoid of mathematicB, 
uf the incredible change which had thus suddenly been. Wrought 
in the mode of ifivestigatiem. I never have closed Nc'^^irton'e 

Q 
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iavestijlatkro, by wliicfti lie dednsefl tbe ®atnre of a otirve, deaoribed 
^sjjr a body revolving around a fixed oeniare, ttnder <3pie law of gravi- 
t^csn, bearing witb h eonBequeaoM so ifim|>le yei> so wonderful, 
without feeLings of the most intense admiraiion. I can convey 
no^sdequate idea of the difference of the methods employed by 
Ki^er and Newton in reaching the three laws of planetaiy 
motion. T see Kepler in the condition of one on whom the fatM 
have ficed the task of rolling a huge stone np some rugged 
mountain side, to its destined level, within a few feet of the 
summit. He toils on manfully, heaving and struggling, day and 
night, in storm and in darkness, never quitting hk hold, lest he 
may lose what he has gained. If the ascent be too steep and 
rooky, he diverges to the right, then to the left, windup his 
heavy way zigzag up the mountain side. Years glide by, he 
grows gr^ in his toil, but he never falters; onward and upward 
he stUl heaves the heavy weight; Ms goal is in sight, he renews 
hk effbrts, the last struggle is over; he has fimshed his task, the 
goal is won 1 

Such was Keplerk method of reaohing his laws. Now for 
Newton^s. !He stands^ not at the base of the mountain, with its 
long, ascending, rocky Eudes, hut on the top. He starts his heavy 
stone, it rolls of itself over, slowly over, and once again, and falls 
quietly to its place, list me not be misunderstood, in this strange 
comparison, as detraotang in the smallest degree firom the just 
fame that is due to Kepler. But for his sublime disooveries» 
Newton could never have reached the mountaan summit on 
which he so proudly stood. Standing there, he never forgot by 
whose assistance he hod reached the lofty point, and ever recog¬ 
nised, in the most pubHc manner, Ms ^leep indebtedness to the 
immortal Kepler. 

A ^ words with reference to the rigorous application of 
Kej^er's laws m nature will close this di|pu88i(ni. Ilibe first law, 
cvmiounctng ihe revolutHon of the planets in dliptie orbits, was 
now ins4n general, and recegmsed the nevblution of the heavenly 
bodies in ito^ic sections: the circle, eUipee, parabola, and hyperbola. 

The eect^d law, fixing the equalily of the spaces passed in 
equal tixne(|, by the lines joimug the pmnets to tho sun as these 
were earned round in their elBptic orbits, now became appBdfiilfle 
to afll bedms revolving about u* fixed centre, in any curve, and 
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of the periodic times and the cuboa oi the mean distances of the 
planets^ was extended to the satellites and to the comets; 
modified slightly in the case of the lai-ger planets, by taking into 
account their masses or q^uantities of matter. 

Here we close the era of research by observation. The mind 
bas gained its last grand olject. The era of physical astronomy 
dawns; new and wondezful scenes open, and to the contem* 
plation of these we shall soon invite vour attention. 
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tlie hiatory of the «oience. It involves the resolutiou of the most 
wonderfal ptohlems, it onUs into use the moat refined and 
powerfiil mathematical analysis, and demands the application of 
the most ingenious and dehcate instruments in seeking for the 
data by means of vrhich its theory may he rendered practically 
applicable to the problems of nature. The mechanical philosopher 
in his closet may construct his imaginary system. In its centre 
he locates a sun, containing* a eertain mass of matter At any 
convenient distance from this sun he locates a planet, whose 
weight he assumes. To this planet he gives an impulse, whoso 
intensity and direction are assumed. The moment these data 
are fixed, and the impulse given to the imaginary planet, no 
matter in what kind of an orbit it may dart away, whether 
circular, elliptical, parabolic, or hyperbolic, the laws of motion 
and gravitation assirting their empire, the planet is followed by 
the mathematician, with a certainty and accuracy defying all 
escape. He assigns its orbit in the heavens, the velocity of its 
movement, the period of its revolution. In short, in a *ungle 
line, he writes out its history with perfect accuracy for a mUlion 
years. 

If, now, to this simple system of a great central sun and one 
solitary planet, the physical astronomer add a third body, a 
moon, to the planet, he assumes its weight, the intensity and 
direction of the impulsive force starting it in its career, and 
now his system becomes more complex. Strike the sun out of 
existence, fix the planet, and the process of binding the satellite 
in mathematical fetters is precisely to that by which the 
movements of the planet were prescribed around the sun, before 
the existence of the satellite. But now, with those three bodies, 
the train of investigation becomes more intricate and involved. 
While the planet alone cirendated around the sun, sucli is the 
undeviating accuracy with which it will for ever pursue its path 
^ouud the sun, that if it were possible to hang up in space along 
its route golden rings, whoso diameter would just permit the 
flyieg planet to pass, mdlions of involutions will never mark Ihe 
slightest change. The rings once passed and then fixed, will 
mark for ever the pathway of the solitary planet. But the 
moment a moim u given to this flying world, in that instant Its 
motioft is chainged; it is svrayed from its original fixed orbit, it 
no longer passes thrpugb the golden rings; and although the 
physical astmaSomer may write out in bis analytical symbols the 
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ftrtund nifittory of his {iflaaet aad tcioo&, theso BzpressioiiB At» no 
longor lufu^ed with the eiia|>Hcity whidi obtamed in ihoae 
which vCcd^ed the hiatozy of siBgie pliuiet. While soiitaxyy 
all ohaagee wero effected by the pianet in one single vevolatkm, 
and these were repeated in the same precise order in eacdx saa- 
oessive revolution. Kow, with the satellite added, there atie 
changes introduoed nmning through many revolutions, and 
requiring for their complete conSpeifsatioii vast penods of time. 
Indeed, the inquiry arises, whether this-system of a central sun, 
with a planet and its satellite revolving about it, can be so 
constituted that the changes which the planet and its moon 
mutually produce on each other’s movements, may not go on, 
constantly accumulating in the some direction, until all features 
of the original orbits of both may be destroyed, both worlds 
being finally precipitated on the sun, or driven farther and 
farther from this luminary, tintil they are lost in infinite spacp* 
This inquiry, in a more extended form, will be examined here¬ 
after. We proceed to build up our imaginary system. Thus 
far, we have regarded our planet and its satellite as mere material 
heavy points. In case we give to them magnitude and rotation 
on an axis, the velocity of rotation will determine the figure of 
the planet and of its satellite. These figures will deviate from 
the exact spheri(Md form, and this change of figure will sensibly 
affect the stability of the axis of rotation, and will introduce 
a series subordinate movemaits, each of which must become 
the subject of research; and to write out the future histoiy 
of the system, these minute and concealed dbumges must likewise 
receive their mathematical expression. 

Having thus thoroughly mastered all the phenomena of thhr 
system of three bodies, the astronomer now adds another planet, 
whose mass is assumed, together with the direction and intensity 
of its primitive impulse. Its orbit is now computed, subject to 
the greatly predominant influence of the sun, but senribiy 
affected by the quantity of matter hi the old planet and its saM 
lite, which prevents it from forming a fixed and tmchangeable 
orbit in space. Again he is obliged to return to aai examination 
of his first planet and its moon, fiir these again break away firom 
heir previone routes, and in consequence of the action 

second planet, assume new orbit% and are subject to periodical 
fluctuations, wbieh demand critic^ examinatioai^ and without a 
knowledge (if which no truthful histoiy of the phUxetary system 
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can be wxitten. To tbe second plenet le6 us now add aeveral 
satellites, each of yrhlch has its mtaas assigned, and the direction 
and of the impulMTC force by which arepfojecUd 
in their orbita Here, then, m a shhordinnte systatn demanding 
a complete examination. The sateUites mutually alBect each 
other's motione^ and esxh is subjected to the influence of the 
primitive planet and its moon. Again does the physical astro¬ 
nomer review his entire investigatieai. The additioii of these 
s^itellites to his second planet has introduced changes in all the 
prt\ians bodies of the system, which must now be Computed, to 
keep up with the growing complexity. This task is at last 
accomplished. All the changes are accurately represented. Ana¬ 
lysis has mastered the system, and the history of its changes are 
written out for hundreds and thousands ol years. 

A third planet with its satellite is now added. This new sub¬ 
ordinate system is discussed, and its operation on all the previous 
planets and satellites computed; and, alter incredible pains, the 
astronomer once more masters the entire group, and follows them 
all with unerring precisiwi through cycles of changes compre¬ 
hending thousands or even millions of years. 

Thus does the difficulty of grasping tike system increase in 
high ratio by the addition of every new planet and; satellite, till 
Anally the last one is placer! in its orliit, and the system is com¬ 
plete, so far as planets and sateiUteg are conraemied. Through 
this complicated ^stem now cause tbousands of comets to move 
in eccentric orbits, coming in from every quarter of the heavens, 
phmging downwards towards the sun, swerving with incredible 
velocity around this central luminary, and receding into space 
to vast distances, either to be lost for ever, or to return after 
long periods to revierit our system. These wandering bodies ranat 
be traced and tracked, their orbits fixed, their periods deter¬ 
mined, their influence on the planets and sHitellites, and that 
exerted by these on the comets, must be computed and deter¬ 
mined ; then, and not tUl then, does the phyaiml astronomer 
reach to a £s|l knowledge of this notw ahnpat infinitely com|dex 
system. 

In this imaginary problem it win be observed that certain 
qtumtities were ^invaadably asfozaed before the diisoussion oo«dd 
proceed. The mass of the sun, the wsaa of each pkmet and 
satellite, the intensity end dinsetion of the pamitive impuke 
given to each planet and setc^te, these quantities are supposed 
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to 'be know. If, now, tbe astronomer has aotnally accomplished 
the resolution of the imaginary problem, and has obtained ana¬ 
lytic expreesioxus which write out and reteal the future history 
of his assumed planets and satellite as they refvolve around hU 
assumed sun, if in these expressions he should substitute the 
actual quantities which exist in the solar system for those 
assumed, his expressions would then give the history of the solar 
system for coming ages, and by reverse action would reveal its 
past history with equal certainty. 

Before we can, therefore, bring the power of analysis to bear 
on the resolution of the grand problem of nature, we must inter¬ 
rogate the heavens, and obtain the absolute weight of our sun, of 
each planet, and of every satellite. Next we require the in¬ 
tensity and direction of the impulsive force which projected each 
planet and satellite in its orbit, and which would have fixed for ever 
the magnitude and position of that orbit, in case no disturbing 
causes had opearated to modify the action of the piimitive iiupulse. 

Having thus attempted to exhibit, at a single view, the general 
outlines of the great problem oi the solar system, wo propose 
now to return to the examination of a system composed of three 
bodies; and to fix our ideas, we assnme the sun, earth, and moon. 
In case the earth existed alone, the elliptic orbit described in its 
first revolution around the sun would remain unchanged for ever; 
and having pursued it, and marked its changes of velocity in the 
difibrent parts of its orbit for a single revolution, this would be 
repeated for xniUlonB of years. But let us now give to the earth 
its satellite tho moon, and sotting out from its perihelion, or 
nearest distance from the sun, let us endeavour to follow these 
two bodies as they sweep together through space, and mark 
particularly the effect produced on the moon's orbit by the dis¬ 
turbing influence of the sun. To ^ve to the pioblem jreater 
simplicity, let us conceive the plane of the moon's orbit to coin¬ 
cide with the earth's. The 4aw of gravitation, which gives to 
every attracting body a power over the attracted one, gravity 
increasing as the distance decreases, it will be perceived that 
when the earth and moon are meanest to the sun, whatever 
influence the nun possesses to embarrass or disturb the motions of 
the moon about the car^, wiU here be exarcised with'tiie 
greatest effect. But since the extarior to the moon's orbit, 
its tendesnoy wEU be to draw the moon away frcsfii tho earth, and 
caus^ her to describe.around her primary a larger orbit in a 
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longer petiotjl of revolution thaai would have been employed in 
ease no sun exisited, and tbo moon was given up to the exclusive 
control of the eaETth.' 

Starting the planet on its annual jemmey, as it recedes from 
the sun in passing from its nearest to its most remote dbtance, 
or from perihelion to aphelion, the moon is gradually removed 
fj*om the disturbing influonce of the sun ; it is subject^ more 
exclusively to the earth’s attraction; its distance from the earth 
gi’ows less, and the periodic time becomes shorter. These changes 
continue in the same order iintil the earth reaches its aphelion. 
There the moon’s orbit is a minimum, and its motion is swiftest. 
In passing from the aphelion to the perihelion, the earth is 
constantly approaching the sun; and as the sun’s influence on 
the moon increases as its distance diminishes, its orbit will now 
expand by slow degrees, and the perij^dic time will diminish, 
until on reaching the perihelion, in case the figure of the eartirs 
orbit remains unchanged, the moon’s periodic time will be 
restored to its primitive value, and all thS effects resulting from the 
elliptic figure of the earth’s orbit wil]; have been entirely effaced. 

Til us far we have directed our attention exclusively to the 
changes in the distance of the moon and its periodic time. But 
the moon’s orbit is elliptical, as Well as the earth’^ and it is 
manifest that the sun’s influence will operate to change not only 
the magnitude of this orbit, but will in like manner produce a 
change in the position of the moon’s perigee, or'nearest point of 
distance from the earth. If the earth were stationary, and the 
moon revolvea around it, passing between it and the su% and 
then coming round so as to be beyond the earth with respect to 
this luminary, although the moon’s orbit Would be sensibly 
affected by the sun’s attraction, yet this having, exerted itself 
during one revolution of the moon, all its effects "would b® 
repeated in the same order during the next revolution, and the 
relative positbnsof the sun and earth remaimng the same, the 
moon would come linalljr to have a fixed orbit, and its principal 
lines or axes w'ould never change. But this is not the case of 
nature. The earth svriffcly tnmii^ in its orbit, and bearing with 
it its revolving satellite, by the rime the moon has completed a 
revolution, the sun and earth liave entirely changed their relative 
positions, and the cannot reach its perigee, or nearest 
distance from the earth, - stt the satne* point as in the preceding 
revolution. • ' , 
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an astiteaitive exaimmatHBi of laapol^leam ii w l^uAd tlmt 
tbe tfOidttiiiQF is to cause the moon, to veaidi its pex^ee earlier 
than it would do if not disturbed, and m Ihis way the pmgee of 
a fixed orbit i^peara to advance to meet the ooming; moon, and, 
in the end, to continue advancing eentil it anally revolves 
entirely round in a period which observatim determines to be 
abonxt nine yeara. 

It is not my intention to enter into a detailed examination of 
all the e^cta resulting firom the sun’s disturbing power on the 
moon’s niiotions; neither shall I attempt to exhibit all the effects 

^ produced by the moon on the earth. This would require a train 
of investigation too elaboxate and intricate to comport with my 
present purposes. My object is simply to show that changes 
must arise from the mntu^ and reciprocal action of these three 
bodies, which the theoly of gravital^n mnot explain, and the 
telescope point out, before it be possible to obtain a perfect 
knowledge €»f these bodies. 

The exact aerthnation of these changes can never be made until 
we thall have learned the relative mass^ of matter contained in 
the sun» earth, and moon. In other language, we must know 
how many moons it would require to weigh as much as the 
earth, and hew many earths would form a weight equal to that 
of the sun. 

But h it possible that man, ratnated upon our planet, 237,000 
miles from the moon, and 95,000,000 of miles firom the sun, can 
actually weigh these worlds against each other, and deteimine 
their Native masses of matter 1 Even this has been aeoom- 
{dished, and I shall now proceed to explain how the earth may 
be weighed against the Sfixn. Bropping a heavy body at the 
earth’s suirfaee, the veloci^ impressed on it in the first second of 
time will measure the weight of tbe earth in one sense. If it 
were possible to take the same body to the sun, drop ib, and 
measure the velocity acquh^ by the body in^the first 
second of time, the relative distances papMd through at the sun 
and at the earth by the sanm body hi ihe same time, would show 
exactly the relative weight of the simand earth, fmr their capar 
dty to oomnmiiieBjte veloci^ are eacMCtiy proportioned to their 
masses. Nbw^ alfl^SUgh tide siqpevimmit eann^ 
the exact tmmmidmounc{s4» ye^ asyre have ahready shown, the 
moan ia^#pnstsn% dro^pii^ towards the earth, and the earth 
is as eWbantly drOp|diag tewalnis thstSun. Kow, in case we 
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measure the ameunfc Irf irkieh the moon is d^ected i^m a straight 
line in one second di tiaae, this measures the inteasity of the 
earth’s fitstvmF. But the fanount by whioh the earth is deflected 
from a right Bhe by the central power of the sun in one second, 
is easily measured fium a knowledge of its period and the magni** 
tude of its orbit. Executing these cakmlations, it is found ^lat 
tho sun’s effect on the earth is rather more than twice as great 
as the earth’s effect on the moon, and in case these effects were 
produced at equal distances, then would the stm be shown to 
contain rather more than twice as much matter as is found in 
the earth. But the sun produces its effect at a distance four 
hundred times greater than that at which the earth act^ on the 
moon; hence, as the force diminishes, as the square of the dis¬ 
tance increases, a min acting at twice the distance at which the 
earth acts, must be lour times heavier to produce an equal effect; 
at three times the distance, it must be nine times heavier, and at 
four times the distance, sixtomi times heavier ; at 400 times the 
distance, 160,000 times heavier than the earth. Thus do we find 
that, in case the sun’s action on the earth were exactly equal to 
the earth’s action on the moon, in consequence of the great dis¬ 
tance at which it operates, its weight would be equal to that oi 
160,000 earths. But its actual effect is rather more than double 
that of the earth on the moon, and hence we find it oontaans 
rather more than double 160,000 earths, or exactly 864,936 times 
the quantity of matter contained in the earth. 

This enormous mass of the sun is confirmed "by an examination 
of its actual dimensions. An object with an apparent 
equal to that of the sun, and at a distance of 9fi,000,000 
must have a real diameter of 883,000 miles, a quantity so great 
that if the sun’s emtre were placed at tiie eaxih’s centre, its vast 
eireumfm'ence would give ample room fisr the moon to circulate 
within its surfsoe, leaving as great a )^f>ace between the moon’s 
orbit and the sun’s surfbee as now exists between the moon and 
earth. 

It is this immense magnitude of the son, when compared with 
the planets and th^ satel^tes^ which r^deni the orbits of the 
planets comparatively nMdterahle. It is true that these bodibs 
m^ually affect each stinar, bist these effects are cmaparaitivOly 
slight, and astironomwiu* them as pertup6^iitfi$j or mere 
distur^nces of the dllptie motion. HmtceWe#Q#the 
magnitude and positiex of the earth^s elKptio orbit iMtin Hdtii 
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OBt any very sensible variation for two or three revolutiouA; but 
the slight distiirbance experienoed at eaiih revolution, coastwatly 
accumulating in the same direction, in a loag series of years, 
occasions changes that cannot be lost right 0I4 and which, by a 
reflex influence, become in some instances exceedingly important 
in their practical applications, 

A& it will be impossible to treat fully the complex subject of 
perturbation, I will call your attention to a few points about 
which cluster peculiar interest, in consequence of their great 
difliculty, and the almost infinite reach of analysis displayed in 
their successful examination. 

t have already ttEplained how it is that the disturbing influence 
of the sun occasions a constant fluctuation in the periodic time 
of the inoon, accelerating it as the earth moves from perihelion 
to aphelion, and again retarding it from aphelion to perihelion. 
If, now, we take a large number of revolutions of the moon, say 
a thousand, add them all u|^ and divide by one thousand, we 
obtain a mean period of revolution, which, in case the earth’s 
orbit remains invariable, will never change, but will bo constantly 
the same for thousands of years. By such an examination during 
the last centuxy, the mean motion of tho moon was obtained with 
great precision. But on a comparison of eclipses recorded by the 
Babylonians with each other, it was discovered that the moon in 
those early ages required a longer time to perform her mean 
revolution than in imodCm times. A like comparison of the 
Babylonian eclipses with those recorded m the middle ages by 
the Arabian astronomers, confirmed this wonderful discovery, 
which was yet farther substantiated by comparing the Arabian 
eclipses with tlioSe observed in modem times. It thus became 
manifest that, to all appearance at least, the moon’s mean motion 
was growing swifter and swifter from century to centmy; that 
it was approaching closer and still closer to the earth, and if no 
limit to this change was ever to be fixed, sooner or later the final 
catastrophe must oOmO, and Ihe moon be predifitated the 
body of the earth, and the system be destroyed. 

An effort was made to account for this aocrieration of the 
moon, on the theory of gravitafcloh^; for a long time, there 
seemed to be ifo poSsibiilty of A satisfootory expiftnatlon 
of the phenennet^ formless of presoiihing the Unfits which should 
oirctimscrib€Hthe ^foSQgeh Som^ to escape from the difficulty, 
reiected thtlrely the hncieirt ecUpses, md boldly cut the knot, by 
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xn-ouoimomg i^e acoderation aa impossiblo, and without any 
foundation in fhot. Others admitted the faot, Isut finding it 
imposHible to acconsit for it on the hypothesis of graTitation, con> 
eeived the idea that the moon was moving in som^e ethereal fluid, 
capable of resisting Its moUon, and prodttoing V diminution in its 
periodic time of revolution. That amderaiion, should be the 
effect of resistancey may seem to some very strange, but a liMile 
reflection will render the subject clear. In.case the moon’s 
onbitual motion is resisted, tlien the centrifbgal force, whicli 
depends on the velocity, becomes dixmnished, and the central 
jiower of tlie earth draws the moon closer to itself, decreases the 
magnitude of its orbit, and, in like manner, reduces the time of 
accomplishing one revolution about the earth. 

Finhng no better solution of the mystery, and being obliged 
to acknowledge the itact that the mean motion of tlie moon was 
becoming swifter and swifter, from the action of a resisting 
medium, there was no escape from the final consequences; and 
it was, by some, believed that the elements of decay existed, that 
the doom of the system was fixed, and although thousands, 
possibly millions, of yearn might roll away before the fatal day, 
yet it must come, slowly, but surely as the march of time. Such 
was the condition of the problem when Laplace gave the powem 
of his giant intellect to the resolution of thi^ mysterious subject. 
The consequences involved gave to it an unspeakable interest, 
and the world waited with keen anxiety to lea!rh the result of the 
investigations of this great geometer^ Lctng and diflicult was the 
shmggle, slow and laborious the task of devising and tracing out 
the secret caus^ of this inscrutable jdienomencn. The planets 
are weighed and poised against the earth, their effects computed 
on Its orbit, the final result of these offsets determined, and the 
reflex influence on the mounts motion computed with the most 
estmordinaxy precision. Under the Searching examination of 
Laplace’s potent osalyBis, nature is conquered, the mystery is 
resolved, the law of gravitation is vindiaated; the system is 
staUe, aifkd. shall endure throng |)erh)da whose limits God alone 
and not men, sWl preimrihe. 

^Follow me in a shpfi^ e:^planatiiOn of tlua most remarkable 
dis^ery. It has slr^y ]b^ stated^ tlutt in case the earth's 
orbit could remain mean period of the ra^odn 
as derived from a thonsMid ^its revolutions^ would be^ constant, 
and would endurO ‘wi^ut the slightest oh^e« ^ IpilliOBS of 
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But this psnnaasiicjr of ths sAXitii’^ orbit does Bot exist 
XieidAoe disooinered that vondor the joint estiozL of all the planets, 
the figure of the earthls orhH; was sloedjr d^taugiog $ that while 
its longer axis ;ifiRSiai]Sbed iAiivrmhle> that its shi^ was gradually 
bee«niLisg metre auj more nearly eiroular. At the end of a reoi 
penoc4 its eUiptilaty would be destroyed, and the earth, would 
sweep around the sun in an orbit precisely eircular. Attaining 
this limit, a reversed aetlou commences: the elliptic form is 
resumed by slow degstees; the eccentricity increases from agejto 
age, until, at the end of mtUions of years, a second limit is 
reached. The mption is again reversed; the orbit again opens 
out, af^oaohes its eirmlar foann, and thus vibrates backwards 
and forwards in ndlhoas of years, like some niighty pendulum 
beating the slowly ebfcang seconds of eteniity! 

But do you demaaadixowithie change in the figure of the earth's 
orbit mx efibot the moon's mean motion ? The explanation is 
easy. ‘Were it possible to seize the earth and hurl it to on infinite 
distance from the sun, its tmteUite, now released from the dis¬ 
turbing influence of tliis great central mass, would yield itself up 
implicitly to the earth's control. It would be drawn closer to 
its centre of motion, and its orbit being thus diminished, its 
periodic tune would be riiorter, or its motion would be accelerated 
or made swifter than it now is. This is an exaggerated hypo¬ 
thesis, to rmder more dear the effect produced by removing the 
earth farther firom the sun. Jifow, the change iiom the eliiptioal 
to the drofolar form, which has hem progressing far thousa^ of 
years, in the earth’e orbit, is, so fur as it goes, oaa^rymg the muHi 
st each revolutkm a little hrihar from the sun,, releasing, in this 
way, the moos, by slow degress, from the disturlfing influence of 
that body; giving to the tBarih a more mndurive control over the 
nipvements of its sateilite^ and thus inareasing the vdloc%’ of the 
moon in its orbit wge iio age. But wil this aeoelemtion 
ever leach & limits hlevsr,until the oaisth^s oririt becomes an 
exaottoircle, at the end zmlliosw ef ywaxs. Than, Indeed, does 
the pmsfie change. At esmy ^uumsdihg rsvolutmn of the earth 
in its orbit^ its ellmtirity^ return^ its flistfmoe firom the sun 
dmunlfdMM} Ihn moon 4s mmro end more tp^e 
aorion of ^ U dmwn and fWhsr from iSsK^ mkk 

its periods Aowly tlivsmes. Tkm is aocelsnltei 
^nmiied into^^iikmlidlsii, and atlhe eoAwf one of these mighty 
ey<de% oomisotMer sf milhmw of veansk wn^esM compensation is 
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effected, and the moesi^s mtif&m htwing gene trough all its 
changee, once more tmimm Its origiiifid value. 

I can never ooiateiuiiiate this 'Honderfal revellixfslon vdthout 
feeliugB of pro^oimd admiration* Buch is tl^ e:^!reiae slovruesB of 
this change in the moon^s mean motion, that in the period of 
three thousand years she has got only four Olf hei* diameters in 
advance of the position she would have occupied in case no 
change whatever had been going on. Here, then, is a cycle of 
changes, extending backward, to its least limit millions of yctars, 
and extending forward to Its greatest limit tens of millions of 
years, detected and me8»ured by man, the existence of ^hose 
race on om* globe has scarcely an indnitesimal portion of 
tho vast period required for the fall acoomplishment of this 
entire aeries of changes. 

May it not, thenf be truly said, that man is in some sense 
immortal, ev^ here on earthP What is time to him, who embraces 
changes in swiftly revolving wodds, requiring countless ages for 
their completion, witliin the limts of am expression so condensed 
that it may be written in a single line 1 Does he not live in the 
past and in the future, as absolutely as in the present ? Indeed 
the present is nothing; it is the past and future which make up 
existence. 

In the examjde of the moon*s acceleration just explained, we 
must not fail to notice a most remazkabloihot. It is this: the slow 
change in the figure of the earth^S orlfit, occssioned by the joint 
action of aH the planets, and upon which depends the acceleration 
of the moon's mean motion, is so disguised, that but for its refiex 
mfltnnoe on the moon, the probability is it would have escaped 
detection for thousands of years. 'Ihe direct effect is almost 
insensible; but being ihdirdatly propagated, to the moon, it is 
displayed in a greatly exaggerated maimer, is in this way 
AetecM, and fiimlly, afieer incredilde pains, traced to Hs origin, 
and demonstrates in the most beaioMd mdaxm^ the prevalence oi 
the great law of universal gravitation. 

Since the general adeptiofi of this lapr, the human mind ha» 
been, in not a fsw mstnoees, dliapjj^sed tO abandon its universfibhty, 
and seek for a sahrtian of some ^itrioaite pvoMem, by which it 
was^pexfilexed, iniScane clmiign or iSeodfileatimi cd the law; but ha 
nutaatance has theedbrtttbdty jRmmtlmlaw been suooam^ 
mttter how long and intiteacte^he examination, hotr Ihr the Inind 
might be carried firom this gireat lai^ in the end hi imhlst come 
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back aud adkaowledgC its tt)uv<ei»sJl empire over oui* entire 
s^jQitem. 

It bas already been remarked^ that cme of the effects of the 
sun's disturiang indumce exerted on the moon was to occasion a 
change in the positioia of its perigee^ causing it to complete an 
entire revolution In the heavens in about nine years. The thecoy 
of gravitation gave a very satisfactory account of this pheno^ 
menon generally; but when Sir Isaac Newton undertook tlic 
theoretic computation of the rapidity with Dvhich the moon's 
perigee should move^ he found, to his astcmh^hment, that no 
more than one«>half of the observed motion of the perigee was 
obtained from theory. Xn oth^ language, in case the law of 
gravitation be true, Newten found that the moon’s perigee 
ought to require mghteen years to perfbrm its revolution in the 
heavens; while observation, showed that "the revolution was 
actually performed in onedralf of this period. This great })liilo- 
sopher exhausted aU his skill and power in the vain effort to 
overcome this difficulty. He died, leaving the problem unresolved, 
bequeathing it to his successors as a research worthy of their 
utmost efforts. 

ilstronomers did not fail to recognise the high claims of this 
investigation. Oravitation was <moe mmre endangered. Ihe most 
elaborate computations were made, and the results obtained by 
Newton were so invariably verified by each successive computer, 
that it 49eemed utterly impossible to avoid the ccmciusion that 
they were abcointely accurate, and that the theory of gravitation 
must be modified in its application to this peculiar phenomenon. 
At length the problem was taken up by the distinguish^ astro¬ 
nomer Clairaut. After rep^thig, in the most accurate manner, 
the extensive oomputalfons of his predecessors, reaching invariably 
the same results, he finally abandoned the law of gravitation in 
despair, pronounced it mea^ble of explaining the phenomenon 
and undertook to frame a theoiy which shoohl he in accordance 
with ^ 
' Ibis BtortUog deciliaRation of CSaifaut exmted the greatest 

interest 'Ah ahamdOhinent of' theory of gravitation was 
nothing lesa iwtnridng the original ciip^e 

had the pUaiataxy worlds, and of commeUmg 
again the bf the great proMem which it had long 
hoped was entMy within &e grasp of the human intellect 
tb^dilmnma, wli^ the phyme^ astronomer had abandoned the 
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law of gravitation in despair, and the Intimate defenders of the 
theory were mute, an advocate arose where one was least to be 
expected. Bufifbn, the eminent naturalist and metaphysician, 
boldly attacked the new theory of Clairaut, pronounced it 
impossible, and defended the law of gravitation by a train of 
general reasoning which the astronomer felt almost disposed to 
treat with ridicule. What should a naturalist know of such 
matters % was rather contemptuously asked by the astronomer. 
It is true he knew but little; yet his attack on Clairaut had the 
effect of inducing the now irritated astronomer to return to his 
computations, with a view to overwhelm his adversary. He 
now determined to rest satisfied with nothing short of absolute 
perfection. A certain series, wliich had been reached by every 
computer, and the value of whose terms had been regarded as 
decreasing by a certain law, until they finally became inappre¬ 
ciable, from their extreme minuteness, and therefore might, 
without sensible error, be rejected, was found, on a more careful 
examination, to undergo a most remarkable change in its cha¬ 
racter. It was true that the value of its terms did decrease 
till they became exceedingly small j but so far from becoming 
absolutely nothing, on reaching a certain value, the decrease 
became changed into increase; the sum of the series expressing 
the velocity of the moon’s perigee was in this way actually 
doubled, and Clairaut found, to his inexpressible astonishment, 
that the investigation which had been commenced with the 
intention of for ever destroying the universality of the law of 
gravitation, resulted in his own defeat, and in the perfect and 
triumphant establishment of this great law. 

Thus far, in our examinations of the moon and earth, we have 
regarded their orbits as lying in the same plane,—an hypothesis 
which greatly simplifies the complexity of their motions. This, 
however, is not the case of nature. The moon revolves in an 
orbit whose plane is Inclined under an angle of about four degrees 
to the plane of the ecliptic. During half of its journey, it lies 
above the plane of the earth’s orbit, while the remaining part of 
its route is performed below the ecliptic. Thus does the moon, 
at ea^ revolution, pass through the ecliptic at two points called 
the md&tf which points, beii^ joined by a straight line, give us 
the iptersection of the plane of the moon’s orbit with that of the 
cari^l. * This line of intersection, called the line of the nodes, but 
for the disturbing influence of external causes, would remain fixed 

H 
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ipi thd heavens. But we know it to be constantly fluctuating, 
axiA in the end performing an entire revobitiou. The exact 
amount of this change has been made the subject of accurate 
examination, and the law of its movement has been found to 
result precisely ^xn the law of gravitation. Not only is the line 
of mterseetion of the plane of the moon’s orbit with that of the 
earth con^Untly changing, but theory as well as observation has 
aficertained that a seri^ of changes are equally progressing in 
the angles of incllnatiQn of these two planes. The limits are 
narrow, hut the osdllatiozis are unceasing, complicating more 
and more the relative motions of these two remarkable 
bodies. 

In the physical examination of the revolution of the planetary 
orbs by the ap^oation of the law of gravitation, the general 
features of the investigation are greatly sii^phfled by the fact 
that the jianets and satellites may be regarded as spherical 
bodies^,, and may in general be treated as though their entire 
mass were condensed into a material heavy point, situated at 
their (^tre. While this statement is true in its broader appli¬ 
cation to the theory of planetary perturbations, or even in the 
theory of the sun’s action on the planet% especially the more 
distant ones, it is by no means to he admitted, when we come to 
a critical examination of the figures of the planets, and the 
iafluenae exerted by these figures on their near satellites. 

In ease the earth had been created an exact sphere, and had 
been projected in its orbit without any rotation on an axis, then 
would its globular figure have remained without sensible change. 
But as it revolves swiftly on its axis, the kiwa of motion and 
gravitation come in to modify the figure of the earth, and to 
change it feom an exact spherical figure to one which is flattened 
at the pedes and protuberant at the equator. Newton’s sagacity 
defected this result as a necessary consequence of the action of 
gravitation* and he actually computed ih# figure of the earth 
£rom theory, long before any observation or meaeairement had 
created a, suspicion that its form was other than i^hericaL The 
truly wcaderM train of consequences flowing feom the spheroidal 

earth gives to this subject a high interest,^and 
d|toM^Ra (dose an examination of its principal feature an the 
rJBVm our investigatiens will permit 

Give to the earth, then, an exactly lexical form, a 
diameter of 8000 zoiles, with a rotation on an avis once in tw^ty- 
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four Lours, and let ua critically examine the consequences. A 
particle of matter situated on the equator is 4000 miles from the 
earth’s axis, and since it passes over the circumference of a circle 
whose radius is 4000 miles, it will move with a velocity of about 
1000 miles an hour. As we recede from the equator towards 
the poles, either north or south, the particles revolve at the 
extremities of radii constantly growing shorter and shorter, imtil 
finally, at the exact pole, there is no motion whatever. But in 
every revolving body, a centrifugal force is generated, a tendency 
or disposition to fiy from the axis of rotation in a plane perpen¬ 
dicular to this axis. 

Such is the power of this centrifugal force, that if it were 
possible to make the earth rotate mtenteen timei in twenty-four 
hours instead of once, bodies at the equator would be lifted up by 
tbe centrifugal forc^, and the attraction of gravitation would be 
counterpoised, if not absolutely overcome. The force of gravity 
exerts its power in directions passing nearly through the centre 
of the earth, while the centrifugal force is always exerted in a 
direction perpendicular to the axis of rotation. The consequence 
is manifest, that these two forces cannot counterpoise each other, 
except in their action on particles situated on the equator of the 
revolving body. Ijet us consider the condition of a particle 
situated anywhere between the equator and the pole, and free to 
move under the joint action of these two forces. 

In order that such a particle may be held in equilibrium, the 
two forces must act on the same straight line, and in opposite 
directions. This is not the case in question, for gravity draws 
the particle to the centre of the earth, while the centrifugal 
force urges it from the axis in a plane perpendicular to that axis. 
The direction of those two forces is inclined under an angle 
which is nothing at the equator, and increases from the equator 
to the poles. But the effect produced by the centrifugal force 
may always be obtained by the joint action of two forces,—^the 
one directed to the centre of the earth, the otiaer tangent to the 
earth’s surface. Substituting these two forces for the centrifugal 
force, we perceive that the partial force directed towards the 
earth’s centre is destroyed gravitation, while the tangential 
frrce exerts its fuB power to move the particle towards the 
equator of the earth. 

This being understood, it is manifest, as particles are coming 
constantly from both poles towards the equator, that a change 
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of figure in the earth must be effected. It becomes protubermit 
at the equator, and is flattened at the poles. 

The question now arises, whether there be any limit to this 
change of figure. In case the velocity of rotation continues 
undiminished, is there not reason to fear that the earth will 
grow more and more protuberant at the equator, heaping up the 
matter higher and higher, till the figure of the earth be destroyed, 
and its surface rendered uninhabitable ? Theory has answered 
this important question; and it has been fully demonstrated that 
the figure of the earth cannot pass a limit; which it has even now 
actually attained, and its present form will not change, from the 
action of the centrifugal force, in millions of years. A condition 
of equilibrium has been attained, and all further change is at an 
end. Indeed, if we examine carefully the subject, we may 
readily perceive, from the nature of the forc^, and the conditions 
of the problem, that such a result might have been anticipated. 
As the earth grows more protuberant, changing from the 
spherical form, the particles must be heaved up the side of this 
elevated ridge which belts the earth around the equatorial 
regions, and finally the resistance they meet from the elevation 
they are obliged to overcome, is quite equal to the moving force, 
and the two destroy each other. This point attained, equilibrium 
ensues, and further change becomes impossible. 

Such is the beautiful order of nature, such the admirable 
arrangement for stability ai>d perpetuity, everywhere manifested, 
that the thought constantly comes to the mind that divine 
wisdom alone could have framed so admirable a system. 

But the question may here arise, is this a mere theoretic 
result ? Has observation confirmed the theoretic figure ? I 
answer, that observations, the most numerous and diversified, 
have all united their harmonious testimony to the truth of these 
beautiful results. In executing exact measures of the degrees of 
a meridian passing through the poles round the earth, the length 
of tha degree is found to increase from the equator towards the 
pol^ showing that the curvature is more flattened as we recede 
£r^, the equator.. But a more delicate proof is found in the 
viwntionB of the pendulum. A pendulum of a given length will 
vibrate with a velocity precisely proportioned to the intensiigr of 
the force of gravity which operates on it. But the iutenfifi^ of 
gravity decreases as the square of the distance from the centre 
increases, so that it is manifest that the force of gravity is less at 
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ihe equator than at the poles, in case the surface at the equator 
is farther from the centre than at the poles, which is the fact 
asserted by theory. 

This being understood, we are prepared to determine the exact 
figure of the earth, by transporting a pendulum of given length 
from the equator to dififerent latitudes north and south. The 
uumber%f vibrations in one hour being accurately counted at 
the equator, as we recede north or south, will determine with 
certainty whether we are approaching to, or going farther from, 
tl»e earth’s centre. These experiments have actually been per¬ 
formed, and with the most sati-sfactory results. The number of 
vibrations in an hour increases the farther we go north or south, 
and in a ratio giving the strongest confirmation to the truth of 
the earth’s figure derived from the theoretic investigations ; 
each combining to sfiow that the polar diameter of the earth is 
but 7898 miles, while the equatorial diameter is 7924 miles, 
producing a sort of ridge or belt around the equatorial regions, 
rising about thirteen miles above the general spherical surface 
described about the polar axis a.s a diameter. 

More than two thousand years have passed Way since a 
discovery was made, showing that the sun’s path among the 
fixed stars was slowly changing. The point at which it crossed 
the equatorial line, and which fi'r ages had been regarded as 
fixed, was finally detected to have a slow retrograde motion, 
pi-oducing the precession of the etpnnoxcs. The fact was received ; 
but no depth of jjeiietration, no strcteli of intellectual vigour, 
could divine the cause of this inexplicable change. Another fact 
was revealed about the same time. It was found by attentive 
examination, that the north i)ole of the heavens, the point in 
whicih the prolongation of the earth’s axis pierces the celestial 
sphere, was actually changing, by slow degrees, its place among 
the fixed stars. The bright star which, in former ages, had 
marked the place of the pole, and whose circle of diurnal revohi- 
tion was scarcely to be perceived, from its smallness, as centuries 
slowly glided by, was increasing its distance from the pole, 
gradually describing around it a circle of greater radius. An 
attentive examination of the stars near the pole soon demon¬ 
strated the fact, that it was an actual motion of the pole, and not 
of the stars in its neighbourhood. 

Now incredible as this statement may appear, modem science 
has traced these phenomena, the revolution of the equinoctial 
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point, and the movement of the north pole of the heavens, to a 
common origin, and has demonstrated, in the clearest manner, 
that they are both consequences of the spheroidal figure of the 
earth, which we have just examined. It is not my design to 
enter into an elaborate investigation of this wonderful subject, 
but, in accordance with the plan already announced, I cannot 
leave you with a mere announcement of a truth so %artling, 
without some effort to explain how this may be. The subject is 
difficult, but, favoured by your close attention, I do not despaii- of 
rendering it approximately intelligible. 

Let us conceive the earth’s axis to be a solid bar of iron driven 
through the centre of the earth, coming out at the poles, and 
extending indefinitely towards the sphere of the fixed stars. 
Now turn this axis up until it stands perpendicular to the piano 
of the orbit in which the earth revolves ajfeund the sun. Then 
do the equator and the ecliptic exactly coincide, and if the fixed 
stars are at a distance nearly infinite, the point in which the 
earth’s aas prolonged pierces the heavens will appear stationary, 
so far as the revolution of the earth in its orbit is concerned. 
Now if this iron axle could be grasped by some giant hand, and 
dra^vn away from its npright or perpendicular position, the solid 
earth would turn with it, and the equator, ceasing to coincide 
with the ecliptic or plane of the earth’s orbit, comes to be inclined 
to it, under an angle precisely equal to the angle through which 
the a-xia has been inclined. It is thus seen that no change can 
be wrought on the position of the axis, that does not involve a 
correspoijding change in the whole earth, and especially in the 
plane of the equator, which must ever remain perpen(ficular to 
the axis in all its positions. 

The reverse of this proposition is equally manifest. If the 
«blid earth be seized at the equator, and be turned up or down, 
the axis will participate in this movement, and its change will 
exhibit itself in the changed position of the point in which it 
meets the celestial sj^ere. One step more, and the difiiculty is 
anxmounted. Conodve a flat whed of wood floating on still 
water. Tlxroagh its centre pass an axle which stands perpen- 
dacolar to ihe surface d the wheel and water. So long al the 
wheel floats level, the axle stands erect, but in case tiorth 
half of the wheel is tilted down under the water, the sonth half 
at the same time rising out of the water, the axis will tilt towards 
the mjth. Bring the wheel again to its level position. Now 
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plunge the eastern portion of the wheel below the surface. The 
axis now is tilted towards the €<M. The ea:i>erim€nt is siiuple, 
and shows that, in case the successive portions of the wheel be 
submerged, the axis will always be tilted towards the point which 
goes under first. To reverse the experiment: in case we take 
Ivold of the axle and turn it east, it sinks the eastern half of the 
wheel below the surface of the water, while the western half is 
raised ont of it; and then in case we make the upper extremity 
of the axis follow round the circumference of a circle 'v^ose 
surface is parallel to that of the water, and whose centre is 
exactly above the centre of the wheel, it will be seen that, as the 
axle moves round, successive portions of the wheel are submerged, 
until finally the water line will have divided the wheel ipto all 
its successive halves, and will have successively coincided with 
every possible diamdter of the wheel. 

Now for the application. The level suifHce of the water is the 
level plane of the earth’s orbit, the wheel is the eartli’s equatca*, 
and the axle is the earth’s axis of rotation. One half of* the 
equator is constantly submerged below the plane of the ecliptic, 
the other half rises above it. But tlie water line, or the inter¬ 
section of these two planes, the equinoctial line, cannot mnain 
fixed in the same line. A power does seize the equator, and 
plunge successive halves of it beneath tiio plane of the eclii'itic, 
changing perpetually the water line, until finally each half in 
succession, into which all its diameters can be divided, are simk 
below the surface or plane of the ecliptic, thus causing the earth’s 
axis to tilt over towards the |>ortions successively submerged, 
until it finally sweeps entirely round, and comes to resume its 
first position. 

But do you now demand what power sei^s the earth’s pro¬ 
tuberant equator, and tilts it successively towards every peunt 
of the compass 1 I answer, that the j»ower is lodged in the sun 
and moon, and it is their combined action w'hich works out these 
wonderful resfults. In case the sun and moon wwe so situated 
as always to be in the plane of the earth’s equator, tJien they 
would have bo power to change the portion of the equator. Bot 
we know that they are not in this plane, except when paseing 
through it, and are found sometimes on the north and sometiimeB 
on the south side of it. Wherever either of them may be, the 
nearest half of the redundant matter about the earth’s equator 
will be more forcibly attracted than the remote hali^ and the 
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equator will be tilted towards the attracting body, and the axis 
of the earth will follow the movement of the equator to which it 
is firmly fixed. 

Thus does the eartVs whole solid mass sway to the motion of 
the ring of matter heaped up around the equator, delicately and 
beautifully sensitive to all the changes in the relative places of 
the sun and moon. Neither the earth nor its axis are ever, for 
one moment, released from the action of these remote bodies. 
However slight the efiects, however varied in action, oscillating 
to every point within certain prescribed limits, the stability is 
preserved, and the final ejBFect is a small retrograde motion of the 
equinox at the end of every year, and a slight change in the place 
of the^le of the heavens. 

But there is no isolated matter in the universe. Every 
particle of matter attracts every other particle of matter, and it 
is impossible for the sun and moon to exert any influence on the 
equatorial ring of matter which belongs to our globe, without 
feeling, in their turn, the reaction of this ring on themselves. 
The remote and ponderous sun may, in consequence of its vast 
size and distance, escape from any effect capable of being detected 
by observation. But this is not the case with the moon. Her 
proximity to the earth, and diminutive mass, render her pecu¬ 
liarly sensitive to the influence of the redundant matter at the 
earth's equator, and as her attraction tilts the plane of the earth's 
equator, so does the equatorial ring tilt the plane of the moon’s 
orbit. These effects have been accurately observed and mea¬ 
sured, and, strange to relate, their exact values have exhibited 
the figure which belongs to the earth with far greater precision 
than can be obtained from measures on its surface. We may 
even go farther, for such is the intimate relationship between the 
earth and its attendant satellite, that there is scarcely a question 
can be asked with reference to the one, that is not answered by 
the other. 

If we demand the weight of the earth when compared with 
the sun, the moon answers. If the excess of the equatorial dia¬ 
meter of the earth over the polar be required, the moon answers. 
If the homogeneity of the interior of the solid earth be required, 
the moon replies. If the thickness of the earth's crust be sought 
for, question the moon, and the answer comes. If you would 
know the sun's distance- firom the earth, ask the moon. If the 
permanency of the axis of rotation be required, ask the moon. 
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and she alone yields a satisfactory repty. Finally, if curiosity 
leads us to inquire whether the length of the day and night, the 
revolution of the earth on its axis, be uniform, or whether it may 
not have changed by a single second in a thousand years, we go 
to the moon for an answer, and in each and every instance her 
replies to all these profound and mysterious questions are clear 
and satisfactory. IIow’ wonderful the structure of the universe ! 
IIow gigantic the power of the human intellect! If all the stars 
of heaven wore strufk from existence ; if every planet and satel¬ 
lite which the eye and the telescope desciy, inside and beyond 
the earth’s orbit, were swept away for ever, and the sun, earth, 
and moon, alone remained lor the study of man, and as evidences 
of the being and wisdom of C>od, in the exquisite adjustments or 
this system, in the reciprocal influences of its three bodies, in 
their vast cycles of fionflgxiration, in their relative masses, magni¬ 
tudes, distmees, motions, and perturbations, there would remain 
themes suflicient for- the exercise of the most exalted genius, and 
proof of the being of God, so clear and positive, that no sane 
mind could comprehend it and disbelieve. 

Greenwich Observatory. 



LECTUKE VI. 

THE STABILITY OF THE PLANETARY SYSTEM. 

3EN, by the application ot a singxc 
groat law, the •‘inind had succeeded 
in resolving the difficult problems 
presented by the motions of the 

�earth and its satellite, the moon, it 
rose to the examination of the higher 
and more complicated questions of 
the stability of the entire system of 
planets, satellites, and comets, which 
Hire found to pursue their courses 
round the sun. The number oi 
bodies involved in this investiga¬ 
tion, their magnitudes and vast 
periods of revolution, their great 
distances from the ohsearv^, and 

exceeding delicacy of the re¬ 
quired obs^valioms, oomhaiked. with the hi^i interest which 
nttacheB itself to tibe result, have united to render this 
in.o'estiigation the wondiexfiDl whidh has &wex esuplej^ed the 
fioezgMS of the humaai miiaiL 

To w| I lull ***** irnfMattexioe of this great 
object, let H aspidly survey the system, and, xnoviii^ �ootwu.rd 
lo its lasswu honAdsttes, SBSxh the Mszmher and vaziety of worlds 
involved in the investigation. Begiaamag, then, at tho great 
centre, the grand controlling orb, the sun, we find its magnitude 
such as greatly to exceed the combined masses of all its attendant 
planets. Indeed, if these could all be arranged in a straight line 
on the wt-Tnft side of the sun, so that their joint effect might bs 
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As smi lioni tlio difti'rciil I’lunHs. (hi|;r l(»7 ) 
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exerted on that body, the centre of gravity of the entire s)"stem 
thus located, would scarcely fall beyond the limits of the sun’s 
surface. At a mean distance of 30,000,000 of miles from the sun 
we meet the nearest plaiiet. Mercury, revolving in ivn orbit of 
considerable eccentricity, and completing its circuit around the 
sun in a period of about cighjiy-eight of our days. This world 
has a diameter of only 3,140 miles, and is the smallest of the 
old planets. Pursuing our journey, at a distance of 08,000,000 
of miles from the sun, we cross the orbit of the planet Venus. 
Her magnitude is nearly equal to lhat of the eai-th. Her dia¬ 
meter is 7,700 miles, and the length of her year is nearly 225 of 
our days. The next planet we meet is the earth, whose mean 
distance fi’oin the sun is 95,OO0,(KJO of miles. The peculiarities 
which mark its movements, and those of its satellite, have been 
already discussed.'* Leaving the earth, and continuing our 
journey outward, we cro,ss the orbit of Mars, at a mean distance 
from the sun of 142,000,000 of miles. This planet is 4,100 miles 
in diameter, and performs its revolution around the sun in about 
687 diiys, in im orbit but little inclined to theidane of the ecliptic. 
Its features, as we .shall see here.sftcr, are more nearly like those 
of the earth than any other planet. Beyond the orbit of Mars, 
and at n. mean distance fi'uin the sun of about 250,000,000 of 
miles, we (neounier a group of small ]danets, eight in number, 
presenting an anomaly m the sj^stem, and entirely different from 
auytlimg elsewhere to be Ibund. These little planets are called 
asteroids. Their orbits are in general more eccentric, and more 
inclined to tlie ecliptic, than those of the other planets ; but the 
most remarkable fact is this, that their orbits are so nearly equal 
in size, that when projected on a common plane they arc not 
inclosed, the one within the other, but actually cross each other. 
Wc shall return to an examination of these wonderful objects 
hereafter. At a mean distance of 485,000,000 of miles from the 
sun, we cross the orbit of Jupiter, the largest and most magni¬ 
ficent of all the planets. His diameter is nearly 90,000 miles. 
He is attended by four moons, and performs his revolution round 
the sun in a period of nearly twelve years. Leaving this vast 
world, and continuing our journey to a distance of 890,000,00f> 
of miles from the sun, we cross the orbit of Saturn, the most 
wonderful of all the planets. His diameter is 76,068 miles, and 
he sweeps round the sun in a pericwl of nearly twenty-nine and 
a half years. He is surrounded by several broad concentric 
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rings, and is accompanied by no fewer than seven satellites or 
moons. The interplanetary spaces we perceive are rapidly 
increasing. The orbit of Uranus is crossed at a mean distance 
from the sun of 1,800,000,000 of miles. His diameter is 35,000 
miles, and his period of revolution amounts to rather more than 
eighty-four of our years. He is attended by six moons, and 
pursues his journey at a slower rate than any of the interior 
planets. Leaving this jdanet, we reach the known boundary of 
the planetary system, at a distance of about 3,000,000,000 of 
miles from the sun. Here revolves tlie last discovered planet, 
Neptune, attended by one, probably by two moons, and com¬ 
pleting his vast circuit about the sun in a period of one huudi’ed 
and sixty-four of our years. His diameter is eight times greater 
than the earth’s, and he contains an amount of matter sufficient 
to form one hundred and twenty-five worlds Such as ours. 

Here we reach the known limit of the planetary worlds, and 
standing at this remote point and looking back towards the smi, 
the keenest vision of man could not descry more than one solitary 
planet along the line we have traversed. The distance is so great, 
that even Saturn and Jupiter arc utterly invisible, and the sun 
himself has shrunk to be scarcely greater than a fixed star. 

There are certain great characteristics which distinguish this 
entire scheme of worlds. They are all nearly globular, they all 
revolve on axes, their orbits are all nearly circular, they all 
revolve in the same direction around the sun, the planes of their 
orbits are but slightly inclined to each other, and their moons 
follow the same general laws. With a knowledge of these generiil 
facts, it is proposed to trace the reciprocal influences of all thesa 
revolving worlds, and to kani if it be possible, whether this vast 
scheme has been so constmeted as to endure while time shall 
last, or whether the elements of its final dissolution are not con¬ 
tained within itself, cither causing the planets, one by one, to 
di'op into the sun, or to recede from this great centre, released 
from its influence, to pursue their lawless orbits through unknov^m 
regions of space. 

Before proceeding to the investigation of the great problem of 
the stabilityW the universe, let us examine how far the law ol 
gravitation extends its influence over the bodies which are united 
in the solar system. A broad and distinct line must be drawn 
between those phenomena for which gravitation must render a 
satisfactory accoimt, and those other phenomena for which it is 
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in no wise responsible. In the solar system we find, for example, 
that all the planets revolve in the same direction around the sun, 
in orbits slightly elliptical, and in planes but little inclined to 
each other. Neither of these three peculiarities is in any way 
traceable to the law of gravitation. 

Start a planet in its career, and, no matter what be the eccen¬ 
tricity of its orbit, the direction of its movement, or the inclination 
of the plane in which it pursues its journey, once projected, it 
falls under the empire of gravittition. and ever after, this law is 
accountable for all its movements. 

We arc not, therefore, to regard the remarkable constitution 
of the solar system as a result of any of the known laws of 
nature. 

If the sun were created, and the planetary worlds formed and 
placed at the disposal of a being possessed of less than infinite 
wisdom, and he were required so to locate them in space, and to 
project them in orbits, such that their revolutions should be 
eternal, even with the assistance of the known laws of motion 
and gravitation, this finite being would fail to constnict his 
required system. 

Let it be remembered, that each and every one of these bodies 
exerts an influence upon all the others. There is no isolated 
object in tlie system. Planet sways planet, and satellite bends 
the orbit of satellite, until the primitive curves described, lose 
the simplicity of their character, and pertm’bations aiise, which 
may end in absolute destruction. There is no chance work in 
the construction of our mighty system. Every planet has been 
weighed and poised, and placed precisely where it should be. If 
it were possible to drag J upiter from its orbit, and cause him to 
change places with the planet Venus, this interchange of orbits 
would be fatal to the stability of the entire system. In contem¬ 
plating the delicacy and complexity of the adjustment of the 
planetary worlds, the mind cannot fail to recognise the fact that, 
ill all this intricate balancing, there is a higher object to be 
gained than the mere perpetuity of the system. 

If stability had been the sole object, it might have been gained 
by a far simpler arrangement. If God had so constituted mattes^* 
that the sun might have attracted the planets, while these should 
exert no influence over each other ; that the planets might have 
attracted their satellites, while these were free from tlieir recip¬ 
rocal influences; then, indeed, a system would h» vq been formed, 
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whose movements would have been eternal, and whose stabiUty 
would have been independent of the relative positions of the 
worlds, and the character of their orbits. Give to them but 
space enough in which to perform their revolutions around the sun, 
so that no collisions might occur ;—^freed from this only danger, 
every planet, and every satellite, would pursue the same unde¬ 
viating track throughout the ceaseless ages of eternity. 

If this statemmit be true, it may be demanded why such a 
system was not adopted. It is impossible for us to assign the 
reasons which led to the adoption of the present complicated 
system. Of one thing, however, we are certain: If God designed 
that in the heavens his glory and his wisdom should be declared, 
and that in the study of his mighty works, his intelligent 
creatures should rise higher and higher towards his eternal 
throne, then, indeed, has the present sy.stem been admirably 
constituted for the accomplishment of this grand design. To 
have acquired a knowledge of a system constituted of indepen¬ 
dent planets, free from all mutual perturbations, would have 
required scarcely no effort to the mind, when compared with 
that put forth in the investigation of the present complex con¬ 
struction of the planetary system. The mind would have lost 
the opportunity of achieving its greatest triumphs, while the 
evidence of infinite wisdom displayed in the arrangement and 
counterpoising of the present system would have been lost for 
ever. There is one other thought which here suggests itself with 
BO much force that I cannot turn away from it. We speak of 
gravitation as some inherent quality or property of matter, os 
though matter could not exist in case it were deprived of this 
quality. This is, however, a false idea. Matter might have 
existed independent of any quality which should cause distant 
globes to influence each other. This force called gravitation, 
even admitting that it must have an existence, no special law of 
its action could have forced itself on matter to the exclusion of 
all other laws. Why does this force diminish as the square of 
the distance at which it operates vncreases ? There are almost 
an infinite number of laws, according to which an attraction 
might have exerted itself, but there is no one which would have 
rendered the planet^^fit abodes for sentient beings, such as now 
dwell on them, and which would at the same tkne have guaran¬ 
teed the perpetuity of the system. Admitting, then, that matter 
cannot be matter, without exerting some influence on all other 
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matter, (whicli I am unwilling to admit,) in tbe selection of the 
law of the inverse square of the distance, there is the strongest 
evidence of design. 

If we rise above the law of gravitation to the Great Author of 
nature, and regard the laws of motion and of gravitation as 
nothing more than the uniform expressions of his wUl, we per¬ 
ceive at once the impossibility of constructing the universe in 
such a manner that the sun should attract the planets, without 
these attracting each other; or that the planets should attract 
their satellites without, in turn, being reciprocally influenced by 
their satellites ; for this would be equivalent to saying that the 
wiU of the same Almighty Being should exert itself and not 
exert itself, at the same moment, which is impossible. As there 
is but one God, so there is but one kind of matter, governed by 
one law, applied by infinite wisdom to the formation of suns and 
systems without number, crowding the illimitable regions of 
space, all moving harmoniously, fulfilling their high destiny, and 
all sustained by tlie single arm of divine Omnipotence. 

We now proceed to an examination of the great question ; Is 
the system of worlds by which we are surrounded, and of which 
our earth and its moon form a part, so constructed that, under 
the operation of the known laws of nature, it shall for ever 
endure, without ever passing certain narrow limits of change, 
which do not in any way involve ila stability 1 

It is well known that the planets revolve in elliptical orbits of 
small eccentricity; that under the action of the primitive impulse 
by which they were projected in their orbits, they would have 
moved off in a straight line with a velocity proportioned to the 
intensity of the impulse, and which would have endured for ever; 
but being seized by the central attraction of the sun, at the 
moment of starting in their career, the joint action of these two 
forces bends the planet from its straight direction, and causes it 
to commence a curvilinear path, which carries it round the sun. 

The question which first presents itself is this : If the central 
force lodged in the sun has the power to cause a planet to diverge 
from the straight line in which, but for this, it would have moved, 
if it draw it into a curved path, will not this central force, which 
is ever active, finally overcome, entirely, the impulsive force 
originally given to the planet, draw it closer and closer to the 
suii in each successive revolution, in a spiral orbit, until, finally, 
the planet shall fall into the sun and be destroyed for ever 4 
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tMs question arises independent of the extraneous influence 
triiich the planets exert over each other. It refers to a solitary 
globe revolving around the sun, under the influence of a central 
force which varies its action as does the law of gravitation. The 
problem has been submitted to the most rigorous mathematical 
examination, and a result has been obtained which settles the 
question in the most absolute manner. The amount by which 
the central force, in a moment of time, overcomes the effect 
produced by the primitive impulse, is a quantity infinitely 
and of the ^cond order. If it were found to be infinitely mmJll in 
each moment of time, then might it accumulate, so that, at the 
end of a vast period, it might become finite and appreciable. 
But because it is of the second order of infinitely small quantities^ 
before it can become an infinitely small quantity of the first order, 
a period equal to infinite ages must roll by, @nd to make a finite 
appreciable quantity out of this, an infinite cycle of yeai*s must 
roll round an infinite number of times ! 

Such is the answer given by analysis to this wonderful 
question. Is thei-e no change ? ” demands the astronomer. 
“ Yes,” answers the all-seeing analysis. “ When will it become 
appreciable?” asks the astronomer. “At the end of a period 
infinitely long, repeated an infinite number of times,” is the reply. 

Having settled this important question, it remains now to 
examine whether the mutual attractions of the planets on each 
other may not, in the end, change permanently the form of their 
orbits, and lead, ultimately, to the destruction of the system. To 
comprehend more readily the nature of the examination, let us 
view the points involved in the permanency of our orbit. 

Take, for example, our own planet, the earth. It now revolves 
in an elliptic orbit, whose magnitude is determined by the length 
of its longer axis, and by its eccentricity. These elements are 
readily deduced from observation. If it were possible to con¬ 
struct this orbit of some material, like wire, which would permit 
us to take it up and locate it in space at will, to enable us to give 
it the position now occupied by the actual orbit of the earth, we 
must first carry its focus to the sun’s centre; we must then turn 
Hs longer axis around this centre as a fixed point, until tlie 
nearest vertex of the wire orbit shall fall upon that point of the 
earth’s orbit which is at this time nearest to the sun. Having 
accomplished this, the axes will coincide in their entire length, 
and to make the orbits coincident, we must revolve the artificial 
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one around the now common axis, until its plane shall fall upon 
the actual orbit of the earth. 

If, now, change should ever come, in the absolute coincidence 
of these two orbits, regarding the iron one as hxed and perma¬ 
nent, the orbit of nature may vary from it in any one or all of 
the following ways : ITirst. The natural orbit, all other things 
remaining the same, may leave the fixed orbit by a variation of 
eccentricity ; that is, it may become more or less circular. 
Second, The planes of the orbits remaining coincident, the curves 
may separate from each other, in consequence of an angular 
movement of the longer axis of the natural orbit, by means of 
whicli the vertex of the natural curve shall be carried to the 
right or to the left of the vertex of the fixed one. Third. While 
these causes are operating to produce change, an increase of 
deviation may be occasioned by the fact that the two planes may 
become inclined to each other, thus causing the natural orbit to 
lie partly above and partly below the fixed one. These, then, are 
the several ways in which the orbits of the planets may change ; 
and to settle the question of stability, we must ascertain whether 
these changes actually exist, and whether any of them, in case 
they do exist, and are progressing constantly in the same direc¬ 
tion, w'ill ever prove fatal to the permanency of the system, finally 
accomplishing its absolute destiniction, or rendering it unfit for 
the sustenance of that life, which now exists upon the planet. 

By a close examination of this great subject, both theoretically 
and practically, it is found that the system is s5 constituted, that 
not a single planet or satellite revolves in an orbit absolutely 
iuvaiiable. Theory demonstrates that such changes must exist, 
and observation confirms this great truth, by showing that they 
actually do exist. 

Draw, in imagination, a straight line from the sun’s centre, 
through the perihelion, or nearest point to the sun of the earth’s 

�orbit, and let it be extended to the outennost limits of the entire 
system. On this locate the perihelion points of the orbits of all 
the planets, and in these points fix the planets themselves. They 
ivre now all on the same side of the sun, the longer axes of their 
orbits are in the same direction, and they are all located at their 
nearest distance from the sun, or in perihelion. The planes of 
the orbits are inclined to each other under their proper angles, 
and they all intersect in a common line of nodes passing through 
the sun’s centre. Now give the entire group of planets their 

1 
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piimitive impulse, and at tlie same instant they start in tbelr 
respective orbits round the sun. Now, in case no pei*turbations 
existed, the perihelion points, the inclinations, and the lines of 
nodes, would remain fixed for ever, and alldiough millions of years 
might pass away before the planets would again resume their 
primitive position with reference to eadi other, yet the time 
would con^ when a final restoration would be effected. 

At the end of 164 years, Neptune will have completed its revo¬ 
lution round the sun, and will return to its starting point. All 
the other planets will have performed several revolutions, but 
«ach, on reaching the point of departure, will find the perilielion 
of its orbit changed in position, the indiination altered, and the 
line of nodes shifted. These dianges continue until the longer 
axes of the orbits, which once coincided, radiate &om the sun in 
all directions. The lines of nodes, once common, now diverge 
under all angles, the incinations increasing or decreasing, and 
even the figures of the orbits undergoiag constant mutation; 
and the grand question arises, whether Ihese changes, no matter 
how slow, are ever to continue progressing in the same direction, 
until all the original features of the system ^ali be efihced, and the 
possibility of return to the primitive condition destroyed for ever? 

Such a problem would seem to be far too de^ and complicated 
ever to be grasped by the human intellect. It is true that no 
single mind was able to accomplish its oomjdete solution, but the 
advance made by one has been steadily increased by another, 
until, finidly, not a question remains unanswered. The solution 
is complete, yielding results of the most wonderful character. 

We shall examine this great problem in detail, and commence 
with the figure of the orbit of any planet, our earth, for example. 

The amount of heat received from the sun by the earth depends, 
other things being the same, on the minor axis of its ecliptic 
urbit. Any change in the eccentricity operates directly to 
increase or decrease the shorter axis, and consequently to 
increase or decrease the mean annual amount of heat received 
from the sun. Now we know that animal and vegetable life is 
adjusted in such a way that it lequires almost exact uniformity 
in the mean annual amount of heat which it shall enjoy. An 
increase or decrease of two or three degrees in temperature 
would make an entire revolution in the animals and plants be- 
longing to the region experiencing such a change. If, then, it be 
true that the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit is actually changing, 
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tt&der the combined acUon of the other planets, may this change 
conthme so as to subvert the order of nature on its surface 1 
This question has been answ<^:ed in the most satisfBbCtory manner. 

It is found that the gr^siter axes of the planetary orbits are 
subjected to slight and temporary variations, returning, in com¬ 
paratively short periods, to their primitive values. This important 
fact guarantees the permanency of the periodic times, bo that it 
becomes possible to deduce, vrth the utmost predsion, the 
periodic times of the planets, from fhe mean of a large number 
of revolutions. That of the earth is now so accurately known, 
and so absolutely invariable, that we know what it will be a 
million of years hence, should the system remain as Itypow is, as 
perfectly as at the present mommit. But neither of these ele¬ 
ments secures the stability of the eccentricity, or of "the minor 
axis. Lagrange, however, demonstrated a relation between the 
masses of the planets, their major axes and eccentricities, snch 
that while the masses remain constant, and the axes invariable^ 
the eccentricity can only vary its value through extremely 
narrow limits. These linuts have been assigned, beyond which 
the change can never pass, and within these narrow bounds we 
find the orbits of all the plimets slowly vibrating backward and 
forward, in periods which actually stun the imagination. 

This remarkable law for the preservation of the system would 
not hold in any other organisatiem. It demands orHts nearly cir¬ 
cular, with planes nearly coincident, with periodic times, related 
as are those of the planets, and the planets themselves located as 
they actually are. Ko interchange of orbits is admissible ; but, 
constituted as the intern now is, the perpetuity is absolutely 
certain, so fai^as the change of eccentricity is concerned. 

Let us no^ examine the changes which afiect the positiem of 
the major axis in its own plane. The perihelion of every orbit 
is found to be slowly advancing. Nor is this advance ever to be 
rhanged iirtjo a retrograde motion. The movement is ever pro¬ 
gressive in the same direction, and the perihelion points of all 
the orbits are slowly sweeping round the sun. That of the 
earth's orMt accomplislies its revolution in one /lunt&vd and eieoen 
thoiimnd yeme! How wonderful the fset, that such discoveriea 
should be made by man, whose entire life is but a minute finsetion, 
of these vast periods of time ! 

Owing to a retrograde motion in the vernal equinox, cairying^ 
it around in the opposite du:e<^ioii in 25,868 years, the perih^on 
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and equinox pass each other once in 20,984 years. Kaowiug 
their relative positions at this moment, and their rates of motion, 
it is easy to compute the time of their coincidence. Their last 
coincidence took place 4,089 years before the Christian era, or 
about the epoch usually assigned for the creation of man. The 
effect of the coincidence of the perihelion with the vernal 
equinox, is to cause an exact equality in the length of spring 
and summer, compared with autumn and winter. In other 
language, the sun wiE occupy exactly half a year in passing from 
the vernal to the autumnal equinox, and the other half in 
moving from the autumnal to the vernal equinox. 

At pre^nt, the line of equinoxes divides the earth’s elliptic 
orbit intotwo unequal portions. The smaller part is passed over 
in the fall and winter, causing the earth to be nearer the sun in 
this season than in summer, and making a difference in the 
length of the two principal seasons, summer and winter, of some 
seventeen and a half days. This inequality, which is now in 
favour of summer, will eventually be destroyed, and the time will 
come when the earth will be farthest firom the sun during the 
winter, and nearest in the summer. But at the end of a great 
cycle of more than 20,000 years, all the changes will have been 
gone through, and, in this respect, a complete compensation and 
restoration will have been effected. 

This epoch of suborchnate restoration will find the perihelion 
of the earth’s orbit located in space far distant from the point 
primitively occupied. Five of these grand revolutions of 20,984 
years must roll round before the slow movement of the perihelion 
shall bring it back to itef starting point. 110,000 years will then 
restore the axis of the earth’s orbit, and the equinoctial Hue, 
nearly to their relative positions to each other, and to the same 
region of absolute space occupied at the beginning of this grand 
cycle. 

If now, we direfet ottr attention to the other planets, we find 
their perihelion points all slowly advancing in the same direction. 
That of the orbit of Jupiter performs its revolution round the 
sun in 186,207 years, while the perihelion of Mercury’s orbit 
occupies more than 200,000 years in completing its circuit round 
the sun. To effect a complete restoration of the planetary orbits 
to their original position, with reference to their perihelion 
points, will require a grand compound cycle, amounting to mil-^ 
lions of years. Yet the time will come wh^ all the orbits will 
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come again to their primitive positions, to start once more on 
their ceaseless joumeyB. 

In the changes of the eccentricities, it will he remembered, that 
the stability of the system was involved. Should these changes be 
ever progressive, no matter how slowly, a time would finally 
come when the original figure of the orbit would be destroyed, 
the planet either falling into the sun, or sweeping away into 
unknown regions of space. But a limit is assigned, beyond 
which the change can never pass. Some of the planetary orbits 
are becoming more circular, others growing more elliptical; but 
all have their limits fixed. The earth’s orbit, for example, should 
the present rate of decrease of eccentricity continue, in about 
half a million of years will become an exact circle. There the 
progressive motion of the changes stops, and it slowly commences 
to recover its ellipticity. This is not the case with the motions 
of the perihelia. Their positions are in no way involved in the 
well-being of a planet, or in its capacity to sustain the life which 
exists on its surface ; and since the stability of the system is not 
endangered by progressive change, it ever continues in the same 
direction, until the final restoration is effected, by an entire 
revolution about the sun. 

Let us now examine the inclinations of the planetary orbits. 
Here it is found that there is no guarantee for the stability of the 
system, provided the angles under which the orbits of the planets 
are inclined to ^ch other do not remain nearly the same for 
ever. K changes are found to exist, by which the inclinations 
are made to increase, without stopping and returning to their 
primitive condition, then is the perpetuity of the system rendered 
impossible. Its fair proportions must slowly wear away, the 
harmony which now prevails be destroyed, and chaos must 
come again. 

Commencing again with the earth, we find that, from the 
earliest ages, the inclination of the earth’s equator to the ecliptic 
has been decreasing. Since the measure of Eratosthenes, 2078 
years ago, the decrease has amounted to about 23^44", or about 
half a second every year. Should the decrease continue, in about 
85,000 years the equator and the ecliptic would coincide, and the 
order of nature would be entirely changed; perpetual spring 
would reign throughout the year, and the seasons would be lost 
for ever. Of this, however, there is no danger. The diminutiozL 
will reach its limits in a comparatively short time, when the 
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decrease of inclination will change into an increiise^ and thus 
slowly rocking backwards and forwards in thousands of years, 
the seasons shall ever preserve their appointed {^ces, and seed 
time and harvest shall never fail. These changes of inelination 
are principally due to the perturbations of Venus, and arising 
from configurations, will be ultimately entirely compensated. 

The angles under which the planetary orbits are inclined to 
each other are in a constant state of mutation. The orbit of 
Jupiter at this time forms an angle with the ecHptle of 4731 
seconds, and this angle is decreacnng at such a rate that, in about 
20,000 years, the planes would actually coincide. This would 
not affect the well-being of the planets or the stability of the 
Intern, but should the same change now continue, the angle 
between the orbits might finally come to fix them even at right 
angles to each other, and a subversion of the present system 
would result. 

A profound investigation of the problem of the j^anetaiy 
inclinations, accomplished by Lagrange, resulted in the demon¬ 
stration of a relation between the masses of the planets, the 
principal axes of their orbits, and the inclmations, such that, 
although the angles of inclination may vary, the limits are 
narrow, and they are all foimd slowly to oscillate about their 
mean positionj^ never jrassing the prescribed limits, and securing-, 
in this particular, the perpetuity of the system. 

Here, again, we are piresented with the remarkable faet^ that 
whenever mutation involves stabiHty, this mutation is of a com- 
pensatesry character, always returning upon hseli^ and, in the 
long run, correcfcmg its own eljfects. If all this mighty system 
was organised by chance, how happens it that the angular 
motions of the p^^helia of the planetary orbits are ever pro¬ 
gressive, while the angular motions of the planes of the oibits 
are vibrating ? Design, positive and consfacuous, is xmtten all 
over the system, in characters from which there is n^ escape. 

We now proceed to an examination of the lines in whkh the 
of the planetary mrbits cut each other, or the lines in 

w^ih th^ hafersect a fixed plane. These are caBed th-^iUnes of 
Th^ alH paa» through ^ sun’s centre, and, in case they 

ever were coiinadeiit, they now radiate from a common point in 
aB directions. 

Here is an element in no degree involving in its value the 
stability of the systm, and fresaa anidogy w© already begin to 
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anticipate that its (diaDges, whatever they sa&y be^ will probably 
progress always in tlie same direction. This is actnally the case. 
The nodes of tihe planetary orbits are all slowly retrograding on 
a fixed plane, and in vast periods, amounting to thousands of 
years, accomplish revolutions, which, in the end, return them to 
their primitive portions. 

Thus are we led to the following results. Of the two elements 
which fix the magnitude of the planetary orbits, the principal 
axes, and the eccentricity, the axes remain invariable, while the 
eccentricity oscillates between narrow and fixed limits. In the 
Icmg run, therefore, the magnitudes of the orbits are preserved. 

Of the three elements which give podtwn to the planetary 
orbits, namely, the place of the perilielion, the lines of nodes, and 
the inclinations, the two first ever vary in the same direction,, 
and accomplisli their restcaratiou at the end of vast periods of 
revolution, while the inclinations vibrate between narrow andi 
prescribed limits. 

One more point, and we close this wcnderful investigation. 
The last question which presents itself is this: May not the 
periodic times of the planets be so adjusted to each as that the 
results of certain configurations may be ever repeated without 
any compensation, and thus, by perpetual aecomnlation, finally 
effect a destruction of the system ? 

If the periodic times of two n^hbouring planets were exact 
multiples of the same quantity, or if the one was double the 
other, or in any exact ratio, then the eonringency would arise 
above alluded to, and there would be perturbations which would 
remain uncompensated. A near approach to this condition of 
things actually exisds in the system, and gave great trouble to 
geometera. It was found, on comparing observations, that the 
men periods of Jupiter and Saturn wee not constant; that one 
was on the decrease, while the othe was on the increase. This 
discovery seemed to disprove the great demonstration which had 
fixed as invariable the major axes of ihe planetary orbits, and 
guaranteed the stability of the mean motiona. It was not until 
after Laplace had instituted a long and laborions research, that 
the phenomenon was traced to its true, origin, and was found to 
arise &om the near commensurability of the periodic times of 
Jupiter and Saturn, five of Jupiter’s periods being nearly equal 
to two of Saturn’s. In ease the equality were exact, it is plain 
that if tlie two planets set out from the same straight line drawn 
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from the sun, at the end of a cycle of five of Jupiter’s periods, or 
two of Saturn’s, they would be again found in the same relative 
positions, and whatever effect the one planet had exerted over 
the other would again be repeated under the same precise cir¬ 
cumstances. Hence would arise derangements which would pro¬ 
gress in the same direction, and eventually lead to permanent 
derangement of the system. 

But it happens that five of Jupiter’s periods are not exactly 
equal to two of Saturn’s, and in this want of equality safety is 
found. The dijfference is such, that the point of conjunction of 
the planets does not fall at the same points of their orbits, but at 
the end of each cycle is in advance by a few degrees. Thus the 
conjunction slowly works round the orbits of the planets, and, in 
the end, the effect produced on one side of the orbit is compensated 
for on the other, and a mean period of revolution comes out for 
both planets, which is invariable. In the case of Jupiter and 
Saturn, the entire compensation is not efiected until after a 
period of nearly a thousand years. 

A similar inequality is found to exist between the earth and 
Venus, with a period much shorter, and producing results much 
less easily observed. In no instance do we find the periods of 
any two planets in an exact ratio. They are all incommensurable 
wth each other, and in this peculiar arrangement we find the 
stability of the entire system is secured. 

So far, then, as the organisation of the great planetary system 
is concerned, we do not find within itsdf the elements of its own 
destruction. Mutation and change are every where found ; all 
is in motion; orbits ex|)andmg or contracting, their planes 
rocking up or down, their perihelia and nodes sweeping in oppo¬ 
site directions round the sun, but the limits of all these changes 
axe fixed j these limits can never be passed, and at the end of a 
vast period, amounting to many millions of years, the entire 
range of fluctuation will have been accomplished, the entire 
system, planets, orbit^ inclinations, eccentricities, perihelia, and 
nodes, will have regained their original values and places, and the 
great bdl of eternity will have then sounded one. 

Having reached the grand conclusion of the stability of the 
system of planets, in their reciprocal influences, and that no 
element of destrud^ion is found in the organisation, we propose 
next to-inquire whether the same featui'Cs are stamped on the 
subordinate groups composing the planetazy system. As our 
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limits will not permit us to enter into a fiill examination of all 
the subordinate groups, we shall confine our remarks to our own 
earth and its satellite, Jupiter and his satellites, and to Saturn, 
his lings, and moons. We shall, in this examination, find it 
practicable to answer, to some extent, the inquiry as to whether 
either of these systems has received any shock from external 
causes. We know nothing as to the future, and can, in this par¬ 
ticular, only form our conjectures, as to what is to be, from what 
has been. 

Wo commence our inquiry by an examination of two questions, 
namely. Is the velocity of rotation of the earth on its axis 
absolutely invariable ? Htis the relation between the earth and 
moon ever been disturbed by any external cause ? There is 
nothing so important to the well-being of our planet and its 
inhabitants, as absolute invariability in the period of its axical 
rotation. The sidereal day is the great unit of measure for time, 
and is of the highest consequence in all astronomical investiga¬ 
tions. If causes are operating, either to increase or decrease the 
velocity of rotation, a time will come when the earth will cease 
to rotate, or else acquire so great a velocity as to destroy its 
figure, and, in the end, scatter its particles in space. 

It is difficult to ascertain 
from theoiy a perfectly satis¬ 
factory answer to the question 
of the invariable velocity of 
rotation of the earth, but La¬ 
place has demonstrated that 
the length of the day has not 
varied by the hundredth of 
one second during the last 
two thousand yearn ; that is, 
the length of the «ay is nei; 
ther greater nor less than it 
was two thousand years ago 
by the hundredth of a second. 
Iffie reasoning leading to this 
remarkable result is simple, 
and may be readily compre¬ 
hended by all. Two thousand 
years ago, the duration of the moon*s period of revolution 
around the earth was accurately determined, and was eroressed 
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ia days and parts of a day. The measure of the same period 
has been aoeomplished in onr own time, and is exis-essed in 
days and parts of a day. Now ail the canaea operating to 
change the moon’s period of revolution are known, and may be 
applied. When this is done, it is found that the moon’s period 
now and two rimusand years ago agree precisely, being accom¬ 
plished in the same number of days and parts of a day ; which 
would be impossible, if the unit of measure, the day, had varied 
ever so slightly. 

The extraordinary relation existing between the moon’s period 
and her orbit, and the time occupied in her rotation, gives 
vs the opp<artunity of ascertaining whether our system has 
received any external idmck. These two periods are so accurately 
adjusted, that in all respects an exact equality exists. The moon 
ever turns the same hemisphere to the earth, and ever will, unless 
some external cause should arise to disturb the perfect harmony 
which now reigns. It is not my purpose to explain why it ia 
that this i^enomenon exists. I merely desire to state, that this 
delicate balancing of periods furnishes an admirable evidence 
that, for several thousands of years at least, no shock has been 
received by the earth and its satellite. Steadily have they 
moved in their orbits, subject only to the influence of causes 
originating in constitution of the mighty system, of which 
they constitute a part. 

Moving out to a mow complex system, we find in the remark¬ 
able arrangement of the satellites of Jupiter a delicate test for 
the action of sudden and extraneous causes. Here we find the 
periodic times of the satelli^ so related, that a thousand periods 
of the first, added to two thousand periods of the third, will be 
precis^jr equal to three flbaoBSnd periods of the seconi This 
deliwte hsteesi^ of peMs would be destroyed by.the action 
of JBQT estemal ahoek, wsudk m might be ea$iienced from the 
colBsion of a eumet sveqiii^ iiutmgh the system. Thus far, we 
know that no distaxhauae hav enteared, and a knowledge of facts 
will now peas dow» to posterity, which will give the means of 
ascertaining exactly the influence of aU disturbing causes;..which 
do not form a part the groat system. 

The last subordinate group, and the most extraordinary one to 
which I wfll at this time direct your attention, is that of Saturn 
and Ms rings. Here we find a delicacy of adjustment and 
equilibrium far exceeding anything yet exhibited in our exami- 
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nations. This great planet is sraroimded certainly by two, 
probably by three, immense rings, which are formed of solid 
matter, in all respects like that constituting the eentral body. 
These wonderful appendages are nowhere else to be found, 
throughout the entire solar system, at least with certainty. 
Their existence has elsewhere be«i but around Saturn 
they are seen with a perfection and distinctness which defies all 
scepticism as to their actual existence. The diameter of the 
outer ring is no less than 176,000 miles. Its breadth is 21,000 
miles, while its thickness does not exceed 100 miles. The inner 
ring is separated from the outer one by a space of about 1,800 
nules, its breadth 34,000 miles, its inner edge being about 20,000 
miles from the surface of the planet. Its thickness is the same 
as that of the outer ring. These extraordinaiy objects are 
rotating in the same direction as planet, and with a velocity 
30 great, that objects on the exterior edge of the outer ring are 
carried through space with the amazing velocity of nearly 60,000 
miles an hour, or nearly fifty times more swiftly than the objects 
on the earth’s equator. 

What power of adjustment can secure the stabilfty of these 
stupendous rings ? Ko solid bond fastens them to the planet; 
isolated in space, they hold their places, and, revolving with 
incredible velocity around an imaginary axis, they accompany 
their plauet in its mighty orbit round the sun. Such is the 
exceeding delicacy with wMeh this system is adjusted, that the 
slightest external cause once deranging the equilibrium, no 
readjustment would be effected. The rings would be thrown on 
the body of the planet, and the system would be destroyed. 

To understand the extraordinary (^aract^ of this intern, we 
must explain a Bttle more fiilly th« three different kinds ci 
equilibrium. The first is called an equiHbriuzn of 
and is exemplified in the effort to balance a rod on the tip of the 
finger. The slightest deviation from the exact vertical, increases 
itself constantly, until the equilibrium is destroyed. In case the 
same rod be balanced on its centre on the finger, it presents an 
example of an equilibrium of indiffermoe; that is, if it he 
swayed slightly to the one side or the other, there is no tendesej 
to restore itself, or to increase its deviation. It remains in- 
differCTit to any change. Take the same rod, and suspend it 
like a pendulum. Now cause it to deviate from the vertical to 
the right or left, and it returns of itself to the condition of 
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equilibrium. This is an equilibrium of staUlity. We have 
already seen that this is the kind of equilibrium which exists in 
the planetary system. There are constant deviations, but a 
perpetual effort is making to restore the object to its premitivo 
condition. 

Now, in case the rings of Saturn are homogeneous, equally 
thick, and exactly concentric with the planet, their equilibrium 
is one of instability. The smallest derangement would find no 
restorative power, and would even perpetuate and increase itself, 
until the system were destroyed. For a long time it was believed 
that the rings were equally thick, and concentric with the 
planet; but when it was discovered that such features would 
produce an equilibrium of instability, and that there existed no 
guarantee for the permanency of this exquisite system, an 
analytic examination was m|de, which led to this singular 
result, namely. To change the equilibrium of instability into 
one of stability, all that is necessary is to make the ring thicker 
or denser in some parts than in others, and to cause its centre ot 
position to be without the centre of the planet, and to perform 
around that centre a revolution in a minute orbit. Finding 
these conditions analytically, it now became a matter of deep 
interest to ascertain whether these conditions actually existed 
in nature. The occasional disappearance of the ring, in conse¬ 
quence of its edge being presented to the eye of the observer, 
gave an excellent opportunity of determining whether it was of 
uniform thickness. On these rare occasions, in the most powerful 
telescopes, the ring remains visible edgewise, and looks like 
slender 'fibre of silver light drawn across the diameter of the 
planet. In the gradual wasting away of the two extremities of 
the ring, it has been remarked, that the one remains visible 
longer than the other. As the ring is swiftly revolving, neither 
extremity can, in any sense, be regarded as fixed, and hence 
sometimes the one, sometimes the other, fades first from the 
sight. An exactly uniform thickness in the ring would render 
such a phenomenon impossible, and hence we conclude, that the 
first condition of stability is fulfilled ;—^the rings are not equally 
thick throughout. 

The micrometer was now applied to detect an eccentricity in 
the central point of the ring. Recent examinations by >8truve 
and Be^el have settled this question in the most satisfactory 
maimer. The centre of the ring does not coincide with that of 
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the planet, and it is actually performing a revolution around the 
centre of the planet in a minute orbit, thus forming the second 
delicate condition of equilibrium. The analogy of the great 
system is unbroken in tlie subordinate one. For more than 
two hundred years have these wonderful circles of light whirled 
in their rapid career under the eye of man, and, freed from all 
external action, they are so poised, that millions of years shall in 
no wise affect their beautiful organisation. Their graceful figures 
and beautiful light shall greet the eyes of the student of the 
heavens, when ten thousand years shall have rolled away. 

Thus do we find that God has built the heavens in wisdom, to 
declare his glory, and to show forth his handiwork. There are 
no iron tracks, with bars and bolts, to hold the planets in their 
orbits. Freely in space they move, ever changing, but never 
changed; poised and balancing ; swaying and swayed ; disturb¬ 
ing and disturbed, onward they fly, fulfilling with unerring 
certainty their mighty cycles. The entire system forms one 
grand complicated piece of celestial machinery; circle within 
circle, wheel within wheel, cycle within cycle; revolutions so 
swift, as to bo completed in a few houi’s; movements so slow, 
that their mighty periods are only counted by millions of years. 
Are we to believe that the Divine Architect constructed this 
admirably adjusted system lo wear out, and to fall in ruins, even 
before one single revolution of its complex scheme of wheels 
had been performed ? No; 1 see the mighty oj*bits of the 
planets slowly rocking to and fro, their figures expanding and 
contracting, their axes revolving in their vast periods; but 
stability is there. Every change shall wear away, and after 
sweeping through the grand cycle of cycles, the whole system 
shall return to its primitive condition of perfection and beauty. 



IJECTUEE VII. 

THE DISCOVEHY OF NEW PLANETS. 

N the earliest ages of the world, the 
keen vision of the old astronomers 
had detected the principal membei*s 
of the planetary system. Even 
Mercury, which habitually hovers 
near the sun, and whose light is 
almost constantly lost in the superior 
brilliancy of that luminary, did not 
escape the eagle glance of the pri¬ 
mitive students of the stars. For 
many thousand years no suspicion 
arose in the mind, as to the exist¬ 
ence of other planets, belonging to 
the great scheme, and which had 
remained invisible from their im¬ 
mense distance or their minute 

dimensions. Indeed the jgrand investigations which have recently 
engaged our attention, the mutation of the planetary orbits, 
their perpetual oscillations and final restoration, the equilibrium 
of the whole system, had been prosecuted and completed before 
the mind gave itself seriously to the contemplation of invisible 
worlds. 

The singularly inquisitive genius of Kepler, over whom a?iaiogy 
seems to have ever played the tyrant, in an examination of the 
interplanetary spaces, finding these to increase with regularity 
in proceeding outward from the sun, until reaching space 
between Mars and Jupiter, which was out of all proportion too 
great, conceived the idea that an invisible planet revolved in this 
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space, and thus completed tke hsxmony of the system, lllie 
space from orbit of Mercury to that of Tenus is 31,000,000 
miles; from 1h,e orbit of Venus to that of the earth is 27,000,000 
miles; from the earth’s orbit to that of Mars is 50,000,000 
miles ; bnt between the orbit of Mars and that of Jupiter there 
exists the enormous interval of 359,000,000 miles. order is 
again resumed between the orbits of Ju|Mter and Saturn, and 
from these slender data Kepler boldiy predicted tliat a time 
would come when a jdanet would be fotind intermediate between 
the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, whose discovery would establish 
a regular progression in the interpianetary spaces. For nearly 
two hundred years this daring speculation was regarded as one 
of the wild dreams of a great but visionary mind. 

Towards the close of the eighteenth century, when the pter 
netary orbs had been studied withi great eam, and a oompara- 
tively accurate knowledge of then* peiturbaticais had been 
reached, certain unexplained 
irregularities gave rise to the 
suspicion that the movements 
of Saturn might be disturbed 
by the action of an unknown 
planet revolving in a vast orbit, 
remote from, and far beyond 
that of Saturn. These specula¬ 
tions led to no serious results, 
and it was only by a fortunate 
accident that, on the ISth of 
March, 1781, Sir William 
Herschel noticed a small star 
of remarkable appearance, 
which happened to fail in the 
field of his telescope. On 
applying a greater ma^ifying 
power, the strange star showed 
unequivocal i^rmptoms of increased dimensions. Its position 
among the neighbouring stars was noticed with care, and by 
an examination on the following evening, the stranger was 
found to have sensibly changed position. A few nights sufficed 
to establish the feet that the newly discovered body was actually 
a wancieidng star ; and not for a moment dreaming of the dis¬ 
covery of a new planet, Herschel announced to the world 

X>r. H«riichel 
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that he had found a remarkable mmet. Efforts were made to 
obtain the orbit of the stranger, on the hypothesis, that like 
tiiose of all the then known comets, it was extremely elongated. 
Maskel]^ and LexeU soon reached the conclusion that no 
occentric orbit could possibly represent the motions of the 
newly-discovered star; and on a close and diligent examina¬ 
tion, it was at last discovered to be a primary planet, revolving 
in an orbit nearly circular, and alipost coincident with the 
plane of the ecliptic. Its motion was progressive, like the other 
planets, and its vast orbit was only completed at the end of 
eighty-four of our years. , Its distance from the sun was found 
to be no less than 1,800,000,000 of miles, and its dimensions 
such that out of it might be formed more than eighty worlds as 
large as the earth. 

This great discovery exeited the highest interest in the astro¬ 
nomical world. From the earliest ages, the mighty orbit of 
Saturn had been regarded as forming the boundary of the vast 
scheme of planets dependant on the sun. Its slow and majestic 
motion, its great period and distance, and the wonderful magni¬ 
ficence of its rings and moons, seemed to render it a fitting object 
to guard the frontiers of the mighty system with which it was 
associated. But the supremacy of Saturn was now gone for 
ever, and its sentinel position was usurped by Uranus, whose 
grand orbit expanded to twice their original dimensions the 
boundaries of the solar system. Far sweeping in the deptlis of 
space, this new world pursued its solemn journey, flinging back 
the light of its parent orb, steadily obedient to the great law of 
universal gravitation, which held the old planets true to their 
changing orl^ts. 

Another unit in the number of interplanetary spaces was thus 
given, and the law wMch might possibly regulate the distances 
of the planets from the sun was sought after with an interest 
and perseverance which could not long fell of its reward. No 
exact progression was indeed discovei'ed, but the following 
remarkable empirical law was detected by Professor Bode: 

Write the series 0 3 6 12 24 48 96 192, &c. 

Add to each term 4444444 4 

The sums are 4 7 10 16 28 52 100 196 

Now if 10 be assumed as the earth’s distance from the sim. 
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the other terms of the series will represent very nearly the die* 
tances of the planets, thus; 

4 7 10 16 28 62 100 196 
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, —, Jap5ter, Saturn, Hronus. 

The fifth term in the series is blank, and falls exactly in the 
enormous interval which exists between the mrbitB of Mars and 
Jupiter, precisely where Kepler had predicted a hew planet 
would be found. As early as 1784, three years after the disco¬ 
ver of Uranus, Baron de Zach, struck with the remarkable law 
of Bode, even went so far as to compute the probable distance 
and period of the now generally sui^cted {danet. The impression 
that a new -world would soon be added to the system, grew 
deeper and stronger in the imnds of astronomers, until finally, 
in 1800, at a meeting held at LUienthal, by six dtstingui^ed 
observers, the subject was discussed with deep earnestness, and 
it was finally resolved that the long-suspected, but yet undds- 
covered world, should be made the object ^f strict and perse¬ 
vering research. The range of the Zodiac was <Kvided into 
twenty-four parts, and distributed among «n equal number of 
observei's, whose duty it was to scrutinise, their particular 
regions, and detect, if possible, any moving body whi<h might 
show itself among the fixed stars. 

In case it were possible to note down, with perfect predsion,' 
the relative places and magnitudes of all the! stars in a given 
region, any subsequent changes which might occur wouM be 
easily recognised. In other language, if a dn^pihiTeotype picture 
of any region in the heavens could be made to-nigbt, and if at 
the end of the year another picture of the same region could be 
taken, by comparing the number of stars in the one picture with 
that in the second, in case any oils had wander^ away from its 
place, or a stranger had come to occupy a place within the limits 
of the pictured region, it would be an ^y matter to ascertain 
either the lost. star, or the newly arrived stranger. Now, 
although a daguerreotype picture could not be had, yet, 
observation, the exact relative positions of aU the -visible stars 

, might be mapped out, and a picture formed, whidii shoxdd become 
the ready means, of detwstii^ future changes. 

Such was tile method of examination adopted by the o<mgreas 
of astronomers assembled at lilienthal, in 1800. The &tgsal- 
isatiou was made. Boron de Zach was elected president, and 

K 
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SdbJToeter waa chosen perpetual secret^^. To those xvho have 
paid hnt little attention to the circuxnatances nnder which this 
strange enterpriae was undertaken, nothing can appear more 
wild and chimarical To commence a prolonged research for an 
invisible world, one that no keenness of vision* could detect, and 
vinoh neeveor could be reveided but by telescopic aid, a world of 
which tbe magnhude was so sooall that it would not appear so 
large as a star ^ theHsmallest else visible to the naked eye, and 
one which must be sought out and detected, not by its planetary 
disc, but by its wanderings among thousands of stars, which it 
in ail respects resembled^ and &om which it could be in no wise 
distuagnUflied but by its modmi, seemed like a wasting of time, 
and an wttar throwing away of labour and miergy. 

PisHsri) of Palermo, in Sicily, was one of the planet-searching 
assoeiatiniL He had already >^tii^uished himself as an eminent 
and aocurate observer, and had with indefatigable zeal con¬ 
structed a most extensive cataloj^ of “the relative places of the 
fixed stars, and this, in some sense, anticipated a part of the 
labour that the search for the suspected |danet contemplated. 
Aausted by hUi own and by preceding catalogues, he entered on 
the greht work with the energy and zeal which <bstinguished all 
his great sstrmioti^cal effesrts. On the evening of the first day 
of the year 1801, this astronomer had his attention attracted by 
A small star in eonstellataon of the Boll, which he took to be 
one recorded in the catakgue of hCsyer; but on examination, it 
was found not to occupy any |daee either on Mayer^s or his own 
catalogue. Tet k waa so small that it was an easy matter to 
account for this fact, by its having been overlooked in preceding 
explorations of the regimi in which it was found. With intense 
anxiety, the astrono&ii^ awaited the evenio^ of the following 
night to settle the great qmB^ba, ‘whether the newly detected 
star Was a fixed or moving body. On the evening of the 2nd of 
January, lie nepaired to hss observatory, and as soon as the 
finiSng twiiigik peimitted) (Breoted the telescope to the exact 
point in whkh the preceding evening his suspieious slsi^ had 
been located The spot was Idank I But another, whi^ was 
distant 4' in rtg^aieensiaii, and Jj-' in dscdiimdon, at a spot wKkh . 
on the psofiods fdght had ceHainly been vacant, was now gleaming 
with the bright HtHe object whi^ on the preceding evening had 

tsooaTBeatly fixed his attentiom and for whidfi he was again so 
aiiaEiouBly seeking. Night afber night waithed its reti'ograde 
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ulotiou ; a, motion precisely ench as it ought to have, in ciuse it 
were the long desired planet, until on the 12th it l>ecame 
stationary, and then slowly commenced progressing in tlie oi*der 
of the signs. Piazzi was unfortunately taken ill; his observations 
were suspended, and such was the difficulty of intereoinmum- 
cation, tliat although he sent inteUigenee ^ his discovery to 
Bode and Oraiii, associates in the great enterprise, the newly 
discovered body was already lost in the rays of the sun before it 
became possible to renew the train of observations by which its 
orbit might be made known. Piazzi feared to aiiuounee the 
uewly-diacovered body to be tJie suspected planet. His observa¬ 
tions were few, and he was the only person in the \^f()rld who 
had seen it. Bode no sooner rcoeiv^ the intelligence of its 
discovery tlian he at once pronounced it to be the long-sought 
planet; and from the scanty materials furnished by PiazzI, 
01bei*s, Burkhart, and Gauss, all computed the elements of its 
orbit, settled the great fact that it was a superior planet, and 
that its orbit was included between those of* Mars and Jupiter. 
Some doubt, however, yet rested on the subject, and the disen¬ 
gagement of the planet from the beams of the sun was awaited 
with Uie deepest interest. 

Several, months 3J.isged away. B^ry eye and every telescope 
was directed to the region in the heavens where the new planet 
was exi>ected to be found. The most scrutinising search was 
made for its rediscovery, but witliout any success. But for the 
high reputation of Piazzi, his well-known accuracy and honesty, 
doubts would have arisen as to whether he had not been self- 
deceived, or was intentionally deceiving others. The subject 
became of deeper and deeper interest. The world began to sneer 
at a science which could find a body in the heavens, and then 
for ever lose it. We must remember that Piazzi had followed 
it through only about 4® out of 360® of its orbit, and on this 
narrow basis a research was to be instituted, having for its 
object the determination of the exact poary;on which the lost 
planet must occupy. Gauss, then comparatively a young man, 
and little known as a computer, had conceived a, new method of 
determining the orbits of comets, a very few and very 
closely consecutive obeeryations. Here was m admirable.oppor- 
tunity of giving a practical proof of the power of his new 
method. The long and intricate calculation was finished, the 
place of the lost planet determined, the telescope was directed 
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to the spot, and lo ! the beautihil little orb flashed once more on 
the eager gaze of the youtliful astronomer. For one entire year 
had the planet been sought in vain, and but for the powerful 
analysis of Gauss, nothing but yeai*s of persevering toil could 
have wiped away the reproach which rested on astronomy. 

A suiflcient number of observations were soon made to reveal 
the orbitual elements of the planet, now named Ceres. It wjis 
found in all respects to harmonise in its movements with the 
older planets, and its orbit filled precisely the blank in the 
strange empirical law discovered by Bode. The period and 
distance hypothetically computed from that law sixteen yeru's 
before, by Baron de Zach, were verified in the most remarkable 
manner by the actual period and distance of Ceres. Order and 
beauty now reigned in the planetary system, and a most signal 
victory had crowned the efforts of astronomical science. 

The only remarkable diffei’ence between the new planet and 
the old ones, consisted in its minute size, the great obliquity of 
its orbit, and the dense atmosphere by which it appears to be 
suiTOuuded. Its diameter is so small as to render its measure 
next to impossible; and the best practical astronomers differ 
widely in their results, ^ir WilUam Herschel makes its diameter 
only 163 miles, while Schroeter cannot make it less than ten 
times that quantity. The mean of these two extremes is pro¬ 
bably near the truth. No satellites have been found in attend¬ 
ance on this minute planet, although Sir William Herschel 
suspected the existence of two at one time, a suspicion which 
subsequent observatiems have not confirmed. 

The beautiful order established in the solar system by the 
discovery of Ceres was a subject of the highest gratification to 
the whole astronomical world, and especially to those who had 
been instrumental in reaching this remarkable result. An oppor¬ 
tunity had scarcely presented itself for the expression of delight 
occasioned by this announcement, before all Interested were 
startled by a declaration from Br. Olbers, of Bremen, that he 
ha|l found another planet on the evening of the 28th of March 

with ,a mean distance and periodic time almost identical 
ISitith those Of Ceres. This disopveiy broke through all the 
acalogios of tho " solar i^tem, and presented the wonderful 
anomaly of tw planets revolving in such close proximity, that 
their orbits, projected on the plane of the ecliptic, actually inter¬ 
sected ea(2i other. 
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The new planet was called PaUas^ and is of a magnitude about 
equal to that of Ceres. Its orbit is greatly inclined to the plane 
of the ecliptic, and its eccentricity is very considerable. The 
existence of these small planets, in such close proximity, for a 
long while perplexed astronomers. At length Olbers suggested 
that these ininiite bodies might be the fragments of a great 
world, rent asunder by some internal convulsion of sufficient 
power to produce the terrific result, but of a nature entirely 
beyond the boundary of conjuncture. 

Extraordinary as this hypothesis may appear, the results to 
which it led are not less remarkable. If a w'orld of largo size 
had been actually burst into fragments, it is easy to perceive 
that these fragments, all darting away in the orbits due tO their 
impulsive forces, w(»uld start from the same point, and hence 
would retura at <lifferent intervals indeed, but would all again 
pass through the point of space occupied by the pai*ent orb when 
the convulsion occurred. Having found two of these frag¬ 
mentary worlds, the point of intersection of* their orbits would 
indicate the region through which the other frjigmeiits might be 
expected to p.'i8S, and in which they might possibly be discovered. 
So reasonable did the view's of Olbers appear, that his suggestions 
w'ere immediatelj'- acted upon by himself and several dis¬ 
tinguished obseiwers, and on the 2nd of September, 1804, Mr. 
Harding, of Lilienthal, while scrutinising the very region indi¬ 
cated by Olbers, detectcjd a star of the eighth magnitude, which 
seemed to be a stranger, and was soon recognised to be another 
small planet, fully agreeing, in all its essential characteristics, 
with the theory of Olbers. Tlie new world was named Juno, 
and is remarkable for the eccentricity of its orbit. Its diameter 
has not been well detertnineJ, owing to its minute size. This 
discovery gave to the theory of Olbers the air of reality ; and 
finding the nodes of the three fragmehts to lie in the opposite 
constellations Cetus and Virgo, he prosecuted his rcsem-clies in 
those regions with redoubled energy and zeal 

His efforts were not long without their reward. On the 29th 
of Mai’ch, 1807, he detected the fourth pf his fragments in the 
constellation Virgo, and very near the point through which he 
had, lor four years, been waiting to see it pass. Tins was a most 
wondcrtiil discovery, and Jilmost fixed the stamp of truth upon 
the mf;st extraordinary theory which had ever been promulgated 
This iu!w asteroid was named Vesta, and, for nearly forty jrears, 
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the ejujiuiinatioue which were conducted revealed no new frag¬ 
ment, and it began to be regarded as .positivel^r ascertained, that 
ail the sniail bodies revolving in this region had been revealed 
to the eye. 

But on the 8th of December, 1845, Mr. Henoke announced to the 
world the discovery of another {<stei*oid, wliich was named Astrea. 

Before two years had rolled 
i'ound,the same indefatigable 
observer discovered a sixth 
member in this wonderful 
grou})^ which was called 
Hebe. His success induced 
other observers to uudertiike 
a siuiilar exiunlnation, and, 
in a very short time, the 
researches of Mr, Hind, of 
London, were rewai’ded by 
the discovery of a seventh 
and eighth asteroid, which 
were named Iris and Flora. 

Thus have we no less 
than eight of tliese minute 
woiids, revolving in orbits 

Mr. J.K.Hlnd. BO nearly equal, that for 
weeks and months these 

miniature orbs may sweep along in space, almost within hail 
of each other,* Iiet ns now return to on examination of the 
hypothesis of Olbers, that these are the fragments of a world of 
htf^e size, which once occupied an orbit intermediate between 
those of Mars and Jupiter. 

* TImteen of tliese small planets have been dlscoveroil; four of them by Mr. Hind, 
at air. Bistiop’^ ObSeivatory, liegenC’e-pork. On April 12,1849, Signor lie Gasparis, 
of the OhservBtoi'7 of Naphra, irhilst comparing StelnheU^s Star Map for hour XII 
with the heavTQna, discovav^ a planet: its appearance at this time was that of a 
small star of the 9th or tOfii'hxagnltnde. M.'de Gasparis rofarred the naming of his 
new Hanet to M. Capoeol, who nailed It On May 11,1860. Dr, Annihal do 
Gasparis, assistant at the Ztoyal Observatory {it Naples, discovered a small planet, 
and whteh he named ihrrtBaop;. Ou September 2, iSiO. Mr. Hind discovered another, 
making the third, wMtdi he has named Victoria. Tlie oihits of both these planets are 
situated between ,tbc^,Df IKate and Juxdter. Wlillo these sheets were passing tbtough 
the press, the pews^Wpers atUiouneedtlmt Mr. Hind has discovered anotlicr new planet, 
the fourtht^n cobateShtloti Scorpio, abont 8^ noi-th of the ecliptic, and forming at 
the time an oetidlataeal triaagle with the stars Scorpli and Libra. It is stated to be 
of a pale bluish coloU^,<e3id that its light is about equal to that of a star of the ninth 
ma^tude.—Ed 
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If any internal convulsion could bunsi a world and separate 
its fragments, it is readily seen that the ffagments of lai^est mass 
would move in orbits more neiorly coinddont with that of the 
original planet, while the smaller fragments wotdd revolve in 
orbits greatly inclined to the primitive one, 1%lfl Condition is 
wonderhilly fulfilled among the asteroids. The larger planets, 
Ceres and Vesta, revolve in orbits with small inclinatioiw to tlie 
ecliptic, while the smaller objects are, in some found 
to move in planes with very great inolinatl<^& The force neces¬ 
sary to burst a planet, and to give to its eertoln orbits, 
has been computed by Lagrange, and he finds in case any 
fragment is projected with an initial vejiocity <^e Imndrad and 
twenty-one times greater than that of a cannon ball, it ^ould 
become a direct comet, with a paraboUc orbit, while a primitive 
velocity, one hundred and fifiy-six times greater th^ that of a 
cannon-ball, would cause the fragments to reyolys with a rriro- 
grade motion in the curve of a parabola. .Any less powerfid 
force would cause the fragment to reydive in ^pses ; and it ia 
probable that the force which operated to produce the asteroids 
was not more than twenty or thir^ tinges greater tiiaja that of a 
eaniion-ball. Although the theory Oilers has reeved i^w 
accessions of strength from the diacKJvery of every new ai^rold, 
it would be wrong to regard it as one of the detoonstrated truths 
of ai-iironomy. In the meantime, powerful elEcsrts are mahing to 
scour the heavens, and a method of observation has been prof¬ 
fered to the Academy of Sciences, of Park, by which fdi the 
visible fragments may he discovered within a period of four 
years. Should this plan, which contemplates a division of the 
heavens among difieresit aetremomers, be adopted, volunteers 
have already presented themselves, and the most interesting 
results may be anticipated. 

From tl)k curious briuach of astronemical ini|uiry, we turn to 
one of still deepm* interest. In the eK^minationfi finr new planets, 
thus far, the telescope has been the sdle instrument of research* 
Conjectures baaed upon analogical ceaaoninf^ it k true, guided 
the instrumental examinations ; bid; the n^d had never dm^ 
to rise to the elbrt of.nsaaomng Its way analytioaily to the exact 
position of an unknowh body. It has bami resawed for our otin 
day to produce the most remarksible and the btiLdest 
which has ever marked the career of astronomical stienoe. I! 
refer to the analytic effort to trace out the orbit, defin# the 
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weigh the mess of an tmlmown planet as far beyond 
the ektTemest known planet as it is fi^om the sun. 

X am hilly aware the dihicnlties by which 1 am surrounded, 
when 1 invite your attention to this complex and intricate sub¬ 
ject j and I know hoW utterly impossible it is, in a popular effort, 
to do onjr kind of Justice to the intricate and involved reasoning 
of the great geometers, who have not only rendered themselves, 
hut the age to whieh we live, illustrious by their efforts to resolve 
this, the grandest problmi which has ever been presented for 
human genius. Tr^ttog to your close attention, I shall attempt 
to exhibit some faint outline of the train of reasoniug and the 
kind of research employed in rescuing an unknown world from 
the viewless re^ns of space in which it has been tracing its 
orbit Ibr ages, commensurate with the existence of the great 
system of orbs of which H eonstitutes a part. 

JUteT the diabovery of the planet Uranus, by Sir William 
Herschel, geometers were not long in fitting it with an orbit 
which represented in the outset, with accuracy, its early move¬ 
ments. With this orbit, it became possible to trace its career 
hac&wards, and to dedms its position among the fixed stam for 
fljCky («• one hundred years previous to the date of its discovery. 
This was acteudly done, with the hope of finding that the place 
of the planet had been observed and recorded by some astronomer, 
Who ranked It among the ffxed stars. This hope was not disap¬ 
pointed. The plaimt, believed to be a fixed star, had been seen 
and observed no less than "nineteen different times, by four dif¬ 
ferent observers, through, a |)eriod running back nearly one hun¬ 
dred yOmn prevtons to the discovery of its planetary character 
by Hersihei These remote observations were of the greatest 
value as data Ibr the deterinination of the elmnents of its elliptic 

and foi the compatathfn of the mean places, which might 
Sfttve to predict its porition in coming years. 

A dlsttogtiiehed astronomer, hLBouvard, cf the Paris Academy 
of Sciences, about thirty years 4^, undertook the analytic inves- 
tlgaHtoi of the movements of Ummus, and a computation of exact 
tabiee^ He vlua met, hoWevet', 1:^ difficulties which, in the state 
of ^esi'’ekisted, with reference to this planet, 
w^ He found it quite impossible 
to dbtein any orbit whdOh would pass throi^h the places of the 
idanet determined d#er its discovery, and through those positions 
which had been ^ed previous to that epoch. In this dilemma, 
it became neoessary^to reject the old observations os less reliable 
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than the new oi^es, and the learned computer leaves the problem 
for posterity to resolve^ carefully abstaining from any absolute 
decision in the case. 

His orbit, based upon the new or modem observations, and 
his tables being computed, it was hoped that the theoretic places 
of the planet would thereafter coincide with the observed places, 
and that all discrepancies which might not be fairly chargeable 
to errors of observation, would be removed. In this expectation, 
however, the astronomical world was disappointed; and while 
the tables of Bouvard foiled absolutely to represent the ancient 
observations, in a few years they were but little more truthful 
in giving the positions actually filled by the planet under the 
telescope. The discrepancies between the theoretic and actual 
places of the planet began to attract attention many years since. 
As early as 1838, Mr. Airy, Astronomer Boyal of England, on a 
comparison of his own observations with the tables, found that 
the planet was out of its computed track, by a distance us great 
as the moon’s distance from the earth, and that it was actually 
describing an orbit greater than that pointed out by theory. It 
seemed that this remote body was brea^ig away from the sun’s 
control, or that it was operated upon by some unknown body 
deep sunk in space, and which thus far had escaped the scruti¬ 
nising gaze of man. 

These deviations became so palpable to tOt attract general 
attention, and various conjectures were made with teference to 
their probable cause. Some were disposed to regard the law ot 
gravitation as somewhat relaxed in its rigoroim application to 
this remote body ; others thought the deviation attributable to 
the action of some large cornet, which might sway the planet 
from its course; while a third set of philosophers conjectured the 
existence of a large satellite revolving about Uranus, and from 
whose attraction the planet was caused to swerve from the 
computed orbit. These canjectures were»not sustained by any 
show of reasoning, and were of no scientific value. 

Such was the condition of the problem when it was undertaken 
by a young French astronomer, not quite unknown to fiune in 
his own country, hut comparatively at the beginning of his 
scientific career. . The fneud o£ Arago, Leverrier’s Cometary 
Investigations, and more especially his researches of the motions 
of Mercury, had gained for him the confidence of this distin¬ 
guished savant, and Arago urged on his young associate the 
importance of the great jnroblem presented in the^perturbations of 
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and induced him to abandon other investigations, and 
oonc^trate all the ^exgies of his genius on this profound and 
oomplox inyestigatloB. 

The extracmdinazy powers of Levemer as a mathematical 
astronotaer had been so successhiUy displayed in his researches 
of the motaons of Mercuiy, that it d^erves a passing notice. 
The old tables of this planet, Leverrier believed to be defective. 
He therefore aet about a thorough examination of its entire 
theory, and after a rigid scrutiny, deduced a new set of tables, 
from whiqh the places of the planet might be predicted with 
g]^$ater precision. 

The transit of Ideroury across the sun’s disc, which occurred 
on the Sill day of Hay, 184d, presented an admirable ti^pportunity 
to test truth of the new theory of the young astronomer. 

Most unhappily for his 
hopes, aU observations in 
Paris were rendered im¬ 
possible bj’’ the clouds, 
which oovei*ed the heavens 
dniing the entire day on 
which the transit took 
place. While the com¬ 
puter was sadly disap¬ 
pointed, I was more fortu¬ 
nate, for a pure and 
transparent atmosphere 
favoured this, the first 
astfnnomical observation 
I ever made. A slight 
are&rsnee to this occur¬ 
rence may be pardoned. 
Por three years I had 
been toiling to complete 
a most difficult and la- 
boidouB etd^zpnse, the 

ereQtiQn^>oCjife a/^ononueal observatoty of ^ first class, in a 
countryJ^M^'^noaie. had ever lexkted. Amid difficulties and 
pesplej9||w cap evur kinmr, the yrsork had moved[ on; 
and at Jm|B^ I ^ h%h of O^ing mounted one 
of the llBIst aud mc^ perfei^ limtniments in the world. I had 
arrangej^d adjusted its ecsxi^lex machinery, had computed the 
exact pmnt on thenun’s disc where this planet ought to make its 

Lfivenieir* 
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fiiist contact, had determined the iuetant of contact by the old 
tables, and by tlie new ones of Leverxier, and, with ieelings 
which must be experienced to be I’ealked, five minutes b^ore 
the computed time of contact, X took my pc»t at the telescope to 
watch the coming of the expected planet. After waiting what 
seemed almost an age, 1 called to my Mend how much time was 
yet to pass, and I found but one single minute out of five had 
rolled heavily away. The watch was agaia resumed. Long and 
patiently did I hold my place, but again was forced to call out, 
How ypeetla the time ? and was answered that there was yet 
wanting two mutules of the computed time of contact. With 
steadfast eye, and a throbbing heart, the vigil was resumed, and 
after waiting wlial seemed an age, I caught the dark break 
which the black body of the planet made on the bright disc of 
the sun. “ hTow ] ” I exclaimed; and, within sixteen, aecwide of 
the computed time, did the planet touch the solar disc, at the 
precise point at w'hich theory had indicated '^e first contact 
would occur. 

The planet was followed across the disc of the sun, round, and 
shai^p, and black j and every observation confirmed the superior 
accuracy of the new tables of Leveirier. While the old tables 
were out fully a minute and a half, in the, various contacts, 
those of Leverrier were in error by only ahotrt sixteen seconds 
as a mean. 

The great success of this investigaiion eftCOttraged the young 
astronomer to accept ,the difficult .t^k whieh Arago proposed 
for his accomplishment, and he earnestly set fiibout pr^>aring the 
w ay for a full discussion of the grand .pr^bl^ of the pwrtairba- 
tions of Uranus. The importance ^ fho sul^eet demanded the 
greatest caution, and having detemiped tjO scdely on his 
own efforts, he at once rejected aE. that had henin previously 
done, and commenced the problem at the vi^ry beg^aaoung. JSTew 
analytic theories were formed, elaborate investigations of the 
planets Jupiter and Saturn, as disturbing bodies, were made, 
and an entire clearii^ up of all posfuble causes of disiurbanoe 
in the known boches ojf the system was laboriously and success¬ 
fully accomplished, and the indefatigable mathematician finally 
reached a point wh^e he pould say, “ Jiere are residual pertur¬ 
bations which are not to he accounted for by any known existmg 
body, and their explanation is to be sought beyond the presmxt 
ascertained limits of the solar system.'* 

Ab early as the 10th of November, 1845, M. iieverrier 
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presented a memoir to the Eoyal Academy of Sciences in Paris, 
in which he determined the exact perturbations of Jupiter and 
Saturn on ITranua This was foJUowed by a memoir, read before 
the academy on the first of June, 1846, in which he demonstrated 
that it was impossible to render an exact account of the perturba¬ 
tions of Uranus in any other way than by admitting the exist¬ 
ence of a ptmiet exterior to the orbit of Uranus, and whose 
heliocentric longitude he fixed at 325“ on 4-he 1st of Januaiy, 
1847. On the 30th of August, 1840, a third memoir was pre¬ 
sented to the Academy, in which the elements of the orbit of 
the unknown planet Were fixed, together with its mass and actual 
position, with greater accuracy, giving, on the 1st of January, 
1847, 326® 32' for its heliocentric longitude. Finally, on the 
5th of October, 1847, a fourth memoir was resid, relative to the 
determination of the plane of the orbit of the constructive planet. 

It is quite impossible to convey, in popular form, the least idea 
of the profound analytic reasoning employed by M. Levenier in 
this wonderful investigation. Kone but the rarest genius would 
have dared to reach out 1,800,000,000 miles into unknown 
regions of space, to feiA for a planet which had disp^ced Uranus 
by an amount only about equal to four times the apparent 
diameter of the planet Jupiter, as seen with the naked eye ;—a 
quantity so small that no eye, however keen and piercing, with¬ 
out telescopic aid, could ever have detected it. Yet, from this 
minute basis was the magnifieent superstructure to be reared 
which should eventually direct the telescope to the place of a 
new and distant world. To many minds, the resolution of such 
a problem pmy appear u,tterly beyond the powers of human 
genius, and witho^ one ray of Ught to illumine the midnight 
darkness which surrounds it to th,em, they are disposed to reject 
l^e entire subject.. An attentive examination of the following 
train of reasoning may at least demonstrate that the problem is 
not quite so hopdiess as it would at first appear. 

It was not necessary to extend researches to all quarters oi 
the heavens indi&rently, in an effort to find the unknown body. 
AH the pLsnetfi revolve in planes nearly coincident with the 
plane of the earth's orbit, and more especially dp the jlistaut 
ones. Jupiter and Saturn and Uranus ri^olve in orbits but 
Htde inclined to the plane of the ecliptic. Hence, it was fair to 
conjecture that the new planet, should it ever be found, would 
not violate this genial law, and a search for it was properly 
limited to a narrow belt near the nlane of the earlH's orbit 
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The limits of research were thus brought down to a narrow zone, 
sweeping around tHfe entire heavens, indeed, but insignificant in 
extent, when compared with the whole celestial sphere. 

The next point of examination was the probable distance of 
the unknown planet. Here, again, analogy came to the aid 
of Levei*rier. The empirical law of Bode, already explained, 
showed that the remote planets increased their distances by 
a very simple law. Saturn was twice as remote as Jupiter; 
Uranus was at double the distance of Saturn, and it was fair 
to conclude that the unknown planet would be about twice 
as far jfrom the sun as Uranus. As a first approximation, then, 
its distance was fixed at about 3,000,000,000 miles from the 
sun. Kepler’s law, regulating the ratio between the distances 
and periods of the planets, gave at once the time of revolution 
of the new planet, in case its distance had been correctly 
assumed. In the next place, it was fair to conclude that the 
orbit of the new planet, like those of Jupiter, Sattun, and 
Uranus, would not differ greatly from a circle. These, con¬ 
jectures were, in some degree, confirmed by a very simple train 
of reasoning with reference to the distance of the disturbing 
body. If it revolved in an orbit very near to that of Uranus, 
then its effect on X'ranus ought to be excessive, when compared 
with its influence on Saturn, which was found not to be the case. 
Again, if it revolved in an orbit very fax beyond the limit 
assigned above, its effect on Uranus and' Saturn would be very 
nearly the same, which was not verified by examination. 

Having thus roughly fixed limits for the orbit of the unknowr. 
body, the work of the mathematician now commences^ having 
for its grand object the determination of the true places of the 
planet sought at some given epoch, and such an orbit as will 
represent the perturbations of Uranus in the most perfect 
manner. To exhibit, in some faint degree, the diificulty of this 
investigation, let us conceive that up to the firat of January, 
1800, the solar sj-stem had consisted only of the known bodies,— 
the sun, planets, satellites, and comets. The orbits of all the planets 
are accurately ascertained, and thedcr reciprocal influences com" 
puted and known. The outermost planet, Uranus, revolves in 
its vast orbit obeiiient to the great law of gravitation, acknow¬ 
ledging the predominant influence of the sun, and swaying more 
or less to the action of the nearest planets, Saturn and Jupiter. 
Its predicted and observed places coincide, and its movement is 
followed with confidence and exactitude. 
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UTitla, a ftill and perfect knowledge of the orbit of TJramiB, let 
a new planet be created and projected in a'^ast orbit, exterior 
to, and remote feojn, the orbit of Uranna. The new body thus 
added to the system would instantly derange the motions of 
Uranus, causing it to recede fii^om the sun, and increasing its 
mean period of i^vohition. In this case, the total effect of the 
new planet on Uranus would be perturbation ; and it would not 
be quite impossible, even for one not skilled in the higher 
mathematics; to see how the action of the newly created planet 
cm the movements of the old one might actually reveal approxi¬ 
mately the pc^tion of the disturbing body. It is manifest, that 
when the two planets are in conjunction, or on a right line 
passing through them and the sun, that at this configuration the 
new jdanet would exert its greatest power to drag the old 
one outward firom the sun; and if it could be found at what 
point of its orlnt the old planet actually receded to its greatest 
distance from the suzi, in the same direction, nearly, must the 
disturbing body have ^en situated at that time. In this way, 
we perceive, one place of the new planet might be approximately 
found i and from its periodic time it would be possible to trace 
it backward or forward in its orbit, for the present supposed to 
becirculair. 

The problem here presented is certainly sufficiently difficult; 
yet its complexity is very &r from being equal to that presented 
in nature, and with which the French geometer found himself 
obliged to grapple. Although unknown, the new planet did 
exist, and for ages had silently pursued its unknown orbit round 
the sun. Its injiuence On Uranus had been ever active; and 
when the observations on Uranlis were made, and its places 
determined, from which its dliptic elements were to be derived, 
these very places were in j»rfc dependent on the action of the 
invisible disturber, and hence a porrion oflts influence would be 
darUy concealed in the orbit of Uranus; and to divide the entire 
effect of the nevr planet on the old one correctly between the 
dhguised |Knlaon, and that preducmg real perturbation, was 
attended wl^ tim ^eatest d^enl^, and couM only be reached 
by adopting Wkjjtmn pos^ve hypotheses. Surrounded Icy all 
these diffictiMea, iLeveirierwork^^ on, and with consummate art 
so constracted aiudytical machinery as to meet and master 
eve^;^, difficulty; tmd he finally announced to the world the figure 
of the orbit of his imaginary planet, its distance, period of revo- 
lu^on, and even the mass of matter it contained. 
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These important communications trew made to the French 
Academy of Sciences on the 81st of August, l-Sde. On the 18th ” 
of the following month, M. Leverrier vi^ote to his friend, M. Galle, 
of Berlin, requesting him to direct his telescofse to that point in 
the heavens which his computations h'ad revealed as the one 
occupied by the constructive planet. The request was readily 
complied with, and on the very first evening of examination, a 
star of the eighth magnitude was discovered, which was evidently 
a stranger in that region, as it was not found on an accurate 
map of the heavens, including all stars of that magnitude. The 
following evening was awaited with the deepest interest, to 
decide, by the actual motion of the suspected star, whether 
indeed it was the planet so wonderfully revealed by the analjnsis 
of Leverrier. The night came on. Again was the telesccq)e 
directed to the star in question, when lo ! it had moved from its 
Ibrmer place, in a direction and with a velocity almost precisely 
accordant with the theory of the French geometer’* The triumph 
was perfect; the planet was aiCtually found. The news of its 
discovery flew in every direction, and filled the world with 
astonishment and admiration. 

Tlie exceeding accuracy with which its place had been pre¬ 
dicted, coming within less than one deffree of its actual position, 
gave to M. Leverrier the highest confidence in the perfection of 
his anal3rsi8, and filled with astonishment the oldest and most 
learned astronomers. If scepticism had existed with reference 
to the possible solution of so complex a problem,—if the theory of 
Leverrier had been regarded as a beautiful speculation, ingenious 
and plausible, but vain in its practical application,—the actual 
discovery of the planet silenced all cavil, and pxit to flight every 
lingering doubt. 

As if anything were wanting to give a more positive character 
to the computations of Leverrier, it was now found that a young 
English mathematician, Mr. Adams, of Cambridge, had actually 
accomplished the resolution of precisely the same problem, and 
had reached results almost identical with those of the French 
geometer. This astonishing coincidence on the part of two com¬ 
puters unknown to each other, each starting from the same data, 
pursuing inde|>end!eht trains of reasoning, and arriving at 
Bixme results, confirmed, as it would seem, in'^the fullest manner, 
the accuracy of the resolution which had been obtained. 

On learning that Leverrier had commimieated to the Academy 
of Sciences, in August, 1846, his final results, I wrote immediately, 
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the eom|jpbed place of his planet, with such directions 
r as isroujd best guide me in a search, which 1 desired,to make 
for it wi^ the great refracting telescope of the Cincinnati 
Observatoiy. But h4lbre my letter readied its destination, 
the planet had been found, and the news of its discovery soon 
reached the Uiutect States. It was almost impossible for me to 
credit ;the statement, and I was almost disposed to believe that 
the prediction of the planet’s position had been mistaken for its 
actdal 'discovery. With these conflicting doubts, I waited for 
the coming of night with a degree of anxiety and excitement 
which may be readily imagined. 1 had no star-chart to guide 
me in my search for the {dj^t; I had no meridian instrument 
with which to detect it its motion ; but I was not without 
hope that the power of ohr great telescope might be sufficient to 
select at once the planet Jpjpi among the fixed stars, by the 
magnitude of its . 

Am soon , as the the instrument was 
directed to the point in where the planet had been 
found. 1 took my;|da6e: jKt or small telescope attached 
to the larger on^'iu)d was seated at the great 
instrument. ' • ' # 

On placing my thii finder, ^ur stars of the eighth 
magnitude occupied its field. One of. them was brought into 
the field of the large telescope, and mil^cally examined by my 
assistant, and rejected. A second star was in like manner 
examined, and rejected. A third star, rather smaller and whiter 
than either of the others, was now brought to the centre of the 
field of the great telescope, when my assistant exclaimed, 
** There it is! there is the planet) with a disc as round, bright, 
and beautiffil as that of dupiteri” There, indeed, was the 
planet, throwing its light back, to us from the enormous distance 
of more than 3,000,000,000 of mdes, and yet so clear and distinct, 
that in a few minutes its diameter was measured, and its magxd- 
tude coihputed* 

It iB..not intention to. follow, critically, the history of this 
wonderful dtocovery; yet there are some frets so remarkable, 
that it would be wroi^ to paj» them in silence. From the 
moment the planet was detected in Berlin, it has been observed 
by all the best instruments in the world, with a view of ascer- 
uning how accurately theory had assigned the elements of its 
^it. In consequence of its very slow motion, it became a 
iiWsr of the utmost importance to obtain, if possible, some 
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remote oliservation made by an astronomer wKo might have 
entered the place of the planet in bis catalogue fts 9. lixed star. 
Mr. Adams led the way in the computation of the elements of 
the orbit of the new planet from actual ohservti.^dny and was fol¬ 
lowed by many other computers,—among them Mr. S. C..WaJker, 
then of the Washington Observatory, tTnited States. 

Having obtained an approximate orbit, Mr. Walker computed 
backwards the places of the nipv plaiift for more than fifty years 

Lalande. 

and then examined the late catalogue in the hope of finding its 
place on some of them as a fixed star. Among recent catalogues 
there was no success j but in an examination of Lalande's Cata¬ 
logue, he found an observation on a star of the eighth magnitude, 
made May 10th, 1796, which wae so hear the place which his 
computation assigned the planet at the same date, that he was 
led to suspect that this star might indeed prove to be the new 
planet. In case his conjecture were true, bn tumiDg the tele¬ 
scope to the place occupied by the star, it would be found 
as its planetary motion would have removed it very far from the 
place which it occupied more than fifty years before. The expe¬ 
riment having been made, no star could be found; and strong 
evidence was thus presented that Mr. Walker had actually 
fQund an observation of the new planet, giving its positioii 
in 1796; but in consequence of the great discrepancy between 
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tllje of M. I4ey^*rier and that which would result &r>m 
0 reluuace^ on thid ohserVa^on of the new planet Keptune, 
TArMta^k^i^& ^ysm^ first received with great hesitation. 
A greater doul^ w«i<.thrown ovor the xnatter Izom the fact that 
l/alnnde had anhi^ed the observation as uncertam; and it was 
onlj” by relerehOe to ihe original manuscripts preserved in. the 
Boyal Observatoiy of Faris that the doubts could be removed. 

The discovery of Idr. Wal^r Whs subs^uently made by 
Mr, Fetersen, o^f Altona f and, the results of these astronomers 
reached Paris on the same day« A committee was at once 
appointed to examine the or^mal manuscript of Lalande^ when 
a most remarkable discow^ was made. This astronomer had 
observed a star of the e^^th apagnitude on the evening of the 
8th of May, 1796; and on thelBvaeamg of the 10th, not finding 
the star as laid down, one of tlie same magnitude 
very near the former the observation of the 8tli 
of May as inaGcnrat«^-)i|il^^jiwiltyiri“fihe observation of the loth, 
marking it doubtful. ; ' ' ,iZ ‘ ^ 

On close exami|iil|tt^ 4l0llt JiPoves to be the planet 
Neptune ; and by placed in possession of 
observations whwfti determine the elliptic 
elements of the neW|ji^k^ These differ so 
gi'eatly from those announced and Adams previous 
to the discovery, tiiat Professor iPSeifibe^ of'^Cambridge, Massa¬ 
chusetts, pronounces it impossible sO io extend fairly the limits 
of Leverrier’s analysis as ijO'embraee ihjE>, p'^et Neptune; and 
that, although itennass, jfis^t®fiidned from the elongation of its 
satellite, renders it :for all the perturbations 
ofTJraims by its action,®fiP^^|mpbtA,|B*^^ manner, yet, in 
the 0]^ion of Proifei^or ^ \m ^ot the planet to which 
geometiical anal3’ai8 directed %ilesice^. Leverrier rejects 
absoluti^y the result reached by .American geometer, and 
eledms Neptune to be the planet «f his theory, iu the strictest 
ahd most'legitimate sehse. 

Txme .'^^and abservatien wiU settle the differences of these 
dkifingiiiijihfid gaomerfeers; and truth being the grand object of 
all researel^ Ik di8<^ be ha^d with e^md .enthu^asm 
by both of, tl3t«4kP®kmta In any event, the fHPofound analytic 
research of k an evesMbmiag monument to his genius, 
and his name Is for ewer associated with the most wonderful 
ibacovery that ever marked the career of estronondcal science. 
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Note.—^In above hietorioal aooousutof tlie iliaconraij of the 
planet Neptune, it appeaap to us 4«st^ not 
been done to the vt^ich odf JCr. AtcUonsi 4f 
Cambiidge, ha^ iu Iho .diseorerf. ^ fm b^ Professor 
Challis, of Cambrige, thuli Adama, peUowof John’s Col- 
leg’e, showed him a momorandmu made iu i^e recording 
his intention of attemptir^ to solve tho pnjhkw Uid|8t^ out of the 
perturbations of Uranus, as sw as he & hlhen his dt^jxee. 
Accordingly, after gxadualaitg ih 1843, he 4^b«taiued Ru approjd' 
mate solution, and afterwards pimsiued the adject to that extent, 
as actuallj to place in the hands tho ^H^titoiinner Itoyal, and of 
Professor Challis, the elements of the thea unknown jdaaet, before 
any elements of this planet liad been obtained, or at least pub« 
lished, by M. Leveirkr., 

Mr. Adams. 

On July 29th, 1847, Professor ChalHs commenced observing, 
andiby October let he had then registered 3150 positions of 
stars. On this day he heard that Dr.' Galle had discovered the 
planet at Berlin, on September 23rd. It afterwards appeared 
that Professor Challis himself had observed the planet oft August 
4th, and again on August 12th. 
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Profei^BW ChaHis that it was impossible that any one 
could have conLjivabeadtd thie [problem more fully than Mr. 
Adams did $ ** that he careUjr oensidered aU that vos necessary 
for its exact s<duti<m, aaid that he had conviction, from tlie 
results of his oa]l(mlati9ns, tlmt a jplanet was to be found.” 

Whatewr is, therefhre, due to M. I»everrier,—and it is 
Certaudy greatf^e^uai hemour and ptaise are duo to Mr. Adams. 
The Ihshier gcntlen^ has had ^r his laboui's; e 
believe that the latter jgentl(^im*it*h<mours arc yet to come. 

The attempt to da the name of the disebverer upon new planets 
has been uj^ccessfcil ih every instance.' The planet discovered 
by Herschel is called Uren^} iEHazzl gave to Ceres the name 
** Perdinandea,” in honour of the King of Naples j yet, CCres is 
the name by which it is known. Harding, Olbers, Hencke, and 
Hind, all discoverers of planets, followed the long-established 
custom of selecting nomea &om tlie Heathen Divinities. Im¬ 
mediately after the plS4i.^t beyond Uranus was discovered, M. 
lieverrieV, in leHtters addr^sed to several persons, said, the “Board 
of longitude” has decidj^ in favour of “ Neptune,” with the sign 
of the trident And name Neptune,” is the one generally 
adopted. 



^JpUE wonderful characteristics which marls the flight of comets 
through space ; the suddenness with which they blaze foith; 

tlieir exceeding velocity, and their terrific appearance; their 
eccentric motions, sweeping towards the sun from all regions 
and in all directions; have rendered these bodies objects ot 
terror and dread in all ages of the world. Wliile the planets 
pursue an uudeviating course round the sun, in its orbits nearly 
circular, and almost coincident with the plane of the earth’s 
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orbit, all revolving harmoniortsly in the same direction, the 
comets perform tlteir srevolntiotis in orbits of every possible 
eccentricity, confined to no piisctieular plane, md moving indif¬ 
ferently in accordance with, Or opposed to, the gsi»ral motion of 
the planets. They come up from below the plane of the ecliptic, 
or plunge towards the sun from above, ipweeptiwlftly 
roitnd this ^telr giMtt centre, and with incredible velocity wing 
their flight flor into ^ fatbomkss r^ons of space, in some case^ 
Barer agaisilbMf^sppear to hevnaatt vision. 

Ikk the «IIM% ages of ^ wceld, anperstitiQn "mgaeM these 
WHtedetli^ ttliiif worids with awe, md lacked tlpidit Hksn as 
eiHiMB of jwiWiiiiii(.iia mA war; and Meed, even in modeiir times, 
tfbeye ««ii ledit tipon ^ train t^pread otrt Ibr laSilkiQS of 
id^ athwart the sky, ind watch the eceesrtric motktfie ef these 
anomalous objects, wlfliMMit a df dk«ad. The xaewaasna^ 
of the planets inspire adliflfliiaat. ^libSQf are evtsr vis^bla, and 
true to i^Tst aaa^tiNi comet, aUnlic is Its 
ooiuae, huiwts SMtiify and ttifatfndfltteed upon and no 
.science «an pre^Mlfe'tlmnttiint ifesimoert^ track; wimther it 
may piiflags Itita flit dtl% oirdMfe agaltsit ’tne tf tht planetary 
systems^ <W nsmt < ti/KMm wMi enr ima earth, is 
equally nisMllHMdt^ WM^ afiMr a iiflfecieut xmmber of etMervatious 
shall have been nvili' to VUnlhiir lliv eomfiititatiou af tick ehSaaeats 
of its orbit poatflSie. 

JrrevKMBs wt wv aswewrj m wt �sw ev natweiitai giMmMHMn, 
cometa wen Mnnil�* swmhiihnk' nKBe%m waMnnMluons 
it was (fnhe to take any account. By sonilt|iiiloso- 
pAers their were fllgavflied as meteors kindled into a bhsse in the 
darth's dliiosphere, and when once extinguished they were lost 
fSir ewflt Others looked upon them as permanent bodies, 
rewedvingin orbits far above the moon, and re-appeaiing at the 
end of long but certain intervals. When, however, it was 
discovered that, under the influence of gravitation, any revolving 
world might d^rib^either of the four curves, the circle, ellipse, 
parabola,^ or hyperbola, it at once became manifest that the 
eccen+ric movements 6f the comets might be perfectly repre¬ 
sented by giving to them orbits of the parabolic or hyperbolic 
form, the s|in being located in the focus of the curve. According 
to this theory, the comet would become visible in its approach 
to its perihelion, or nearest distance from the sun,—^would here 
bla2» with uncommon splendour, and in its recess to the remote 
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rui. ts of its orbit, would gradually fade from the sight, relaxing 
us speed, and performing a large proportion of its vast curve far 
beyond the reach of human vision. 

Such was the theory of Newton, and such were the fair 
rieductious from the great law of nature which he had revealed 
to the world. He awaited with deep interest the appearance of 
some brilliant comet, whose career he miglit trace, in the full 
coiiiidence that observation woidd confirm the trutli of his bold 
hypothesis. Fortunately, liis impatience was soon gi*atified. In 
the year 1680, a most wondorfiil comet made its appeimance, 
which, by its splendour and swiftness, excited the deej^est 
interest throughout the world. It came from the regions of 
space immediately above the ecliptic, and plunging downwards 
witli amazing velocity, in a duvetHm almost i)erpeudicu]ar to 
this plane, it appeared to direct its lliglit in such a manner that 
it must inevitably plunge directly into the sun. This was not, 
however, the case. Increasing its velocity as it approached the 
sun, it swept round this bod)’’ with the speed of l,(i00,000 
miles an hour, approaching the sun to witliin a di.stance of its 
surface of a sixth part of the sun’s Vadius. It then commenced 
its recess, throwing off a train of light wliich extended to the 
enormous distance of 100,000,000 miles. With the swiftness of 
tliought almost, it swept away from the sun, and was gradually 
hist in tlio distant regions of space whence it came, aixl has 
iievei- since bt'cn .seen. Such Avere the general characteristics of 
the body to whose rapid motions Newton attempted to a])p]y ilie 
law of umvei>ial gravitation. 

Its positions were marked with all the accuracy -wliich the 
instruments then in use permitted, and it was found that a 
parabolic curve could be consti’ucted, which would embrace all 
the places of the comet. Tlie great eccentricity of its orbit, 
and its vast period, amounting to nearly six hundred years, gave 
to the comet great interest,* but rendered it an unfit object for 
successful analytical research. The great English astronomer 
Halley, had studied it with tlie closest care, and witJi a rigid 
application of Newton’s theory, he reached results quite as satis¬ 
factory as the circumstances of the case rendered possible. 

Fortunately, in 1682, another comet made its appearance, to 
tlie study of which Halley devoted himself with a zeal and 
success, which has justly stamped his name on tliis remarkable 
body ; and as our limits forbid an extensive investigation of the 
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history and tlieory of comets, I propose to examine this one 
with that degree of detail, which may convey some idea of the 
limits of human knowledge in this complicated department of 
science 

At the suggestion of Newton, Halley had searched all ancient 
and modern records, for the jHirpose of rescuing any historical 
details touching the appeara,ncc and aspect of comets, from the 
primitive ages down to his own time. On the ap})earance of tlie 
comet of 16’82, he observed its position with great care, and v ith 
woudcifal pains computed the elements of its orbits. He found 
it moving in a plane hut little inclined to the eclii>tic, and in an 
ellipse of very gi’eat elongation. In its a,])helion, it receded 
from tlie sun to the enormous distance of 400,000,000 of mili .s. 
lie discovered that the nature of its orbit w.as such as to 
wa.rraiit the belief that the comet would return at regular inter¬ 
vals of about seventy-five years ; and recniTing to his historical 
table of comets, he found it possible to trace it back with 
certainty several hundred years, and with probability o''^on to 
the time of the birth of Mithridates, one hundred and thirty 
years before Christ. At this, its first recorded appearance, its 
magnitude must have been far beyond anything subsequently 
seen, a,s its sjdendour is said to have surpassed that of the sun. 

In the years 248, 324, and 3539, of the Christian era, remark¬ 
able comets are recorded to have appeared, and the equality ot 
interval corresponds "well with Halle3’'’s comet. In the j^ear 
lOOG, it presented a frightful aspect, exhibiting an immense 
curved tail in the form of a scythe. In 14.16, its .appearance 
spron.d consternation through all Europe, and led to most extra¬ 
vagant acts on the part of the reigning pontiff, who actually 
instituted a form of prayer against the baleful influence of the 
comet, and thus increased the terrors of the ignorant and super¬ 
stitious. The comet appe.ared with certainty in 1531, .and again 
in 1607 ; and from .an examination of all the facts, .and with full 
confidence in his computations, Halley ventured the bold predic¬ 
tion, that this comet would re-appear about the close of 1758, or 
the beginning of 1759. 

Tills w.as certainly the most extraordinary prediction ever 
made, and the distinguished philosopher, knowing that he could 
not live to witness the verification of this prophetic announce¬ 
ment, expresses the hope tliat when the comet shall return, true 
to his computed period, jiosterity will do him the justice to 
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reiiiember that ibis first prediction was made by an Englishman. 
Ju the ago wlioii these investigations were made, the theory of 
eoiuets was in its infancy ; and it is believed by those competent 
to form a just opinion, that Halley was the only man living who 
co\dd liave computed the orbit of Ids comet. 

As the period a}>jiroacbed for the verification of this extraor¬ 
dinary aunouiicenumt, the greatest interest v as maidfested among 
astronomers, and ellurts were made to ])rediet its coming with 

Dr, Halley, 

i^roatcr accuracy, by computing the disturbing eflects of the 
larger planets within the sphere of whose influence tlie comet 
might pass. This was a new and difficult branch of astronomical 
science, and it would be impossible to convey the least idea of 
the enormous labour wddcli w^as gone through by Clairaut and 
Lalunde, in computing the perturbations of this comet through a 
period of two revolutions, or one hundred and fifty years. 

“During six months,” says Lalaiide, “we calculated from 
morning till night, sometimes even at meals ; the consequence of 
which was, that I contracted an illness which changed my con¬ 
stitution during the remainder of my life. The assistance ren¬ 
dered by Madame Lepaute was such, that without her we never 
should have dared to undertake the enormous labour, in which 
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it was necessary to calculate the distance of ejich of the two 
planets, Jupiter and Saturn, from the comet, separately for every 
degree, for one hundred and fifty years.” 

Amid all these difficulties, the computers toiled on, until 
finally, the period coming on rapidly for the comet’s return, tney 
were forced to neglect some minor irregularities, and Clairaut 
announced that the comet would be retarded one hundred days 
by the influence of Saturn, and five hundred and eighteen days by 
the action of Juirter ; he thevofore fixed its perihelion passage 
for the 1.3th of April, 1759, stating, at the same time, that the 
result might bo inaccurate oy some thirty days tatluT way, in 
:.onsequeiice of being i)ressed f^i time, and his having neglected 
certain small ])erturV)ations. 

These results were presented to the Academy of Sciences on 
the 14th of November, 1758, and on the 25th of the fallowing 
December, George Paliteh, an amateur peasant astronomer, 
caught the first glimpse of the long expected WfiiKha-er, which, 
after an absence of threeH|uarters of a century, once more 
retuiiiod to crown with tilumpk tile English astronomer 
who first foretold its period, arfud tike emiiueiit French mathe¬ 
maticians, who had aetualljir its perihelion passage to 
wit] 1 ill liiiietecn day* in years ! 

Jlere, then, was ar new wertil added to the solar system, linked 
to the sun by the immutable law of gravitation : sweeping out 
into s}>.aco to the amazing distance of 3,800,000,v 100 of miles ; 
lost to the gaze of the most powerful telescope, and yet traced 
by the human mind through its vast and hidden career, with an 
accuracy and precision, from which there was no escape. Tin; 
veiy small error of nineteen days in (Jlairaut’a computation 
strikes us with astonishment, when we remember the imperfect 
state of analytical science at that day, and the tact that two 
planets, Uranus and Neptune, which have since been discovered, 
were then not even suspected to have any existence. 

The magnificent display which had marked some of the early 
returns of Halley’s comet, and which produced such consterna¬ 
tion among all classes, the educated as well as the ignorant, were 
not presented during its appearance in 1758. This was owing 
in part, to the unfavourable position of the earth in its orbit at 
the time of the comet’s perihelion p'lssage. The vast trains of 
light which are ^sometimes seen to accompany comets are only 
displayed in their approach to the sim. They attain their 
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greatest splciul<nir while the comet is in the act of passing its 
perihtilion, and as it recedes into space, the tail fades away, from 
two causes : an actual diminution from condensation, and an 
a])parent decrease on account of increased distance. 

As the comet, when near the sun, moves with increased 
velocity, it occupies, in general, only a short period in passing 
through the limits of distance from the sun AviLhin which any 
train of light is developed. It may happen that at one retuni of 
the same comet, the earth may 0(’eu])y a point in her orbit, 
during its perihelion passage, wliicli may be vciy near to the 
comet, and thus aUbrd an opportunity of witnessing its appear¬ 
ance at a short dietanec ; while, on the next return, the earth 
being at a remote part of its orbit, while the comet is j)assing 
the sun, it may be seen only with great difliculty, or even 
become quite invisible. If, therefoi'e, astronomers wore obliged 
to depend upon a uni form physical appea.i*ance of comets at their 
.suecassivc i-etiirns, to determine their identity, there would 
scarcely be the slightest chanc'e of ever recognising even a single 
one amoug the many tlioxisands which are sweeping through the 
regions of space. 

The interval from 1759 to 1835, when Halley’s comet ought 
to make its next appearance, had witnessed extraordinary 
changes in astronomy. The methods for computing planetary 
perturbations had boon greatly improved; the planet X^ranus 
had been added to the .system, and more accurate masses of the 
larger planets, especially of Saturn, had been obtained. Twenty- 
five years before the close of the comet’s period, its return 
commenced to interest astronomers, and prizes ivere olfei’ed by 
tavo academies for the most perfect tlieory of this remarkable 
body. Baron Damoiseau and M. Pontcconlant wero the suc¬ 
cessful competitors for the two prizes, although several other 
astronomers undertook and completed the task of com]>uting 
the planetary perturbations. Although the computers dilfered 
slightly in the time of the perihelion passage, the diflerence was 
due to the imperfection of the data employed, rather than to 
any defect in the methods of computation. 

For the expected return in 1835, npt only was the perihelion 
passage computed, but the exact route of the comet among the 
fixed stars was wrought out with surprising accuracy, and the 
precise point towards which the telescope must be directed at 
the time when the comet would first attain the limits of visibility. 
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Strange, and almost incredible as it must appear, guided ])y 
these predictions, M. Dumouchel, director of tlie observatory of 
the Eoman College, on the evening of the 5th of August, 1835, 
fixed his telescope in the position indicated by computation, 
and, on placing his eye to the tube, lo ! the comet appeared, as 
a faint and ahnost invisible staiu of light on the deep blue of 
the heavens. 

Again d’d science triumph, in the most remarkable manner, 
and the computed orbit of the comet Avas followed by it wiLli 
the most surprising accuracy. The perihelion passage was 
predicted to within nine days of its actual occurrence ; a most 
astonishing approximation to the truth, when it is remembered 
that this body, far as it penetrates into space, never, even at the 
remotest point of its orbit, escapes from the sensible infiuence 
of the planet Jupiter. Mox'eover, at that time, the new jdanet, 
Neptune, was unknown, and its influence over the comet could 
not be taken into account. 

It is interesting to remark the confidence witli which as^ro * 
nomers relied on Halley’s comet for information relating to 
those bodies which inhabited the regions of space extciior to 
tlic known limits of the solar system. It was urged by eveiy 
comiuiter that the orbit of this comet would one day come to 
be so perfectly known, that the perturbations due to the recog¬ 
nised bodies of the solar system might be computed with such 
precision, that the residual perturbations might be pronounced 
to be the effect of unknown planets or comets circulating in the 
distant regions of space. This conjecture has been realised, 
although by different means, and a planet is now added to our 
system, which revolves in an orbit so vast as to circumscribe 
within its limits the entire sweep of the comet; and as the 
orbits of Neptune and Halley’s comet are inclined under an 
angle of only 15° or 16°, a time will come when the perturba¬ 
tions experienced by the comet when at its aphelion, from 
Neptune’s influence, may be so great, that, but for the fortunate 
discovery of the cause, would have falsified, in the most unac¬ 
countable manner, the predictions of the comet’s return by 
future astronomers. During its late return, the finest telescopes 
ill the world were employed in a critical examination of the 
physical condition of Halley’s comet. Elaborate drawings have 
been made by M. Struve, the distinguished director of the 
imperial observatory at Pulkova. Russia, with the grand refract- 
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jiig telescope under liis chai’ge, and also by Sir John Herschcl, 
at the Cape of Good Hope, with a 20-feet reflector of superior 
power. To these beautiful drawings reference will be made 
hereafter. 

The most'Vonderful changes in the niaLcmtude and tigure of 
the comet were observed to 
take i)]acc from night to 
night, and almost pcrce])ti- 
ble from hour to hour, 
under the eve of the oh- 
server. The nucleus wa.s 
sometimes seen sh.arp and 
strongly condensed, with 
more or less nebulous light 
around it. Sometimes a 
luminous cresi^ent became 
distinctly visible near the 
nucleus, giving to the comet 
a most extraordinary ap¬ 
pearance. At one time M. 
Struve saw the comet at¬ 
tended by two delicately- 
shaped appendages of light 
<,)f a moat graceful form, 
the one preceding, the other 
following the nucleus of 
the comet. At other times it w'as seen to be suiTouudcd by 
a sort of semicircular veil, which, extending backwards, w'as lost 
in a double train of light, which flung itself out to a vast distance 
from the body of the comet. 

Leaving, for the present, the consideration of the j)hy8ical 
constitution of these eccentric bodies, w^e proceed to tlie exami¬ 
nation of a remarkable object, which bears the name of Encke’s 
comet, in consequence of the discovery by this learned a.stro- 
nomer that its orbit was elliptical, and its period of revolution 
so short, as to fall fairly within the limits of iierpetual 
examination. 

1818, a comet was discovered by Pons, not at all remark¬ 
able lor its magnitude, for it was even invisible to the naked 
eye ; but when the attempt was made to represent its places by 
a parabolic orbit, which had thus far been invariably applied to 

Su J 1 Ilcisi U'l, n.u-t., F.IJ 
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the comettf, it was found impossible to assign any elongated 
orbit which would embrace the observed positions of the comet. 
After a very elaborate investigation, Professor Encke at length 
reached the conclusion that the orbit was not a parabola, but an 
ellipse of comparatively small dimensions, and that this comet 
was actually revolving around the sun in a period of about three 
years. This disco\ery excited a great deal of interest, for it 
was the firaif ifli wJlich a shorl period had been detected, and 
elforts wei» ai once made to identify the new member of the 
solar system in its preceding revolutions. Olbers deteiiniued 
its ideu^ty with a oonmt which appeared in 1795, and subse- 
qTiently a«0oevtaiii»d tlutit another, which had been observed but 
twice in 178€̂  and from which observations no elements could 
be compulipd, could be no other than the new comet of that 
period. In tllis way, observations on this interesting object 
were obtiiMed, stretchbpg through some thirty-three years, or 
about tcML of Hb revoliniwym* This extended series of observa- 
tioUB feiwjribied the dpilHiii f^ofivitical examination of the elements 
of oooaeilfo orbx^ MIKi Encke, having discussed them 
with elabonite caiMi, coafllMBd the astonishing conclusion, that the 
magnbiiKd^ of the oiibib ims gradually diminishing, the periodic 
tiiiio groomg dhoftev finiii revolution to revolution, and that 
the comet was ceftainly fiilling nearer and nearer to the sun ! 

To account for this extraordinary phenomenon, the learned 
astronomer, having exhausted all causes known to exist in the 
solar system, finally, with mucli liesitatiou, announced the theory 
of the comet’s motion in a resisting onedium. The existence of 
such a medium was in direct opposition to all the received 
doctrines of astronomy, and the absolute necessity for its use in 
this instance was looked upon by astronomers with fcelinga of 
strong distrust. But Encke argued that such a medium might 
cxi^gtof sucli exceeding tenuity, as not sensibly to aflect the 
T^mHironts of the ponderous planets, while a filmy mass of 
^H^B|^Buch as this comet undoubtedly was, might be very 

retarded in its original velocity, which would diminish 
continually the centrifugal force, and give to the central attrac¬ 
tion of the sun a constantly increasing powei', which' would 
produce precisely the phenomena exhibited by the comet. 

With these views, Encke predicted the re-appearance of the 
comet in 1822. In consequence of its great southern declination 
at that period, it escaped all the European observers, and wa** 
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only Boen at Paramatta, 1^ Bumker. The approach to the bud 
was in some degree confirmed by these observations, but it 'vras 
impossible to reconcile all the observations with the hypothesis 
of a medium of given density. The return in 1825 was not 
favourable fdr dedding the question, which had now become one 
of the deepest interest. 

Its re-appearance in lS2b-y was awaited with great anxiety by 
the friends and oppoueiits of the new theory. ' The comet came 
round, and passed its perihelion approximately in accordance 
with the predictions, but the discrepancies from 1819 up to 
1829, with any theory, were so great, as to give much perplexity 
to those engaged in the computations. After long and patient 
examination, the cause of this difficulty was finrdly detected. 
The plane of tlie comet’s orbit lujikes but a small angle with the 
orbit of Jupiter, and when the comet is m aphelion, or farthest 
from the sun, it always approaches very near to the path 
described by the planet. 

*A time may then come when Jupiter shall be in the act of 
passing that part of its orbit very near to the aphelion point of 
the cometaiy ellipse, while the comet occupies its aphelion, 
bringing these bodies into close proximity, and producing exces¬ 
sive perturbations in the movements of tins almost sjuritual 
mass. 8uch, indeed, was the configuration between the returns 
of 1819 and 1829, on which occasion the comet was delayed in 
its return to its aphelion by nearly nine days, by the poweiiul 
attraction of Jupiter. Under these circumstances, any error in 
the assumed mass of the planet would exhibit itself in an 
exaggerated foim in the perturbations of the comet. But it was 
believed in the outset of this investigation, that the mass of 
Jupiter, employed by Laplace in his theory of the planets, and 
computed by Bouvard, could be relied on os accurate. Indeed, 
Laplace had applied the calculus of probabilities, and had found 
that there was but one chance out of eleven millions that tlie 
mass he had adopted could be in error by the one hundredth 
part of its value. 

Suspicion, however, having been aroused with reference to the 
mass of Jupiter, efforts were at<onoe commenced to sift thoroughly 
the matter, and three diffonent computers of high reputation 
undertook the detenn.ina;tia« of Jupiter’s mass by different pro¬ 
cesses. Encke obtained a mass from the perturbations of the 
small planet Vesta, Nicolai from the perturbations of Juno, and 
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Airy re-examined the original measures of the elongations of 
Jupiter’s satellite, made new measures, and thus obtained new 
data for the resolution of the problem of Jupiter’s mass. The 
results obtained by the three astronomers agreed in a most 
remarkable manner, and proved incontestably t1iat Laplace’s 
value of the mass of this planet was in error more than four 
times the hundredth part of its value, and that, instead of 
requiring 1,070 globes of the magnitude of Jupiter to balance 
the sun, only 1,049 were necessary. 

With the new mass of Jupiter it seemed possible, by admitting 
a resisting medium, to account for all the perturbations of 
Cncke’s comet, and for a time this theory seemed to receive 
greater consideration from distinguished men. The appearance 
of Halley’s comet in 1835 again threw great doubt over the 
subject, for it was found impossible to reconcile the movements 
of the two comets with any assumed density of a resisting 
medium. Some have been disposed to adopt the idea that the 
revolution of the planets for ages in the same direction, in this 
supposed ethereal fluid, has impressed upon it a certain amount 
of motion in the same direction, and that those comets vvhicli 
chance to revolve with the current will be found to be operated 
upon differently from those which may happen to come into our 
system in a direction opposed to the current. 

I confess, franldy, that my own mind has always revolted 
against the doctrine of a resisting fluid. There are so many 
ways in which the single phenomenon of the gradual approach 
of Encke’s comet to the sun may be accounted for, without 
resorting to an hypothesis which involves the entire destruction 
of the planetary system, whose pierpetuity has been so effectually 
provided for by ihe great Architect of the universe, that it would 
require the most unequivocal test^ony to secure the full consent 
of my own mind to the adOfUtmu of this remarkable theory. It 
is proper, however, to say,‘tliiit'it has long been received with 
favour jby men to whose judgment I am generally disposed to 
yiel JjH&h implicit tsonfldence. 

iJSWmg the further consideration of this subject for the 
present, we proceed to the examination of another Comet of 
short period, which has excited great attention, especially in its 
recent return. Aa early as 1805, Professor Gauss, in computing 
the elements of the orbits of the comets of that year, found one 
which to complete its revolution in about six years. 
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This comet, however, was lost sight of, and it waa not until 1826 
that M. Biela discovered the same comet on its return to its 
perihelion. This discovery a{^)eiian3 to have been the result oi 
computation, but how far the investigation was cm^ried I have 
never been able to learn. 

The same object was aiso discovered by M. Oambart about 
the same time, who, on hxLng its elements, found that it per* 
formed its revolution about the sun in an ellipse, with a ]^riod 
of six and three-quarter years. This eomet, like Ihicke’s, is only 
to be seen with the telescope. It presents no solid, or even well 
defined nucleus, and appears to be a mere yapoary mass, of 
exceeding tenuity. Taking into account the disturbing influence 
of Jupiter, the returns of Biela’s comet, as predicted, agreed well 
with observation, and gave confidence in the theory on which 
the predictions were founded. 

The return in 1832 excited the liveliest interest throughout 
the civilised world, in consequence of the fact that it was dis¬ 
covered from computron, that on the- night of the 29th of 
October, this comet would pass a little within the earth’s orbit, 
and those unacquainted 
with the subject received 
the impression from this 
announcement, that the 
earth and comet would 
come into collision, pro¬ 
ducing the most terrific 
consequences. Such was 
the consternation excited, 
throughout tbe city oi 
Paris especially, that the 
Academy of Scienoesfimud 
it necessary to give tp the 
subject their serious atteu* 
tion, and. finally gave the 
matter in chs^e to M.' 
Arago, who paKvduoed an 
elaborate report tax the 'x.Ango. 
subject of comets gener¬ 
ally, which served to calm ^e : popular appr^emsion, and has 
proved to be a valuable addithm to our knowlnlge on this 
difficult subject. M 
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Ill re|>ort, H. Arago flowed that the coaoiet would indeed 
evosB the each's track at the time |nredicted, but at the moment 
of <n!tos8ing, the earth ^ould he etmie ifty-five ntilUons of miles 
distant from the point Dcoup&ed by the comet, and could not 
experience the sli^tesfc posipble inlhieuce such a body, at 
such a diatanee. 

If the comet had been delayed in its approach for thirty days 
by any disturbing catuM^ ^en indeed tilie earth'and comet would 
hare £Ued at the same time the pomt where their orbits inter¬ 
sect, and the dreaded eoUialon would have taken place. The 
consequences of such a ahodk it is impossible to o(nd^ture; but 
reasoning from the known physical condition of the comet, none 
of the terrible disasters so generally anticipated would have 
occurred. The exceeding rarity of the matter composing this 
body may be inferred from the statements of Sir John Herschel. 
** It passed,” says he, ** over a small ciustar of most minute stars 
of the 16th and 17th magnitude ; and when on the cluster pre¬ 
sented the appearance ef a; nebula resolvahle, and partly resolved; 
the stars cf tlie cluster being visible through the comet. A more 
striking proof could not have been offered of the extreme trans- 
lucency of the matter of which the comet oonsists. The most 
trifling fog would have effaced this group of stars, yet they con¬ 
tinued vkdble through a thidkness of^cometio matter, which, 
calculating on hs distaa^ce and apparent dHameter, must have 
exceeded 50,000 miles, at least toward its central parts. That 
any star of the cluster was covered, is indeed more 
than I can aaiMUt; but the general bulk of the comet might be 
said to have pasaed eMitaa%^ etair ihe 

Such is the natutuef Ifte whose contact the ignorant 
appreheoded tlie nmet iMmvulsk&a. Olbers, who studied 
the sublaot with gmt difpeeed ie think that in case 
the 681^ had passed through ^he comet, no incon- 
veniense would lisUs eesuahud^ and 4s0 uhange beyond a slight 
infiuenoe m Ihs dhnafet would have been experienced. 

It is useless to i^eeukite with rufrrenee to the probable eon- 
sequences of a oalHsion, whi^ '^bere is scarcely one dbance in 
millions can ever oocur. Seimice has as yet discovered no 
guarantee for any planet against possible shock of a comet; 
but an examiaatimi of the delicate adjustm^ahi of our owp 
system, and those of Jupiter end Saturn, would seem to indicate 
to us that in all past time no derangement Vuts ever occurred 
from such a cause. 
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The last ro&um of ooiRot w«b marked by a phsAoxomaoR 
anexampled, so far as 1 knowj^ hk Ibe hiatoxy of these irandexiijig 
bo(hes. True to the pre^otioiis oi Skptlol, eomet firet became 
viable on the evening of the JCth iol November, 1W, and in the 
precise point which had been asmgned by theory. Xto Vico, the 
director of the observatory at Borne, was the first to catch a 
glimpse of the expected comet. Nothmg remarkable in its 
appearance was noticed uiatil about the 29^ of December, when 
Mr. £. 0. Herrick, of New Haven, pointed out to several friends 
what he regarded to be a eort of anomidous tail, but shooting 
out from the head of ihe comet in a dhrection entirely at variance 
with the usually received theory, that the tail is always opposite 
to the sun. In this supposed tail a kind of knot was noticed, 
brighter and more condensed than any other part. Owing to 
msufficient optical power, the ti'ue character of the phenomenon 
was not fairly deteeled by Mr. Herrick. 

On the night of the 12th of January, 1848, Lieut. Maury, in 
charge of the observatory at Washington, United States, dis¬ 
covered that what had hitherto appeai*ed as a single body, was 
actually composed ef two and comets. This moat 
extraordinary fact was immediately announced, and the double 
character was. observed at all the principal observatories in 
Europe and the Umted States. There can be no doubt what¬ 
ever as to the reality of the appearance. The comet actually 
became double, and the two pavt!^ bound together by some 
inscrutable bond, conidnued their swift journey through space, 
pursuing almost exactly route predict^ fcr the single comet. 

From measures obtained by Pro$MSor CSbidhs, of Cambridge, 
hhgland, on the 23rd of 104% the. two (Xtmets were 
separated from each other by a #fl^nee' equal to about one- 
thirteenth the apparent diameter^ pi the nun. On the 28th of 
the same .month. Sir John Hhra^^ records the following 
notices:*-*"The comet was evidmttly duuNb, consisting of two 
distinct nebulsB, a larger and a smalW cue, both round, or nearly 
so; the one in advance feint and isnall, and not much brighter 
in the nuddle} the <me wMeh, f^^wed nearly three times as 
bright, and one and a half tiosMS larger in diameter, and a good 
deal brighter in the xoiddki^ an approach to a steUar 

^point.” 
On the evening of the fiih. of Febmaiy, having returned to the 

obswvatory at Chicinnati, after an alienee of more than two 
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monthS) I had on opportunity of beholding^ for the first time, 
these -wonderful objetits, with the twelve-lnolx refractor. The 
moon was nearly full, and yet the oomehs were distinctly visible, 
both included within the limits of the field view of the instru¬ 
ment, and separated from eadi other by a distance equal to about 
the eighth part of the sun^s diameter. The preceding comet was 
evidently the brighter of the two. 

Clouds prevented a continuous examination of the comets from 
night to night, but on the ev^ung of the 31st of Pebruary, I -a as 
surprised to find a remarkable ohax^ in the relative brilliancy 
of the two parts. On that evening the fbllowing oomet was very 
decidedly brighter than its companion, and from observations 
made elsewhere, the change of relative brightness seems to have 
been effected about the 13th or 14th of February. The change 
was observed by Professor Encke, of Berlin, as early as the 14th. 
On the evening of the 21st of February, berth comets exhibited 
distinct trains of light, extending firom the sun, and in directions 
parallel to each other. The centre of the nucleus of each comet 
was brighter than the surrounding portions, but there was ru 
stellar point visible. The nebulosity of the two points did not 
intermingle. 

The distance between the comets increased from day to day, 
until, on the 26th of Februaiy, they were separated by an amount 
equal to 445 seconds of arc, or between a fourth and fifth part of 
the sun*s diameter. A part of the increase of distance was only 
apparent, arising from the approach of the comets to the earth, 
but the comets were actually receding firom each other while 
pursuing their rapid flight tiirough spaoe. 

Neither did the line joining the central points of the comets 
remain parallel to itself the 33rd of January to the lltli 
of February, this line idiilted its position by an amount of angular 
motion equsd to 8*^, as is shown if a comparison of the measures 
of Challis and Enoke. the 3X8t of February, this angular 
n^ion had been nearly destroyed by a retrograde movement, 

thus the comets ware seen to oscUlate about each other 
according to some mysterious law whidi has never been revealed. 
Such is a brief sketch of the phenomena presented by Hela*s 
comet in its late return. Xts next appearance will be looked for 
with deep interest^ to ooirfirm or destroy certain theories which 
have been propounded to explain its duplex character. 

While the periods hf the H»>mets which we have thus flu* con- 
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sidered are com|mraiively short, ^ose of others which have 
visited our system have been aseertamed to extend to many 
thousands of years, ^e great oofiatt of 1811, one of the most 
brilliant of modem times, in conseqn^ee of its remainmg visible 
for nearly ten months, gave ample Oppoatunity for the investiga¬ 
tion of the elements of its drbit. Aft^ a cti^ui investigation, 
M. Argelander fixes its peidod of solution at 2,888 years 
Bessel had examined the same subject previously, and probably 
with less attention, but obtmn^ a period e^en greater'than 
Argelander’s, amountihg to 3,383 

The comet of 1807 also occupied iite attention of Bessel. A 
long series of observations furnished data for computing its 
elements. The periodic time was fixed at 1,543 years. These 
computations are necessarily only approximate. The difficulty 
of obtaining accurately the periodic time increases with the 
length of the period, and all that can be done is to fix a limit 
below which it cannot falL These vast periods give to us the 
means of learning somewhat of the gimit distance to which 
these objects penetrate into space. The comet of 1811, having 
a period probably three thousand times greater than that of our 
earth, must revolve at a mean distance from the sun of more 
than 80,000,000,000 miles, and in consequence of its-very near 
approach to the sun at its perihelion, its greatest distance cann 
fall below 160,000,000,000 miles 1 

Great os this distance is, it is perfectly certain that there arc 
many comets wliich revolve in orbits far more extensive than 
the one described by the comet of 1811. Indeed, there seems to 
be no limit to the distance to which these bodies may sweep 
outward from the sun ; and their return depends simply on the 

whether they recede so far as to fhU within the attractive 
influence of some other sun, towards which Ihey begin to urge their 
flight, and through whosUi syetW of planets they cany the same 
apprehen^ns of danger which have caused in our own. 

In r^eeting on these ShigtU obje«^ we are led to inquire- 
what they are, whenbe i^eir Qi%i]|^;'aiid by what laws are the 
vast trmns of whidi OSoaslohally distiuguish them, devcr 
loped. Arago divides comets ^inj^ ^ree dasses, with referenni^^ 
to their phyddal . oonstittictiom He fihmlcs they oc<m8tm|i||K 
appear round, and wilhi well defined pbinetaty dis(», sh<^BBp 
them to be solid opaque bodies, in all respects resembling planets/^ 
and only differing from iiheSe in the great eccentridty of their- 
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o'^btts. In oosoirmatioB of tills opmion, bo asserts that 
eokneits hav^ been atm. to tam&sit tftie sun, said when passing 
bettween this lumilu^ <&fa of the spectator, they appear 
rovmd and black, Mke the j^iaiketa Msrcnry and Yeniis, when 
seen under the saane chrasanstaiioes. An erampie of this kind 
ooeui*red on the I6th of I^Fotemher, 1826, wh^ the transit of a 
connet across the «nn was witnessed by two persons, widely 
separated fbom eitcii ether. 

A second class of eonxets cosoprehends those in which there is 
i nucleus, but deroid of permitth^ the light to pene^ 
trate through eeen ^t portion which may possibly be solid. 
Hie third dass, and that by far the most ntunerons, comprehends 
those comets destitute entareiy of any soM nodeus, consisting of 
matter so «tt(^uated as to compare Mriy with nothmg of which 
we haTc Isiy knowledge <m the earthVi surface. Hie comets 
named from ’Skicke and afapear to lielong to this class ; and 
even Halley's comet, accordmg to the opinion of Sir John 
Herschel, seems, at its hist return, to have been entirely turned 
into vapour in its peiihdlon passage. 

No theory, with the exception of Inplaae's nebular hypothesis, 
has ever been framed to explain the oii^ of these wandering 
bodies. This is not the place to miter into a full development of 
this subject. A few hints only can be givmi. Laphioe, following 
up the speculation of Sir William Hersdiei, applied the theory 
of that astronomer tp the fonhatieiiL of the Bdar S5^in, compre¬ 
hending the comets, .os well as the ]^ii«ts and their satellites. 
This theory supposes that the chaotic condition of the 
matter of all Suns and worlds was nebulous, liik| the matter 
composing the tails off comda. Under the laws of gravitation, 
this nebulous fluid, scattered tbrsc^hcut nU apace, commences to 
condense towards cmtain centres. The paitides nooving towards 
these central points, not rheetij^ with aqual vdedties, and in 
opposite directions, a motion Cf rotvtioii as generated in the 
entire fluid vaam, which ka flgkte appr^mkatmtes the G^erical 
form. 

The <i^fl3erkal once rotfstion commenced, it 
is not dificmit Ccnoeive how a system ef planets might be 
produced from iMg JwMisg Utrnrespondmg, in nearly all 
respects, to tlib dbsamilf|s^^ which diStmgtnih. ihe planeta be¬ 
longing to ovur own sysfteiBi. M, by radiation of heat, this nebulous 
mass should gradtiali^fWoxdais^ in dse, then a weHJcncwn law of 
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rototiug bodies W/Oiild iiumre An ixusimdd iv<iiloeity of rotation. 
Tliis nught contlsme nntU for^ wMeb increasM 
rapidij wi^ the veIo4tX of I3ie h0^,,wott2d finally 
come to l^e sufimor to |liO ift the eqti&tor, and 
from tbia region a b^Of nebnlon» detached, 
in the form of a zing, whii^ i^otM, be left in apace by the 
shrinking away of the central ^loba Jlhfi ring tbna’ left would 
generally coalesce into a globular for3% and thus would inresent 
a planet with m o^hit neaidy,.M Jidt 4|jut<v.wuii^ lying in a 
plane nearly mMAmdi 'O^initar of the 
central body, tm$,. imlfliig in its orh^;-ln #n<iBp»'#iiyiiiiitt in 
whidi the osadti^ rotates on itanaids.^ 

As the i^obe gredsinllijr. contract^ roMMl woii' 
itiniin% jacmitiiTig, aaothor ring of Jiantter taMaii off, 
and *a|cidfaM|r |dsnot;-4’�e4'A^ «%'Walil Hm eolisjitoi of the 
partides.nf tibe’cssMt anans ni^y,<tafi% ‘1m hilla hOiMfdit any 
further change, and the process ceases. , 

The planetary masses, whUe in the net of cofding and con¬ 
densing, may produce satellites in some manner, and by the 
operation of the same laws by which they were fhemselves 
formed. Btrange and fimcilal as this opecKdaticm may appear, 
there ai'e many faot% which tend strongly it more than 
probability. It accounts for all the great fentoes of the solar 
system, which, m its oiganisatlon, presents the m<M(t indubitable 
mdeuoe that it has resulted from, the hpeiw^on of some gre&t 

i&W. 

The sun rotates on an axis in the same'direction in which the 
planets revolye in their erhits ; the plan^, idi rotate on their 
axes in the s&e direction; 1h^ all circulate jopound the sun, in 
orbits nearly ckmdar, In the^l^tme dfrectlon, and in planes nearly 
Coincident wi%^ plane iff .the. sun*S equnbim The satellite of 
all the ;with one abagj|e etceftbih, rerolva in orbits 
nearly eircalazv Imt. little ..indiimed to .)the equators of their 
priman<^ and in ffte same planets. So far as 
their roWon on axes has been arite^lMdned, ikey follow the 
genezal law. .In rings of matter 
have solidified Ip ^ or becoming 
globular bodies^ Ulis is fiMuad In flugs of Saturn, wldeljr ^ 
present the Te^^eharactMdstios whi^ w^d flow from 
formation according to the IHniweding iheory. They are ffai and' 
thin, and revoiwe mi an aads ,nearly, if not exactly, coinddmM 
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vrith the axis of thwr plaaet. Thidr stability, as wo have seen, 
is goajranteed by conditions of wonderful complexity and delicacy, 
and the adjnstnmt of the rings to the plani^ (humanly speaking,) 
would seem to be impossible after the formation of the planet. 
At least it is beycmd our powi^ to coneeive how this eould be 
Siooomplished by any law of which we have way knowledge, 
and we must refer their structure at once to the fiat of 
Omnipotence. 

Telescopic eppdetaBce of Satan In December, 18CK>. 
(1^^ SO eeeonde of an to one Inish) 

Granting the formation of a sm^le sun by the nebular theory, 
and we account at once for the formation of all other suns one! 
systems througheut all space; and according to the advocates 
of this theory, the comets have their origin in masses of nebulous 
matter occupying positions intermechate between two or more 
great centres, and held nearly in equilibrio, until, finally, the 
attraction of some one centre predominates, and this uncondensed 
filmy mass commences slowly to descend towards its controlling 
orb. This theory would asem to be sustldncd, so i|ar as a single 
truth can sustain any theory, by the fact that the comets come 
into our systmn from all polsdble ^l^rections, and pursue their 
courses around the sun either in aecordanee vdih. or opposed to 
the directions in which the planets circulate, liheir uuoondensed 
or nebulous condition results ftom the feeble central attraction 
which must neoessarUy exist in bodies composed of such small 
quantities of matter. Horeover, in some cases at least, there is 
reason to believe^ titeir peiaheiioa passage they are entirely 
dissipated into vapour by the power of the sunb heat, and may 
thus revolve for ages, ^eiiig thipugh alternate thanges of solidi¬ 
fication and evaporation. 

But whence come the enormous trains of light which sometimes 
attend these wandering bodies? The laut return of Halleyb 
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comet has furnished tl»s data for the positive illuatmtion of this 
mysterious subject Sir John Henicd^ after a careful and most 
elaborate examination of all the physical diaracteristics of this 
comety comes to the ccmeliidoii, tlmt the figure of the comet, 
envelo|ie and tall, could not be a figptra of eqnilibtiuiu under the 
law of gravitation. He is therefore compelled to In'ing in a 
rtjndiive forces to explain the phenomena. 

I cannot do better than quote ids own language in this bold 
introduction of a new pou^w, ‘^l5^or let any one be stai*tled at 
the assumption of sn^h a repulsive for<^. as here' supposed. Let 
it be borne in i^ind dealin^^'iu the tails of comets, 
with phenomenei ul^ly incompatible with odr ordina|y notions 
of gravitating matter^ If they be ip^t^nal in that ordinaidly 
rectnyed sense yhich Msigns to thexq.only inertia and attractive 
gravitation^ , y^ere, I wo^ aslr, vrhleh can carry 
them round, in nucleii^ in a direction 
pointing contthnidly from the sun, in the manner of a rigid rod, 
Bwsi^ round by 'some strong diree^ve poyrer, and in contravcn- 
tioiiof all the laws of planetary motion, which would require a 
slower angular motion of the more remote' pariaeks, such as no 
attraction to the nucleus could give them, be it ever so intense ? 
The tail of tlie comet of 1680, in five days after its perihelion 
passage, extended lar beyond the earth's orbit, having, in that 
brief interval, shifted its angular position nearly 160°. Where 
can we find, in its grantatiou either to the enn, or to the nucleus, 
any cause for this extravagant awe^ ? 

“ But, agm, whore are we to look, if <mly gravity be admitted, 
for any reascpable account of its projection oufward from the mn, 
putting its ihigular motion out of the question} Newton cal¬ 
culated that the matter composing its uj^ier extremity quitted 
the nucleuu; only two. days previous to its arriving at this 
enormous distance.” - 

Hersohel argues the inadequacy of gravitation to account for 
these wonderful phenomena. *3^ velodty with which the matter 
composing the tail shot forth from the head of the cpmet, from 
the aim, was fiir greater than thsft yrhidh the eain could impress 
on a body falling to it, even firom an infinite distance. An 
energy of a difieaent kind from gravitation, and far more power¬ 
ful, must exist, to produce such results. ^ then, we are forced 
to the admission. that a power exists in the snn capable of 
repelling matter of a certain quality existing in comets a way is 
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Opened for tite explaaiatioB of «oil9ae of most difficult 
problems with whkb tbo ailad has been obliged |o contend. 

The duninution of ibe periodic l^e of !]^rice*s comet has led 
some astronomers to adopt riw idea of tiie existence of a resisting 
medium But in case son posnesaea the power of repelling 
the matter of comets in thrir perihriion pas^ge, a part of the 
matter thus repelled may be drivaa ezdarely beyemd the attractive 
influence of the nucleus, and he irreooverably lost. In this case, 
a diminiition of mass would inevitably involve a like diminution 
ef periodic time, a contrMtiotn of ike orbity and all the |dienomena 
presented by tips myrieriouB dbgfact. Httnsdiri even thinks it 
possible, on this thaoiy, to acoDUHt :fi3F the separation of Biela's 
comet into two distil^ and it appears to me that it 
presents the most reasonalde explanation of ^he Iiunmous 
appearance seen at oertam seasons <of the year, ctdisd the 
2odttzced liffkL Ibis pheneshenon appenni to be a ring of nebulous 
matter surrounding the suo, and some of whose particles are 
sustained at a mn<^ greeter diataiime than could accounted 
for by gravitation. uA-dmittiog the repulsive power already 
adverted to, there is no difficulty in tusderstandii:^ how this 
nebulo’is ring may be sustained at a vast distance £ram ihe sun. 

Here we freely ndmit that we enter tlm oonfinet of the un¬ 
known. We have left the solid ground of truth and certainty, 
and are pushing onr investigations into the dim twilight of the 
invisible and uncertain. ]^t as predicted that the 
time would come when the comets wmila be traced in their 
career, their periods x^ealed, and their awnurtained, so we 
may confidently hope that, at no very diaftsnt day, adl myste¬ 
ries v^kieh hang around these <htaiOtic worlds will be fully 
revealed, and a knowledge of thrir phydeal eemdition shall 
reward the long study and de«p seseardh of the human udnd. 



LECTURE IX. 

THE SCALE ON WHICH THE UNIVERSE IS BUILT. 

HUS far oar attention has been 
directed to an examination of the 
aehievem^ts of the hnman mind 
wi^in the limits of om* own peculiar 

We have swept outward 
fh3®a tike sun through the planetary 
worlds, tmtii we have reached the 
frontier limits of this mighty family. 
Standing upon the latest found of all 
tike planets, at a distance of more 
than 3,000,000,000 of miles from the 
sun, w^e are able to look backwards, 
and examine the worlds and systems 
which are all '©oabraoed within the vast 
circumference of Neptune’s orbit. 
An occasional comet, overleaping 

this mighty boundary, and flying swiftly past us, buries itself in 
the great abyss of space, to return after its long journey of a 
thousand years,” and report to the iikhabitants of earth the 
influences which have swayed Its movetoents in the invisible 
regions W'hiiher it speeds it flight. 

The xnagniflcenoe and complexity of the great system of 
planets, and satellites, and ce^eta, which constitute the sun’s 
retinue, the immense magnkude cf some of these globes, their 
periods of revdhd^n, and recsiproctiil action, would seem to 
funu^ a suflicient exorcise, not only for the highest intellectaal 
efforts, but for the entire energy which the human mind can 
exert. Bat the whole of this stupendous scheme, as we shall 
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60011 see^ ia but an mfinitesimal portioii of tbe universe of God, 
one unit among the unnumbered millions which fill the crowded 
regions of space. Standing at the verge of the planetary system, 
we find ourselves surrounded by a multitude of shining orbs, 
some radiant with splendour, others faintly gleaming with 
beauty. The smallest telescopic aid suffices to increase their 
number m an incredible degree, while with the full power of the 
grand instruments now in use, the scenes presented in the starry 
heavens bec^^me actually so magnificent as to stun the imagina¬ 
tion and overwhelm I he reason. Worlds and systems, ami 
schemes and clusters, u,nu universes, rise in sublime ^perspective, 
fading away in the uuiathomable regions of space, until oven 
thought itself fails in its efforts to plunge across the gulf by 
which we are separated from these wonderful objects. 

In our measurements within the limits of the solar system, the 
radius of the earth’s orbit has sufficed for a unit with which to 
exhibit the distances of the planets and comets. Great as is this 
unit, measuring no less than 05,000,000 miles, we shall soon find 
it far too minute and insignificant to serve in our researches 
with reference to the grand scale of the viable universe. To 
obtain comprehensible ideas with reference to the interstellar 
spaces, we shall be obliged to call to our aid a unit, not exactly 
of distance, but of velocity; and' before entering on the full 
exhibition of the main object of this lecture, permit me to direct 
your attention to a remarkable discovery, by which the important 
fact has been revealed, that light does not pass instantly from a 
luminous body to any remote object on which it may fall, but 
with a progressive motion, whose actual velocity has been ascer¬ 
tained. The important bearing of this discovery will become 
apparent os we advance in our examination of the sidereal 
heavens. 

After the motions of the four moons of Jupiter had been suffi¬ 
ciently observed to construct tables of their movements, with a 
view to predict their eclipses, some unaccountable phenomena 
presented themselves, which, for a long time, baffled all efforts to 
explain them. It should be remefiibered, that the orbit ^f Jupiter 
encloses that of the earth, and when the two planets happen to 
be on the same side of the sun, and in a straight line passing 
through that ^|^hey ore then at their least distance from each 
other, and ar^^^ to be in coxy unction. Now suppose Jupiter 
to remain sta^mary, at the end of half a year the earth will 
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have reached the ophite point of her orbit, and will now be 
more distant from Jupiter by an amount equal to the diameter 
of her orbit, or nearly 300,000,000 miles. Betaining carefully ’ 
these positions in the mind, we shall fOUoW the facts about to be 
presented with the greatest ease. 

It was found that these eclipses of Jupiter's satelUtea, which 
occurred while the earth and planet were at their least distance 
from each other, al'vmys came on sooner than the time predicted 
by the tables; while, on the contrary, those which took place 
w'hen the planets were most remote from , each other, occurred 
lat^ than the computed time. A still more extended examination 
of these remarkable phenomena demonstrated the fact, that the 
discrepancies depended evidently on the absolute increase and 
decrease of distance which marked the relative position of the 
planets in their revolutions around the sun. For a long time, no 
explanation of these undeniable truths could be found, until the 
mystery was finally solved by Eoemer, a Danish astronomer, 
who, with admirable sagacily, traced these irregularities to their 
true source, and found that they arose from the fact that light 
travelled through s^iace with a finite and measurable velocity. 

TJie explanation is simple. When Jupiter and the earth are 
at their least distance from each other, the etream of light 
flowing from the satellite of the great planet traverses a shorter 
space to reach the eye of the observer on the earth, by nearly 
200,000,000 miles, than when the planets are most remote from 
each other. In case, therefore, this stream is in any way cut oflT, 
it will run out sooner in the first than in the second position, by 
the time required to pass over the diameter of the earth's orbit. 
The stream of light is actually shorter, by 200,000,000 miles, in 
the first than in the second position of the planets. 

Now the satellites of Jupiter receive their light from the sun ; 
they reflect this light to the earth, and when the body of their 
primary is interposed between them and their source of light, 
they are eclipsed j their light is cut off j its flow is interrupted; 
and when the stream of light staxting from them at the instant 
the supply is cut off shall have run out, then, and not till then, 
does the satellite become invisible. This explanation accounted 
for all the phenomena in the most beautiful manner. 

The tables bad been coxuitracted from the mean of a great 
number of observed eolipies. Hence, those which took place 
while Jupiter and tiie earth wexe near to each other, would 
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happen earli^ than prediction; while these taking place when 
the planets were at their greatest distance, would occur later 
than the tizne gi^en by the tables. But the velocity with which 
this mysterious, subtle, intsngibls substance called light, flew 
through the regiohS of space, as dstennined by this wonderful 
theory, was so great as to startle the minds of even its strongest 
advocaten^ and to demand the most podtive testimony to induce 
the belief of those disposed to ao^iejam. It was found to 
traverse a distance eipral to the entire diameter of the earth’s 
orbit, or 10(^)00,000 miles, in about 16 minutes! giving a 
velocity of 12,000,000 miles per minute, or 192,000 miles in eaeh 
second of time! 

It is not our purpose to enter into any investigation as to the 
true theory of light, whether it be an actual emanation from a 
luminous body of material partidlea, or whether it be a mere 
vibratory or undulating motion produced by lunnnoua bodies on 
some ethereal medium. My only object, at this time, is to assert 
the undoubted fact, that in case a luWnous body were to be 
suddenly called into being, and located in space at the distance 
of 12,000,000 miles from, the eye <rf an observer, who was on 
the look out for its %ht, this light would not reach him until 
one miniOe after the creation of the object j and should it suddenly 
be struck from existence, the same observer would behold it for 
one minute after the extinction. 

Should any mind revolt from these statements, should the 
difficulty of the investigatiem, and the incredible velocity of light, 
demand higher and better evidtmee, before full faith can be given 
to the theory, I can only mj that this evidence shall be given 
before we close this discussion, and with a fullness and dearness 
which shall set all doubts at deflance. 

I now proceed to an examination of the ffcmt problem of the 
parallax of the fixed stars, a problem which has taxed ihe inge- 
nui^Ptf the greatest mind^ and which has called into requisition 
the most admirable skill for a p^od of more than three hundred 
years, A familiar explanation of the ilature of this problem may 
prepare the way for a rapid sketch of the various means which 
have been employed Jn its solution. If It were possible to measure 
on the earth’s enrfree a bate line of a thousaW miles in length, 
by locating m observer at each extremity of this base, with 
instruments suitaMe to fix tim moon’s pldce among the fixe^ 
stars, the tdesoopes of those two obBerFers, directed to the moon’s 
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change of the poid^^y^^ fnm '^hkh 'Heired hy a 
spectator on the eaiiNh’e ^ 

Wiih the snn axed naiKnif^jyitd phag#!^ a base ]||b eq^Md to the 
earth*8 diasneterj or ahont Sj^OOl mi^ han eix4^ to produce a 
sensible and measuraUe pen^fSiiat;^-&# Kfhep^tre extend our 
visual rays to a fixed dtar, fiM the natrbml|lBS^tlfisbaa^ 
directions, to our egnsea, ^ td#lute|^ jfgmbiii, or^ in other 
language, iha fiurallax urish^ fissm ^ pexfeeUy 
insensible. Wii first effort liiidtee% sfi d^lhe vtot dtstsaoe 
ot the objeom under existttnhtwift} Wt ifUm m me aoodracy tnth 
which mlnnfe spne^ nee mtf dM^ tte peTste msy be 
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thanthekng^ of|hfibfilirI|etf^ 

When the Mbihkt m ^rsfe |iropotuided 
by Copernicus, aixd it wm In ah eUipse of 
nearly eOd,fioe^v|i^ ^ M udth s XfiOita 
so swift tha^ k passed Stbfep 
hour oftli^^ths^l^ioneiip diMtnOsei^e^^ 
No ! this is iUDfsAteliei ikdfhreosid tb0f|xs 
in this vast ori^ and tdth 
fixed staift toydi^mtuid 0dhM^^4h'd0-^fia^ 
trardler %ing tmlMy Igr ^ 
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But the staws of heaven do not move. Seen from any point, 
and at any ti^e, theirl>laces axe ever the same, Axed, immutable, 
eternal; lue bright and hyihg 'VK^^esies of the extai^tagance and 
absurdity of thia new and imipossdble theory! To this reasoning, 
which was well founded, and without aophistxy, the Copernicans 
could only re|dy, thnt such was the enormous distance of the 
sphere pf the fixed stftrs^ that xm perceptible change was occa¬ 
sioned by the revolution of the eardi in its But this was 
mere assertion, and the opponents met the statement by this very 
plain exhibition of the case, Tou who beheve in the doctrines 
of Copermons ameH that ihe earth revolves on m axia, which, as 
it sweeps round the stin, Teiaaim ever parallel to itself. This 
axis prolonged meets the celestial sphere in a point called tho 
north pcA.e. « 'blow aa earth deponbea an orbit of nearly 
20Q,000,00Q>nfilee in ^tnetei, its axis prolonged will cut out of 
the sphere of the heavens a onrve of equal dimensions, and the 
pole will appear to revolve and successively fill every point of 
this celesti^ curve in the course of the year. Iffow the north 
pole does not in ^y such curve; it is ever fixed, and 
your theory is fidse. The Copeimican could only reply, that all 
the pi^emisea were true, but that the conclusion was false. The 
pole of the heavens did revolve in just such a curve as stated, 
but shch was the distance of the ^here of the fixed stars, that 
this curve of 200,0(K),000 miles in diameter was reduced to an 
invisible point! 

Thjree hundred years have rolled away idnce this controversy 
began. The straggle Jlias been long and arduous. The mind, 
baffled in one directien, has directki. its energies in another: 
failing in one mode of research, it ^^vises anothm-, and thus 
struggling onward for three Icmg oehtuxis^ it at length triumphs. 
The ihcts are developed, and Ihe truth of the grand theory of 
Oc^emicus is vindicated and establii^dmd, apd the accuracy of 
these incredible stot^Miats is proved in the clearest manner. 

As this discussion nshlbhis, clearly and beautifully, the pro¬ 
gressive of human gemu^ I shall be pardoned for 
entering.^ SGShC into an examination of the various 
nttemp^Swhicii ha^d b*# dodde to resolve the problem of the 
paraUax ^ ibjS fixed Indeed, the distanee of the nearest 
fixed sta^^ilS tolincmne ihesmlt of measure with which we are to 
traverse^ the hmumeraM ^drUrlds and systeans by which we are 
stmrounded, and <m the aoetuiaey with which it shall be deter- 
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mined wir d^nd the correctness of the eurvey wliich we are 
soon to make 

Failing ^iif^rely in obtsdning <tny i^arB^actio angle with a base 
line of 8000 miles in length, the earth was «sn|)loyed to transport 
the observer from tot point of ob^tvstim to a distance of 
190,000,000 miles, there again to erect his telesccpe, and to 
send up his second visual ray to the far distant star, in the hope 
of hndiug a parallactic angfle with a base of such enormous 
extent. 

Permit me to Ulustrate the nature of this investigation. 
Suppose from the centre of a plane a solid granite'^ rock, deep 
sunk and immoveable, rears Its head above* the mists and 
impurities which dost in the lower air, Ascending to the sum¬ 
mit, the astronomer hews out some rough peak into the form of 
a vertical shaft. To this solid shaft he bolts the metollio plates 
which shall bear lus telescope. The instrument is of a size and 
power commensurate with the grand objects which it is required 
to accomplish. Placed in a position such that its axis shall be 
exactly vertical, it is screw-bolted and iron-bound to the solid 
rock, with fastenings which shall hold it from year to year, fixed 
and immoveable as its rocky base* 

To give more peilbct preeimn to bis work) the astronomer 
places in the focus of his eye-jaeoe two delicate lines made from 
the spider’s web, of a minuteness almost mathematical, u liich, by 
crossing at right angles, farm a point of t^e utmost precision 
exactly in tlie axis of the teleewopS. These Sre iu lik«‘ manner 
fixed immoveably in their places, and now ttib machinery is pre¬ 
pared with which the observations are to be conducted 

Suppose the observations to Commence to-ni#it. On placing 
(he eye to the telescope, and looking directly up to the /enith, a 
star enters the field ^ the instommant, an^ borne mong by the 
tliumal motion of the heavOtt?^ advaadfea towards the central point 
determined by the intersedd^ 'bf the spider's lines. In jiassing 
across the field of view, its mlnutC ^^amatar l» exactly bisected 
by one of these deHeate lihes, and the ex^ moment, to the 
hundredth part of a sdlaad of timOi 1* noted at which it passes 
the central peunt This observati^m completed with all possible 
precision, in case no change in th<j apparent place of the star is 
produced by the revolutioh of the imrth in its orbit, or by any 
other cause, on each successive night throughout the entire yeau 
the same phenomena wHI be r^ieated iii the same precise ordm*. 
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When the hour round, the vill enter the held, tlircad 
the spider's line, and reach the central point at the same preoise 
instant, night nighty erszi leA*«thousand reire^^cms of the 
earth on its azls. 

Such, then, is tS^nlelmte means eaaoployed In the etaminaikm 
43f the problem the parallax of the fixed stars j and nearly in 
tliis yrsLy did Bsndl^, the geeat Jhiglisli astroumnea:, prosecute 

^ ; tMs intricate myeetigation. 
If any daange in the ator’a 
plaoe is ^casioned by the 
'revelation of the earth in 
Its cobit, s'weepdng,a» it dioes, 
the spectator round the eir- 
cmr^^nce of a track nearly 
200,000,000 miles in diame- 
teaSf it is eaey to compute, 
not the amount, but the 
direction in which these 
changes will be accom> 
pli^edL These computations 
Were made by the astrono¬ 
mer, and all things being 
prepasnsd, he commenced the 
oeiies of observatlQns which 

Bt»dtqr. were te lead to the most 
important results. The dis¬ 

covery of absolute In the star would be a great n^ativc 
result, and any chsnges, no xiaatter of what kind or character, 
could not fail to be detected. <. 

Night aft^' night was the sstimoinsr fbund at his post, and 
an the months rolled elc^ly awn^jr, he began to perceive that his 
star, whi^di, for a long tiam threaded t£@ iter's hne as it was 
in ^ act of passing 4he, field of the telescope, began slowly to 
work off iroip ^his HnC/at itself ffom 
it, aatd the central psipt of tim field at the precise 
instant first rc4d|ide<|. It soon that:«eime pause 
or causes w^, io |woduce On oi^parent change in the 
place it the star ^,l»it what the astomshment of to 
find thstt the chit^gos In iindstion opuM not be produced by 
parallan> fin* the motiona dehaeied were aloK^t preciselr opposite 
tc those which wonldhfi^ cause. 
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Long years of laborious mtasnination were finally rewarded 
with two of ihe most brlUiant discoveries ever aoeompUshed by 
human skiff rdid genius. The first of these dNfmofistrated tho 
fact that the sun and moon were so opeatwfcing on tho protuberant 
matter at the earth's ekpmtor, as to mGhie ^ axis of the earth 
to oscillate or retoive id a mhiute ©rbit, nodding to and fro 
under the infltiende of the oorJguratloi« of these two eontroliing 
bodies, and following, in the most absolute manner, their relative 
positions. The effect of this variation, called nutation^ is to 
cause all tho stars to appear alternately to approach and recede 
from the pole. The real effect is to mote the pole by the same 
amount. 

The Value of this change bos been determined with the utmost 
precision, and although its entire effect does not shift the pofo 
over a greater space than the fourth port Of the l^parent diameter 
of the planet Jupiter, its values, as deduced by diffterent astro- 
nomei^s, and by different processes, scarcely diff^ by the fraction 
of a second of sjwice. As a specimein of the aMilfafey attained in 
these delicate measurements, I vral give'three ViQdUes recently 
obtained by the Kussian astronoineri^ H. jfrom Bradley's 
observations, obtains the value ; 111. Idendhal, from 
observations at Bbrpat, finds the value } M. Beters, from 
right ascensions of Bbralls, observed at Borpat, fixes the value 
at r>",ai64. The mean of the three values is 9*.2231, the highest 
difference from which is less than the tenth part of on© second 
of arc. 

ValuaWe as '^as this discovery, ifefetually surpassed by 
the importance of fhe second, for which We are in like manner 
indebted to Bradley. This second phehomenon consisted in an 
apparent movement of all the frted stars ii| a hnnute orbit, which 
was accomplished fn a year for every ifi^vtduhl, and showed, in 
the most absolute manher, that it denuded in some way on the 
orbitual revohitidn of* the earth, For k long time, the true 
explanation of this phenomenon, wl»ich‘Bj^adley saw at once was 
not parallactic, eluded his highest ssgidlty. 'Botent thought and 
persevering reflection however, at last triumphant, and an 
explanation was finally reached, nt)ifc only of the most satisfikotoiT 
kind, but involvilig nCthing lesslhsn ah absolute demonstration 
of the orbitual motiofi of the earth, and a foil confirmation of 
the velocity of light, Whose prodigious swiftness had staggered 
the faith of many anxibus to credit so marvellous a statement. 
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A few words will stiffice to explain these phenomena. If we 
admit the progressive motion of light and the revolution of the 
earth in its orhit^ it is manifest th^it the celestial bodies will not 
oconpy in ths heavens the places they appear to fill Take, for 
example, the planet Jt^iiter, and even suppose the planet to be 
fixed. The tei^cope is directed to this object, and the light 
firom the planet, streaming through the axis of the instrument, 
reaches the eye of the observer, and produces the visible image 
of the planet. But these very particles of light have occupii^ 
nearly forty minutes in passing firoin the planet to the eye of tlie 
observer. Burmg thrae forty minutes, the earth has progressed 
in its orbit some 37,000 miles, and the spectator on the eartli, 
borne along with 1% must see the planet, not where it actually is, 
but where it was in appearance some forty minutes before. The 
same effect^ in kind, is produced on the places of the fixed stars, 
and is called abemUioiL XJndei standing, now, tlt^t 9ome efiect 
must arise from these causes, (the velocity of light and the motion 
of the earthy) let us endeavour to render its nature clear, and the 
results palpable. To accomplish this^ we must resort to the 
simplest means of elucidation. 

Oppose a person w^e on the deck of a boat fiooting down the 
cm rent of a river at any given r^te per hour. As he moves 
steadily down the stream, he catches sight of an object on the 
shore, tlirough whidi he proposes to s^d a rifle ball. The 
maritsman will not aim directly at the object. Why ? Because 
he knows that the rifle boll will partake of the boat’s motion, 
and wiU be carried down, alter it leaves the gun and before it 
reaches the mark, a distanee equal to the progressive motion of 
the boot during the time of ^ght of the bail. To strike the 
mark he must therefore make tins ueoe»Mbry allowance, and aim 
above it the required quantity. It is readily seen that the faster 
the boat moves, the greater will this allowance be. 

Now reverse the proposition, and su|]{m^ a rifle flred on shcap, 
imd so directed as to fire a Me barrel of a gun 
moving boat, |n case tire two rifles are on the same exact level, 
und the axes of the barrels come precisely to coinoidt^it might 
be supposed, if the fixed one is fired at the exact instant the 
muzzles come pimfissly opposite tb each other, that tlie ball from 
the one will paas down the other. But this, from a moment’s 
reflection, is found to he false. The fixed rifle must be fired 
befrtre the moving qne comes opposite, and the allowance must 
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bo made by knowing how long the ball reqtdres to move fjt>m 
the one gun to the other, and with wllat velocity the moving 
piece Is deaoending. Thia oomputatioi]£j||)eing accurately made, 
the ball from the dhore might be made to enter i^e muz/le of 
the moving rifle; but while it is progressing down the barrel, 
the barrel itself is pyogimamg down the stream, and hence, to 
avoid the pressure of the ball against the ni^rside elf the ban el, 
we must fix it in an inclined poslticm, and the bottom of the 
Uirrel must be as far up the stream as it wiH descend by the 
boat’s motion during the progress of the ball d<^wn the barrel. 
Hence we see that the direction in which the barrel of the rifle 
vluch is to receive thu ball is to be placed, is determined by the 
velocity of the ball, and the velocity of the boat which bears the 
rtfle. 

Kow for the application. The particles of light coming from 
the fixed stam are the balls from the fixed rifle. The boat cor¬ 
responds to the earth sweeping around in its orbit, and bearing 
with it the tube of the astronomer, down whose axis the particles 
of light must pass to reach the observer’s ^e. The velocity of 
the earth’s motion is well known, and the amount by which the 
telescope must be inclined, to cause the light 1io enter, has been 
accurately determined, and from these two dain the velocity 
the light itself becomes known, and confirms, in the most satis¬ 
factory manner, the previously determineil value of this incredible 
velocity, while the reality of the earth's motion is absolutely 
necessary to render the phenomena at all explicable. 

Such were the beautiful results reached by Bradley; and 
although nothing was gained with reference to the parallax, these 
preliminaiy discoveries were in themsel'^ of the highest value, 
and prepared the way for gubeequent observers, who with better 
means and more delicate InstromentaL aid, m%ht prosecute the 
same great investigation. 

Amid the numerous and diversified iiesesrches of Sir William 
Heiechel, the problem of the pamilax of the fixed stars could 
not fall to engage hie attention, by its difliculty and importance. 
He devised a new means of prosecuting this research, which 
seemed to promise the most certain success. In his exploration 
of the heavens with his powerful telescope^ he discovered the 
curious fact that many fixed stars which to the unasristed eye 
appear as single objects, under the space-annihilating power of 
the telescope, are seen to consist of two, sometiines of three or 
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mor% iikdlviiluai stars, so close to oacb other that to the naked 
eye th^ Mend into a single object. 

Herscliel, m the ou;|||^^, oencelyed that this pnosdisedty of the 
stars was an accidental dremnatance, and that where a pair 
coaid be found in whish one individual was about double the 
other in magnitude, it might reastmablj be inferred that the 
smaller of the two was twm as deeply sank in space as the 
larger. If this hypothesis eoald be shown to be true, then would 
these objects present an admirable meaaos of detecting with the 
greatest acconaoy any dbange in thdr relative positions, occa¬ 
sioned by the haMtual motion of the earth. In case their 
proximity was appeal, or merely occasioned by the fact that the 
visual ray drawn to the one passed nearly through the other, it 
is manifest that^ shifting greatly the position of the observer, 
the stars might be made to open out or close up on each other, 
or even the one revolve about the other. In employing this 
mode of tnvestigatiem, the objects of eomi^Bison fell within the 
iftekl of view of the same telescope, and almost all extraneous 
sources of error w@re eliminatedL 

Buch was the plan devised, or rathar perfected by Herschel 
^ibr his predecessthu had already suggested it), and on the prose¬ 
cution of which he entered with the seal which ever distinguished 
this great astronomer. Whm he ccsxnnenoeid hie researches, 
some hidfdoaeii double «tare had bean discovered and recorded. 

first duty waa to increase this numher as rapidly as possible, 
and from his ei^re eatah^ue to select those best adapted to Ins 
purpose. Under hk penetrating ghmee, tho number of these 
cnxious duplex objects increased with iMk<miBhii!ng rapidity, and 
he was hix^lf startled with their frecpxent ocemO’ence. How¬ 
ever, with amind fixed on his cwiginal dpsign, he selected a large 
number of liaira, of such rdntive miigi^tndas^ and in such 
positioner as promised the most certfun snecess. Let It be 
remeiBbemd that many of these diiiicala edyeeti were not divided 
frM each ether hf a spies greater than the i^iousandth part of 
the sunk^hhiiBieteii 

'To asenrtiin the apparent change in the relative positions and 
ehstaneea df Ijjke vfcam eompoi^ these pairs, HerscheL mesaured, 
wdth every eat^ the daotece which separated thesn, and took 
the diiietiiMl of the line drawm from the omitre of the one to the 
centre of the other. YariilMtS^ms of dkrtance add poedtiou occa* 
irliiQ-nnl ]|]riiiilld1[iT nrere easily eeniputedln kind and character 
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and the great a£tron<HQaer commenced: and pfoseonted his ob8m>- 
vations 'vnth sangnme hopes of suceesa. One was certain; 
all parallaxBtSe mordents would a period, ^ one year, since 
they arise firmn ^ annuid ^Tolu^ion oC the eafih in its orbit; 
and at the end of peislod l&o stsifs eomposing the doable 
sets ought to retam to tibe positami eecajM at the outset 
What was l^rsohel^s aiStonidimiej:Kt tO' find thal^ in many 
instances, the stars composl^ these jsurs were actually in 
motion ; but the movement was eertauiily' ps^ of a paralkel^ti 
kind, for it neither agreed in directicm. nor m pegnod with the 
effects of parallajc. Here was another grand dis^wy! The«i 
double stars, which were scattered ihrcmghcatttle lmvens, with 
far greater profusiou than accidental eptical' preaciniity could 
’varrant, weue found to be magnj&ceat sySlemS' ojE^revolving suns. 
Tliey were united by the law. of gravita(do%: and exliibited the 
wonderful spectacle of stupendous- globes, moving in obedience tt) 
the same influences which hold the plaaiote m thdr?orbits, and 
guide the comets in thek eccmatric career: This is i^t the place 
to enter into detail concermng these wondeidhl objects. 

While a new Ifisld of investigation, beundleas a®d magnificent, 
was opened up to t&e human mind $ while tUs. great discoverer 
of these fhi>8Weephi^ suns was mor^than rewarded fi>r his toil 
and labour, the original object of his researseih was not only left 
unattained, but the m^od sebeted with so much reasonable 
hope of success, became utteriy* mappticable., The parallactic 
and absolute motions of, thLe ayateme <]€ stars became so inextri¬ 
cably involved, that the hnpesfect missemeMeal means of 
Herschel cKmld imt sepsrete thei^ 

Thns ftr, the efforts to obtain^ the dktances' of the stars had 
been unavaiHug. A imgative solutioii' had mdbsd been reached. 
Hiat their dlstasme was enonsom^ wasr s^adb evident from the 
fact that the paralax Bad resnainsd hnaomble even under the 
most cateM and' delicate ihstarumsttt^ tsstsi Any absolute 
solution b^an alhuwttobe daspahnd. when hope was again 
revived by the mt^goifieeik ceff»cting te!^cope% for which tho 
world widh indebted dlili and' genius of the celebrated 
Frauenilofik^ofTSM great, artist, aided l^the profoumi 
science of^Btsse^ contrived and e^cm^ an instrunieatcff 
ordinary power, and adapted to the researdi Ibr the 
paralkx of th^fiked lAara^ 

Armed with axalcnsAietriealaiiparnti&s of wondexfhl perftetioii^ 
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and capable of executing measures of great, as well as minute 
diatau'ceSj the telescope was so arranged as to be carried forward 
by delicate maohinexy,' with a velocity exactly equal to the 
diurnal motion of the object under examin^on. To give 
t*6me idea of the delicaty of the hontrivances ^th which these 
gi-eat telescopes have been provhjled, it U only necessary to state 
that the micrometer of the great B^tnctor of the ^nciuuati 
observatory is capable of <hviding an inch ihto 60,0Q0 equal 
parts! When mechanical ingenuity ikiled to construct lines of 
mathematical minuteness, the spider lent his aid, and it is with 
his delicate web that, these measures are accomplished. Two 
parallel spider^s webs^are adjusted in the focus of the eye-piece 
of the micrometer; and when the light of a small lamp is 
thrown upon them, the eye, on looking through the telescope, 
sees two minute golden vrir^s^ straight and beautiful, drawn 
across the centre, of ^e field of view, and pictured on the 
heaveqs. within the control of the observer. He can 
incre^e or de^re^e their distance at pleasure, and so revolve 
them as t(f bring them into any position, every motion being 
accurately measured by properly divided scal^. 

Suppose, then,,it is desired to take the distance and position of 
the stars forming a pair. telescope is dire<^d to them, and 
they are brought to the centre’ of the field of view* The clock¬ 
work is set in action; it takes up the ponderous instrument, 
weighing more than 2,600 pounds, and with the most astonishing 
accuracy it bears it onward, keeping its mighty eye fixed on the 
object under examiimtion. The qbse^er is thus left with both 
hands free to make his measu:r:|^ He ^Srst revolves his micro- 
.meter spider*s lines round until one of them shall exacUy pass 
from centre to ceukra of the ^o stars. This, position is noted, 
and from it is deduced the. angie formed, hy this line with the 
meridian. He then revolv^.them a qu^flter of the ciroumference 
an^hey ara . ,thw,, perpendifmlar to their former position. He 
]4p separatf^ the wim un^ the one shell e^netly bisect one 
star, while the Wire paasM throigh the centre of the second 
star, reading thk^dpts|ance on the proper scale. He hae ifixed, ^iu 
these two the.position and (fistanoe of the. two 
components of the 4e^hla( ^#et, /pujl^ is the ..precision attained 
in this worjk, . that ^e most jinnute. motions cannot. escape 
detection. If the stars sepamte .firom each other at so slow 
a ^te that ,a^mil^n of yea^ j^ould be required to perform 
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tile circuit of the heavens, theii^ motion would he detected in 
half a year! 

With machineiT^ more delicate even than this, and better 
adapted to tlm purpose, and of a kind somewhat different, Bassel 
once more renewed'the search after the unattainable parallax of 
the fixed stars. His great instrument, called the helimi^er^ was 
mounted as early as 1829, but a multitude of causes, and some 
unsuccessful efforts, delayed his principal operations up to 
August, 1837. Tliree great principles guided him in his selection 
of 61 in the Swan, as the ataa* on which to perform his obser¬ 
vations. First, it was affected by a very great ^proper motiont a 
cliaracteristic which we will explain fully herei^ter, and wliich 
indicated it to be among the nearest of all the stars. Secondly, 
it.-, duplex character adapted it especially to the instniment he 
was about to employ. Thirdly, the region occupted by 61 Cygni 
contains a number ,of minute stellar points, close to t^e double 
star, and presenting admirable fixed polnte. to which the relative 
motions of the two componemts of the star to be measured might 
be referred. . * 

With these advantages, and a magnificent instrUmrnit, Bessel 
commenced his observaticKns. He measured the distance from 
the centre of the line joining the two stars, to two of the smad 
Htdlar points, which served him as points of reference; and 
this kind of observation was repeated night after night, when¬ 
ever the stars were visible, from the middle of August, 1837, up 
to the end of September, 1838. The entire series of ob^rvations 
was then token and corredted for every possible known error, 
and in case any apprecu|bl6 change remained, it could only be 
attributed to parallax. V 

After a most careful and elaborate investigation, a variation 
commenced to’ show itself increasing precisely as parallactic 
variation ought to increase, and dimli^hing ad it ought to 
diminish. The pexiod of the^ chaUj|es was precisely a year, 
and in aB particulars there was ai exiUt corraspondence in kind 
with the changes which bu^t tu-be produced by parallax. But 
such was th^ minute dhUihcter th^t Bessel hWitoted. 

During another year the'observations were repeated. The 
same results Same o^, and the pilous values were confirmed. 
A third year’s observations, yielding precisely same values, 
removed all doeht, and the great Koeningsburgh philosopher 
annoimced to the world that he had passed the impaasable gulf 
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of spaee^ mA M. meainzrod ikm diite«a to tbe of the 
fbced ste^! Bat how ehall 1 convey my adequate idea of this 
atnp^dous dlstanoB 1 Ii^Q!lUoQa.and millions of n^s serve only 
to coDioniwiidifi mimi M ns employ a didiumt land of unit# 

Xight> as wo hasra seen, ttwe^ds with a veloehy of 12,000,000 
miles in every mimite of time. to reach us from the 
most remote of all the plaaets, l^ptime, whose #Btaxice from the 
sun is about 3,000,000,000 miles, require a journey of about 
four hours; but to wing its flight aerooa the interval which 
separates our stmfrom 61 Cygni, will require a period not to bo 
reckoned by kouM, or by da^ or by mmiths. Nearly ten years 
of time must rc^away before Ito dying in every second 
192,000 miles, can complete its mig^ity journey 1 If the mind 
revolt at this oounlusion,. if the distaaiee be too great for com¬ 
prehension, if the seals ef Ike universe thus suggested even 
stagger tha imagination, I can only say that all subsequent 
observathm has confirmed in the most aatis&ctory manner the 
accuracy ef Bessel's results. This great astvonomer first led the 
way acrossethe mighty gulf which separates us from the fixed 
stars. The dJatance once passed, the route has become eompara- 
tiweiy easy, and succeeding observers have d^b^rmined the paral¬ 
lax of a snfocient number of stars to show that their results are 
entirely troat-worthy. 

Saving now succeeded in gaining a kaowle<^ of the distance 
which separates our sun foom its remote companions, we are 
prepared to extend our explorations of tha universe^ The question 
naturally arises, how are the stars distributed throughout space ? 
are they indifferently scattered in aU directiem^ or are they 
grouped together into magnificent systems ? A onrsory exami¬ 
nation of the starry heavens with the mi^Ked ^e shows us, that 
so far as the larger* stars m eonceraed, they do not appear to 
have been distributed in the eel^aM sphere according to any 
detorininata law; but on applying the telettoope, that luminous 
zone whio^^under the nafoe of ihe HUIcy Way, girdles the whole 
heaveni^is Ihitod to ht composed, of minute stars, scattered 
like millions of Lomond pointo on tile deep bine groimd of 
the sky. 

^r Williimif IMschel enmeived the idea that it might he 
possible to fothW this ocean of stars, and to determine 
Sts metes and boondS; to give it figure, and to circumscribe its 
limits. It win not Ito d^toitlt to explfds, in a few words, the 
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general ontUne of the plan adopted bnr tlda ext^fu^rdkiarj zn&n in 
the prosecutioa of this wonderful imdertaking. Xn case we admit 
that the stars are, of eqnal imagnittidesy and at eqnal distances 
from each other, it would not W to aoe^iti^ how far 
they extended in- any gii^ ^reetion, behind the other. 
It is manifest, that in examining the hearena with a telescope oi 
given power and apertnr^ we shall be able to count more stars 
in the field of view in those regions where they are so arranged 
as to reach farthest back into space ; and in isaae we know their 
absolute distance fr<mi each other, the number eounted in any 
field of view will determine with aecura^ the l^gth of the 
visual ray readung to the meet, rmnote star visible in that 
field. 

Now, althou^ tlte hypothesis that the stars are of equal mag¬ 
nitude, and are unilonaly distributed throti^ space, may not 
be rigorously true, yet doubtless the mean distanees are not far 
from this hypothecs j and although our results may only be 
approximate, yet as such they are to be rehed upon, and they 
become the more interesting as they carry us to the utmost 
limits of human invesilgaticm. Armedi with his mighty telescope, 
Sir WUUam HerschSl commenced the stupendous, task of sound¬ 
ing the heavens^ wtth the purpose oi s^'ertaming whether the 
stars composing the Milky Way were unfathomable, or were 
bounded and circumscribed by definMe limits. 

Sweeping a circle round the heavens which cut this grand 
stratum of stars In a direction nesrly perpendicular to its circum¬ 
ference, he directed his great t^esocfie to a certain number of 
points along this circle, and as he moved idowly^mward, counted 
all the stars visible in each field (^view. It was j&ir to conclude, 
that wherever most tutors were to be seen, there was the stratum 
deepest. Having gone entirely aiounid the heavens, along the 
dreumferenee of hie drde, he had^sounded tiae depth of the stars 
along a section of the Milky Way, and 4so obtain the figure of 
the section tham cut out was not a matter. 

He assumed a oeidral pohot on paper to represent his point of 
observation. He then from ihis point lines radmdng, and 
in the actual directions which he had given h> Ms telesocpe while 
engaged in Ms exploratiosnia On' each of th^ese indefiMte lines 
he laid a distance prepexthmed to the smnber of stars 
counted in the field of view In the (hcreoticm which the line 
represented, xind by joining these points thus detennined, he 
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formed a figure which represented the relative depths to which 
he had penetrated into space ; and in case he could be certain 
that he had gone absolutely through the stratum in every 
instance, and had grasped every star, even where the eactent was 
most profound, the figures thus constructed would represent the 
form of the line cut from the outside boundary of the Milky 
Way by the plane of the circle in which the explorations had 
been made. 

Did he then actually penetrate ^e deepest portions, or any 
portion of the Milky Way ? This was now his grand question, 
and to its decision he gave all his power and ingenuity. As a 
unit whei'ewith to measure the space-penetrating power of his 
telescopes, he assumed the power of the human eye, and knowing 
that stais of the sixth magnitude are within the reach of the 
unaided eye, he concluded,‘from the law regulating the decrease 
of light, that these minute stars were twelve times more distant 
than the nearest or brightest stars. hTow, a telescope having an 
aperture such as to concentrate twice as much light as the eye, 
would penetrate into space twice as far, or would reach stars of 
the twenty-fourth order of distances, and so on for telescopes of 
aU sizes. In this way, he concluded that his great forty-foot 
reflector, with a diameter of four feet, would penetrate 194 
times as far as the naked eye, or that it would stiU see a star of 
the first magnitude, if’ it were carried backward into space, 2328 
times its present distance ! 

Such, then, was the computed length of the 8ounding4i7ie 
employed in gauging these mighty depths. Suppose, then, it 
was required to detennine Whether this line actually penetrated 
any given region of the Milky Way. Even with a single tele¬ 
scope, a series of experknents may be performed which go very 
far to determine this great question. As the space-penetrating 
power of a telescope depends on the i^ameter of its aperture, it 
is easy to give to the same instrument different powers, by 
covering up, by circular coverings, certain portions of its objedt- 
glass. Take cirdas of paste-board, or any o^er suitable material, 
and, in the firRt, cut on opening one inch in diameter, in the 
second an opening of two inches, and so on, up to the diameter 
of the object-glac». These diaphragms being successively applied 
to the object-glass, give to the telescope space-penetrating powers 
proportioned to the diameter of the openings. 

Ih this way, prepiuced himself to explore one of the 
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ileepest portions of the Milky Way. The spot selected was a 
nebulous or hazy cloud in the sword-handle of Perseus, in which, 
to tlie naked eye, not a solitary star was visible. I have mjiny 
times examined the some object, which is certainly one of the 
most magnificent the eye ever beheld. With the lowest tele¬ 
scopic aid, many stars are rendered visible, surrounded by a hazy 
light, hi which minute glimpse points are occasionally to bo .seen. 
As tlie space-penetrating power was increased, the bright spots 
of light were successively resolved into groups of brilliant stars, 
and more nebulous haze came up from the deep distance, iinii- 
cating that the visual ray was not long enough to latlioiu the 
mighty distance. At last the full power of his grand instrument 
was brought to bear, when a countless multitude of magnificent 
orbs burst on the sight, like so many spai'kliiig diamonds on the 
<loep blue of the heavens. There was no haze behind ; the tole- 
Hc<)])ic ray had shot entirely tlirough the mighty distance, .and 
the clear deep heavens formed the back-ground of the brilliant 
jiictui’e. 

Thus did Herschel penetrate to the limits of the Milky Way, 
an»l send his almost illimitable sounding line far beyond, into the 
vast abyss of space, boundles.s and unfathomable. Anil now do 
you inquii-e tlie depth of this stupendous stratum of .stai’s i 
The an.swer may be given, since we have the unit of measure in 
the distance of star's of the first magnitude. Light, AviLh its 
amazing velocity, requires ten years to emne to us from fho 
nearest fixed star’s, and yet Sir William Herschel coiicliulcd, 
from the examinations he had been able to make, that in some 
places the depth of the Milky Way was such that no loss than 
five hundred stars were ranged one behind the other in a line, 
each separated from the other by a distance equal to that whicli 
divides our sun from the nearest fixed star. So that, for light to 
sweep across the diameter of this vast congerie.s of star’s, would 
require a period of a thousand years at the rate of 12,0(Ki,t)'J0 
miles in every minute of time ! 

The countless millions of stars composing the Milky AVay 
appear to be arranged in the form of a flat zone or I’ing, or 
rather stratum, of irregular shape, which I shall explain more 
fully hereafter. Its extent is so great as property to fiiiin a 
universe of itself. If it were possible, to-night, to wing our 
flight to any one of the bright star’s which blaze around us 
Bweeiring away from our own system, uirtil planet after planet 
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flakes in the distance, and finally the snii itself shrinks into a 
mere star, alighting on a strange world, that circles round a new 
and magnificent stin, which has grown and expanded in our 
sight, until it blazes with a magnificence equal to that of our 
own, here let us pause and look out upon the starry heavens 
wliich now surromid us. 

We have passed over sixty millions of millions of miles. We 
have reached a new system of worlds revolving about another 
sun, and from this remote point we have a right to expect SL new 
heaven, as well as a new earth on which we stand. But, no. 
Lift up your eyes, and lo ! the old familiar constell.ations are all 
there. Yonder blazes Orion, with his rich and gorgeous belt; 
there comes Arcturus, and, yonder, the Northern Bear circles 
his ceaseless journey round the pole. All is unchanged, and the 
mighty distance over which we have passed is but the thousandth 
part of the entire diameter of this grand cluster of suns and 
systems ; and although we have swept from our sun to the 
nearest fixed star, and have travelled a distance which light 
itself cannot travei-se in less than ten years, yet the change 
wrouglil by this mighty journey, in the appearance of the heavens, 
is no greater than would be produced in the relative i)Ositioiis ot 
the persons composing this audience to a person near its centre, 
who should change his seat with his immediate neighbour ! 

Such, then, is the scale on which the starry heavens are built. 
If, in examining the magnificent orbits of the remoter jfianots, 
and, in tracing the interminable career of some of the far- 
sweeping comets, we feared there might not be room for the 
accomplishment of their vast orbits, our fears are now at an end. 
There is no jostling here ; there is no interference, no j^erturba- 
tion of the planets of one system by the suns of another. Each 
is isolated and independent, filling the region of space assigned, 
and, within its own limits, holding on its appointed movements. 

Thus far we have spoken only of the Milky Way. In case it 
be possible to pierce its boundaries, and pass through into the 
regions of space which lie beyond, the inquiry arises. What meets 
the vision there ? What lies beyond these mighty limits ? Does 
creation cease with this one great cluster, and is all blank beyond 
its boundary ? 

Here, again, the tel^scjope has given us an answer. Wlien we 
shall have travelled outward from our own sun, and passed, in a 
straight line from star to star, until we shall have left behind us, 
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m grand j>ersiDective, a series of five hundred suns, vre then 
stand on the confines of our own great cluster of stars. All 
behind ])lazes with the light of cotintless orbs, scattered in wild 
magnificence, while all before us is deep, impenetrable, unbroken 
dai'knesR. No glajice of human vision can pierce the dark 
profound. 

But summoning the telescope to our aid, let us pursue our 
mighty journey through space ; far in the distance we are jnst 
able to <liscover a faint haze of light, a minute luminous cloud 
w'hich comes up to meet us, and towards this object we will nrge 
our flight. We leave the sliining millions of our owti great 
cluster far* behind. Its stars are shrinking and fading; its 
dimensions are contracting. It once filled the whole heavens, 
and now its myriads of blazing orbs could almost be grasped 
with a single hand. But now look forward. A new universe, 
of astonishing grandeur, bursts on tbc sight. The cloud of light 
has swelled and expanded, and its millions of suns now fill the 
wliolo heavens. 

We Lave reached the clustering of millions of stai's. Look 
to the ight—tliei-e is no limit; look to the left—there is no end. 
Above, below, sun rise.s u])on sun, and system on system, in end¬ 
less and immeasurable perspective. Here is a, new universe, as 
magnificent, as glorious as our own ; a new "Milky Way, whose 
v.ast diameter the flashing light would not cross in a thousand 
yeaj’s. Nor is tliis a sulitaiy object. Go out on a clear cold 
winter night, and reckon the stars which strew the heavens, and 
count their number, and for every single orb thus visible to the 
naked eye the telescope reveals a universe^ far sunk in the depths 
of s))ace, and scattered with vast profusion over the entire suiface 
of tiie heavens. 

Some of these blaze with countless stars, while others, occu¬ 
pying the confines of visible space, but dimly stain the blue of 
the sky, just perceptible with the most powerful means that man 
can summon to tlic aid of his vision. These objects are called 
clusters and nebulm ; clusters, when ne^r enough to j>ermit their 
individual stars to be sliown by the telescope—^nebulie^ when the 
mingled light of all their suns and systems, can only be seen as a 
hazy cloud. 

Thus have we risen in the orders of creation. We commenced 
with a planet aiwj its satellite ; we rose to the sun and ite 
revolving pb-mets a magnificent system of orbs, all united into 
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one great family, and governed by the same great law; and we 
now find millions of these suns clustered and associated together 
ill the formation of distinct universes, whose numlier, already 
revealed to the eye of man, is not to be counted by scores or 
hundreds, but has risen to thousands, while eveiy increase of 
telescopic power is adding by hundreds to their catalogue. 

Let us now explain these “ island universes,” as the Gennans 
have aptly termed them, and attempt approximately to circum¬ 
scribe their limits, and measure their distances from us, and 
from each otlier. Sir William Herschel,to whom we are indebted 
for this department of astronomy, conceived a plan by-which it 
was possible approximately to sound the depths of space, and 
determine, within certain limits, the distance and magnitudes of 
the clusters and nebulae within tlie reach of his telescopes. To 
convey some idea of his method of conducting i])eso most wonder¬ 
ful researches, imagine a level plane, of indetinite extent, and 
along a straight line, separated by intervals of one mile each ; 
let ])osis be x>laced, bearing boards on which certain words arc 
printed in letters of the same size. The W(n'ds printed on the 
nearest board, we will suppose, can just be read with the naked 
eye. To read those on the second, telescox)ic aid is required ; 
and that power which suffices to enable the letters to be distinctly 
seen, is exactly double that of the unaided eye. The tele.scoi)C 
revealing the letters at the distance of three miles is threefold 
more powerful than the eye, and so of all the others. In this 
way we can provide ourselves with instruments whose space- 
penetrating power, compared with that of the eye, can be readily 
obtained. 

Now to apply these principles to the sounding of the heavens. 
The eye, without assistance, would follow and still perceive the 
bright star Sirius, if removed back to twelve times its ijresent 
distance. After this, as it recedes, it must be followed by the 
telescope. Suppose, then, a nebula is discovered with a telescope 
of low power, and it is required to determine its character and 
distance. The astronomer ajjplies one power after another, until 

^le finally employs a telescope of sufficient reach to reveal the 
separate stars of which the object is composed, which shows it 
to be a cluster; an^^^ince the space-penetrating power of thi.s 
instrument is known, illative to that of the human eye, in case 
the power is one hundi'cd times greater th.an that of tlic eye, 
then would the cluster be located in space one hundi’cd times 
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farther than the eye cian reach, or twelve hundred times moD^ 
remote than Sirius, or at such a distance that its light woula 
only reach our earth after a journey of 120,000 years! 

Such was Herschel’s method of locating these objects in space 
Some are so remote as to be far beyond the reach of the mof/- 
powerful instruments, and no telescopic aid cum show them other 
than nebulous clouds of greater or less extent. It was while 
pursuing these grand investigations that Herschel was led to the 
conclusion, that among the nebulee which were visible in the 
heavens, there were some composed of chaotic matter, a hazy, 
luminous fluid, like that occasionally thrown out from comets on 
their approach to the sun. 

4mong these chaotic masses he discovered some in which the 
deuces of condensation appeared manifest, while in others he 

^oimd a circular disc of light, with a bright nucleus in the centre. 
Pi-oceeding yot farther, he found well formed stars surrounded 
by a misty halo, w hich pi’esented all the characteristics of what 
he now conceived to be nebulous fluid. Some of the unformed 
nebnlfe were of enormous extent, and among those partially con¬ 
densed, such as the nebula? with planetary discs, many "were 
foil!} 1 so vast that their magnitude would fill the space occupied 
by the sun and all its planets, forming' a sjihere with a diameter 
of more than 0,000,000,000 mi^. Uniting these and many 
other facts, the great astronomci' was finally brought to believe 
that w^ovlds and systems of worlds might yet be in process of 
formation, by the gradual condensation of this nebulous fluid, 
and that from this chaotic matter originally came the sun and 
all the fixed stars which crowd the heavens. This theory, 
extended, but not modified, in the hands of Laplace,- is made to 
account for nearly all the ph<momena of the solar system, and 
has been already referred to in a former lecture. 

For a long time, this bold and sublime speculation was looked 
upon, even by the wisest philosophers, with remarkable favour. 
The resolution of one or two nebulm (so classed by Herschel), 
with the fifty-two feet reflector of Lord Bosse, has induced some 
persons to abandon the theory, and to att^pt to prove its utter 
impossibility. All that I have to say, i^ pthat Herschel only 
adopted the’theory after he had resolv^ many hundreds of 
nebulae into stars; and if there ever existed a reason for accepting 
the truth of this remarkable speculation, that reason has been 
scarcely in any degree affected by recent discoveries. 

o 
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I have ezamined a large number of these mysterious objects, 
floating on the deep ocean of space like the faintest fllmy clouds 
of light. No power, however great, of the telescope, can accom- 
jL>lish the slightest d^nge in t^ir appearance. So distant that 
their light employs (in case they be clusters) hundreds of thou¬ 
sands of years in i^eaohing the eye that gazes upon them, and so 
extensive, even when viewed from such a distance, as to fill the 
entire field of view of the telescope many times. Sirius, the 
brightest, and probably the largest, of aU the fixed stars, with a 
diameter of more than a million of miles, and a distance of only a 
single unit, compared vrith the tens of thousands which divide 
us from some of the nebulm; and yet this vast globe, at this 
comparatively short distance, is an inappreciable point in tho 

Loid liosbC. el of the telescope. �\^Tiat, then, must be the dimensions of 
e objects which, at so vast a distance, fill the entire field of 
r even many times repeated 
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IIcrscKcl computes that the povster of his gmUi refiector would 
follow one of the large dusters if it were pluniged so deep in 
space that its light wouM require Sd0/K)O years to reach us, and 
the great telescope of Lord Kosae would pursue the scone object 
probably to ten times this enoraious distance. 

Such examinations absolutely overwhelm the mind, and the 
wild dream of the German poet becomes a ecfft of sublime 
reality:— 

**God called up from dreams a man in the vestibule of 
Heaven, saying, ‘Come thou hither, and see the gloiy of my 
house.’ And to the servants that stood around his throne he 
said, ‘ Take him, and undress him from his robes of flesh: deanse 
his vision, and put a new breath into his nostrils; only touch 
not with any change his human heart—the heart that weeps and 

omblos.’ It was done; and, with a mighty angd for his guide, 
the stsm 'Stood 'Ar Ida voyage^ and flrom the 
terraoes of Hmvea, witixsat aosawl or mm tiicy 
wh(3dod away Imto mdleas sypnec. fanctimes with the sdemii 
fligliit of wing they fled Udough Zaarohs of dachness, 
throng wildemesses of death, tSud divided the worlds of life; 
sometinves they swept over froatiors, that were quickenia^ toader 
iwophotic moticaw ti'om God. l!luai,'from a distance that is 
countisd only in IBshwea, l|8^ diams^ for a time throqgh a 
sleepy flhn; by oshidhBlMdAe swept to thmt; tiicy, 
h}^ nuotterable pace, to flbe In m netasaecit, the nushhig of 
]danots wus upon them^ m a moment, of suns was 
around them. 

“Ihesi came otenidties of twiUght, that vevaalad. but were 
not reiwaled. On theright l»ndat^ on the Idhthswered mighty 
consteHations, that, by self^re^K^titioiis and answers from afar, 
that, by counter-positions, built up triumphal gates, whose archi¬ 
traves, whose archways, horizontal, upright, rested, rose, at alti¬ 
tude by spans that seemed ghostly from infinitude. Without 
measuj’c were the architraves, past number were tho archways, 
beyond mcmoiy the gates. Within were stairs that scaled 
eternities below; above was below, below was above, to the man 
stripped of gravitating body: depth was swallowed up in height 
insurmountable—height was swallowed in depth unfathom¬ 
able. Suddenly, as thus they rode fr^ infinite to infinite, 
—suddenly, as thus they tilted over abysmal worlds, a mighty 
cry arose, that systems more mysterious, that worlds more 
billowy, other heights and other depths, were doming, were 
nearing, were at hand. 
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the man sighed and stopped, shuddered and wept. 
His overladened heart uttered itself in tears; and ho saidf, 
* Angel, I will go no farther; for the spirit of man acheth with 
this infinity. Insufferable is the glory of God. Let me lie down 
in the grave and hide me from the persecution of the infinite; 
for end, I see, there is none.’ And from all the listening stars 
that shone around issued a choral voice, ' The man speaks truly: 
end there is none, that ever yet we heard, of! ’ * End is there 
none ? ’ the angel solemnly demanded: ‘ Is there indeed no end ? 
and is this the sorrow that kills you ? ’ But no voice answered, 
that he might answer himself. Then the angel tlirew' up his 
gloxiouB hands to,'the Heaven of Heavens, saying, ‘ End is there 
none to the universe of God. Lo! also there is no beginning.’ ” 

Bolative Telescopic appearance of the Blancts. 



LECTUEE X 

THE MOTIONS AND REVOLUTIONS OP THE FIXED STABS 

AYING reached, in the course of 
the preceding lecture, to the outer¬ 
most confines of the visible crea¬ 
tion, let us now return home from 
this stcrvey of the “ island uni¬ 
verses” which crowd the illimitable 
regions of space, to the stars which 
compose our own cluster, and learn 
how far the human mind has pro¬ 
gressed in its examination of the 
millions of suns, whiifii constitute, 
in a more definite sense, our own 
Milky Way. 

We have, alreadjr seen that the 
parallax of 61 Qygni rewarded the 
laborious and extraordinary efforts 

of Bessel. The example set by this great astronomer encou¬ 
raged those who followed him; and while his results in this 
particular case have been confirmed in the most astonishing 
manner, the distances of many other stars have been obtained, 
imtil a sufficient amount of data has been accumulated to deter¬ 
mine the approximajte distances of the sphere of the fixed stars 
of different magnitudes. Struve estimates the mean distance 
of stars of the first magnitude to be 986,000 times the radkis of 
the earth’s orbit, or so remote, that their light reaches us only 
after a journey of fifteen years and a half. Stars of the second 
magnitude send us their lighten twenty-eight years, those of the 
third magnitude in forty-three years; while the light from 
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stasa of tlie ninth magnitude only reaches the eye of the observer 
aft»r traversing space for five hundred and eighty-six years, at 
tlfe* rate of 12,000,000 miles in every minute of time. 

My range of investigation does not permit me to explain at 
this time how these extraordinary conclusions have been reached. 
The reasoning, however, is close and clcarj and the results are 
no doubt approximately correct. 

Such, then, are the distances sepai’ating man from the objects 
of his research. To have attained to a knowledge of these dis¬ 
tances even, is sufficiently wonderful, but what we are about to 
reveal as the results of human investigation among these far 
distant orbs, cannot ffiil to fill the mind with astonislimeut, and 
demonstrate the great truth, that “ man has been made but a 
little lower than the ang^s.” 

Before it became possible to examine wiih absolute certainty 
the places of the stars, with a view to ascertain their absolute 
fixity, many difficult preliminary preparations had to be accom¬ 
plished. Instrument* of the moat perfect kind must be provided, 

otdy in their optical perfonnanees, but in th^ spaese-dividing 
machineiy. Moreover, the places of the stars^ as detenaaned by 
the best telescopes, must be corrected for every possible ia^ara- 
mental error. The two points to which the stars referred are 
the north pole and tiie vernal equinov* In case any mothms 
belong to these points, their amounts and (Brecftions must be 
ascertained and allowed for. Thm the eSeets of refieaotioii, and 
of the aberration of light, were inffinpensable to a perfect 
investigation of the absolute places of the stars. 

All these, and many other prclimixiary matters, having been 
satis&ctonly deternnned, it begone possible to examine, in the 
most critieal manner, the places of the stars, and to learn 
whether^ indeed (as had been supposed for thousands of years), 
their oonfigaratiems were eternal and unchangeable, or whether 
they moved am<mg themselves with a motion rendered so slow 
by their immense distance, as hitherto to have escaped tlie most 
scrutiohdng watch. 

Fully armed with ^ necessmy instruments, it did not require 
many years ta deteamxns the grand truth, that amox^ the tens of 
thousands of stars wMcffi fill the heavens, not a solitary one, in all 
probabOHy, is in a state of absolute rest. Many were frnmd to move 
so swiftly, that tiieir velocity wa# determined even in a single 
year; while ediers, in consequence of their enannous distance, 
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may require centuries to detect any appreciable cliange. In tiro 
outset these extraordinaiy movements seemed to l>e directed by 
no law ; some stars were sweeping in one direction, and some in. 
iinother. Motion, ceaseless, eternal moticm, seems to be stamped 
on the entire universe; and while the stars are pursuing their 
mighty orbits, we cannot resist the idea that our own sun, the 
centre of our great planetaiy system, itself a star, must parti¬ 
cipate in the general movement, and is, in all probabiHiy, urging 
its flight, accompanied by all its planed, satellites, and comets, to 
some unknown region of space. 

The revolution of the stars, the organisation of the grand 
cluster with which our sun is associated, the demonstration of 
the sun’s al^olute translation through space, its direction, 
' clocity, and period, are the topics to which I invite your atten- 
tiou in the closing lecture of the present course. 

Wlien forced to aeknowljipdge the rotation of our globe on its 
axis, and its swift orbitual motion, surrounded by wheeling 
pbxnets and flying comets, the mind natmally retreats to the 
.sun as the great immoveable centre, wheta It can irest and con¬ 
template these circling worlds. But even here, as we shall 
presently see, there is no rest. The stm himself becomes a 
subordinate member of a grander combination of worlds, and, 
obedient to higher influence, sweeps around in its unmeasured 
orbit. 

We shall present a rapid summary of the evideiioes of change 
among the fixed stars, and then proceed to develope the reasoning 
by which the direction and vdocity of the sun’s motion, in 
space have been determined. 

More than two thousand years ago, i&a celebrated Greek 
astronomer, Hipparchus, was astonhdied by the sadden hiirstiz^ 
forth of a brilliant star in a region of the heavens, where none 
had pre^dously existciL Tip to this time, no doubt of the 
immutability of the starry sphere seems to hove been enter¬ 
tained ; and while the philosopher gazed and wondered, he 
resolved to execute a work, fhm which posterity might leam 
the changes of the oeiestkl S|fliere. He undertook and com¬ 
pleted his great catalogue of the places of a thousand stars^ 
locating them with aUr the a.cctiracy penmtted by the rude 
instniments then in um. Subsequent observers, by oceupaaing 
their own determined positions of the stars with th^ places as 
flxed on the catalogue of Hipparchus* could r^tdily perceive any 
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«6iislble change which might occur in their configuration, the 
appearance of new stars, or the disappearance of those which 
had once existed. 

The sudden breaking forth of a new star is a phenomenon of 
such wonderful character, that we might well doubt the possi¬ 
bility of its occurrence, if we were oldiged to rely on the 
historical account transmitted to us from the time of Hipparchus. 
But, fortunately, more than one brilliant example of the kind 
has occurred in modem times, presorting the most unequivocal 
evidence of the reality of this inexplicable wonder. 

In 1572, a new star of great splendour appeared suddenly in 
the constellation Cassiopeia, occupying a position which had 
previously been blank, v This star was fi.rst perceived by Schuler 
of Wittemberg, on the 6th of August. It was detected by 

Tycho, the Danish astronomer, 
on^the 11th of the following 
November, and the wonder 
produced by this most extra¬ 
ordinary phenomenon induced 
him to give to the star the 
most unremitting attention. 
Its magnitude increased until 
it is said to have surpassed 
even Jupiter in splendour, and 
finally became visible in the 
day time. It retained its 
greatest nlagnitude but for a 
very short time, when it com¬ 
menced to dimmish in bril¬ 
liancy, changiug feom while 
to yellow, then to reddish, 
and finally it became faintly 

blue ; and so, dinunishing by degrees, it vanished from the sight 
in Mardi, '^74, and has never since been seen. 

In the year 1604, while the scholars of Kepler were engaged 
in observatiODS of Mars, Ju|Hter, and Saturn, then in close 
proximity to Mch other, having bc«n interrupted a day or two 

i oy oloud% on iihe retom iXt fine weather, was astonished 
find near the jdan^ then in the con^Uation Ophiuchus, a 

InrfilhHlEt (dar, whidh certaMy had not been there a few days 
befom; ^Htis object attracted the attention of all the great 
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astronomers then living, and was particularly observed by 
Galileo and Kepler. It is said to have attained a splendour 
equal to that of the planet Venus, and from this, its greatest 
brilliancy, it gradually declined, until, about the beginning of 
1606, it ceased to be visible, and no telescopic power has since 
been able to detect any star in the place once occupied by this 
remarkable stranger. 

Although observed with the greatest care, no sensible parallax 
was ever detected in either of these objects, and no doubt exists 
as to their occupying the region of the fix»i stars. Many other 

Tycho BrshefS house andubservOory. 

less remarkable examples are on record, but up to the present 
no satis&ctoiy explanation of this remarkable phenomenon has 
been ^ven. Whether it indicates the actual destruction of some 
niagnihcent system, or the revolution of these stars in orbits ot 
great eccentricity, causing them to appear to us* like the comets, 
only in the perihelion points pi their mighty orbiti^ is equally 
uncertain. One thing is certain: they present evidence of 
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change in the starry heavens of the most stalling and irresisidble 
character. 

While new stars have occasionally made their appearance, to 
astonish mankind with their brilliancy, there are many well 
authenticated cases of the entire disappearance of old stars, 
whose places had been fixed with a degree of certainty not to 
he doubted. In October, 1781, Sir William Herschel observed a 
star. No. 55 in Hainsted’s catalogue, in the constellatiou 

Hercules. In 1790, the same 
star was observed by the same 
astronomer, but since that 
time no search has been able 
to detect it. The star is gone; 
whether never to return, it is 
impossible to say. A like dis^ 
appearance has occun-edwith 
reference to the stars num¬ 
bered 80 and 81, both of the 
fourth magnitude, in the same 
constellation. In May, 1828, 
Sir John Herschel missed the 
star numbered 42 in the con¬ 
stellation Vii’go, which has 
never since been seen. Ex¬ 
amples might be multiplied, 
but it is unnecessary. 

In t&ieae eases the stars have been lost entirely; no return has 
ever been marked; and hut for discovery of another class 
of xeonarkable objects arnoi^ ihe i^rs, no return would probably 
ever have been suspected. If I could direct your attention 
io-night to a brilliant star named Algol, in the head of Medusa, 
and bring a powerful telescope to aid in your examinations, this 
star, while you are watching it, might be seen to lose its 
splendour, and from its rank of the second magnitude, to decline 
in brightness, until it would scarcely-be visible to the naked eye. 
Having reached a certain limit, it would commence and increase, 
and by slow degrees assume its original splendour. This decrease 
and increase is actually accomplished in about eight hours. 
Haying regained its usual light, it remains stationary for about 
two days and a half, and then repeats the changes already 
detailed; and thus have its periodical fiuctuations C(m|inufid 

FiWBSted. 
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since the date of its discover}’', witli the most astonishing regu¬ 
larity. The bright star marked Beta, in the constellation Lyra, 
is knovm to pass from the third to the fifth magnitude, and to 
regain its light in a period of six days and nine hours. Tlieso 
are called periodical stars, and a sufficient number have already 
been detected to present a progressively increasing series of 
periods from two days twenty hours, up to four hundred and 
ninety-four days, and one case even many years. 

Here, again, are phenomena, indicative of extraordinary 
activity in these remote regions of space. Ko explanation of 
these changes has yet been given in all respects satisfactory. 
Some have attributed them to the existence of dark spots on the 
stars, which, by rotation on an axis, periodically pn^nt them- 
sei /es, and tints dim the lustre of riie stars. Others think the 
changes are duo to the revolution of large planets about the 
stars, which, by coming between the eye and the star, eclipse a 
portion of its light; while a third class conceive the fluctuations 
to arise, in some instances at least, from on orbitual motion of 
the stag's in orbits of excessive elongation, and so located as to 
have their greater axis directed towards our system* 

It will be seen that this theoiy may be readily extended so as 
to embrace the new stars already referred to, and even to account 
for those which had been lost from their places* in the heavens. 
Here, however, we enter the confines of the unoertaia. Centuries 
may roll away before the true explanation of these astonishing 
changes shall be given ; but the mind is on the track, and with 
a steady and resistless movement, is slowly pushing its investiga¬ 
tions deeper and stiU deeper into the dark unknown. 

While the phenomena of the new and lost stars, and the 
fiuctuations in the light of the variable ones, give undeniable 
evidence of constant change in what Aristotle was pleased to 
call the eternal and incorruptible heavens, Herschel’s brilliant 
discovery of the orbitual motion of the double stars gave to the 
mind the opportunity of determining the nature of the law 
which sways the movements in th^ distant regions of space. 
It was natural, in the first efforts to compute the orbits of the 
double stars, to adopt the hypothesis that they attracted each 
other by the same law which prevails in the planetary system. 
Eesulta did not disappoint expectation. 'Gravitation, which 
Kewton, in the outset of his great discovery, hod boldly affirmed 
exerted its influence wherever matter existed or motion rrigned, 
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was extended, in the most absolute manner, to the region of the 
fixed stars. There, at a distance from our own system almost 
inconceivable, suns, and systems of suns, rising in orders ot 
greater complesdty, revolving with swift velocity, or with slow 
and majestic motion, bore testimony, ample and unequivocal, to 
the truth of the great law of universal gravitation. 

Every particle of matter in the imiverse attracts every other 
particle of matter, with a force which is proportioned directly to 
the mass, and which decreases as the square of the distance at 
which it operates increases. This is no longer a bold hypothesis. 
The double star mai'ked Zeta, in the constellation Hercules, has 
been subjected to the analysis of the computer. The elements 
of its orbit have been obtained, and, true to its predicted period, 
it has actually performed an entire revolution in a period of 
tliirty-five yeai’s. The components of the star Eta, in the 
Northern Crown, revolve around their common centre in about 
forty-four years. Both of these pairs have completed an entire 
revolution since their discovery. Many others might be named, 
but my only object at present is to exhibit the evidence which 
shall remove all doubt os to the actual extension of the law of 
gravitation to the fixed stars. 

Let it be remembered that this department of astronomy is 
yet ill its infancy. Thousands of double stars have been detected, 
and every year adds hundreds to the list. Among these, a 
large proportion must prove to be binary systems, varying in 
their periods of revolution, from thirty years or less, up to many 
thousands, jierhaps millions of years. 

The association of two suns naturally suggests the possible 
union of a greater number, forming more complicated systems. 
This idea has been verified; a large number of triple systems 
has been discovered. In a few instances, quadruple sets have 
been found, of which a remarkjible example exists in the con¬ 
stellation of the Haip. Here were found four suns, arranged in 
pairs of two. The components of the first pair revolve around 
each otiier in about one thousand years; those of the second 
pair appear to require about double that period, while one pair 
revolj^s about the other in a period which, determined roughly 
j&orSBieir distance, caxmot fall much below a million of years ! 
TheTOdenoe of the physical union of these four stars into one 
grand system rests, at present, on the ascertained fiict that their 
proper motions are the same. 
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From quadruple systems we rise, by analogy, still higher, 
until we find hundreds, sometimes thousands, of stars compacted 
together in so small a compass that their proximity cannot be 
the effect of accident. Look at the beautiful little cluster called 
the Pleiades ; an ordinary eye may there see six or seven stars. 
One of very great power h^ been known to count fourteen in 
this group, while the telescope ineieases the number to hundreds; 
and yet the space m which they are located might easily be 
covered by the moon. 

Suppose an indifferent scattemg of the stars through space, 
and compute the chances that such a uumber would fall together 
at any one point, and we shall find not one diance out of millions 
in favour of such an accident. We are, therefore, forced to the 
cc-riclusion that here is a more magnificent order,—one in which 
iiundreds of suns, surrounded by their subordinate worlds, are 
all united by gravitation into one grand sj^stein. This is not a 
solitary example. Many of these beautiful objects, comparatively 
close to our sun, are found in the heavens, leading the mind 
gradually up to the contemplation and examination of that 
mighty system of systems, that great cluster of clusters, the 
Milky Way, of which all these are but sidxirdinate groupings, 
vast in themselves, but wlien compared with the whole, mere 
units among tlie millions of which it is composed. 

From what we have seen, it is impossible to avoid the conclu¬ 
sion that gravitation exerts its power among the m\Tiads of 
shining orbs which strew the Milky Way. The innumerable 
suns which form this stupendous cluster must feel the recii)rocal 
influence of each other; and nothing short of the centrifugal 
force arising from orbitnal motion can balance this universal 
attractive power, and give to this grand system the great 
characteristic of stability. 

Herschel succeeded, at least approximately, in sounding the 
profundities of the Milky Way, and fixed the relative position of 
our own sun among the stars by which it is surrounded. He 
found it to be located not very distant from the centre of the 
great stratum, and near the great line where the principal 
current of stars divides into two great streams, which for a 
time separate from each other, but finally reunite in a distant 
region of the heavens. 

Having accomplished thus much, this great astronomer 
attempted the resolution of the grand problem of the sun’s 
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movement througli space. This investigation is so lofty, so 
dazing, and utterly incomprehensible at the first glance, that its 
mere announcement produces little effect,on the mind. 

Consider, for one moment, what it involves. Man is located 
on a planet almost infinitely larger than himself. This planet is 
swiftly revolving on its axis, and in its orbit round a great central 
luminary, the sun. The daring philosopher participates in all 
these motions. He provides himself with instruments which 
measure the distances and positions of the almost infinitely 
distant fixed stars. These fixed stars, when subjected to his 
critical examination, cease to be fixed, and are found to be 
moving lyith astonishing velocity in all directions. Among these 
he numbers his own sun, and, although borne along in the pro¬ 
gressive motion of his own great centre, he ventures tb attempt 
the determination of the fact of its actual motion, the direction 
in which it moves, and the velocity with which it is sweeping 
through space. 

This problem is so wonderful, that I beg your earnest attention 
while the effort is made to simplify the reasoning by which its 
resolution has been accomplished. 

Before the actual motions of the earth were discovered, the 
sun, moon, and planets, as well as the stars, appeared to move 
in certain directions, and with certain velocities, not easily 
explained. The rotation of the earth on its axis rendered a clear 
explanation of the diurnal movements of the heavenly bodies, and 
its orbitual motion aroimd the sun explained the sun’s apparent 
annual movement among the fixed stars. Thus it is seen and 
readily apprehended, that in case the spectator is progressing, 
his actual motion may be transferred to distant bodies under 
examination, and these may appear to move while he seems to be 
at rest. 

Now, in case tbe sun is sweeping towards any quarter of the 
heavens, it must carry with it all its jfianets, satellites, and 
comets. The earth is borne along in common wdth its companions, 
and the observer on its sm^ce will transfer his own movement 
through space to the distant objects which only appear to change 
their places, in consequence of own translation through space. 
Thus the (^tant stars may be affected with a parallactic change, 
not to be confounded with that produced by the revolution of the 
earth in its orbit, but occasioned by the fact, that while the 
earth revolves ardund the sun, she is carried forward by this 
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luminary in his journey tiiroiigh space. As the whole system 
participates in this motion^ in case the planets are inhabited, 
their astronomers will detect in the fixed stars the parallactic 
motion due to the sun’s movement; and hence this change 
among the stars may be properly termed their syst€j}iatic 
parallax. 

Herschel commenced his examination of this great problem by 
forming a catalogue of stars situated in all parts of the heavens, 
in which an appreciable amount of propm' tmtion had been 
detected and measured. Now, in case this apparent motion of 
the stars could be attributed to the movement of the solar system 
through space, a close ccrutiny of tlie directions in which the 
stars appeared to move would indicate the direction in which the 
observer, carried along with the sun, was passing through space. 

In case a person is travelling on a railway, in a direct line 
through a forest of trees, as he advances, all oTqjects towards 
which he is moving will apjiear to open out or sepamte from 
each other, while those left behind will appear to close up.' If, 
then, the astronomer, borne along l>y the movement of the emi 
tlirougli the vsxsi forest of stars by wliich be is surrounded, desires 
to ascertain the direction in which he is progressing, let hhn 
seai'ch the heavens until he finds a point where the stars seem 
to be increasing their distance from each other. Should ho find 
such a point, let him confirm his suspicions by looking in the 
direction precisely opposite and behind him, and in ctise he finds 
the stars located in thi§ region closing np on each other, he may 
fairly conclude that he has found the direction in which he is 
moving, and a rigid coincidence of all the phenomena would 
demonstrate the accuracy of his conclusions. 

Such was the general train of investigation adopted by Herschel. 
After as extended an examination as the data with which he was 
then furnished permitted, he announced his belief that a part of 
the proper motion of the fixed stars must be attributed to the 
effect of systematic parallax, and that th^ solar system was 
moving through space towards a point in the constellation 
Hercules. 

The announcement of this astonishing result was received 
with hesitation and doubt by the best living astronomers, and 
TIerschel died before any confirmation of his great theory had 
been obtained. After his death, for nearly half a century, no 
mind seemed willing to renew the investigation. The theory fell 
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into disrepute, and was only regarded as a bold and sublime spe- 
culatioii, but not founded on any well-determined observations. 

Witbln a few years, the problem has engaged the attention of 
the distinguished astronomers of Bussia. Argelander, of Bonn, 
led the way, and, by a train of reasoning based upon extensive 
and accurate observations, has sustained and demcmstrated, in 
the most undeniable manner, not only the general truth of 
Herschel’s theory, but has even confirmed the direction in which 
that astronomer believed the soLir system to be moving. 

Here again permit me to attempt a popular explanation of 
Argelander’s reasoning. Suppose a single star to have its place 
fixed absolutely by observation on the first day of the year 1700. 
One hundred years after, its place is again determined, when it 
is found to have shifted its position. Conceive the star to have 
so moved as to reach the meridian earlier than it formerly did. 
"When on the. meridian, its old place will be behind or east of 
the new place, and a line joining the old and new places will 
sho'^ the direction in which the star has been moving ; and the 
distance between the two places will exhibit the amount of 
motion in one hundred years. If the star do not move exactly 
north or south, its line of direction will form an angle with the 
meridian, whoso value is determined from a comparison of the 
old and new places of the star. 

Argelander commenced by selecting five hundred stars, in all 
regions of the heavens, whose places had been well determined 
by preceding astronomers. The preference was of course given 
to those which had been longest subjected to observation. Having 
himself detemined the new jdaces of all these stars, a comparison 
of iiis own with previously observed positions determined the 
direction in which these stars were moving, and their rates of 
motion. The angles formed by the lines along whieh each star 
was progressing, with the meridian, became known from 
obseivation; and these angles we shall call the observed ornglee of 
direetion. Now, it jls not difficult to compute the directions in 
which the stars would app^ to move, if their motion be pro¬ 
duced by the movement of the solar system. 

SupiK>se, for example, that the sun, with its planets, is sweeping 
exactly towards the north pole of the heavens, then would all the 
stars appear to move towards the soujh. Those in the equator 
would move with the swiftest velocity from the north pole; but 
th<»»e nearest the pole would appear to separate firom each other, 
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while their receas from the pole would be comparatively slight. 
To render this reasoning still plainer, imagine this room to be 
pierced on every side, so that an eye placed at the centre could 
see every star in the heavens through the openings. Through 
each of these holes conceive iron rods to pass, aU meeting at a 
point in the centre, and all directed exactly to the stars. On 
the outside let golden balls be fixed to the extremities of these 
rods, to represent the stars. Now, grasping the extremities of 
all these rods in the hand, urge the point where they all unite 
towards the north jwle, and watch the movement of the balls at 
the outer extremities of the rods. The ball corresponding to the 
north stiir will scarcely seem to move, because the eye travels 
directly towards it. The balls corresponding to the stars on the 
equator, having their rods perpendicular to the direction of the 
motion of the central point, will sweep swiftly towards the south. 
The idea once gained, there is no difiiculty in its application. 

Tlie visual rays ^awn to the stars correspond to the rods, 
and these rays, meeting in the eye of the observer, are carried 
forward by the sun in its progression through space. I have 
supposed the system to move due north ; but in case the motion 
be assumed in any other direction, it is easy to compute the 
changes consequent. Understanding these preliminaiy state¬ 
ments, we are prepared to follow Argeiander in his investigation. 

The five hundred stars selected for examination were divided 
into three groups, according to the amount of annual proper 
motion. The first contained only such stars as were seen to 
move with a velocity not less than one second of space in a year. 
Although this motion may appear excessively slow, yet its 
direction in one hundred years may be determined with very 
great precision. A general examination of the direction in 
which the stars of this first group appeared to move, indicated 
the quarter of the heavens towards which the solar system must 
be progressing; and now commenced the investigation, ha\T5ng 
for its object the discovery of the exact point. To accomplish 
this, a point was assumed, and on the hypothesis that it was 
correctly chosen, the directions of the motion of all the stars 
composing the first group were computed, and the angles 
formed by their lines of direction with the meridian were 
determined. 

If the motidn of these stai^ was the effect of systematic 
parallax, and if the direction of the solar movem^t had be^ 

p 
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ftcc^ratelj choaen, then would the (mnputed (mghs nf direction 
agree exactly, in every instance, with the observed angles of direct 
Uon, The comparison of these angles having been made, it was 
easy to see the discrepancies; and by shifting the assumed 
point, these (Terences could be reduced to their minimum 
value. The point whidi gave the smallest diSei^nces between 
the observed and computed angles would be the one towards 
which the solar system was progressing. Such was the reasoning 
of Arg^ander, and such the train of investigation on which he 
relied for the resolution of this great problem. 

Having (d*^**^ examinations based on the group of stars 
with the most rapid motion, and having found the point in the 
heavens which oorreeponded to their motions, he proceeded to 
execute hi« calculations with rdference to his second group. The 
stars of this group moved annually an amount greater tliau half 
a second of space, and less than one second. The result was 
again reached, and the direction of the solar motion thus derived 
agreed) in a remarkable maimer, with that obtained from the 
first group. A fiirthm* confirmation was obtained by executing 
the calcmlatioii foimded on the motions of the third and last 
^up into which he had divided his five hundred stars. The 
final result settled, probably ibr ever, the grand ^t that the 
sun, with its entire oometaxy and planetary system, is sweeping 
through space towards a point whose place must fall somewhere 
within the circumierimce of a circle whose diameter is about 
equal to four times that of the moon. 

The reality of the solar motion once determined, astronomers 
have not been wanting to verify and extend this wonderful 
examination. Argtdanderis results Have been confirmed by the 
mvestigati(Mis of M. Otho Struve, the son of the distinguished 
director of the Imperial Observatory of Pulkova; and on any 
fiiir night, you direct your eye to the constellation of Hercules, 
and select from its stars the two marked on the globe with the 
Greek letters v and ^ on the line joining these stars, and at a 
dtstaoce from v equal to one-quarter of the distance which divides 

stars, will be found the point towards which the sun was 
directing his course ia the y^ 1640, 

Having dhtamed the direction of the solar motion, we proceed 
to investigate its actual velocity. How swifi^y does the sun, 
with its retume of worlds^ sweep onward through space 1 It will 
wet he posalhlt to present here even aiix ouabne of the reasoning 
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of Struve in the resolution of this intricate question. Two 
points are involved. The determination of the annual angular 
motion of the sun, as it would be seen by a spectator situated 
at a distance equal to that of the stars of ^e first mag¬ 
nitude. This being determined, the angular motion con readily 
be converted into linear velocity, in case the mean distance of 
the stai's of the first magnitude can be satisfactorily obtained. 
After an elaborate inves¬ 
tigation, gcuirded by every 
care, and open, as it would 
appear, to no well-founded 
objections, M. Otho Struve 
has finally resolved the first 
of chese wonderful ques¬ 
tions. It is curious to see 
how nearly tlie results 
agree, which were obtained 
from data entirely different, 
and in no way dependent 
on each other. 

By an examination based 
on observed right ascen¬ 
sions of the stars, he finds 
that the space passed over 
by the sun in its progres¬ 
sive movement through the 
heavens, seen from the mean 
distance Of stars of the first magnitude, is S21-thousandths of 
a second of arc. The r^ult obtained from obi^erved dedinations 
gave for the same quantity 357-thousaiidths of one i^ond of 
arc. Here is a difference amounting to only i^Hiousandths of a 
second,—-a quanrity exceedingly mnall, when we consider the 
extraordinary difficulty of the investigation. 

Let us now convert these numbers into intelligiHe quantities. 
In case the mm. be supposed to be revolving about some mighty 
centre, at a distaiice equal to the mean distance of stars of 
the first magnitude, the period necessary to accomplish its 
stupendous revdwfelon will be 3,811,000 years i 

Vast as this period aj^iears, we dmll see hereafter th^ we 
have no right to suppose thsO-t the centre about which the aOlor 
systmn is revolving, can be located at a distance nearly pe small 

M, OUio StiUTO. 
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as the mean distance of the huc^er stars. But what is the actual 
Yolocityl How many miles does this mightj assemblage of 
flying worlds accomplish in its unlmown journey in every year 1 
tHiis is the last question; and even this has not escaped tine suc¬ 
cessful examinations of the human mind. The disooveiy of the 
parallax one or two flxed stars has already been referred to. 
Within a few months an elaborate work, by Struve, on the . 
Sidereal Heavens, has reached us, containing some remarkable 
investigations on the mean distances of the stars of the various 
magnitudes. 

Struve, by a most ingenious and powerful train of investigation, 
obtains a series representing the rdcAim mean distances of the 
stars of all magnitudes, up to the most minute visible in 
HersdidV twenty-feet reflector. From the sun, as a centre, he 
sweeps successive concentre spheres, between whose surfaces he 
ooncmves the ^stors .of the several magnitudes to be included. 
The radius the first sphere reaches to the neared stai's of the 
first magnitude; that of the second sphere extends to the farthest 
i^ars of the same> magnitude; and the mean of these two radii 
will be the mean distance of the stars of the first magnitude. 
The same is true with reference to the concentric spheres 
embracing within their surfaces the stars of the various orders 
of brightness. 

HaTUng, fi^m his data,'computed a table ezlnbiting the relative 
distances of the stars of the different magnitudes, an examination 
of these figures revealed the singular fact that they constituted a 
r^[ular geometrical progression; and having assmned the dis¬ 
tance of the stars of the sixth magnitude as the unit, the diststnce 
of the stars of the fourth magnitude will be om half; that of 
those of the second magnitude 'will be one q'mrter^ and so of the 
even numbers expressing magnitude j ��while the distance of the 
stars of the magedtude is obtained by dividing unity by the 
square root the number 3, and from 'this the distances of the 

-odd magnitudes come dividing constantly by 2. In mathema¬ 
tical «langu^^ the dlstmiees of the stars of the various magni¬ 
tude form ft geometrical: progression whose ratio is equal to 
unity divided by the square roofc-of 2. 

Having thus^bbtained the rdatin mean distances Of the stars, 
in case we can .find the absolute mean distance^ of those of any 
onecUns^ fhat will reveal to us the absolute mean distances of 
the stars cl every ^ For the approdmate accomplishment 
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of this last great object^ we are again indebted to the astronomers 
of Russia. As early as 1808, M, Struve, then of Dorpat, attempted 
the detej^ination of the parallax of a bu^e number of stars, and 
obtained results so small that, in tbe state astronomical 
science as it then existed, no confidence could be pliioed in them. 
The final value of the nxunerical oo-efficient of the aberration of 
light had not been then absolutely determined. Subsequent 
investigations by Struve and Peters have fixed this quantity, and 
the actual determination of the parallax of eight stars recently, 
has shown that confidence may now be placed in the results 
obtained by Struve neai'ly twenty-five years ago. 

By combining all the results, M. Peters finds no less than 
thirty-five stars whose parallaxes have now been determined, 
eiilier al)solute or relative, with a degree of accuracy which 
warrants their employment in investigating the problem oi 
the mean parallax of stars of the second magnitude. !Elxcluding 
from tibis number the stars 61 Cygni, and No. 1830 of the 
Grombridge catalogue, on acooimt of their great proper motion, 
there remained thirty-three stars to be employed in the 
investigation. 

From a full and intncate examination of aU the data, by a 
process of reasoning which I will not attempt to explain at this 
time, M. Peters finds the mean parallax of stars of the secoTid 
magnitude to be equal to 116-thousandths of one second of arc, 
with a probable error less than a tenth part of this quantity. 
Returning now, with this absolute result, to the table of the 
relative distances of the fixed stars of difiterent magnitudes, it is 
easy to fix their absolute distances, as far as confidence can be 
placed in this first approximation. We find the stars of the first 
magnitude to be located between the surface of two spheres, 
whose radii are respectively 986,000 times the radius of the 
earth’s orbit, and 1,246,000 lames the same uiut.' We will 
express the distance in terms of the velocity of light, as no 
numbers can convey any intelligible idea. Stars of the first 
magnitude send us their li^t in about seventeen years; those of 
the second magnitude in about thirty years; stars of the tl^sd 
magnitude send their light in about forty-five years; those of the 
fourth magnitude in sixty<^ve years; those of the fifth in ninety 
years ; those of the sixth magnitude, the most remote visible W 
the naked eye, semi us their light after a journey through space 
of one' hundred and thirty years! while ^e distance bf the 
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isnpA&t of telescopic stars visible in Heradiel’B twenty^feet 
red^aetor is that their light does not reach the eye £>r 3541 
years after it atarts on its tremendous journey 1 

Let It be remembered that these results are not conjectures. 
Hhough thej*' are drst api^xtmations to the truth, they are 
reliable to within the tenth part of tiieir value, and are thus far 
certain; they raise, in the most aertonishing manner, our views 
of the immensity of the universe, and of the powers of human 
genius which have fathomed these vast and overwhelming 
profundities. 

Lot us now return to the examination of the absolute amount 
of progressive motion of our sun and system through space. As 
already stated, M. Otho Struve determined its yearly angular 
motion, as seen &om the more di^ant of the stars of the first 
ma^itude. To convert this angular motion into miles, a know¬ 
ledge must be obtained of the absolute mean distance of the stars 
of the first magnitude. This has been accomplished by M. Peters; 
and, combining the researches of Argelander, Struve, and Peters, 
We are how able to pronoumse the, following wonderful results : 
2%e BfWi, attended Jy aU its planetSf aat^itesj and corned, is sweeping 
iknydgh sp<m towards tlijetdar marked et in the comatdloaion Ilerades, 
with a which cetuses it t& pass ever a distance equal to 
S3,350,000 mUes in ever^ pear/ 

And now do you demand how much reliance is to be placed on 
this bewildering announoemcait ? L answer, that as to the reality 
of the solar motion, there is but one chance out of 400,000 that 
astronomers have been deceived. We cannot resist the evidence, 

startling as the truth appears, we ore obliged to yield our 
assent, reluctant though it may be, to the logical reasoning by 
which this magnificent result has demonstrated. 

Blit whither is our system tending! If moving onward with 
such tremeskdous v^edty, is there not danger that ere long it 
may reach the re^on.of the fixed staera, and by sweepng near to 
Ol^erfisiiii4 and systems, derange the Q pknetary worlds ? 
Let us exhmhie <|uestion for one moment, on the hypothesis 

sun Alone ^ moving anvmg ah the stars of heaven, and 
it wi^ hold on in its ‘pee^essk direction tmtil it shall reach 

Btar in Herchlm, tbwA^ It is now urging its flight. 
This star Is of ^e t^td magnitude, and, aoemdmg to our state- 
asnst already me^, the mean distance Of its ehus is euch. that 
ite light does not^rea^ us in a peiiod less than fbr(y>^ix years. 
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Executing the calculation, we find that in case the solar system 
should continue to progress towards that star, it cannot pass the 
enormous interval, even at 33,660,000 miles per annum, in less 
than 1,800,000 years! 

If the eye of any superior intelligence can behold this amassing 
scene, how stupendous must be the spectacle presented! In the 
centre the sun, blazing with splendour, pursues its majestic 
career; around it roll the planets, and about it cluster ten 
thousand fieiy comets. Worlds bright and beautiful hover near 
the sun; worlds fiery and chaotic seek this great centre with 
impetuous velocity, and then dash away into the farthest range 
of their grand revolution. But the monarch moves on; and his 
magnificent cortege, performing his high behests, follow, whither- 
Boe^ er he leads through space! 

Here we reach the boundary which divides the known from 
the unknown. Steadily we have pursued the human mind, as it 
has moved on in its grand researches of the universe of God. 
Time, and space, and number, and distance, have all been set at 
defiance. No limits have been sufficiently great to circumscribe 
its movement. For more than 6000 years, onward! has truly been 
the word. And here I might ,veiy well pause, and rest content 
in the exhibition of the absolute aud actual triumphs of humar 
genius ; but as the rays of the rising sun penetrate the darkness 
of night, aud, scattering the gloom, dimly reveal the scenes of 
earth which axe soon to be flooded with splendour, so the light of 
human knowledge breaks over the boundaries which divide the 
‘known from the unknown, and faintly reveals what yet lies far 
beyond in the dark profound. 

Guided by this light, we shall ask your attention to one of the 
most sublime speculations to which the mind of man has ever 
risen. I refer to the supposed discovery of the great centre about 
which it is presumed the myriads of stars comporing our mighty 
Milky Way axe all, revolving. 

M. Maeffier, the author of the recent investigatimm with refer¬ 
ence to the Central jSutij has long been known to the astronomica. 
world as the successor of M. Staruve in the direction of the 
observatory at Dorpat. His computations of the orbitual move¬ 
ments of t^ double stars have given to him a deservedly high 
celebrity, and the great theory whhfli he has propounded 1$ only 
given to the worid after a long and patient examinaUim, extending 
through seven yeans. 
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The extension of the law of gravitation to the fixed stars, now 
absolutely demonstrated in the revolutions of the binary systems, 
aettles for ever the fact, that in the grand association of stars 
composing our cluster, or, as we shall hereafter call it, our a^ral 

there must be a of gravity^ as certainly as there is 
one to the solar system. In the organisation of the solar system 
we find a central body of vast size, surrounded by small and 
subordinate satelfites. Again, among the planets, we find their 
magnitude very great, when compared with the moons which 
circulate around them. Extending this analogy, early astrono¬ 
mers conceived that this principle of a great central preponde¬ 
rating globe would, in all probability, obtain in all the higher 
orders of physical organisation. 

This idea, apparently so well founded, was entirely destroyed 
by the discovery of the binary stars. Here we find the next 
higher organisation above onr solar system; but instead of finding 
in the bodies thus united a vast preponderance in magnitude of 
one over the other, there are many examples in which the two 
suns thus imited by gravitation are in all respects equal. In 
many others the difference is only slight, yet in all these higher 
systems there must exist a common centre of gravity. 

With the mind cleared, by these views, from all prejudice in 
favour of the necessary existence of some stupendous central 
globe, as far exceeding in magnitude the myriads of fixed stars by 
which it is surrounded as does the sun aU. the satellites of its 
system, we are prepared to inquire into the actual existence or 
non existence of such a body. 

Admitting its invisibility, either in consequence of its distance 
or non-luminons character, there are yet remaining the means, 
not only of detecting its existence, but of discovering its position 
in space. In case such a body exists, the stars located nearest to 
it will be most completely subjected to its influence, and will 
show their proximity by the swiftness of their motion. Since it 
is possible to penetrate space in every direction, in case the stam 
of any particular region were endow^ with a more rapid motion 
than aU otheii^ these would not fidl to be discovered. But no 
such rapid motions have ever been detected, and hence it is now 
fiur to conclude su<di moticins do not exist, and consequently 
no vast central globe can evar be found, because there is no 
evidence Such a body has any locality in space. 

Ihfi question r^ves itself then, into a research for the 
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common centre of gravity of all the stars composing our astral 
system, and the data for such an examination must he found in 
the directj^on of the aolax motion, and in that of the proper 
motion of the fixed stars. Difficult as this research undoubtedly 
is, Maedlar’s sagacity detected various guides �which limited his 
more minute examinations to a comparatively small portion of 
the heavens. Since our great astral system has been shown to 
take the form of a layer or stratum whose thickness is small 
compared with its extent, we cannot fail to perceive that the 
centre of gra'vity of a mass of stars thus arranged must be found 
somewhere within the limits of the Milky Way, when seen by an 
eye located not very distant from the centre. But it is seen that 
our sun does not occupy the absolute centre of this stratum. In 
case it did, then would the bright circle of the Milky Way 
divide the heavens into two equal hemispheres. Since there is 
a manifest difference between the two parts into which the 
heavens are divided, the smaller portion will be the more distant 
from us, and in this smaller part we must look for the central 
point. But, from the soundings of both the Herschels, it is 
certain that our sun lies nearer the southern half of the Milky 
Way than the northern. Hence, in our insearches for the centre 
of gravity, we may confine our examinations to the northern half 
of the smaller of the two parts into which the Milky Way divides 
the heavens. 

One more approximation may be made. If we knew that our 
sun, in its presumed revolution about this great centre, described 
a circle, and if we knew the plane of this circle, and the direction 
in which the sun was now moving, a line drawn in that plane 
from the sun, and in a direction perpendicular to its line of 
motion, would pass directly through the centre about which it is 
revolving, and would point as directly to it. Npw the direction 
of the sun’s motion is alone determined; but since the centre of 
gravity must be found somewhere in a line perpendicular to the 
direction, we must give , to this perpendiciQar all possible posi¬ 
tions in space, which �will cause it to cut &om the celestial 
sphere the circumference of a great circle, within which the 
centre of gravity must he found. These limiting considerations 
brought the distinguished astronomer to a region of the heavens 
in and about the constellation Taurus. 

Here the examination took a more definite and more strictly 
scientific form. The proper motion of the stars in tlUs ]»gion 
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could be anticipated and known, at least in ch^cter and 
diredion. The great centre would probably be located within 
the limits of some rich cluster. Ahl the stars composing this 
cdudier, as well as those within 20® or 30®, would appear to move 
m the same direction. Those immediately proximate to the 
central sun or star would appear to move with the same velocity 
due to that star, and the entire group would sweep, apparently, 
through space vnthout parting company. 

Having, by such like considerations, narrowed down the limits 
of research, Maedlar commenced his individual examinations. 
Among other objects subjected to rigid scrutiny, was the brilliant 
star Aldebai^, in the eye of the Bull. This being the brightest 
star in this region, and l^ing, moreover, in the midst of a group 
of smaller stars, seemed, in the outset, to fulfil some of the con¬ 
ditions required of the centrtd sun. But a more rigid examination 
proved conclusively that this star cOTild not occupy the centre. 
Its own proper motion far exceeded that of the surrounding 
stara, and demonstrated its near proximity to our own system, 
Ottd its mere optical connection with the stars surrounding it. 

Thus did this great astronomer move from point to point, from 
star to star, subjecting each successively to the severest tests, 
until, finally, a point was found; a star was discovered^ fulfilling, 
in the most remarkable manner, all fhe requisitions demanded 
by the nature of the problem. All are familiar with the beautiful 
little cluster, called the Pleiades, or seven stars. Clustered 
i^und the brilliant star Alcyone, which occujaea the optical 
centre of the group, the telescope shows fourteen conspicuous 
stars. The proper motions of all these have been determined 
with great exactitude. 13iese are dm in the same direction, and 
are all nearly equal to each other; and, what is still more 
important, the mean of their proper motions differs from that of 
the central star, Alcyone, by only one-thousandth of a second of 
arc in right *ai8<^sion, and by two-thonsandtha of a second in 
declinaifacai.1 Here, then, is a magnificent group of suns, either 
actually allied together, and sweeping in company through space, 
or elSi^^ey compose a cluster so sitaated as to be affected by the 
sam^'^apparent motion produced by the sun’s progressive motion 
throdgli the celestial regions. 

Bht ak extension of the limitB of research around Alcyone 
exhibits the wonderful truth, that out of one hundred and ten 
stars within IS® of this centre, there are mzity moving south, or 
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in accordance vritli the hypothesis that Alcyone is the centre 
forty-nini^ exhibiting no well delSned motion, and only one single 
individual which appears to move contrary to the computed 
direction! 

It is impossible, here, to do justice to the profound and elal>o- 
ratc investigations of the learned author of this great speculation. 
Assuming Alcyone as the grand centre of the millions of stars 
composing our astral system, and the direction of the sun’s 
motion, as determined by Argelander and Struve, he investigates 
the consequent movements of all the stars in every quarter of the 
heavens. Just where the swiftest motions should be found, there 
they actually exist, eitlier demonstrating the truth of the theory, 
or exhibiting the, most remarkable and incredible coincidences. 
We shall not pursue the research. After a profound examina¬ 
tion, Maedlar reaches tlie conclusion, tfmt Alcyone, the prindj^ 
star in the group of the PUrndes, notv occupies iEA« mvtre of gravity, 
and is at pyreseni Ike mm ahout which ike universe of stars composing 
our astral system are all revolving. 

Here, then, we stand on the coniines of the unknown. One 
mighty effort has thus been made to bring beauty and order out 
of the chaos of motion which has hitherto distinguished the stars 
of heaven. Once the planets, freed from law, darted through 
space, or relaxing their speed, actually turned back on their 
unknown routes. Chaos reigned among these flying globes until 
the mind, rising by the efforts of its own genius, reached the 
grand centre of the planetary orbs, and lo J confusion ceased, and 
harmony and beauty held their sway among these circling worlds. 
The same daring human genius which, sweeping across the 
interplanetary spaces, finally reached the controlling centre of 
our own great system, has now boldly plunged into the depths of 
space, has swept across the interstellar spaces, and roaming from 
star to star, from sun to sun, from system to system, looks out 
upon the maiverse of stars, and seeks that point from whence 
these millions of sweeping suns shall exhilflt that grand and 
magnificent harmony whjch doubtless reigns throughout the vast 
empire of Jehovah. 

We are too apt to turn away from the first efforts tjo resolve 
these mighty problems. How wete the doctrines of Newton 
received? How much regard was paid to Herschel’s grand 
theoiy of the solar motion ? And yet how triumphantly have 
these great" theories been established. But do you inquire if 
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there be any possibility of proving or disproving the doctrines of 
Maedlar ? The answer is simple. Should the time ever come 
when the direction of the solar motion shall be sensibly changed, 
in consequence of its curvilinear character, then will the plane in 
which tlds movement lies be revealed, and then the centre about 
w-hich the revolution is performed must be made known, at least 
in direction. Should the line reaching towards this grand centre 
pass through Alcyone, this, added to all the other evidences, will 
fix for ever the question of its central position. We know not 
when this great question may be settled, but judging from the 
triumphs which have marked the career of human genius 
hitherto, we do not dare to doubt of the final result. 

Admitting the truth of Maedlar’s theory, we are led to some 
of the most astonishing results. The known parallax of certain 
fixed stars ^ves to us an approximate value of the parallax of 
Alcyone, and reveals to us the distance of the grand centre. 
Such is the enormous interval separating the sun from the central 
star about which it' performs its mighty revolution, that the 
light from Alcyone requires a period of fi37 years to traverse the 
distance ! And if we are to rely on the angular motion of the 
sun and system, as already determined, at the end of 18,200,000 
years, this great luminary, with aU its planets, satellites, and 
comets, will have completed <me revolution around its grand 
centre ! 

Look out to-night on the brilliant constellations which crowd 
the heavens. Mai-k the configurations of these stars. Five 
thousand years ago the Chaldean shepherd gazed on the same 
bright groups. Two thousand years have rolled away since the 
Greek philosopher pronounced the eternity of the heavens, and 
pointed to the ever-during configuration of the stars as proof 
positive of his assertion. But a time will come when not a 
constellation now blazing in the bright concave above us shall 
remain. Slowly, indeed, do these fingers on the dial of heaven 
mark the progress of time. A thousand years may roll away 
with scarce a perceptible change, even a million of years may 
pass without efioOing all traces of the gitrapings which now exist; 
but tliati, eye which shall behold the universe of the fixed stars 
when ten millions of years shall have silently rolled away, will 
search in vain for the constellations which now beautify and 
adorn our nocturnal heavens. Should God permit, the stars may 
be there, but no trace of their former relative positions will be 
found. 
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Here I must close. The intellectual power of mon^ as exhibited 
in. his wonderful acldevements among the planetary and stellar 
worlds, has thus far been our single object. I have neither 
turned to the right hand nor to the left. Commencing with the 
first mute gaze bestowed upon the heavens, and with the curiosity 
awakened in that hour of admiration and wonder, we have 
attempted to follow rapidly the career of the human mind, 
through the long lapse of six thousand years. What a change 
has this period wrought! 

Go backwards in imagination to the plains of Shinar, and 
stand beside the shepherd astronomer as he vainly attempts to 
grasp the mysteries of the waxing and waning moon, and then 
enter the sacred precincts of yonder temple devoted to the science 
of the stars. Look over its magnificent machinery ; examine its 
space-'annihilating instruments, and ask the sentinel who now 
keeps Ids unbroken vigil, the nature of his investigations. 

Moon, and planet, and sun, and system, are left behind. His 
researches are now within a sphere to whose confines the eagle 
glance of the Chaldean never reached. Periods, and distances, 
and masses, and motions, are all familiar to him; and could the 
man who gazed and pondered six thousand years ago stand 
beside the man wjio now fills his place and listen to his teachings, 
he would listen with awe, inspired by the revelations of an angel 
of God. But where does the human mind now stand ? Great 
as are its achievements, profoundly as it has penetrated the 
mysteries of creation, what has been done is but an infinitesimal 
portion of what remains to be done. 

But the examinations of the past inspire the highest hopes for 
the future. The movement is one coftstahtly accelerating and 
expanding. Look at what has been done during the last three 
hundred years, and answer me to what imint will human genius 
ascend before the same period shall again roll away ? But in 
our admiration for that genius which has been able to reveal the 
mysteries of the universe, let us not forget the homage due to 
Him who created, and by the might of his power sustains all 
things. If there be anything which ,can lead the mind up to the 
Omnipotent Buler of the universe, and give to it an approximate 
knowledge of his incomprehensible attributes, it is to be found 
in the grandeur and beauty of his works. 

If you would know his glory^ examine the interminable range 
of suns and systems which crowd the Milky Way. Multiply the 
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hmidred millions of stars whicli belong to onr own “ialaiid 
laadverae ” by tlie tbousands of these astr^ systems that exist in 
space, Ydthin the range of human vision, and then you may form 
some idea of the infinitude of his kingdom; for lo ! these are but 
a part of his ways. Examine the scale on which the universe is 
bt^t. Cwnprehend, if you can, the vast dimenmons of our sun. 
Stretch tTtitward through his system, from planet to planet, and 
circumscribe the whole within the immense cii'cumference o 
iNeptune’a orbit. This is but a single unit out of the myriads o 
similar systems. Take the wings of light, and flash with iiiipe- 
tuous speed, day and night, and month and year, till youtli shall 
wear away, and middle age is gone, and the extremest limit ol 
human life has been attained; count every pulse, and at each, 
speed on your way a himdred thousand miles; and when a 
hundred years have rolled by, look out, and behold! the thronging 
millions of blazing suns are still around you, each sejxirated from 
the other by such a distance that in this jouiney of a century 
you have only left half a score behind you. 

Would you gather some idea of the eternity past of God’s 
existence ? go to tho astronomer, and bid him load you with him 
in one of his walks through space; and as he sweeps onward 
from object to object, from universe to universe, remember that 
the light from those filmy stains on the deep pure blue of heaven, 
now falling on your eye, has been traversing space for a million 
of years. Would you gather some knowledge of the omnipotetice 
of God ? weigh the earth on which we dwell, then count the 
millions of its inhabitants that have come and gone for the last 
six thoiTsand yearn. tJmte their strength into one arm, and test 
its power in an effol% to* move this earth. It could not stir it a 
single fl>Q|y^a thousand years ; and yet under the omnipotent 
hand of l^TORot a minute passes that it does not fly for more 
than a tho^and miles. But this is a mere atom; the most 
insignificant point among his innumerable worlds. At hk 
bidding, every planet, and satellite, and comet, and the sun him¬ 
self fly onward in their appointed courses. His single arm 
guides the millions of sweeping suns, and around his throne 
oirolea the great constellation of unnumbered universes. 

Would you comprehend the idea of the omniscience of God ? 
remember that the highest pinnacle of knowledge reached by the 
whole human rafoe, by the combined efforts of its brightest intel¬ 
lects, has cabled the astronomer to compute approximately the 
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perturbationa of the planetary worlds. He has predicted roughly 
the return of half a score of comets. But God b'ls computed the 
mutual perturbations of millions of suns, and planets, and comets, 
and worlds, without number, through the ages nhat are passed, 
and throughout the ages which are yet to come, not approxi¬ 
mately, but wit^ perfect and absolute precision. The universe is 
in motion, system rising above sj’^stem, cluster above cluster, 
nebula above nebula, all majestically sweeping around under the 
providence of God, who alone knows the end from the beginning, 
and before whose glory and power all intelligent beings, whether 
in heaven or on earth, should bow with humility and awe. 

Would you gain some idea of the wisdont of God ? look to the 
admirable adjustments of the magnificent retinue of planets and „ 
satellites wliicli sweep around the sun. Every globe lias been 
weighed and poised, every orbit has been measured and })ent to 
its beautiful form. All is changing, but the laws fixed by the 
wisdom of God, though they permit the rocking to and fro oi‘ the 
syscem, nevei’ introdupo tlisorder, or lead to destruction- All is 
perfect and harmonious, aud the miisic of fho spheres that burn 
and roll aiound our sim, is echoed by that of ten millions of 
moving w'f)rlds, that sing and shine around fhe bright srms that 
reign above. 

If overw’hohned with the grandeur and majesaby of the universe 
of God, we are led to exclaim with the Hebrew poet king, “ When 
I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and 
the stai's which thou hast ordained, what is man, that thou art 
mindful of him ? and the son of man that thou visitest him ?” 
If fearful that the eye of God ifiay overlook us in the iiumonsity 
of his kingdom, we have only to call to mind that other passage, 
“ Yet thou hast made him but a Mttle lower than the angels, and 
hast crowned him with glory and honemr. Thou madest him to 
have dominion over all the works of thy haaad; thou hast put all 
things under his feet.” Such are the t^chinga of the word, and 
such are the lessons of the works of God. 



APPENDIX. 
FROM THE « MECHANISM OF THE HEAVENS, 

BT BBNIfiOK OLUBTED, LL.D., PBOFESBOB OF KATUBAL lltBTOBY AKD ASTBOMOIIT 

AT YALE COLLEOE. 

THE TELESCOPE. 

HE Tdescope, as its name implies, is 
an instrument employed for viewing 
distant objects.* It aids tbe eye in 
two ways; first, by enlarging the 
visual angle under which objects 
are seen, and, secondly, by collecting 
and conveying to the eye a much, 
larger amount of the light that 

• emanates from the object, than 
would enter the naked pupil. A 
complete knowledge of the telescope 
cannot be acquired without an ac¬ 
quaintance with the science of optics; 
but one unacquainted with that sci¬ 
ence may obtain some idea of the 
leading principles of this noble 

instrument, v^^main principk is as follows : By means of the 
tdescopej we an image of a dista'iU ohjectf--<iS the moon 
for emmpley'’--eBll^hen magnify thai image hy a midroscope. 

Hie inventinj^f this noble instrument is generally ascribed to 
the great philosopher of Florence, Galileo. He had heard that 
a £^ctaole-maker of Holland had accidentally hit upon a dis- 

• From tvo Greek wordei {tdt,) far, and rMtrw {ah&peo,) to see. 
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covery, byAvhich distai^t objects might be brought apparently 
nearer; and, without farther information, he pursued the inquirj 
in order to ascertain what forms and combinations of glasses 
would produce such a result. By a very philosophical process 
of reasoning, he was led to the discovery of that peculiar form 
of the telescope which bears his name. 

Although the telesooj^ made by Galileo were no larger than 
a common glass of the kind now used on board of shij)s, yet, as 
they gave now views of the heavenly bodies, revealing the 
nioimtains and valleys of the moon, the satellites of Jupiter, and 
multitudes of stars which are invisible to the naked eye, the 
discovery was regarded with infinite delight and astonishment. 

Reflecting telescopes were first constructed by Sir Isaac Newton, 
although the use of a concave reflector, instead of an object-glass, 
to fonn the image, had been previously suggested by Gregory, an 
eminent Scottish astronomer, whose name is still employed to 
designate the Gregorian telescope. The first telescope made by 
Newton was only six inches long, and its reflector was little more 
than an inch in diameter. Notwithstanding its small dimensions, 
it performed so well, as to encourage further effoi’ts ; and this 
illustrious philosopher afterwards constructed much larger 
ijistruraents, one of which, made with his own hands, was pre¬ 
sented to the Boyal Society of London, and is now carefully 
preserved in the library of the Society. 

Newton was induced to undertake the consthiction of reacting 
telescopes, from the belief that refracting telescopes were neces¬ 
sarily limited to a very small size, with only moderate illumi¬ 
nating powers; whereas the dimenaiom and powers of the 
former admitted of being indefinitely increased. Considerable 
magnifying powers might, indeed, be obtained from refractors, 
by maldng them very long ; but the hriyhtv^ss with which tele- 
sco]")!© objects are seen, depends greatly on the dimensions of the 
beam of light which is collected by 1b,e object-glass, or by the 
miiTor, and conveyed to the eye; and therefore small object- 
glasses cannot have a very high illuminating power. The experi¬ 
ments of Newton on coloura led him to believe, that it would be 
impossible to employ large lenses in the construction of tele- 
sooi>es, since such glasses would give to the images they formed 
the colours of the rainbow. But later opficians have found 
means of correcting these imperfections, so that we are now able 
10 use object-glasses a foot or more in diameter, which give very 

Q 
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clear and bri^t images. Such instruments are called mhromatic 
telescopeS)<~^ name implying the absence of prismatio or rainbow 
colours in the image. It is, however, hs more difficult to con¬ 
struct large aohromatie tlum Urge reflecting telescopes. Very 
large pdeoes of glass can seldom be found that are sufficiently 
pure for the purpose; since every inequality in the ^btss, such 
as waves, tears, threads, and the like, repoUs it for optical pur¬ 
poses, as they distort the light, and produce confused images. 

The achromaih: telescope (that is, the refracting telescope, 
having such on object^lass as to give a colourless image) was 
invented by Dollond, a distlngai^bed London artist, about the 
year 1757. He had in his possession a quantity of gloss of a 
remarkably fine quality, which enabled him to carry his inven¬ 
tion at once to a hi^L degree of perfection. It has ever smce 
been a matter of the greatest difficulty, with the numufacturers 
of telescopes, to And pieces d glass, of a suitable quality fur 
object-gla^B, more than two or three inches in diameter. 
Hence, large achromatic telescopes are veiy expensive, being 
valued in proportion to the euleB of their diameters ; that is, if 
a telescope whose aperture (as the breadth of the object-glass is 
technically called) is .two inches, cost twenty-four pounds, one 
whose aperture is eight mches would cost one thousand live 
hundred and twenty pounds. 

Since it is so much easier to make large reflecting than large 
I'efrajj^mg tdiescopls, it may be asked, why tiie latter are ever 
attempted, and why reflectors are not exclusively employed ? 
I answer, that the achromatio tdescope, when large and well 
oonstnicted, k a nmre perfect and more durable instrument than 
the reflecting telescope. Much more d the light that falls on 
tlm mirror is absorbed than is loet in paemi^ through the objectr 
glass of a refraetcr; and hence the larger achromatic tekscopes 
afford a strongs li^t than tlm reflecting, unless the hotter are 
made of an enoxmous and unwlddy idne. M<ir60ver, the mirror 
is very liaHe to tainhh, and wiii never rcftain its fuffi lustre for 
many years together; and it is no easy matter to restore the 
lustre when onee hxqiaired. 

The three most cdetmated tdeseopes hith^to made, are 
HersdieTs forrt^td the ffrmt Jhrpat rtf motor^ and the 
still more remarkable telescope recently completed by Lord 
Boesa was a Hanoverian by birth, but settled in 
England'itt the vounger part of his life* As early aa 1774, ho 
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began to make telescojpes for his orm use ; and, dming his life, 
he made more liian four hundred, of Tarioua sizes and powers. 
Under ttie patronage crf Geoige IIL, he completed, in 1789, his 
great telescope, having a tube of iron forty feet long, and a 
speculum forty'-nine and a half indies, or more than four feet in 
diameter. Let us endeavour to form a just conception of this 
gigantic instrum«it, which we can do only by dwelling on its 
tUmensions, and comparing them with those of other objects 
with which we are familiar, as the length or height of a house, 
and tlie breadth of a hogshead. The reflector alone weighed 
nearly a ton. So large and ponderous an instranient must 
ivjquire a vast deal of machinery to work it, and to keep it 
steady ; and accordingly the frame-work surrounding it was 
formed of heavy timbers, and resembled the frame of a largo 
building. When one of the largest of the fixed stai-s, as Sirius, 
is entering the field of this telescope, its approach is armour ced 
by a bright dawn, like that which precedes the rising sun ; and 
when the star itself enters the field, the light is insupport¬ 
able to the naked eye. The planets are expanded into brilliant 
luminaries, like the moon; and innumerable multitudes of stars 
are scattered like glittering dust over the celestial vault. 

The great Borpat telescojre is of more recent construction. It 
was made by Fraunhofer, a German optician, of the greatest 
eminence, at Munich, in Bavaria, and takes its name from being 
attached to the observatory at Dorpat, in Russia. It is of much 
smaller dimensions than the great telescope of Herschel. Its 
object-glass is nine and a half inches in diameter, and its length 
fourtem feet. Although the price of this instrument was nearly 
one thousand two hundred pounds sterling, yet it is said that 
this sum barely covered the adml expenses. It weighs five 
thousand poun^, and yet is turned with, the finger. In facility 
of managemmit it has greatly the advantage of Herschel’s tele¬ 
scope. Mozeoveivithe eky of Rn^and is so .frequently unfavour* 
able for astronomic^ observation, that one hmidred good hours 
(or those in which the hlghm* powers can be used) are all that 
can be obtained in a whole year. On this account, os well as 
from the difficulty of the position of the instrument, 
Herschel estimated that it would take about six hundred years 
to obtain with it even a momentary glimpse of every part of the 
heavens. Tins remark shows that such great telesccpes are 
unsuited to the common purposes of astronomical observation. 
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Indeed) most of Herschera discoveries were made witli his BwmH 
telescopes; and although, for certain rare putposes, powers were 
applied which magnified seven thousand times, yet, in most of 
his observations, powers magnifying only two or three hundred 
times were sufficient. The Mghest power of the Dorpat telescope 
is only seven hundred, and yet the director of this matrument. 
Professor Struve, is of opinion that it is nearly or quite equal in 
quality, all things considered, to Hersohel’s forigr-feet reflector.* 

* The Inrgatt and most remarkable teleaoopa ever constructed, ts that which 
science owes to the enterprise, public spirit, and enlightened love of knowledge wiitcii 
distinguish the Earl of Koase. This noble instrument, which is erected at Parsons- 
town, in Ireland, is a r^fietting telescope. **Tho great speculum is 6 feet diameter 
51 Inches thick at the edges, and 5 inches at the centre, and its weight is about 3 
tons. Its composition is copper and tin; 126 parts of copper to 67i of tin. The 
price of the copper alone was reckoned at about £100. By grinding and polishing, Its 
thiokness was reduced about one eighth of an inch. Its focal distance is about 64 
feet. The casting of tlio speculum took place in April, 1&12, which, with all the 
multifarious operations connected with It, was accomplished without any accident, 
and with a degree of success beyond expectation. Tlie speculum has a reflocting 
surface of 407t square inches, while that of Sir W. Hensebers 40 feet telescope had 
only 18H square indies on its polished surface; so that the quantity of light reflected 
from this spoculuin is considerably more than double that of Herschel’s largest 
reflector, and it is cliiefly on the quantity of light eitlier transmitted or reflected, tiiat 
the power of telescopes to penetrate into space depends. Tlie process of grinding this 
speculum was conducted under vator, and the moving power employed was a steam- 
engine of three horse power. The substance made use of ,to wear down the surface 
was emery and water, a constant supply of these was kept between the grinder and 
the speculum. It required six weeks to grind it to a fair surface. 

“ The tube of tills telescope is 66 fret long, Including the.,speculum box, and is made 
of deal, 1 inch thick, hooped Wltii iron. On the inside, at Inteiwals of 8 feet, there are 
rings of iron, 3 incites in depth, and 1 Inch broad, for the purpose of strcngtlioning 
the sides. The diameter of tbo tube is 7 feet. It is flxod to mason-work in the ground, 
to a largo universal hinge; which altews it to turn in all directions. At 12 feet 
distance on each side, n wall is built, 72 feet long, 48 high on the outer side, and 66 on 
tlie Inner, the walls being 24 feet distance from each other, and lying exactly In the 
meridional lino. When dlreoted to thb soutli, the tube may he loweredtlll it becomes 
almost hoi iaontal; hut when pointed to the nortli, it only falls till it is p.'irallel to the 
earth’s axis, pointing then to the pole of the heavens. Its latond movements take 
place only from wall to wall: and tills commkihis a view for Imlf^an-hour on 
side of the meridian; that is, the whole of its motion from.east to west is limited to 
15 degrees. It is ultimately Intended to connect with the tuhivcnd galleries, 
nmchtnery which shall give an automaton movement, so that the telescope sliall be 
used os an eqnntoriBl instrument The tube and speculum, iiududiug the bed on 
which the speculum rests, weigh about 16 tons. 

“ The tolesaipe rests on a nnivemal joint, placed on rosisonrj* about 8 feet below 
tlio ground, and it iS elevated and depressed by a chain and Windlass; and though It 
w^ghs 15 tolls, the instrument is raised byatwo men wlU» great facility. Of course 
it is oounlerpcdsed in evmy direction. Tlw ohsorvor, when at work, stands in one of 
four galleries, the three highest of which are drawn out from the western wall, while 
the fourth, or lowest, has for its base an elevating platform, along the horirontal 
surfeco of whldi a gallery slides from waU to wall, by machinery within the ohserver’a 
readi, but which a child may work. When the telescope Is directed to an oi^ect near 
the xenltb, the observer stands st an elevation at least 60 fret above the ground. The 
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Still further improvements, however, have since greatly 
increased the power of this remarkable astronoxoical instrument, 
and chiefly by the combination of the Le Maareaii, with the New¬ 
tonian principle. Sir James South illustrates the value which 
such an improvement would ^ve, in the following remarks on 
Lord Bogse’s Telescope :—“ Thus the difliculty of cons|xucting a 
Newtonian telescope, of dimensions never before contemplated, 
is completely overcome ; but to render the part on which I am 
about to enter more generally intelligible, let me say, that the 
Newtonian telescope is composed of a large concave speculum, 
of a small flat speculum, aud of an eye-glass. The large concave 
speculum lies in the closed end of the tube, at right angles to 
the tube’s axis. The small flat speculum is placed near the 
open end of the tube in its centre, but at half right angles 
with the tube; whilst the eye-glass (a hole for the purpose being 
pierced in the tube’s side) is fixed opposite the centre of the flat 
speculum. The rays from the object to which the telescope is 
directed faU ou the large concave speculum, are reflected from 
It into a point called the focus, in which the image of the 
object is formed; this image falls on the flat speculum, and is 
reflected from it to the eye-glass, by which it becomes magnified, 
and enters the observer’s eye. But only a part of the light 
which falls on the large concave speculum is reflected on the 
small speculum ; and again, only a part of that which falls from 
the largo speculum on the small one, is reflected from the latter 
to the eye-glass. Newton, to avoid the loss of light by the 
second refleotion, proposed the substitution of a glass prism 
for the stmill flat speculum; but from some difficulties which 
have attended its use, it has (perhaps too hastily) been laid 
aside. 

In 1728, Le Haire presented to the AcadtSmie des Sciences 
the plan of a reflecting telescope in which the use of the small 
fiat speculum was. suppressed; for by ^ving thd large concave 
speculum a little incluudiion, he threw the.image formed in its 
focus near to one side of the tub^ where an eye-glass magnifying 
it, the observer viewed it, his hack at the time being turned 

» ' ' > 

engraving represents onljr the upper part of the tube of the teleaoope, atwhidi fiie 
observer stands When meldng his observatloas; and as the telescope Is «t present at' 
theMewtonian constnictton, he looks la at mettf^r part of the sidh oftlie great tube; 
but it la Intended to throw seide the plane speeuloffi, and to adopt the .ftimtview; 
when the observer will loolr directly dmtn the tube on the image formed 1^ the great 
•peoulum." 
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toTvar^ tke object in the heavens; tkue the light lost in the 
Newtoniaai telescope by the second reEflec%«i was saved. 

No one, howev^, B»eams to have availed himself of this form 
of constmetion tfll 1770,* when HOTBehel, with a ten-feet reflector, 
tried it, and rejected it. In 1784, he again tried it with a twenty- 
feet refleetor, but again abandoned it. In 1788 he adopted it, 
eulogised it very much, among other advantages, for giving 
almost double the of the Newtonian construction, and called 
it ‘ the front view.’ SubBeqneatJty to this period all' his twenty- 
feet telesGOpeS) aa well as his forty*>feet tefeaccf^e, were constructed 
as Le Maireans. 

“The excess of light, however, m very much overrrated by 
Sir W. Herschel; for experiments since made indicate that the 
diameter of the Newtonian telescope must be -increased about 
one-flfth only to obtain equal light with one of the Le Mairean 
construction. 

“ That we might have a practical proof of the advantages of 
the light of the Le Mairean construction, the three feet Newtonian 
o£ twenty-seven feet fecus, which stands in the demesne by the side 
of the LeviathaJ3, was temporarily fitted up as a Le Mairean. 
State of the first magnitude were seen, not well defined, as 
in the Newtonian feum of the instrument; but the superiority 
of the Le Mairean, where a large quantity of Hght was required, 
was most decided. The small pole-star, was as bright as a star 
of the fourth magnitude when seem in an eight feet a>chromatic of 
three and three quarter inches aperture. The dumb-bell nebulee, 
or 27 of Messier, was resolved clusters of stairs in a manner 
never before seen with it. The annular nebulm df Lyra, brilliant 
beyond what it had ever yet appeared, was smmwmded by stars 
too bright to escape immediate notice, although neither the 
dumb-bell nebulas nor the annular nebulm had mor4 than fifteen 
degrees of altitude when Z placed the telescope cm them. 

** On the ISth of Martdi, when the moon was seven days and 
a half old, I never saw her ui^umxBted disc so beautifully, nor 
her mountains so temptingly mecumreaMe. On my first looking 
into the telescope, a star of about the- seventh magnitude was 
some minutes of a degree distant from the moon’s dark limb. 
Seeing that its occuliatimi by the moon was inevitable, as it was 
the first oecultaiioiai which been observed by that telescope, 
||9||ras anjxfeus that it should be observed by its noble maker; 
Hli very much do 1 regret that, through kindness towards me. 
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he would not accede to my wish; for the stai^ instead of disafH 
l)eariiig the moment the mooa'aedge camem contact with it^ 
apparently glided on the moon’s dadk ^kce^ as if it had been 
seen through a trsuuqparent moon, or as if the star between 
me and the moom It remained on the moon’s du»k nearly two 
seconds of tkoe, and then mstan% disappeared, at lOh. 9m. 
39*723. sidereal time^ I have seen apparent projection of a 
stm* on the moon's face several times, but from the great bril* 
liancy of the star, tlna was the most beautiful I ever saw,” Sir 
James South thus proceeds to compare the great talesec^pes^ 

“ The cmly telescopes, in point of size, eomparadde ydih Lord 
Bosse's tliree feet ^ William Hesschel’s twenty 
feet and forty feet Le Mairean's. The twenty feet had a speculum 
of 18*8 indies diametm*, and the fotrty feet one of four feet. 

“ The Le Mairean of 18^8 inches diameter, in point of light is. 
equal to a Newtonian of 224- indies diameter. 

“ The Le Hairean of four feet diameter is equal to a Newtonian 
of 57tv inches. 

“ The Le Mairemi of three feet, is equal to a Newtonian of 
43 inches. 

“ And the Le Mairean of six feet is equal to a Newtonian of 
86 inebea 

“ By substituting, then, the Le Mairean form for the New* 
tonian, the present three feet Newtonian will be made as effective 
as if it were 43 indbes diameter, and the six feet as if it were 
86 inches in diamd;^; or the quantity of light in each telescope, 
after the altemtioii, will be, to its present bight, as seven to five 
nearly, or almost Imlf as mudh ^igain as it imw W. 

’’ Seeing, then, that the ehan^ from the Newtonian to tlie Lc 
Mairean construction will be attended with sneh an accession of 
light, LordBosae, ha'daigddai!minedgeomet]ieapy/&efon^ of 
the curve requisite^ to pnodoce with it a di^Smtion of objects 
equal to that which each of the telesi^pes at present gives, is 
devising mechanic^ measf for producing it.” 

It is not. generally understood in what way greatness, of size 
in a telescope increases its powers j and it conveys but an imper¬ 
fect idea of the excellence of a telescope to tell how much it 
magnifies. In the same zmtrument, an increase of magnifying, 
power is always attended trith a diininiztion of the light, and of 
the field of view. Hence, the lower powers generally, afford the 
most agreeable views, because they give the cleared' bl^tsad, 
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take the largetfi; space. Ihe several circumstances which 
iafluetiee the qualities of a telescope are illummatmg power, 
isagiufymg power, distinctaess, and held Of view. Large mirmrs 
Ehd latge ohjectrglasses are superior to ffiualler ones, because 
they coileet a larger beam of light, and transmit it to the eye. 
Stars which are invisible to the naked eye are rendered visible 
by the telescope, because this instrument ooUects and conveys 
to the eye a h^ge beam of the few rays which emanate from the 
stars ; whereas a beam of these rays of only the diameter of the 
pfupil the eye, would afford too little hght for distinct vision. 
Li this particular, large telescopes have great advantages over 
small onea ^e great minror of HersdliePs forty feet reflector 
collect and conveys to the eye a beam more than four feet in 
diameter. The Borpat^ telescope also transmits to the eye a 
beam nine and a half indies in diameter. This seems snudl, in 
comparison with the reflector; but much less of the light is lost 
on passing through the glass than is absorbed by the mirror, and 
the miiTor is very liable to be clouded or tarnished; so that 
there is not so great a difference in the two inatraments, in 
regard to illuminating power, as might be supposed from the 
difierence of suse. 

DU^inetnea of vi&a is all-impcnrtant to the performance of an 
instrument. Ihe object may be sufficiently bright, yet, if the 
Image is distorted; or ill-d^ned, the illumination is of little 
consequence. This property dep^ds mainly on the skill with 
which all the imperfeotioiis of flgure and c<dcur in the glass or 
mirror are corrected, and can enlst in perfeettOn only when the 
image is r^idered completely achromatic, and when ^ the rays 
that proceed from each point in the cl^ect are ecffiected into 
corresponding points of the image, unaecoS^Muiied by any other 
rays. IHstinetness is very much affikdnd by thesstaxdtneas of 
the Instrument. Every one kne^ hciwinffistinct apage becomes 
when a book is pass^ rapidly backwards and forwards before 
the ^es, and hciw diflSicult it is tO^read in a carriage in rapid 
motimi on a rough road. 

is another important consideration. The finest 
instruments dkhibit the^ moon, for ^exampli^ not only bright and 
distmo^ in aE its pacta; but they take in the whole disc at once; 
wherens ^c inMcr vizwtrnmants, when the highei' powers 
e8paisiii%m applied, permit ns to see only k small part of the 
moon at anos. ‘ 
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Some states ot the weattier, even when the sky is clear, are 
far more favourable for astronomical observations than others. 
After sudden changes of temperature in the atmosphere, the 
medium is usmally very unsteady. If the sun shines out worm 
after a cloudy season, the ground first becomes heated, and the 
air that is nearest to it is expanded, and rises, while the colder air 
descends, and thus ascending and descending currents of air, 
mingling together, create a confused and wavy medium. The 
same cause operates when a current of hot air rises from a 
chimney ; and hence the state of the atmosphere in cities and 
large towns is very imfiivouralde to the astronomer on this 
account, as well as on accoimt of the smoky condition in which 
it is usually found. After a long season of dry weather also the 
air becomes smoky, and unfit for observation. Indeed, tbggy, 
misty, or smoky air, is so prevalent in some countries, that only 
a very few times in the whole year can be found, which are 
entirely suited to observation, especially with the higher powers; 
for we must recollect that these iuequalitleB and imperfections 
are magnified by telescopes as well as the objects themselves. 
Thus, as I have already mentioned, not more than one hundred 
good hours in a year could be obtained for observation with 
Herschel’s great telescope. By good houi’s, Herschel meaiis that 
the sky must be very clear, the moon absent, no twilight, no 
haziness, no violent wind, and no sudden change of temperature. 
As a general fact, the warmer climates enjoy a much finer 
sky for the astrcpiomer than the colder, having many more clear 
evenings, a shoid; twilight, and less change of temperature. 
The watery vapour of the atmoi^here also is more perfectly 
dissolved in hot than in cold air, and tiiie more water air contains 
provided it is in a state of perfect solution, clearer it is. 

A certain f^reparati&n of ike oheerver Mmedf k also requisite 
for the nicest observations with the telescope. He must be free 

dll agitation, and the eye must not ree^ly have been 
exposed to a strong Ught, which contracts the pupil of the eye. 
Indeed, for delicate observations, the observer should remain for 
some time beforehand Iua dark room, to let the pupil of the eye 
dilate. By this means, it will be enabled to a<Wt a laxgmr 
number of the rays of light.> In^oending the stairs of an obser* 
vatory, visitors frequently get out of breath, and having perhaps 
recently emerged firom a strongly lighted apartment, the eye is 
not in a favourable state for observation. Under these disad* 
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vantages, tbey take a Imsty lodk into the telescope, and it is so 
wonder that disappointment nsnaUy follows. 

Want of stea^ness is a great diflcnlty attending the nsc of 
the highest magmiiers; for the motions of tiie instrument are 
raagnified as well as the ohjeet. Hence, in the stnictui'e of 
observatories, the greatest pains is requisite, to avoid all tremor, 
and to give to the instrumaits all possible steadiness ; and the 
same cai'e is to be exercised by observers. In the more refined 
observations, <mly one or two pers<ms ought to be near the 
instrument. 

In general, low fowero afford better views of the heavenly 
bodies than very high magnifi^ers. It may be thought absurd to 
recommend the use of low powers, in I'espect to large instruments 
especially, since it is commonly supposed that the advantage of 
large instruments is, that they will bear high magnifying powers. 
But this is not their only, nor even their principal advantage. A 
good light and large field are qualities, for most purpose^ more im- 
portantthan great magnifying power; and it must be borne in mind 
that as we increase the magnifying power in a given mstiument, 
we diminish both the illumination and the field of view. Still, 
dlfierent objects require different magnifying powers; and a 
telescope is usually furnished with several varieties of powers, 
one of which is best fitted, for viewing, the mocm, another for 
Jupiter,, and a still higher power for Saturn. Comets require 
only the lowest magnifiers; for here, our object is4o command 
as much light, and as large a fiqld as possible,^ while it avails 
little to increase the dimen^ons of the ^bjfeck On the odier 
hand, for certain double stars (stars wldch appear single to the 
naked eye, but double to the telescope), we require very high 
magnifiers, in order to separate these minute objects so far from 
each other that the interval emr be dwtinctly seen. Whenever 
we exhibit celestial objects to mexperieiuiod observers, it is usual 
to precede the view with good drawings of the objcMcts, accom¬ 
panied by an explanation of what eaeh appearance, exhibited in 
the telesoope, uklfieate^ The novipe is told that mountains and 
valleys can be seen in the moon the old of the tdbscope; but, 
on looking, he sees a confused mass of light and shade, and 
nothing. wMch loqks to him like either mountains or valleys. 
Had his atteniicm heen previously directed to a plain draw- 
11^ of the moQ% and each particidar appearance Inteipreted to 
him, he would then have looked through the telescope with 
iutelj^ence and satisfaction. 
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An observatory is a structure fitted up expressly for astrono¬ 
mical observations, and furmsbed “with suitable mstrumerits for 
that purpose. 

The two moat celebrated observatories hitherto built are those 
of Tycho Bralie, and of Greenwich. The observatory of Tycho 
Brahe was constructed at the expense of the King of Denmark, 
in a style of royal magnificence, and cost no less than two 
himdrild thousand crowns. It was situate^ on the island of 
Hueima, at the entrance of the Baltic, and was called XJraniburg, 
or the palace of the skies. 

Before giving an account of Tycho^s observatory, it will be 
useful to relate a few i)articulars respecting this great astronomer 
himself. 

Tycho Brahe wa» of Swedi^ descent, and of noble family ; but 
having received' his education at the University of Copenhagen, 
and spent a large part of his life in Deinnark, he is usually con¬ 
sidered a Dane, and quoted as a Danish astronomer. He was 
bom in the year 1546. When he was about fourteen years old, 
there happened a gr^t eclipse of the sun, wMeh awrdeened in 
him a high interest, especially when he saw how accurately all 
the circiunstances of it answered to the prediction with which 
he had been before made acquainted. Be was immediately 
seized with an irresistihle passion to acquire a knowledge of the 
science whi(& couM. so suoeesflfiilly lift veil of futurity. His 
friends had destined him $bft the prolusion of law, and, ft*om the 
superior talmts of which he gave early promise, added to the 
advantage of powerful fkmily Connexions, they had marked out 
for him a distinguished career in public life. They therefore 
endeavoured to discourage liim ftom pursuing a path which 
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they 4^]X).ed so much less glorious, and vainly sought, by vaiioua 
means, to ejctiuguish the zeal for asti'onomy which was kiudled 
in his youthful bosom. Despising all the attractions of a court, 
he contracted an alliance wilih a peasant girl, and in the peaceful 
retirement of domestic life desired no happier lot than to peruse 
the grand volume which the nocturnal heavens displayed to his 
enthusiastic imagination. He soon established his fame os one 
of tlie greatest astronomers of the age, and monarchs did homage 
to his genius. The King of Denmark became his munificent 
patron, and James I., Krug of England, when he went to Den¬ 
mark to complete his mariiage with a Danish princess, passed 
eight days with Tycho in his observatory, and, at his departure, 
addressed to the astronomer a Latin ode, accompanied with a 
magnificent present. He gave him also his royal license to print 
Ilia works in England, and added to it the following complimen¬ 
tary letter:—^“Nor ami acquainted with these things on the 
relation of others, or from a mere perusal of your works, but' 1 
have seen them with my own eye8,a>*d heard them with my own 
ears, in your own residence at XJraniburg, during the various 
learned and agreeable conversations which I there held with you, 
which even now affect my nund to such a degree, that it is diffi¬ 
cult to decide whether 1 recollect them with greater pleasure 
or admiration.'* Admiring disciples also crowded to this 
sanctuary of tlie sendees, to acquire a knowledge of the 
heavens. 

The observatory consisted of a main building, which was 
square, each side being sizty feet, and of large wings in the form 
of round towers. The wh(de was executed in a Style of great 
magnificence ; and Tycho, who was a nobleman by descent, 
gratified his taste for splendour and ornament by giving to every 
part of the structure an air of the most finished elegance. Kor 
were the instruments with which it was furnished less magni¬ 
ficent than the buildings. They were vastly larger than had 
before been employed in the survey of the heavens, and many of 
them were adoimed with costly pmaments. One of Tycho's 
large and splendid instruments hia astronomical quadrant, 
on one side of vfhiah was fibred a repr^ntation of the astro¬ 
nomer and hia assiati^ta in the nddst their instrument^ and 
intently.eigaged In making and recording observations. The 
des<nipl30|i^ this instrument, furnished by his contemporaries, 
courts Wtts a striking idea of the magnificmice of his arrange- 
meuTB, and of the extent of his operations. 
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Here Tycho sat ia state, clad ill the robes of nobility, and 
supported throughout his establishment the etiquette due to his 
rank. His observations were more numerous than all that had 
ever been made before, and they were carried to a degree of 
accuracy that is astonishing, when we consider that they were 
made without the use of the telescope, which was not yet 
invented. 

Tycho carried on his observations at XJraniburg for about 
twenty years, during which time he accumulated an immense 
store of accurate and valuable fisicts, which afforded the ground¬ 
work of the discovery of the great laws of the solar system 
established by Kepler. 

But the high marks of distinction which Tycho enjoyed, not 
only from his own sovereign, but also from foreign potentates, 
provoked the envy of the courtiers of his royal patron. They 
did not, indeed, venture to make tibieir attacks upon him while 
his generous patron was living; but the king was no sooner 
dead, and succeeded by a young monarch, who did not feel the 
same interest in protecting and encouraging this great ornament 
of the kingdom, than his envious foes carried into execution 
their long-meditated plot for his into. They represented to the 
young king that the treasury was exliausted, and that it was 
necessary to retrench a number of pensions, which had been 
granted for useless purposes, and in particular that of Tycho, 
which, they maintained, ought to be conferred upon some person 
capable of rendering greater services to the state. By these 
means they succeeded in depriving him of his support, and he 
was compelled to withdraw to the hospitable mansion of a Mend 
in Germany. Here he became known to the Emperor, who 
invited him to Prague, where, with an ample stipend, he resumed 
his labours. But, though surrounded with aff^iouate Mends 
and admiring disdipl^, he was still an exile in a foreign laud. 
Although his country had been base in its ingratitude, it was 
yet the land which he lov^d; the scene of his earliest affection; 
the theatre of his scientific glory. These foeltogs continually 
preyed upon his mind, and his unsettled spirit was ever hovering 
among his native mountains. In this condition he was attadeed 
by a disease of the most painfod kind; and though its agotosing 
paroxysms had lengthened intermissions, yet he saw that death 
was appj’oaching. He implored his pupils to persevere to their 
scientific labours; he conversed with Kepler cm some of the 
profoundest points of astronomy; ‘and with these setular occu- 
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patious he xzdngled ifi^uent acts of piety and devotion. In 
tMs ha|^y oondi^on he expired} 'without pain, at the age of 
hffcy-fiye.* 

The obaervatozy at Gieenwidi was not built until a hundred 
years after tl«at of Tyeho BrahO} namely, in 1676. !{%e great 
interests of the Erittsh nation, which are involved in navigation, 
constituted the ruling motive with the government to lead their 
aid in erecting and maintsinmg this obaervatory. 

The site of the ohnwrvatory at Ozeenwich is on a commanding 
eminence £a.ckig the xiver Thames, hve miles east of the central 
parts of Londm. Bedng'^part of a royal park, the ndighboriring 
grounds are in no danger of being occupied by buildings, so as 
to obstruct the prospect. It is also in full view of the shipping 
on the Thames ; and, aeoording to a idxnding regulaticm, at the 
instant c«f one o’dodkc, every day, a hi^e ball is dropped from 
the top of a staff on the observatory, as a signal to the com¬ 
manders of vessels for regulating their chronometers. 

The buildings comprise a series of rooms, of sufficient number 
and extent to accommodate the different instrum^ts, the inmates 
of the establishment, and tire l^raryand on the top is a cele¬ 
brated camera obsemra, exhildting a. moat distmet and perfect 
picture of the grand and xmiivalled scenery which this eminence 
commands. 

This establisliment, by the aomiraey and extent of its observn- 
tiems, has contributed more titan all ether institutions to perfect 
the scioace of astronomy.. 

To preside over and direct tins great Institution, a num of the 
hipest eaunenee in the science is appoiiifced by the govmiment, 
with the title of Aatrmums^r Boyd, He is paid an am;de salary, 
with the understanding that he is to devote himself exclusively 
to the Imtiness of the obsenrat'Cey. The aBtronomers ro3ral of 
the Gre^wich obsmmtory, from !^e time of its first estabHsh- 
xnSnt ia 1676, to the present time, immimisstitated a senes of the 
proudest names of wMdi Bcituh science can boast. 

Six awiistantB, besides infnior labonrm, are const^tly in 
attendance; and the busmess of making and recordiz^ observa¬ 
tions is conducted with the utmost syrtem and order. 

The great cb^edts to be attaiBed in the omistructicm of an 
ebservatory are,ts eoiiaiiimndlng and unobstructed view of the 
heavens; freedom feom causes that affect the trane^^amioy and 
uaifiwui stato of the atmosphere, sudh as fires, smoke, or marshy 

• firc'n'Ster’a lAte of Newton 
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gi’ounds; mechanical &ciiities for the management of instro- 
ments, and especially every precaution, tlmt is necessary to secure 
perfect steadiness. This last consideratiQn is one of the greatest 
importance, particularly in the use of very large magnMers ; for 
�we must recollect, that any motioii in tlm,instrument is magnified 
by the full power of the ^ass, and gives a proportional unsteadi¬ 
ness to the object. A situation is, therefore, selected as remote 
as po.ssible from public roasds (for even the piWMslng of carriages 
would give a tremulous motion to the ground, which would be 
sensiHe in large instruments), and structures of solid masonry 
are commenced deep €»iough m the ground to be unaffected 
frost, and built up to the iKjight required, without any comiexion 
with the other parts of the buUding. Many observatories are 
fiirnished with a moveable dome for a roof, capable of revolving 
on rollers, so that instruments penetratiag through the roof 
may bo easily brought to bear upon any point, at or near the 
zenitli. 

It will not, perhaps, be desired that I should go into a minute 
description of all the varioi:n instruments that are used in a 
well-constructed observatory. Nor is this necessary, since a 
very large proportion of all astronotideal observadons are taken 
on the meridian, by means of the transit instrument and clock. 
When a body, in its diurnal revoludon, comes to the meridian, 
it is at its highest point above the horizon, and is then least 
affected by refraction and parallax. This, then, is the most 
favouraHe position for taking observatiems upon it. Moreover, 
it is peculiarly easy to take observadons on a body when in this 
mtuation. Hence the transit instrum^it and clodk; are the most 
important members of an astronomic^ observatory, and some 
account eff these instruments becomes indispensable. 

The tramit instrwmmt is a telescope whic^ is fixed permanently 
in the meridian, aiid moves only in that It can, therefore, 
be BO directed, as to observe the passage of a star across the 
meridian at any aldtude. The accompanying graduated circle 
enables the observer to get the instrument at any required 
altitude, corresponding tO' the known altitade at which the body 
to be ebs^ervo*. crosses tjbe meridian. Or it may be used to 
measure the altitude of a bo^ or its xenidr distance, at the 
time of its meridian paasajg^ Hear the eircle may be seen a 
spmtdevd, which serves to show when the axis is exnotly on a 
level with the horizon. The frame-woik is made of solid metal 
(usually brass), evex^thing beiuji arranged with xefisrenco to 
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keeping the instrument perfectly steady. It stands on screws^ 
which not only afford a steiuiy support, but are useful for 
adjusting the instniment to a perfect level. The transit instru¬ 
ment is sometimes fixed immoveably to a solid foundation, as a 
pillar of stone, which is built up firom a depth in the ground' 
below the reach of frost. When enclosed in a building, as 
in an observatory, the stone pillar is carried np separate from 
the walls and floors of the building, so as to be entirely free from 
the agitations to which they are liable. 

The use of the transit instrument is to show the precise instant 
when a heavenly body is on the meridian, or to measure the 
time it occupies in crossing the meridian. The astronomical 
dock is the constant companion of the transit instrument. This 
clock is BO regulated as to keep exact i>ace with the stars, and, 
of course, with the revolution of thd earth on its axis : that is, 
it is reflated to sidereal time. It measures the irrogress of a 
star, indicating an hour for every fifteen degrees, and twenty- 
four hours for the whole period of the revolution of the star 
Sidereal time commences when the vernal equinox is on the 
meridian, just as solar time commences when the sun is on the 
meridian. Hence the hour by the sidereal clock has no corres¬ 
pondence with the hour of the day, but simply indicates how 
lor^ it is since the equinoctial point crossed the meridian. For 
example, the clock of an observatory points to three hours and 
twenty minutes; this may be in the morning, at noon, or any 
other time of the day,—^for it merely shows that it is three hom*s 
and twenty minutes since 4lie equinox was on the meridian. 
Hence, when a star is on the meridian, the dock itself shows- 
its right ascension, which, it will be recollected, is the angular 
distance measured on the equiimctial, from the point of inter¬ 
section of the ecliptic and equinoctial, ckUed the vernal equinox, 
reckoning fifteen degrees for every hour, and a proportional 
number of degrees and minutes for a less period. I have before 
remarked, that a very large portion of all astronomical observa¬ 
tions are taken when the bodies, are on the meridian, by means 
of the transit instrument and clock. 

Having now described these ihMruments, I will next explain 
the manner of using them for different observations. Anything - 
becomes a measure of time which divides duration equally. The 
eqiunoctial, therefore, is peculiarly adapted to this purpose^ since, 
in the daily revoluti<ma of the heavens, equal portions of the 
equinoctial pass undmr the meridian in equal times.. The only 
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(Ufficultj Ib, to ascertain the amount of these portions for fpven 
intervals. Now, the clock shows us exactly tins amount; for, 
when regulated to sidereal time (as it easily may be), the hour- 
hand keeps exact pace with the efquator, revolving once on the 
dial-plate of the clock while the , equator turns once by the 
revoluticm of the earth. The stune is truci also, of all the small 
circles of diurnal revolution ; they all turn exactly at the samo 
rate as the equinoctial, and a star situated anywhere between 
the equator and the pole will move in its diurnal circle along 
with the clock, in tlie same manner as though it were in the 
equinoctial. Hence, if we note the interval of time between the 
passage of any two stars, as shown by the clock, we have a 
measure of the number of degrees by which they are distant from 
each other in right ascension. Hence we see how easy it is to 
take ai’cs of right ascension ; the tonsit instrument shows when 
a body is on the meridian ; the clqck indicates how long it is 
since the vernal equinox passed it, which is the right ascension 
itself; or it tells the difference of right ascension between any 
two bodies, simply by indicating the difference in time between 
their periods of passing the meridian. Again, it is easy to take 
the declination of a body when on the meridian. By declination, 
tlie reader will recollect, is meant the distance of a heavenly 
body from the equinoctial; the same, indeed, as latitude on the 
earth. Wlien a star is passing the meridian, if^ on the instant 
of crossing the meridian wire of the telescope, we take its dis¬ 
tance from the north pole (which may readily be done, because 
the position of the jwlo is always known, being equal to the 
latitude of the place), and subtract this distance from ninety 
degrees, the remainder will be the distance from the equator, 
which is the declination. It will be asked, why we take this 
indirect method of finding the declination 3 Why we do not 
rather take the distance of the star from the equinoctial at once ? 
I answer, that it is easy to pilnnt an instrum^rt to the north 
pole, and to ascertain its exact position, and, of coui'sc, to 
measure any distance from il on the meridian; while, as there 
is nothing to mark the exact situation of the equinoctial, it is 
not so easy to take direct lUeasurementB from it. When w© 
have thus determined the sitnafion of a heavenly body, with 
respect' to two great circles at ngnt angles with each other, as 
in '^e preimut case, the distance of a body from the equatbr and 
from the equinoctial colure, or that meridian which pass^ 
through the vernal equinox, we know its relative position in the 

B 
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Iwavesis j and wheie we- !have thus determan^d tlie relative posi¬ 
tions of idl the stars, we may lay them down on a niap or a 
�^lobe, exactly as wo do places on the* earth, hy means of their 
Altitude and longitude.. 

The foregoii^ is only a specimen of the various uses of the 
transit urntraineut^. in ^ding the relative places of the heavenly 
bodies. Another use of Him excellent instrument is, to regulate 
our clocks and watches. By an obsei'A^ation with the transit 
instrument, wo find when, the sun’s centre is on the meridian. 
This is the exact time of apparent noon. But watches and clocks 
usually keep meaa^ time^ and therefore, in order to set our time¬ 
piece by the transit instrument, we must apply to the apparent 
time of noon the equaiion of time, as is explained in the next 
^lapter. 

A nooTirmark may easily be made by the aid of the transit 
instrummit. A window sUl is frequentiy selected as a suitable 
place for the mark, advantage being taken of the shadow pro¬ 
jected upon it by tlie perpendicular casing of the window. Lot 
an assistant stand, with a nile laid on the line of shadow, and 
with a knife ready to mark, the instant when the obse^er at the 
transit instrument announces that the centre of the sun is on the 
meridiim. By a concerted signal, as the stroke of a bell, the 
inhaHtants of a tovm may all fix a. noon-mark from the same 
observation. If the signal be given on one of the days when 
apparent time and mean time become equal to each other, as on 
the twenty-fourth of December,, no equation of tim^ is required. 

As a noon-mark is convenient for regulating time-pieces, I will 
point out a method of making one,, which may be practised with¬ 
out the aid of the telescope. Upon a smooth, level plane, fireely 
exposed to the sun, with a pair df compasses describe a circle. 
In the centre, wheare the leg of the o!nn|iiaases, stood, ei'eot a 
perpendicnlar wire of such a length, thnt the. terminatiou of its 
shai^w shall fall upon the circumierenee of the circle at some 
hcmr before noon, as about ten o’clock. I^Iake a smaE dot at the 
point wbei*e the end of the shadow*faUs upon the oird^ and do 
the same, wh^ it fells upon it again in the afternoon. Take a 
point half-way betv^en these two pmnts, and &om It draw a line 
to the centre, and it will be a. true merii^aa linsA. The direction 
of thin Bne would be the: some^ whether it were, made in iHie 
summer or in the. winterbut It is expedumt. to draw, it about 
the fifbe^th of for then the ^ha4ow alters Its length most. 
rBpi<lly; imd the moiaent of ita crossiug. the wire will be more 
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definite, tlian in the tidnter. At this time df year, also, the sua 
and clock agree, or are together, as more fahy eiplamad in the 
next chapter j vrhereas, at other times of the year^ the time of 
noon, as indicated by a common clock, 'wronld not agree with that 
indioated by the »im. If the upper end of the wire is flattened, 
and a small hole is made in it, tteagh whidi the sun may shine, 
the instant when tliis Inight spot falls iipon the circle will he 
better defined than the termination of the shAdfiw. 

Another important instrument of the observatory is the mural 
cirde. It is a graduated circle, usually of very large size, fixed 
pemiauenlly in the plane of the meridian, and attached firmly to 
a perpendicular waJl; and on its centre is a telescope/^widj?!!! 
�devolves along with it, and is easily brought to hear on aity 
object in any point in tho meridian. It is made of large size, 
sometimes twenty feet in diameter, in order that very small 
angles may be measured on its limb; for it is obvious that a 
small angle, as one second, will be a larger ipace on the limb 6f 
an instrument, in proportion as the instrument itself is larger. 
The vertical circle usually connected with the transit instrument, 
may indeed be employed for the same purposes as the miural 
circle, namely, to measure arcs of the meridian, as meridijm 
altitudes, zenith distances, north polar distances, and decliQa» 
tions; but as that circle must necessarily be small, and therefore 
incapable of measuring very nd&ttte angles, the mural circle is 
particularly useful in measuxing theiM important arcs. It is very 
difficult to keep so large afi ihafritment perfectly steady; and 
therefore it is attached to a massive wall of solid masonry, and 
is hence called a mured cirds^ firoln Latin word murus^, which 
signifies a wall. 

Every expedient iis mapicyed to give the instrument firmness 
of parts and steadindpt cf pocdlicm. ' catid.lt' is df sotid meta., 
usually of brass, amiil ^atrenigldieKiied mxmerpus radii, which 
keep it from waxpintg! ^ bendi&g; and these aze made in the 
form of hollow cones, hOeaiiBa that is the %tire which unites in 
the highest degrte and atrmigib. On the rim of the 
instrument is a microseope. is attached to a micrometer,--* 
a dedicate piece of apparatnsl, ttsed for reading the minute sub* 
divisions of angles; for, alter dividing the limb of the instrumeid 
as minutely as possible, it wiH 'then be nece«>ary to magnify 
those divisions wlthihe microscope, and subdivide each of these 
parts with the micrometer. Thus, if we have a mural <mrcle 
twenty feet in diameter, and of course nearly dxty-three feet in 
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circtim:^reuee, since there nre twenty<>one thousand and six 
hundred nunutes in the v/hole circle, we shall find, by calcula¬ 
tion, that one minute would occupy, on the limb of such an 
instrument, only about one thirtieth of an inch, and a second, 
only one eighteen hundredth of an inch. We could not, there¬ 
fore, hope to carry the actual divisions to a greater degree of 
minuteness than minutes ; but each of these spaces may again be 
subflivided into seconds by the micrometer. 

From these statements, the reader will acquire some hunt idea 
of the extreme dificulty of making perfect astronomical instru¬ 
ments, especially where they are intended to measure such minute 
angles Its one second. Indeed, the art of constructing astrouuiu ic <il 
instruments is one which requires such refined mechanical genius, 
—so superior n mind to devise, and so delicate a hand to execute, 
—that the most celebrated instrument-makers take rank with 
the most distinguished astronomers ; supplying, as they do, the 
means by which only the latter are enabled to make thc'jc gicat 
discoveries. Astronomers have sometimes made their oun 
telescopes ; but they have seldom, if ever, possessed the i*efined 
maiiual skill which is requisite for graduating delicate instru¬ 
ments. 

Lord Omtf 
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The reader who has hitherto been conversant only with the 
many hue and sentimental things which the poets have sung 
respecting Old Time, will, perhaps find some difiicnlty in bringing 
do^vn his mind to the calmer consideration of what time really 
is, and according to what different standards it is measured for 
different purposes. He will not, however, I think, find the 
subject even in our matter-of-fact and unpoetical way of treating 
it, altogether uninteresting. What, then, is time ? Time is a 
meamred portion of ind^mite dutfKtion. It consists of equal 
poitions cut off from eternity, as a line on the sur&ce of the 
earth is separated from the contiguous portions which constitute 
a great circle of the sphere, by applying to it a two-foot scale; or 
as a few yards of cloth are tueasuxe(|, of unknown 
or indefinite extent. •' ' 

Any thing, or any event which taltes place at equal intervals, 
may become a measure of time. jEhus, the pulsations of the 
wrist, the flowing of a given quantity of sand from one vessel to 
another, as in an hqnx^glass, ''^ of, a pendulum, and the 
revolution of a stsjiv &ve been seventy employed as measures 
of time. But ths great stsftniai^ of tiine ia the period of the 
revolution of the earth on its whkh, by tiie most exact 
observations, is fofind to be always the imme. 1 have anticipated 
this subject in somc^ degree, in luting an account of the transit 
instrument and doohi bu^ Ij |»ro^e here, to enter into it more 
at large, ' 

The time of the eartVs revolution on its axis, as already 
explained, is called a sidered day, and is determined by the 
revolution of a star in the heavens. This interval is divided into 
twenty-fbur tide^eal hours. Observations taken on numerous 
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stars; in ^iSBrent ages of the world, show that they all perfoha 
their diurnal revolution in the same time, and that their motion, 
during any part of the zerolutioa, is al’srays uniform. Here, 
then, we have an exact measure nf time, probably more exact 
than any thing which can be devised by art. Solar Him is 
reckoned by the appanmt revolution of the sun fi*om the meridian 
round <to the meridian again. Were the sun stationary in the 
heavens, like a fixed star, the time of its apparent revolution 
would be equal to the revolution of the earth on its axis, and the 
solar and the sidereal days would be equal. But,^ince the sun 
passes from west to east, through three hundred and sixty 
degrees^'in three hundred and sixty-fi.ve and one-fourth days, it 
moves eastward nearly one degree a day. While, therefore, the 
earth is taming round on its axis, the sun is moving in the same 
direction, so that, whm We have come round under the same 
celestiy. meridian from which we started, we do not find the sun 
there, but he has moved eastward nearly a degree, and the earth 
must perform so much more than one complete revolution, before 
we come under the son again. Now, ednce we move, in the 
diurnal revolution, fiitem degrees in sixty ndnutes, we must 
pass over one degree in four minutes. It takes, therefore, four 
minutes for us to overtake the sun, aftm* we have made one 
complete revolntion. Hence the solar'day is about four minutes 
Imiger than the sidereal; and if we were to reckon the sidereal 
day twenty-four hours, we ^ould redton the solar day twenty- 
four hours four minute. To suit the ordinary pnrpcMses oi 
society, however, it is found more convenient to reckon the solar 
days twenty-four hours, and throw the fra>etion into the sidereal 
day. Then, 

24h. ^.: S4h.:: 66m. 4s. 

That is, when we reduce twenty-lhar hours and four minutes to 
twenty-four hours, the proportion will requird that we 
reduce th» eklnreal day 6mn twen^-four homrs to twenty-three 
hottis fifty-six minutes four seconds; or, in other words, a sidereal 
day is such a part of a solar dayv Th» solar days, however, do 
not always differ from the sidereal ^ypreoisely the eame foaction, 
since they are ndt constantly of the.mane length. Time, as 
measured by it mlled appama ttmcv and a dock so 
regulated ^ dwaya to keep exactly srith the sun, is said to keep 
a^arent time, jffcens tsdie is redEoned by the wteroys length of 
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all the solar days throughout the year. This is the periotl which 
constitutes the civil day of twenty-four horn’s, be^nning when 
the sun is on the lower mendim^ namely, at twelve o’clock at 
night, and counted by twelve hours from tlie lower to the upper 
meridian, and fi*om the u^jer to the lower. The oafy'onomical 
day is the apparent solar day counted throng the whole twenty- 
four hours, (instead of ly period of twelve hours each, as in the 
civil day,) and begins at noon. Thus, when it is the tenth of 
June, at nine o’clock, am^ according to civil time, the tenth of 
June has not yet commenced ly .astronoimcal time, nor will it, 
until noon; consequently, it is then June ninth, twenty-first 
hour of astronomical time. Astronomers, since so many of their 
observations ai’e taken on the meridian, are always supposed to 
look towards the south. Geographers, having formerly been 
conveixant only with the northern hemisphere., are always 
understood to be looking towards the north. Hence, left and 
right, when applied to the astrcxncaner, mean east and west, 
respectively; but to the geographer tlie right is east, and the 
left, west. 

Clocks are usually regulated so as to indicate mean solar time; 
yet, as this is an artificial period not marked off, like the sidereal 
day, by any natm'ol event, it is necessary to know bow much is 
to be added to, or subtracted from, the apparent solar time, in 
order to give the corresponding moan time. The interval, by 
which appor^t time differs from mean time, is called the equa¬ 
tion of time. If one clock is so 'constructed as to keep exactly 
with tlie sun, going faster or slower, according as the lengths of 
the solar days vary, ajad anothm: clock is regulated to mean time, 
then the difference of the two (docks, at any period, would be the 
equation of time for that moaaaent. If the apparent clock be 
faster than the mean, then the <equatioin of time must be sub¬ 
tracted ; but if the apparent clock be slower than the mean, then 
the ecpistion of time must be added, to '^ve the mean time. The 
two cfocks would'differ most about the third of JNbvembor, when 
the a^iparent time is. sixteen and une-fourth minutes greater than 
the mean. mnee appurmit time is sometimes greater and 
sometimes less than mean time^ the two must obviously be some¬ 
times equal to eeach This is the case four times a year, 
namely, .April frheonth, June fffremith, September first, and 
December twent^^urth. 

Astronomical cfodcs ore anade of the best worianfuiBlup, with 
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every advantage that can promote their regularity. Although 
they are brought to an astonishing degree of accuracy, yet they 
are not as regular in their movements as the stars are, and their 
accuracy requires to be firequently tested. The transit instru¬ 
ment itself, v^hen once accurately placed in the meridian, a:ffords 
the means of testing the correctness of tlie clock, since one revo¬ 
lution of a star,,firom the meridian to the meridian again, ought 
to correspond exactly to twenty-four hours by the clock, and to 
continue the same, from day to day; and the right ascensions of 
various stars, as they cross the meridian, ought to be such by 
the clock, as they are given in the tables, where they arc stated 
according to the accurate determinations of astronomers. Or, by 
taking the dhBerence of any two stars, on successive days, it will 
be seen whether the going of the clock is uniform for that part 
of the day; and by taking the right ascensions of different pairs 
of stars, we may learn the rate of the clock at various parts of 
the day. We thus learn, not only whether the clock accurately 
measures the length of the sidereal day, but also whether it goes 
uniformly from hour to hour. 

Although astronomical clocks have been brought to a great 
degi’ee of perfection, so as hardly to vary a second for many 
months, yet none are absolutely perfect, and most are so &r from 
it, as to require to be corrected by means of the transit instru¬ 
ment, every few days. Indeed, for the nicest observations, it is 
usual not to attCtnpt to bring the (dock to a state of absolute 
correctness, but, after bringing it as hear to such a state as can 
conveniently be done, to ascertain how muOh it gains or loses in 
a day; that is, to ascertein the rate of its going, and to make 
allowance accordingly. 

Having considered ihe manner in trhioh the smaller divisions 
of time are measured, let us now take a hasty glance at the larger 
periods which compose the calendar. 

As a day is the period of the revoiuti(ni of the earth on its 
axis, so a ^ecer Is the period of the revolution of the earth around 
the sun. This time, which constitutes the has 
b|en ascertained with great eki^ness, and foun4| to be three 
hundred and sixty-five days five hours finrty-ejiglxt minutes and 
fifty-one seconds. The moat ancient nations determined the 
number of days in the year by means of the tos, a perpendicular 
rod which casts its shadow on a smooth plane Imring a meridian 
line. The time when the shadow was shortest, would indicate 
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the day of the summer solstice; and the number of tliiys whicli 
elapsed, until the shadow returned to the same ajjait. 
would show the number of dnys in the year. This was found t* 
be three hundred and sixty-five whole days, and accordingly tha 
period was adopted for the civil year. Si^h a difierence, how 
ever, betwe^ the civil and astronomical years, at length threw 
all dates into confusion. For at first, the summer solstice 
happened on the twenty-first of June, at the of four years 
the sun would not have reached the solstice until the twentj* 
second fif June j that is, it would have been behind its time* At 
the end of the next four years, the solstice would fell on the 
twenty-third ; and in process of time it would fall successivelj 
on every day of the year. The same would be true of any other 
fixed date. ^ 

Julius Csesar, who was distinguished alike for the variety and 
extent of his knowledge, and his skill in arms, first attempted to 
make the calendar conform to the motions of the sun: 

Amidst the hurry of tumultuous war, 
Tlie stars, the gods, the heayens, were still bis care." 

Aided by Sosigenes^ an Egyptian astronomer, he made the 
first con*ection of the calendar, by introducing au additional day 
every fourth yeoi’, making February to consist of twenty-nine 
instead of twenty-eigbt days, and of course the whole year to 
consist of three hundred and sixty-six days. This fourth year 
was denominated because the sixth day before the 
Kalends of March was reckoned twice. It is also called Leap 
Year. 

The Julian year was introduced into ajl the civilised nations 
that submitted to the Homan power, and continued in general 
use until the year 1562. Hut the true correction was not siy 
hours, but five hours forty-mne minutes j hence the addition was 
too great by eleven minutes. This sms^l ftaction would amount 
in one hundi^ years to three-fourths of a day, and in one 
thousand years to more than seven days* From the year 325 to 
the year 1582, it had, in fact, amounted to more than ten days; 
for it was known that, in 325, the vernal equinox fell on the 
twenty-first of March, whereas, in 1682, it fell on the eleventh. 
It was ordered liy the Council of Ki<», a celebrated , ecclesiastical 
council, held in the year 325, that Easter should be celebrated 
upon the first Sunday after the first full moon next following 
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^he vernal equinox; and asj certain other festivals of the Bomish 
Church wci’e appointed at particular seasons of the year, concision 
would result from such a want of censtancy between any fixed 
date and a particular season of the year. Suppose, for example, 
a festival, acconipamed by numerous religious ceremonies, was 
decreed by the Gmrch to be held at the time u4ien the sun 
crossed the equator in the sfuricijg (an evemt hailed with great 
joy, as the harbinger of the return of the aumtoer), and that, in 
the year 326, March twenty-first was designated as the time for 
holding the fesfaval, mnee, at that period, it was on the twenty- 
first of March when the sun reached the equinox; the next year 
the sun would reach the equinox a little sooner than the twenty- 
first of March, only eleven minutes, indeed, but still amounting 
in twdlve hundred years to ten days ; that is, in 1582, the sun 
reached the equinox cm the eleventh of March. If, therefore, 
they should continue to observe the twenty-first as a religious 
festival in honour of this event, they would commit the absurdity 
of celebrating it ten days after it had passed by. Pope 
Gregory XllX., who was then at the head of the Bonian see, 
was a man of science, and undertook to refona the calendar, so 
that fixed dates would always correspond to the same seasons of 
the year. He first decreed that the year sliould be brought 
forward ten days, by reeikonimg the fifth of October the 
fifteenth; and, in enrder to prevent the caiendar ftom falling into 
confusion afterwards, he prescribed the following rule:—Every 
year u'kose nmt^bear u net dvvie'Me by fowr^ % remainder^ 
coTimts of three hundred and days-;,every year whixUi 
is eo dwudMe^ hut ie mt dAme^^ by one hwi^'edj of three 
hundred and eirty-eix; every year- dimmMe by one hundred^ 
but net by four Imndred^ againi ef idtree imandred^ and doty-five; 
and every year dmdbk by foot imndredt of three hurdred and 
eixtj/rdo, 

.l^us the y^ 18i^, not being divisUile by. four, contains three 
nundred and sixty-five days, While 1862 and 1856 are leap years. 
7et, to maike every fourth year cenriat of three tiund^ and 
rix!ty<#lx days wcmld irnsr^dae ft too mudh, by a^ut threie- 
fimi^hs, of a day In a jceatury j therefore every hundredth year 
has only riiTee hundred and si|ty-#ve days. Ilhus. I80%<althoQ^ 
divisible by four, was not a leap year, but a eommoa year. But 
we have allowed a «h^ day in a hundred years, whereas we 
ought to have allowed only three-ftmrfdut of a day. Hence, in four 
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himdi’ed years, we ebouid allow a day too much, and therefore 
we let the four hundreth remaiu a leap 3’^ear. This rule involTea 
aja error of less than a day in four thousand two hundred and 
thii*ty-seveii years. 

The Pope, who in that age assumed authority over all secular 
princes, issued his detaree to the reigning sovereigns of Christ^- 
dom, ooanmanding the dbservaaoe of the calendar as reformed by 
him. llie decree met with great opposition among the Protestant 
states, as they recognised in it a nevf exercise of ecclesiastical 
tyranny; and some of them, when they received it, made it 
expressly understood, that their acquiescence should not be 
construed .ts a submiasioii to the Papid authority. 

In 1752, the Gregorian year, or Style^ was established in 
Great Britain by act of Parliament, and the dates of all deeds, 
and other legal papera, were to be made according to it. As 
above a century had then passed since the first introduction of 
the new style, rieven days wei’e suppressed, the third of Septem¬ 
ber being called the fourteenth- By the same act, the beghming 
of the year was changed from March twenty-fifth to January 
first. A few p^'sons bum jweviously to 1752 have siuvived to 
our day, and *we oceasionally see kuseriptaons on tombstones of 
those whose time of birth is rcooa’ded in old style. In order to 
make this corresqjond to our present mode .of reckoning, we must 
add eleven days to the date. Tlius the same event would be June 
twelfth of old style, or June twenty-third of new style; and it 
an event oceuired between Janniuy first and MaJxh. twenty-fifth, 
the date of the year would be advanced one, since February 1, 
1740, old stjde, would be February 1,1741, new style. Tlius 
General Washington was bom Febi'uaay 11,1731, old style, or 
February 17^, new style. If we in<|aire how any yjresent 
event may be made to eomesipond in da^ to the old style, we 
must subtract twelve days, and put the back one, if the 
event Bes between January first and Mar(^ twenty-fifth. Thus 
June tenth, new style, oorrespoaids t© May tw^aty-ninth, old 
45tyle ; and Maarrii 20,1840, to Mardi fi, 1839. France, being a 
a Boman Oathtdloeourtry, adopted the new 4setyl6 soon after it 
was decreed t^e ; but Protestant countries, as we have 
seen, were mueii slower.in ndoy^ing it; and Kussia,^ and the 
Greek Ohuiish j^neraily, still adhere to the old style. In order, 
therefore, to make the Bussian dates correspond to oni% we 
must add to them twelve days. 
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It may seem very remarkable that so much pains should have 
been besto^Fed upon tbia subject; but without a correct and 
uniform standard of time, the dates of deeds, commissions, and 
all legal papers; of fasts and festivals, appoint^ by ecclesiastical 
authority; the returns of seasons, and the records of history, 
must all fail into inextricable confusion. To change the ob¬ 
servance of certain religious feasts, which have been long fixed 
to particular days, is looked upon as an impious innovation ; and 
though the times of the events, upon which these ceremonies 
depend, are utterly unknown, it is still insisted upon by certain 
classes in England, that the Glastonbury thorn blooms on 
Christmas-day. 

Although the ancient Grecian calendar was extremely de¬ 
fective, yet the common people were entirely averse to its 
reformation. Their superstitious adherence to these errors was 
satirised by Aristophanes, in his Comedy of the Clouds. An 
actor, who had just come from Athens, recounts that he met 
with Diana, or the moon, and found her extremely incensed, 
that they did not regulate her course better. She complained 
that the order of Nature was changed, and every thing turned 
topsyturvy. The gods no longer knew what belonged to them : 
but, after paying their visits on certain feast-days, and expecting 
to meet with good cheer, as usual, they were under the 
disagreeable necessity of returning back to the skies without their 
suppers! 

Among the Greeks, and other ancient nadons, Hie length oi 
the year was generally regulated by the course of the moon. 
TMs planet, on account of the different appearances which she 
exhibits at her full, change, and quarters, was considered by 
them as best adapt^ of any erf the celestial bodies for this 
purpose. As one lunation, or revolution of the moon around 
the earth, was found to be completed in about twenly-nine and 
one-half days, twelve of these periods being supposed equal to 
one revolution of the sun, their months were made to consist of 
twenty-nine and thirty dayi alternately, and their year of three 
hundred and fifty-four days. But this disagreed with the 
annual revolutiim of ihe suU, which must evidently govern the 
seasons of the year, more than eleven days. The irregulaiities, 
which such a mode Of reckoning would occasion, must have 
been too obvious not to have been observed. For, supposing it 
to have been settled, at any particular time, that the beginning 
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of the year shotild be in the Spring ; in about sixteen years 
afterwards the beginning would have been in Autumn ; and in 
thirty-three or thirty-four years it would have gone backwards 
through all the seasons to Spring again. This defect they 
attempted to rectify, by introducing a number of days, at certain 
times, into the calendar, as occasion required, and putting the 
beginning of the year forwards, in order to make it agree 
with the course of the sun. But as these additions, or inter¬ 
calations, as they were called, were generally left to be regulated 
by the priests, who, from motives of interest or superstition, 
frequently omitted them, the year was made long or short at 
pleasure. 

The v}eek is another division of time, of the highest antiquity, 
which, in almost all countries has been made to consist of seven 
days,—a period supposed by some to have been traditionally 
derived from the creation of the world ; while others imagine it 
to have been regulated by the phases of the moon. The names, 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, are obviously derived from 
Saturn, the Sun, and the Moon; while Tuesday, Weilnesday, 
Thursday, and Friday, are the days of Tuisco, Woden, Thor, and 
Friga, which are Saxon names for deities corresponding to Mars. 
Mercury, .Tupiter, and Venus.* 

The common year begins and ends on the same da}’^ of the 
week ; Imt leap year ends one day later than it began. Fifty-two 
weeks contain three hundred and sixty-four days ; if, thei‘^efoi*e 
the year begins on Tuesday, for example, we should complete 
fifty-two weeks on Monday, leaving one day (Tuesday) to com¬ 
plete the year, and the following year would begin on Wednes¬ 
day. Hence, any day of the month is one day later in the week 
than the corresponding day of the preceding year. Thus, if the 
sixteenth of IQ'ovember, 183^ falls on Friday, the sixteenth of 
November, 1837, fell on Thursday, and will fall, in 1839, on 
Saturday. But if leap year begins on Sunday, it ends on 
Monday, and the following year begins on Tuesday; while any 
given day of the month is two days later in the week than the 
coiTesponding date of the preceding year. 

• Boanycwtle’s Astronomy. 
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COPEEiaCUS AND GALILEO. 

CoPEBiwcErs, a native of Thom, in Pmsaia, vras born in 1473- 
Thongh destined for the^^profession of medicine, feom his eaiiiest 
years he displayed a great fondness and genius for iiuithematicol 
studies, and pursued them with distinguished suocesa in the 
TJuiveraity of Craeow. At the age of twenty-five years, lie 
resorted to Italy, for the purpose of studying aatronoiny, where 
he resided a number q£ years. Thus jnepared, he returned to 
his native country, and, having acquired an ecclesiastical living 
that was adequate to his support in his frugal mode of life, he 
established himself at Frauenberg, a small town near the mouth 
of the Vistula, where he spent nearly forty years in observing 
the heavens, and meditating on the celestial motions. He occu¬ 
pied the upper part of a humble faim-houae, through the roof of 
which he could find access to an unobstmotedsky, and there he 
carded on his c^wrvations. His instruments, however, were 
few and iis^rfeet, and it does npt appear that he added any 
thing to the art of practioal aatoonomy. This was reserved for 
Tydtbo Brahe, who came half a ^tury after him. Nor did 
Oppemicus emioh the sdence with any important discoveries. 
It was not so mmfo: his genius or taste to search for new bodies, 
or new phenomena among the stars, os it was te explain the 
reasons of the most obvious and well-known appearances, and 
motions of the heavenly bodies. With this view, he gave his 
.mind to long-contumed and pTofoimd meditation., 

^<(GopemcU8 telk us that ike was first led to think that the 
apparent motions of the heavenly bodies, in their diurnal revo- 
tion, wei^e owing to the real motion of the earth in the opposite 
direction, foom observiz^ instances of the same kind among 
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terrestrial objects ; as wbea the sho3;e seems to the mariner to 
recede, as he rapidly sails from it; and as the trees and other 
objects seem to glide by us, when, on riding swiftly past them, 
tt’e lose the consciousness of our own motion. He was also 
smitten with the simplicity president in all the works and 
operations of nature, which is more and more conapicaous the 
more they are understood j and he hence concluded that the 
planets do not move in the complicated paths which most pre¬ 
ceding astronomers assigned to them. I shall explain, hereafter, 
the details of his system. I need only at present remind the 
reader that the hypothesis which he espoused and defended, 
(being substantially the same as that proposed by Pythagoras, 
five hundred years before the Christian era,) supposes, first, that 
the .apparent movements of the sun by day, and of the moon and 
stars by night, from east to west, result from the actual revolu¬ 
tion of the earth on its own axis from west to east; and, 
leeondly, that the earth and all the planets revolve about the 
sun in circular orbits. 'Phis hypothes^ when he first assumed 
it, was with him, as iti had been with Pythagoras, little more 
than mere conjecture* The arguments by wliich its truth was to 
be finally established were not yet developed, and could not be, 
without the aid of the telescope, which was not yet invented, 
TJ]K)n this hypothesis^ however, be set out to explain all the 
phenomena of the visible heavens,—as the- diurnal i*evolutions of 
the sun, moon, and stars, the slow progress'of the planets tlirough 
rile signs of the zodiac, and the numerous irregularities to which 
the planetary motions are subjeeh These last are apparently so 
capricious,—^being for some time forward, then stationaiy, then 
backward, then stationary again, and finally direct, a second time, 
to the order of the signs, and constantly varying in the velocity of 
their movementS)--4ihat imthi^ but long-oontinued and severe 
meditation could have solved oU these n^^arnnces, in conformity 
with the idea that each planet is pursuing its Simple way all the 
while in a cimie around the sun. Although, therefore, Pytha¬ 
goras fathomed the profiitmd docrimre that the stm is the centre 
around which the earth and all tha planehi revolve, yet we have 
no evidence tlmt he ever solved riie irregular motions of the 
planets in eonfinmity with his hypothesis, ^thou;^ the exphtna- 
tion of the diurnal revdution of the heavens, by that hypothesis, 
mvolved no difficulty. Ignorant as Cepemictts wass of the prim 
ciple of gravitation, and of moat of the laws of motion, he could 
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go but little way in followyag out the consequences of his own 
hypothesis; and {ill that can be claimed for him is, that he 
solved, by means of it, most of the common phenomena of the 
oelostial motions. He Indeed got upon the road to truth, and 
advanced some way in its sure path; but he was able to adduco 
but few independent proofs, to show that it was the truth. It 
was only quite at the dose of his life that he published liis 
system to the world, and that only at the urgent request of his 
iHends; anticipating, perhaps, the opposition of a bigoted priest* 
hood, whose fury was afterwards poured upon the head of 
Galileo, for maintaining the same doctrines. 

Although, therefore, the system of Copernicus afforded an 
explanation of the celestial motions, far more simple and rational 
than the previous systems which made the earth the centre of 
these motions, yet this feet alone was not sufficient to compel the 
assent of astronomers ; for the greater part of the same pheno¬ 
mena could be explained with-tolerable consistency on either 
hypothesis. With the old docti*ine astronomera were already 
familiar, a circumstance which made it seem easier; while the 
new doctrines would seem more difficult* from their being impei^ 
fectly imderstood. Accoi;dingly, for nearly a century after the 
publication of the system of Copernicus, he gained few disciples. 
Tycho Brahe rejected it, and proposed one of his own, of which I 
shall hereafter give some account; and it would probably have 
fallen quite into oblivion, had not the observations of Galileo, 
with his newly-invented telescope, hrc»ught to light innumerable 
proofs of its truth, far more cogent than any which Copernicus 
himself had been able to devise. 

G^dileo no sooner had completed his telescope, and directed it 
to the heavens, than a world of wonders suddenly burst upon his 
enraptured sight. Poioting it to the moon, he was presented 
with a sight of her., mottled disc, and of her mountains and 
valleys. The sun exhibited his spots; Venus, her phases ; and 
Jupiter, his expanded orb, and his retinue of moons. These last 
he named, in honour of his patron, Cosmo de’ Medici, Metlicean 
star^. So great was the honour deemed of associating one's name 
with the stars, that express appli(w.tion was madie4o Galileo, by 
the coiurt of Franca, to award this distinction to the reigning 
monarch, Hemy IT., with plain iutimationa, that by, so doing 
he would render himself and his family rieffi and powerful for 

.ever. 
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Qaliieo published tiie result of hie discoveries in a paper, deno** 
isiinated “ Nundus Siderem^ the •'* Messenger of the Stars.” In 
that ignorant and marvellous age, thb publication produced a 
�wond erful excitement. “ Many doubted, many positively refused 
to believe, so novel an announcemtaat; all were struck with the 
greatest astonishment, according to their respective opinions, 
either at the new view of the universe thus offered to them, or at 
the liigh audacity of Qalileo, in inventing such fables.” Even 
Kepler, the great German astronomer, to whom I shall refer 
more particularly by and by, wrote to Galileo, and desired him 
to supply him with arguments, by which he might answer the 
objections to these pretended discoveries with which he was 
continually assailed. Galileo answered him as follows : In the 
lirst place, I return you my thanks that you drst, and almost 
alone, before the question had been sifted, (such is your candour, 
and the loftiness of your mind,) put faith in my assertions. You 
tell me you have some telescopes, but not sufficiently good to 
magnify distant objects with clearness, and that you anxiously 
expect a siglit of mine, which magnifies images more than a 
thousand times. It is mine no longer, for the Grand Duke ot 
Thseany has aaked it of me, and intends to lay it up in his 
museum, among his most rare and precious curidsities, in eternal 
remembrance of the invention. 

You ask, my dear Kepler, for other testimonies. I produce, 
for one, the Grand Duke, who, after observing the Medicean 
planets several times with me at Pisa, during the last months, 
made me a present at parting of more than a thousand floiins, 
and has now invited me to attach myself to him, with the annual 
salary of one thousand florins, and with the title of ‘ Philosopher 
and Principal Mathematician to His Hi^neaa without the 
duties of any oflSce to perform, but with the most complete 
leisure. I produce^ for another witness, myself, who, although 
already endowed in this college with the noble salary of one 
thousand florins, such as no professor of mathematics ever before 
received, and which I might securely enjoy during my life, even 
if these planets should deceive me and should disappear, yet quit 
this situation, 9x3d take me where want and disgrace will be my 
punishznent,.should I prove to hkvel^en mistaken.” 

The learned professors in the univ^rtities, who, ho- those days, 
were unaccustomed to em|doy their senses in inquiring into the 
phenomena of nature, but satisfied themselves with the authority 

6 
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of Arii^otle, oa all subjects, were among the most incredulous 
with respect to the discoveries of Galileo. “ Oh, my dear Kepler,” 
said Galileo, “ how I wish that we could have one hearty laugh 
together, Biere, at Fadua, is the principal professor of philo- 
sophy, whom I have repeatedly and urgently requested to look 
at the moon and pbnets thxotigh my glas% which he perti¬ 
naciously refhses to do. Why are you not here ? What shouts 
of laughter we should have at this glmous foUy, and to hear 
the Fro&ssor of Philosophy at Pisa laboming before the Graud 
l>uke, with logical aigtnnenta, as if with magical incantations, to 
charm the new planets out of the ekyJ* 

The following argument by Sizzh a contemporary astronomer 
of some note, to pwve thf^ there can be only seven planets, is a 
specimen of the lo^ vdth which Galileo was assailed ‘‘ Thei% 
are seven windows given to animals in the domicile of the head, 
trough which the air is admitted to the tabernacle of the body, 
to enlighten, to warm, and to nourish it; which windows are 
the principal parts of the microcosza, or little world,—two 
nostrils, two eyes, two ears, and one mouth. So in the heavens, 
as in a macrocosm, or gr^ 'world, there are two favourable 
stars, Jupiter and Venus; two unpropitious, Mars and Saturn ; 
two luminaries, the Sun and Moon; mad Merenry alone, unde¬ 
cided and indifferent. From which, and Snob, many other phe¬ 
nomena of nature, such as the seven metals, &c., which it were 
tedious to enumerate we gather that the number of planets is 
neeeasarily seven. Moreover the sateMtes are hndsible to the 
naked eye, and therefore can exercise no inffuence over the 
earth, and therefewe would be useleaai, and therefore do not exist 
Besides, as. well Ihe Jews and other ancient mdions, as modem 
Europeans, have adopted the division of the week into seven 
days, and have named them irQm the seven planets. Kow, if 
we increase the numbernf planets, this whole intern tails to the 
ground.’’ ' , 

When, at length, the astremomers of the schools fenmd it 
mmless to deny the &ct thaA'iJupiter is attended, by «naller 
bodies, which <around him, they shifted their ground of 
warfiwre, ^d asserted that Galileo had not told the whole truth; 
that there were not neerely /cter sat^li^es, hut a greater 
nuziUpr; one^said ffve;;nine; and another, twelve; 
bn^ in n little thne, Jup^^ moved forward in hi^^rbit, mid left 

||11 behind Mm, save the. four Medicean stars. 
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It had beeh objected to the Copenacan eystinn, that were 
Venus a body which revolved around the sun in an orbit interior 
to that of the earth, she Would undergo changes similar to those 
of the moon. As no such Changes could be detected by the 
naked eye, no satisfactory oziswer could be given to this objec¬ 
tion ; but the telesco|pe set all right, by showing, in fact, tlie 
phases of Venus. The same instrument ^disclosed also, in the 
system of Jupiter and hie moons, a miniature} exhibition of the 
solar system itself. It shovred the actual existence of the motion 
of a number of bodies around one central orb, exuictly similar t® 
that which was predicated of the sun and planets. Every one^ 
therefore, of these new and interesting discoveries, helped to 
confirm the truth of the system of Copeniicus. 

r>iit a fearful cloud was now rising over Oblileo, which spread 
itself, and grew darker every hour. The Church of Borne had 
taken alarm at the new doctrines respecting the earth^s motions, 
as contrary to the declarations of the Bible, and a formidable 
difficulty presented itself namely, how tc publish and defend 
these doctrines, without invoking the terrible punishmentB 
inflicted by the Inquirition on heretic^ Ko work could be 
printed without lit^nse from the court of Borne; and any opi¬ 
nions supposed to be held ahd much more khdwn to be taught 
by any one, which, by an ignorant and superstitious priesthood, 
could be interpreted as ipontrary to Scripture, would expose the 
offender to the Severest punishments, even to imprisonment, 
scourging, and We, who live in an age so distinguished 
for freedom of thought and opinion, can form but a very inade¬ 
quate ' conception of the bondage in which the minds of men 
were held by the chains of the Inquisition. Jt was necessary, 
therefore, Ibr ^€hdilisb to proceed with the greatest, caution in 
promulgating truths whidit his own discoveries had confirmed. 
He did not, Hk# the Cliristian iztaftyrs^ proclaim the truth in the 
face of persecutions and tortures ; hut while he sought to give 
currency to the Copemlcan doctrines, he laboured at the same 
time, by eum^g ariiiices, tb blind the ecriOf^ticS to his real 
derigns, and th^ to escape the effects oTtheirl^stiiity. 

Before Oajfileuiytillshedhis doctrines inToim,hehad expreeeod 
himself sd 'freely; as to have es^ed much alam omXmg the 
eoclesiastiOB. One <ff thein pre|mhed publicly against him, '^kmg 
for his text the passage, “Ye men of Galilee, why stand 
gazing up into heaven?” He therefore thought it prudent to 
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sresort to and confront hu enemies iace to face, A con¬ 
temporary deecrilses his appearance there in the foUowmg terms, 
in a letter addressed to a Bomish Cardinal: " Your Eminence 
would he delighted with Galileo if you heard him holding forth, 
as he often does, in the midst of fifteen or twenty, all violently 
attacking him, sometimes in one house, sometimes in another. 
But he is armed after |uch fa^ion, that he laughs all of them to 
scorn; and even if the novelty of his opinions prevents entire 
persuasion, at least he couvicts of emptiness most of the argu¬ 
ments with which his adversaries endeavour to overwhelm 
him.” 

In 1616, Galileo, as he himself states, had a most gracious 
audience of the Pope, Paul T., which lasted for nearly an 
hour, at the end of which his Holiness assured him, that the 
Congregation were no longer in a humour to listen Hghtly to 
calumnies against him, and that so long as he occupied the Papal 
chair, Galileo might think himself out of all danger. Neverthe¬ 
less, he was not allowed to return home, without receiving formal 
notice not to teach the opinions of Copemicus, " that the sun is 
in the centre of the system, and that the earth moves about it,” 
from that time forward, m any maimer. 

Galileo had a most sarcastic vein, and often rallied his perse¬ 
cutors with the keenest irony. This he exhibited, some time 
after quitting Rome, in an epistle which he sent to the Arch¬ 
duke Leopold, accompanying his “ Theory of the Tides.” “ This 
theory,” says he, “ occurred to me when in Bome^ whilst the 
theologians were debating on the prohibition of Copernicus’s 
book, and of the opinion maintained in it of the motion of the 
earth, which I at that thuo believed; until it pleased those 
gentlemen to suspend the book, and to dedare the opinion false 
and repugnant to the Holy Scriptures, IStow, as I know how 
well it becomes me to obey and believe the decisaons of my 
su|/eriora, which proceed out of more profound knowledge than 
the weakness of my inteUect can attain to, this theory which I 
send you, which M founded on the motion of the earth, I now 
look upon as a flRien and a dream, and beg your HighneEO^ to 
receive it as suchi But, as poets often leam to prize the crea¬ 
tions of their fancy, so, in like manner, do 1 set somh value on 
this absurdity of Bsine. It is true, that when I sketched this 
little work, I did hope that Copemicus would not, after eighty 
ye^ be convicted of error; and I had intended to d^velope and 
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amplify it farther; but a voice from heaven suddetily awakened 
me, and at once annihilated all my oonhised and entangled 
fancies.” 

It is difficult, however, sometimes to decide whether the 
language of Galileo is ironical, or whether he uses it with 
subtlety, with the hope of evading the anathemas of the Inquisi¬ 
tion. Thus he ends one of his writings with the following 
pasaage; “ In coneltision, since the motion attributed to the 
earth, which I, as a pious and Catholic person, consider most 
false, and not to exist, accommodates itself so Well to explain 
so many and such different phenomena, I shall not feel sure 
that, false as it is, it may not just as deludingly correspond 
with the phenomena of comets.” 

In the year 1624, soon after the accession of Urban Till, to 
the pontifical chair, Galileo went to Home again, to offer his 
congratulations to the new Pope, as well as to propitiate his 
favour. He seems to have been received with unexpected cor¬ 
diality ; and on his departure the Pope commended him to the 
good graces of Ferdinand, Grand Duke of Tuscany, in the 
following terms; “ We find in him not duly literary distinction, 
but the love of piety, and he is strong in those qualities by which 
Pontifical good~will is easily obtained. And now, when he has 
been brought to this city to congratulate Us oti Our elevation, 
We have lovin^y embraced him; nor can We suffer him to 
return to the ^country whither your Hberality recals him, with¬ 
out an ample provision of Pontifical love. And that you may 
know how dear he is to Us, we have willed to give him this 
honourable testimonial of virtue and piety. And We farther 
signify, that every benefit which you shall confer upon him will 
conduce to Our j^atification.” 

In the year 1630, Galileo finished a great work, on which he 
had been long engaged, entitled, “ The IMalogue on the Ptolemaic 
and Copemican syst^s.” Prom the notion which prevailed, 
that he still countenanced the Copemican doctrine of the earth’s 
motion, which had been condemned as heretical, it was some 
time before he could obtain permission ftom the Inquisitors 
(whose license was necessary to every book) to publish it Hus 
he was able to do, only by emj^o^dng again that duplicity or 
artifice which would throw dust in the eyes of the vain and 
superstitious pliesthootL In 1632, the work appeared under the 
following title; A Dialogue, by Galileo Galilei^ Extiaohlinaiy' 
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Mi&th«ma.ticia2i of the TJnivensity of Hsa, and Principal Philo- 
iK^pher and Mathematioian of the Meet Serene Otand Puke of 
TttBcany; in wliich, in a conversation of four days, ate discussed 
the two principal Systems of the World, the Ptolemaic and 
Copernican, iudeteminately proposing the Philosophical Argu¬ 
ments as well on one side as on the other.” ' The subtle disguise 
which he Wore may be seen from the following ** Introductiuii,” 
addressed To the discreet Header.” 

Some years ago, a salutary edict wa,s promulgated at Home, 
which, in ordWr to obviate the perilous scandals of the present 
age, enjoined an opportune silence on the Pythagorean opinion 
of the earth’s motion. Some were not wanting, who rashly 
asserted that this decree originated not in a judicious exami¬ 
nation, but in Ul-in£>rmed passion ; and complaints were heard, 
that counsellors totally inexperience/1 in astronomical observa¬ 
tions ought not, h^ksty prohibitions, to clip the wings of 
speculative minds. My zeal eould not keep silence when I 
heard these rash lamentations, and I thought it proper, as being 
fillip informed with regard to that most prudent detemination, 
to appear publidy on the theatre of the world, os a witness of 
the actual tnith. 1 happened at that time to be in Borne: I 
was admitted to the audiences, and «i\|oyed the approbation, of 

diho most eminent prelates of that court; nor did the publicaticm 
of that decree occur without my receiving some prior intimation 
of it. Wherefore it is my int^tion, in this present work, 
to show to foreign nations, that as much as is known of this 
matter in Italy, and particularly in Borne, as rdtramontane 
diligence con ever have formed any notion of, and ooUecting 
together all my own speculations on the Copernicon system, to 
give them to understand that the knowledge of all these preceded 
the Boman censures; and that frmn this country proceed not 
caily dogmas for the salvation of the eoul, but also ingenious 
discoveries for the gmtificatiem of the understanding. With this 
object, Iha^ taken up in the ^Dialogue’ the Ct^pemican aide 
of tbe>^nestion, treating it as a^pure mathematics^ b3^thetis; 
and endeavourii^ ih every artifrtiel manner, to i^esent it as 
having the advantage, tmt over the opanion of the etabillt/ of the 
earth Absolutely) hut according to the manner in that 
opinion is defended by amne^ who indeed profrsa^ be Aristo- 
tAians, but retain Only the name, and are centimted, without 
itnppovonimt, to worship shadows, not philosophishig with tlieir 
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own reason, but only fr(»n the leoaUeotion of tiie four princdideei 
imperfectly understood.” 

Although the Pope> himself, as well as the Inquisitors, had 
examined Galileo^s manuscript, and, not having the sagacity to 
detect the real motives of the author, had consented to its 
]>ublication, yet, w^hen the book was out, the enemies of Galileo 
ibund means to alarm the court of Borne, and Galileo was sum¬ 
moned to ai>pear before the Inquisition, The philosopher was 
then seventy years old, and very infirm, and it was with great 
difficulty tliat he performed the journey. His unequalled dignity 
and celebrity, however, added to the influence of powerful friends, 
commanded the respect of the tribunal before whi<di he was 
.';ummoned, which they manifested by permitting him to reside 
at the palace of his friend, the Tuscan Ambassador ; and when 
it became uecesbury, in the course of the inquiry, to examine him 
in person, although Ids removal to the Holy Office was then 
insisted upon, yet he was not, at first, like other heretics, com¬ 
mitted to close and solitary confinement. On the conU’ary, he 
was lodged in the apartments of the Head of the Inquisution, 
where he was allowed the attendance of his own servuit, who 
was also permitted to sleep in an adjoining room, and to come 
and go at pleasure. These were justly deemed extraordinaiy 
indulgences in an age whcai the punishment of heretics usually 
began before their trial. It has recently, however, been put 
beyond doubt, by the investigations of an eminent German 
acffiolar, that the aged philosopher did not submit to abjure the 
great fruths he had established by Ids discourses, until he had 
been subjected to the homd torture of the rack. 

About four months after GoUleo’s arrival in Borne, he was 
aiunmoxved to the Holy Office. He ivas detained there during 
the whole of that day; and on the next day was conducted, in a 
penitential dreaa, to the Ooxjcvent of Mmerva, where the CardinulB 
and Prelates, his judges, were assembled for the purpose of 
passing judgment upon Mm, by whuffi this venerable old man 
was acdemnly called upon to renounce and abjure, as impious and 
heretical, the opunxma whi^ his whole existence had been ooii- 
secrated to form and strengthen. Probably there is not a more 
curious document, in the history science, than that which con¬ 
tains the tentenee of the inquiaitkm on Oahleo, and his conse¬ 
quent abjumtioiL It teaches ns so much, both of the darkness 
and bigotry of the terrild^ Inquisition^ and of the suffisripsgs 
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encountered by those early martyrs of science, I transcribe, 
from the excellent " Life of Galileo,*’ in the library of XTseitil 
Knowledge,” (from which I have borrowed much already,) the 
entire record of this transaction. The sentence of the Inquisition 
is as follows 

“ We, the undersigned, by the grace of God, Cardinals of the 
Holy Itoman Church, Inquisitors General throughout the whole 
Christian Bepnblic, Special Deputies of the Holy ApostoUca.; 
Chair against heretical depravity: 

“ Whereas^ you, Galileo, son of the late "Vlnceiuo Galilei, of 
ITorence, aged seventy years, w^re denounced, in 1615, to this 
Holy <Mce, for holding as true a doctrine taught by many, 
namely, that the sun is immoveable in the centre of the world, 
and that the earth move% and also with a diurnal motion; also, 
for having pupils which you instructed in the same opinions; 
also, for mainlining a correspondence on the same with some 
German mathematicians; also, for publishing certain lettem on 
the solar spots, in whiem you developed the same doctrine as 
trap; also, for answering the objections which were continually 
produced from the Holy Scriptures, by glozing the said Scrip¬ 
tures, according to your own meaning; and whereas, thereupon 
was produced the copy of a writing, in form of a letter, pro¬ 
fessedly written by you to a person formerly your pupil, in whidh 
following the hypothesis of Copernicus, you include several pro¬ 
positions contrary to the true sense and authority of the Holy 
Scriptures; therefore, this Holy Tribunal, being desirous of 
providing against the disorder and mischief which was thence 
proceeding and increasing, to the detriment of the holy faith, 
by the desire of His Holiness, and of the Most Eminent 
liotds Cardinals of this supreme and universal Inquisition, 
the two propositions of the stability of the sun, and motion 
of the earth, were by the Qmilijier* as 
frdloivs: 

** 1. The proposition that the sun is in the oentiu of the wozid, 
and immoveable from its place, is^absord, philoso|^eally frlse^ 
and formaUy heretical ^vbecause it is expressly contrary to the 
Hc^Scriptures. 
^ The proposition that the earth is net the centre of the 

worhhaer 
is also absurd, philosophically felse, and, theologically 

equally evreneous in frith. 
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" But whereas, being pleased at that time to deal mildly with 
you, it was decreed in the Holy Congregation, held before His 
Holiness on the twenty-fifth day of Februaiy, 1616, that His 
Eminence the Lord Cardinal Bellarmine should enjoin you to 
give up altogether the said false doctrine ; if you ghould reftise, 
that you should be ordered by the Commissary of the Holy Office 
to relinquish it, not to teach it to others, nor to defend it, and in 
default of the acquiescence, that you should be imprisoned ; and 
in execution of this decree, on the following day, at the palace, 
in presence of His Enunence the said Lord Cardinal Bellarmine, 
after you had been mildly admonished by the said Lord Cardinal, 
you were commanded by the acting Commissary of the Holy 
Office, before a notary and witnesses, to relinquish altogether the 
said fiilse opinion, and, in fiiture, neither to defend nor teach it 
in any manner, neither verbally nor in writing, and upon your 
promising obedience, you were dismissed. 

And, in order that so pernicious a doctrine might be alto¬ 
gether rooted out, nor insinuate itself farther to the heavy detri¬ 
ment of the Catholic truth, a deciee emanated from the Holy 
Congregation of the Imlex, prohibiting the books which treat of 
this doctrine; and it was declared felse, and altogedier contrary 
to the Holy and Bivine Scripture. 

“ And whereas, a book has since appeared, published at Florence 
last year, the title of which showed that you were the author, 
which title is, * Tfie Dialogue of GoiHeo Galilei^ on the two prinr 
eipo^ ^Sterne of the WoHd^ the Ftdmmic and Copemicdn ; * and 
whereas, the Holy Congregation has heard that, in consequence 
of printing Ihe said book, the false opinion of the earth's motion 
and stability of the sun is daily gaining g^otmd; the said book 
has been t^en into cavefed consideration, and in it has been 
detected a glaring violation of the said order, which had been 
intimated to you; inasmuch as in this book you have defended 
the said opinion, already, and in your presence, condemned; 
although, in the same book, you labour, with many circumlocu¬ 
tions, to induce the belief that it is lej^ by you undecided, and 
m express terms probable; which is equally a very grave error, 
since an opinicm can in no way be probable which has been 
already declared and finaUy’detm:min^ contrary to the Divine 
Scriptusps^ Therefore, by Our ofder, you have b^n cited to tins 
Holy Office,'Where, on ^^our examination upon oath,' you have 
acknowledged the said book as written and printed by yotn You 
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also ooBfessed that you began to write the said book ten or 
twelve years ago, aiter the order a^^resaid had been given. Also, 
that you dema^ed license to ^publish but without signifying 
to those #ho granted you thm permission) that you had been 
ecnnmanded not to hold, defend, or teaeh, 4Mdd doctrine in any 
manner. You also confessed ti^t the alyle of the said book was, 
in many places, so composed, that the reader mi^t think the 
arguments adduced on the false side to be bo worded, as more 
eifectually to entangle the tmderstanding than to be easily solved, 
alleging, in excuse, that you have thus run into an error, foreign 
(as you say) to your inWtion,, fmxL writing in the form of a 
dialogue, and in consequence of tbe natural complacency which 
every one feels with legard to his ovrn subtiltles, and in showing 
himsdf more skilful than i^e generality of mankind in cemtriving, 
even in favour of iklse propositidns, ingemous and apparently 
probable arguments. 

^5 And, upon a convenient time being given you for making 
y<nir defence, you produced a certiheate in the hand-writing of 
His Eminence, the fjord Cardinal Bellarmine, procured, as you 
said, by yourself, that you might de&nd yourself against the 
calumnies of your enmies, who reported that you had abjured 
your opinions, and had been punished^ by the Hdy, €W0h?e; in 
which coitificate it is declared, that yem had not abjured nor 
had been punished, but merely that the declaration ma^ hy His 
Hohn^s, and prcmulgated % the Holy Congregation of the 
Index, had been announced to you, which, dedaan^ that the 
opinion of the motion of the earth and stability of the sun, is 
contrary to tlie Holy Scriptures, and therelore cannot be hidd or 
defended Yfbarefore, since no mention is there mad# of two 
artudes of Hie bider, to wit, the ordetir^ not to teadi,* and * in any 
inanzker,*' you£aigued that we ought ^to briieve that, in the lapse 

:<cf ihurte^ sixteen years, they had escaped, your memory, and 
that thia Bras also the reason why you ware silent as $0 the order, 
when ym sought penuissiou to publhh your book, aanl that Hus 

< m said by^^, not to excuse your exror, but that it maf baattri- 
buted to ambitiou rather than to But thm 
Tery oeit^oate, pcqduoednn your behi^ hasgvwy aggravated 
your oBTeace, It Is iberein 4hchuned that the sai^ifl^buon is 
eontt«a7 W> the&ly and yet you hanbdAW to treat 
of it, and to argne that It is prebable; nor is t)Mlin#ny extenua¬ 
tion in the Bnense mtMy and <ninnm^y ext<at^;)jy,y 
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you did mAi inthnate the command imposed upon you. Bui 
whereas, it appeared to tjs, that you had not disclosed the whole 
truth with regard to your intentions, We thought it necessary 
to proceed to the ligorous examination of you, in which (without 
jiry prejudice to What you had confessed, and which is above 
detailed against you, with regard to your said intention) you 
answered like a good Catholic. 

“ Therefore, having seen and maturely cemsidered the merits 
©f your can've, with your said confessions and excuses, and every¬ 
thing else which ought to be seen and considered, We have come 
to the underwritten dnal sentence against you : 

“ Invoking, therefore, the most holy name of our Ijord Jesus 
Christ, and of his Most Glorious Virgin Mother, Mary, by this 
Our final sentence, which, sitting in council and judgment for 
the tribunal of the Beverend Masters of Sacred Theology, and 
Doctors of both Laws, Our Assessors, We put forth in this 
writing touching ihe matters and controversi^ before Us, be- 
ween the Magnificent Charles Sincerus, Doctor of both Ijaws, 
Visoal Proctor of this Holy Office, of the one part, and you, 
Galilean Galilei, an examined and confessed criminal from this 
preswit writing now in progress, as above, of the other part, We 
prcmouiice, judge, and declare, that you^ the said Galileo, by 
reason of these things whicli have been detailed in the course of 
this writing, and which, as above, you have confessed, have ren¬ 
dered yourself vfdiemmtly suspected, by this Holy Office, of 
heresy; that is to say, that you believe and hold the false doc¬ 
trine, and contspary to the Holy and Divine Scriptures, namely, 
that the sun is the centre of the world, and that it does not move 
from east to west, and that the earth does move, and is not the 
centre of the world; also, that an opinion can be held and 
ported, as pa^bable, after it has been declared and finally decreed 
contrary to the Holy Scripture, and, consequ€#ntly, that you have 
incurred all the censures and penalties joined and promulgated 
in the sacred canons, and other general and particular constitu- 
tiems againat delinquents of this description. Prem which it is 
Our pleasuj^e'tl^ you be idisolred, provided that, with a sincere 
heart and unfid^ed faith, in Our presence, you abjure, curfee, and 
detest, the said errors and heresies, and every other error and 
heresy, eontraxy to the Ottholic and Apostolic Church of Borne, 
in the form iKftr shown to you. ' 

But grievous and pernicious enot* and transgreasiou 
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may not go altogether unpunished, and that you may be made 
more cautious in future, and may be a warning to others to 
abstain from delinquencies of this sort, We decree, that the book 
of the Dialogues of Galileo Galilei be prohibited by a public 
edict, and We condemn you to the formal prison of this Holy 
Office for a period determinable at Our pleasure; and, by way of 
salutary penance, We order you, during the next three years, to 
recite, once a week, the seven penitential psalms, reserving to 
Ourselves the power of moderating, commuting, or taking off the 
whole or part of the said punishment or pen^ce. 

“And so We say, pronounce, and by Our stotence declare, 
decree, and reserve, in this and in every other better form and 
manner, which lawfully We may and can use. So We, the 
subscribing Cardinals, pronounce.” [Subscribed by seven Car¬ 
dinals.] 

In conformity with the foregoing sentence, Galileo was made 
to kneel before the Inquisition, and make the following Abjuror 
tion:— 

“ I, Galileo Galilei, son of the late Viucemio Galilei, of Florence, 
aged seventy years, being brought personally to judgm^t, and 
kneeliug before you, Most Eminent and Most l^erend Lords 
Cardinals, General Inquisitors of the Universal Christian Be- 
public against heretical depravity, having before my eyes the 
Holy Gospels, which I touch with my own hands, swear, that I 
have always believed, and, with the help of God, will in fiituis 
believe, every article which the Holy Catholic and Apostolic 
Church of Borne holds, teaches, and preaches. But, bemuse 1 
had been enjoined, by this Holy Office, altogether to abandoa. 
the feilse opinion which maintains that the sun is the centre and 

i immoveable, and forbidd^ to hold, defend, or teach, the said 
fSEdse doctrine, in any manner; and alber it had been signified to 
me that the said doctrine is repugnant to the Holy Scripture, I 
have written and printed a bc^k, in which I treat of the same 
doctrine now condemned, and adduce reasons with great force in 
support of the same, without giring any solution, and therefore 
have been jn%ed grievously suspected of heresy; that is to say, 
that I held and beHeved that the etin is the cexubre of the world 
and immoveable, and that the earth is not the c^tre and move- 
able ; willing, therefore, to remove from the minds of Your 
Eminences, and of every Catholic Christian, this vehement sus¬ 
picion rightfully entertained towards me, with a nneere heart 
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and unfeigned faith, I abjure, curse, and detest, the said errors 
and liOTesies, and generally every other error and sect contrai’y 
to the said Holy Church ; and I swear, tliat I will never more 
in future say or assert Euiything, verbally or in writing, which 
may give rise to a similar suspicion of me j but if I shall know 
any heretic, or any one suspected of heresj^ that I will denounce 
liira to this Holy OfBlce, or to Uie Inquisitor and Ordinary of the 
place in which I may be. I swear, moreover, and promise, that 
I will fulfil and observe fully, all the penances which have been 
or shall be laid on me by this Holy Office. But if it shall happen 
that I violate any of my said promises, oaths, and protestations 
(which Grod avert!) 1 subject myself to all the pains and punish¬ 
ments whicli have been decreed and promulgated by the sacred 
canons, and other general and particular constitutions, against 
delinquents of this description. So may God help me, and his 
Holy Gospels, whicli I touch with my own hands. I, the above- 
named Galileo Galilei, have abjured, sworn, promised, and bound 
myself as above; and, in witness thereof, with my own hand 
have subscribed this present writing of my abjuration, which I 
have recited, word for woi'd. ' 

‘‘ At Borne, in the Convent of Minerva, twenty-second of June 
1633, I, GaUlet) Galilei, have abjui-ed as above, with my owm 
hand.” 

Bking from his knees, after this humiliating lie, wrung from 
the aged philosopher by such horrible means, he turned to one 
wlio stood near, and exclaimed, “ Epur se muov€,^\ For all this, 
it does move I 

* From the court Galileo was conducted to prison, to be immured 
for life in one of ,the dungeons of tbo Inquisition, His sentence 
was afterwards mitigated, and he was pennitted, to return to 
Florence ; but the humilia^n to which he had been subjected 
pressed even moro heavily on his spirits than the cruel tortures 
which had been iniiioted on him, beset as he already was with 
infirmities^ atld totally blind, and he never more talked or wrote 
on the aubjeet of astronomy. , 4. 

There is ei^Migh in tfie character .of Galileo to command a high 
admiration, ^hera is muifii, also, in, his sufferings in the cause 
of sci<mce, to incite the deepest sympathy, and even compassion., 
He is, mpreoyer, universidly represented to have bs^m a man of 
great ecjuaupnity, and of a noble and generous disposition. ,Ko , 
Bcienljifiic character of the ag^ or perhaps of any age, folmis a 
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btiucture of finer proportions, or wears in a liigher degree the 
grajce of symmetrj\ Still we caaonot but regrot his employing 
artifice in the promulgation of truth ; and we are compelled to 
lament that his lofty spirit bowed in the fbial conflict. How far, 
therefore, he sinks below the dignity of the Ohiistian martyr ! 

Ai the age of seventy,” says Dr. Brewster, in his Life of Sir 
laoac Newton, “on his bended knees, and with his right hand 
resting on the Holy Evangelista, did this patriarch of science 
avow his present and past belief in the dogmas of the JRomish 
Church, abandon as false and heretical the doctrine of the earth’s 
motion and of the sun’s immobility, and pledge liimaelf to 
denounce to the Inquisition any other person who was even 
suspected of heresy. He abjured, cursed, and detested, those 
eternal and immutable truths which the Almighty had permitted 
him to be the first to establish. Had txalileo but added the 
courage of the martyr to the wisdom of the sage ; had he carried 
the glance of his indignant eye round the circle of his judges ; 
hod he hfted his hands to heaven, and called the living Gk>d to 
witness the truth and immutability of his opinions, the bigotry 
of his enemies would Iiavo been disamed, and science would 
have enjoyed a memorable triumph.” 
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Kepler was a native of Germany. He was boni in the Duchy 
of Wurtemberjx, in 1671. As CapemicuSj Tycho Bralio, Galileo, 
Kepler, aiid Newton, are names that are much associated in the 
history of astronomy, let us see how they stood related to each 
other in point of time. Copernicus was bom in 1473 : Tycho, in 
1546 ; Galileo, in 1564 ; Kepler, in 1571; and Newton, in 1642. 
Hence, Cgj>emicas was seventy-three years before Tycho, and 
Tycho ninety-six years before Newton. They all lived to an 
advanced age, so tliat Tycho, Gidileo, and Kepler, were contem- 
poraiy for many years; and Newton was bom the year that 
Galileo died, ’ 

Kepler avos bom of parents Avho were then in humble circum¬ 
stances, although of noble descent Their misfortunes, which 
had reduced them to jKJverty, seem to have been aggravated by 
their own unhappy dispositions ; for his biographer informs \is, 
that “his mother was treated with a degree of barbarity by her 
husband and brother-in-law,, that was hardly exceeded by her 
owTi perverseness.” It is fortunate, therefore, that Kepler, in 
Ids childhood, was removed from the immediate society and 
example of his parents, and educated at a public school at the 
expense of the Duke of Wurtefubeffg. He early imbibed a taste 
fur natural philosophy, but had conceiyed a strong prejudice 
against astronomy, and even a contempt for it, inspired, probably, 
by the arrogant and ridiculous pretensions of the astredogera. 
who constituted the princi]^ astronomers of his country. A 
A'acant post, howev^, of teamberof astronomy, occurred when he 
was of a suitable age to fill it, and he was compelled to take it by 
tlie authority of his tutors, though with many protestations on 
his part, wishing to be provided for in some other more brilKant 
profession. 
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Happy is genius, when it iights on a profession entirely con¬ 
sonant to its powens, where the objects successively presented to 
it are so exactly suited to its nature, that it clings to them as the 
loadstone to its kindred metal among piles of foreign ores. 
Nothing could have been more congenial to the very mental 
constitution of Kepler, than the study of astronomy,—«a science 
where the most capacious understanding may find scope in unison 
with the most fervid imagination. 

Much as has been said against hypotheses in philosophy, it is 
nevertheless, a fact, that some of the greatest truths have been 
discovered in the pursuit of hypotheses, in themselves entirely 
false; truths, moreover, tar more important than those assumed 
by the hypotheses; as 'ColumljUiJ, in searching for a north-west 
passage to India, discovered a new world. Thus Kepler groped 
his way through many fhlse and absurd suppositions, to some of 
the most sublime discoveries ever made by man. The funda¬ 
mental principle which guided him was not, however, either 
false or absurd. It was that God, who made the world, had 
established, throughout all his works, fixed laws,—laws that are 
often so definite as to, be capable of expression in exact numerical 
terms. In accordance with these ^iews, he sought for numerical 
relations in the disposition and arrangement of the planets, in 
respect to their number, the times of their revolution, and their 
distances from one another. Many, indOed, of the subordinate 
suppositions which he made, were extremely fanciful; but he 
tried hb own h3rpotheses by a rigorous mathematical test, 
wherever he could apply it; and as soon as he discovered that a 
supposition would not abide this test, he abandoned it without 
the least hesitation, and adopted others, which he submitted to 
the same severe trial, to share, perhaps, the same fate. “After 
many failures,” he says, “I was comforted by observing that 
the motions, in every case, seemed to b« connected with the 
distances j and that, when there was a great gap between the 
orbits* there was the same between the motions. And I reasoned 
that, if God had adapted motions to the orbits in some ration 

- to the distances, he had also arranged the distance themselves 
hi relation to something else.” ��

p In two years after he, commenced the study of astronomy, he 
published a book called the ^ M^^erium CoBmograpMcumy" a 
name whi<h implies an explanation of the mysteri^ involved in 
the eonstruciaon of the univetne 13ns work wan -full'of the 
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wildest Rpeculatioiis and most extravagant hypotheses, the most 
remarkable of which was, that the distances of the planets from 
the sun are regulated by the relations which subsist between 
the five regular solids. It is well known to geometers that there 
are, and can be, only five reg^r solide. These are, first, the 
tetraedron, a four-sided figure, all whose sides are equal and 
similar ti'iangles ; secondly, the contained by six equal 
squares; thirdly, an octaedron^ an eighti-sided figure, consisting 
of two four-sided pjnramids joined at their bases; fourthly, a 
dodecmdron, having twelve five-sided, or pentagonal faces; and, 
fifthly, an icosaed/ron, contained by twenty equal and similar 
triangles. You will be much at a loss, I think, to imagine what 
relation Kepler could trace between these strange figures and 
the distmioes of the sewsraX planets from the sun. He thought 
he discovered a connexion between those distances and the 
spaces which figures of this kind would occupy, if interposed in 
certain ways between them. Thus, he says, the Earth is a circle, 
the measure of all j round it describe a dodecaedron, and the 
circle including this will bo the oihit of Mars. Bound this circle 
describe a tetraedron, and the circle including this will be the 
orbit of Jupiter. Describe a cube round this, and the circle 
includir^ it will be the orbit of Saturn. Now, inscribe in tlie 
earth an icosaodron,*and the circle included in this will give the 
orbit of Venus. In this inscribe an octaedron, and the circle 
included in tins will be the orbit of Mercury. On this supposed 
discovery Kepler exults in the most enthusiastic expressions. 
*^The intense pleasure I have received from this discovery never 
can be told in words. 1 regretted no more tbnc wasted ; 1 tired 
of no labour ; I shunned no toil of reckoning ; days and nights 
I spent in calculations, until I could see whether this opinion 
would agree with the orbits of Copernicus, or whether my joy 
was to vanish into air. I willingly subjoin that sentiment 
Archytas, as given by Cicero: * If I could mount up into heaven, 
and thoroughly perceive the nature of the world and the beauty 
of the stars,,that admiration would be without a charm for me, 
unless I had some one like you, reader, candid, attentive, and* 
eager for knowledge, to whdhi to describe it.’ If you acknow¬ 
ledge this feeling, and are candid, you will refrain from blame, 
such as, not without cause, I anticipate : but if, leaving that to 
itself, you fear, lest these things bo not ascertained,-and that I 
have shouted triumph before victory, at least approach these 
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pages, and learn tlie matter in consideration: yon will not find, 
as just now, new and unknown planets interposed ; that holdness 
of mine is not approved; but those old ones very little loosened, 
and so furnished by the interposition (however absurd you may 
think it) of rectilinear figures, that in future you may give a 
reason to the rustics, when they ask for the hooks which keep 
the skies from falling.” 

When Tycho Brahe, who had then retired from his famous 
TJraniburg, and was settled in Prague, met with this work ot 
Kepler’s, he immediately recognised under this fantastic garb 
the lineaments of a great astronomer. He needed such au 
unwearied and patient calculator as he perceived Kepler to be, 
to aid him in his labours, in order that he might devote himself 
more unreservedly to the taking of o^ervations,—ai\ employ¬ 
ment in which he delighted, and in which, as I mentioned iu 
giving you a sketch of his history, he excelled all men of that 
and preceding ages. Kepler, therefoi-e, at the express invitation 
of Tycho, went to Prague, and joined him in the capacity oi 
assistant. Had Tycho heeu of,a nature less truly noble, he 
might; looked with contempt on one who had made so few 
observations, and indulged so much in wild speculation; or he 
might have been jealous of a rising genius, in which he descried 
so many signs of future eminence as an astronomer; but, 
superior to idl the baser motives, he extends to the young 
aspirant the hand of encouragement in the following kind invita¬ 
tion ; “ Come, not as a stranger, but as a very welcome firiend ; 
come, and share in my observations, with such instruments as 1 
have with me.” 

Several years previous to this, Kepler, after one or two unsuc¬ 
cessful trials had found him a wife, from whom he expected a 
considerable fortune ; but in this he was disappointed; and so 
poor was he, that, when on his jottmey to Pra^^e in company 
with his wife, being taken sick, he was ramble to defray the 
expenses of the Journey; and was forced to cast himself on the 
bounty of Tydbto. 

In the couiBe of theifoLowiiig ySear, while absent from Prague, 
he fancied that Tycho had iiynredlnm, arid accordingly addrcssed 
to the noble a ietthr full of insulte and reproaches, A 
mild reply from Tycho opened the eyes of Kepler to his own 
ingratitude; His better feelings soon returned, and he sent to 
his great pail^n' this ImmHe apology: f*Most noble Tycho! 
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How shall I enumerate, or rightly estimate, your benefits con¬ 
ferred on me! For two months you have liberally and gi'atuitously 
maintained me, and my whole family j you have provided for all 
my wishes; you have done me every possible kindness; you 
have communicated to me every thing you hold most dear ; n(' 
one, by woi-d or deed, has intentionally injured me in anything ; 
in short, not to your own children, your wife, or yourself, have 
you shown more indulgence than to me. This being ao, as I am 
iuixious to put u2K)n i*ecord, I ci^not lefiect, without consterna¬ 
tion, that I should have been so given up by God to my ovvti 
iuteinjjenince, jis to shut my eyes on all these benefits; that, 
instead of modest and respectful gi-iititude, I should indulge for 
thi'eo weeks in continual moroseness towards all your family, 
aud in headlong passion and the utmost insolence towards your¬ 
self, who possess so many claims on luy veneration, from your 
noble family, your extraordinary learning, and distinguished 
rejmtation. Whatever I have said or written against the person, 
the fame, the honour, and the learning of your Excellency ; or 
whatever, in any other way, I have injtiriously spoken or 
written (if they admit no other more favom able interpretation), 
as, to my grief, I have spoken aud written, many things, and 
more than I can remember; all and everything I recant, and 
freely mid honestly declare and profess to be gi'ouudless, false, 
and incapable of proof.” This was ample satisfaction to the 
generous Tycho. 

" To err is Inunau: to torglvo, divine.” 

On ICepler’s retuiu to Fragile, he was presented to the 
Emperor by Tycho, and honoured with the title of Imperial 
Mathematician, This was in 16bl, when he was thirty years of 
age. Tycho died shortly after, aud Kepler succeeded him as 
princip^ mathematician to the Emperor; but his aalaiy was 
badly i>aid, and he suffered much from iiecuniary embavrass- 
meuts. Altliough he held ^e astrologers, or those who told 
fortunes by the stars, in great contempt, yet he enteiiiained 
notions of his own, on the same subject, quite as extravagant, 
and practised the ai*t of caistiug nativities to eke out a support 
for his family. 

When Galileo began to observe with his telescope, aud 
announced, in ra^pid succession, his wonderful discoveries, Kopler 
entered into them with his characteristic enthusiasm, although 
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th«y subverted many of his favourite hypotheses. But such was 
his love of truth| that he was among the first to congratulate 
Galileo^ and a most engaging correspondence was carried on 
between these master-epirlts. 

The first planet which occupied the particular attention of 
Ke|fier was Mars, the long and assiduous study of whose motions 
conducted him at length to the discovery of those great piin- 
ciples called “Kepler’s Laws.” Barely dp we meet with so 
remarkable a union of a vivid fancy with a profound intellect. 
The hasty and extravagant suggestions of the fo^er were sub¬ 
mitted to the moat laboriotis calculations, some of which, that 
were of great length, he repeated seventy times. This exuberance 
of fancy frequently appears in his style of writing, which occa¬ 
sionally assumes a tone ludicrously figurative. He seems con¬ 
stantly to contemplate Mars as a valiant hero, who had hitherto 
proved invincible, and who would often elude his own efforts to 
conquer him. “While thus triumphing over Mars, and prepaaing 
for him, as for, one altogether vanquished, tabular prisons, and 
equated, eccentric fetters, it is buzzed here and there that the 
victory is vain, and that the war is raging anew as violently as 
before. For the enemy, left at home a despised captive, has 
hurst ell the chains of the equation, and broken forth of the 
prisons of the tables. Skirmishes routed my forces of physical 
causes, and shaking off the yoke, regained ^eir liberty. And 
now there was li;ttle to prevent the fugitive enemy from effecting 
a junction with his own rebellious supporters, and reducing me 
to despair, had 1 not suddenly sent into the field a reserve of 
new physical reasoiungs on the rout and dispersion of the 
veterans, and diligently fbllowed, without allowing the slightesL 
respite, in the direction m whirii he had broken out.” 

But he pursued this warfare with the planet until he gained 
a full conquest, by the discovery of the first two of his laws; 
namely, that,As revolves in an eUipiipal erHtt and that his raditut' 
vectorp(mes eptal spaces in equfil times. 

Domestic lacouhlea, hoyrever, , invcfived hisa in the deepest 
afBiotiom 7, JPovmrty, the loSs of a promirihg and favourite son, 
the desij|^;y^ his wife, after a long illness -these were some of 
the misfc^q^s that clustered around him. Although his first 
marriage ha^to^u an unhappy one, it was hot cpnsonant to his 
genius to surrender anything after only a single trial Accord 
mgly, it was not long before lie contracted a seca;i^ alliance. 
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He coxobuBsioned a nixmlDer of hui fHende to look out for him, 
and he soon obtained a tabular list of eleveh names, among whom 
his affedions wavered. TSie progress of his courtship is thus 
narrated in the interesting "Life” contained in the "Library 
of Useful Knowledge.” It furnishes so fine a specimen of his 
eccentricities, that I cannot deny myseJf the pleasure of tran¬ 
scribing the passage. It is taken from an acconut which Kepler 
himself gave in a letter to a friend. 

" The first on the list was a widow, an intimate friend of his 
first wife, and who, on many accounts, appeared a most eligible 
match. At first, she seemed favourably inclined to. the proposal; 
it is certain that she took time to consider it, but at last slie very 
quietly excused herself. Finding her afterwards less agreeable 
ill person than he had anticipated, he considered it a fortunate 
escape, mentioning, among other objections, that she had two 
marriageable daughters, whom, by the way, he had got on his 
list for examination. He was much.troubled to reconcile his 
astrology with the fact of his having taken so much pains about 
a negotiation not destined to succeed. He examined the case 
professionally. ‘Have the stars,* says he, * exercised any influence 
here ? For just about this time, the direction of the mid-heaven 
is in hot opposition to Mars, and the passage of Saturn through 
the ascending point of the zodiac, in the scheme of my nativity, 
will happen again next November and December. But, if these 
are the causes, how do they act 7 Is that explanation the true 
one, which I have elsewhere given 7 For I can never think ot 
handing over to the stars the office of deities, to produce effects. 
Let us, therefore, suppose it accounted for by the stars, that at 
this season I am violent in my temper and affections, in raslmess 
of belief, in a show of pitiful tender-heartedness, in catching at 
reputation by new and paradoxical notions, and the singularity 
of my actions ; in busily inquiring into, and weighing, and dis¬ 
cussing various reasons; in the uneasiness of my mind, with 
respect to my choice. I thahk Qod that that did not happen 
which might have hajppened; that this marriage did not take 
place. Now for Others.’ Of these, one was too old; another, 
in bad health j another, too proud of her birth and quarterings ; 
a fourth had learned nothing but showy accomplishments, not at 
all suitable to the kind of life she would have to lead with him. 
Another ^ew impatieni^ and married a more decided admirer 
while he wis hiBsitating. ‘ The mischief,’ says he, ‘in all these 
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attachments was, that, whilst I was delaying^ comparing, and 
balancing conflicting reasons, evmy day saw ms infl^emed with a 
new passion.’ By the time he reaped No. 8 of hk list, he found 
his match in this respect. * Fortune has avenged herself at length 
on my doubtful iaclinationa. At first, she was quite cona^ying, 
and her Mends also. Presently, ’whether she did or did not 
consent, not only I, but she hers^ did not know. After the 
lapse of a fe’w days came a renewed prmuise, 'which, however 
had to be confirm^ a third time: and, four days afW that, she 
again repented her confirmation, apd begged to be excused from 
it. Upon this, I gave her up, and this time all my counsellors 
were of one opiniem.* This was the longest courtship in the list, 
having lasted three whole months; and, quite <lisheartened by its 
bad sacoess, Kepler’s next attempt was of a more timid com¬ 
plexion. His advances to No. 9 were made by confiding to her 
the whole story of his recent disappointment, prudently deter¬ 
mining to be guided in his behaviour by observing whethca* the 
treatment he experieneed met with a proper degree of sympathy. 
Apparently, the experiment did not succeed; and, when imost 
reduced to despair, Kepler betook himself to the advice of a 
friend, who had for some time past complained that she was not 
consulted in this difficult negotiation. When she produced 
No. 10, and the first visit was paid, the report upon her was as 
follows: has, undoubtedly, a good fortune, is of good family, 
and of econojnicai ixabits; but h«r physiognomy is most horribly 
ugly; she would be stared at in the streets, not to mention the 
Btriking’disproportion in ont figures. I am lank, lean, and spare ; 
Bho is short, and thick. Zn a fronily notonous for faefcne«a, she is 
considered superfluously fiat,* The only objection to No. 11 seems 
to' have been her excessive youth; and when this treaty was 
brokaa off on that account^ K^^ier turned his back upon sdl his 
adviaars, and diose for himself one who had figured as No. 5 in 
his list, to whom he pvofoasea to have felt attached throughout, 
but from whom tlie representatioias of his friends had hilh^tirto 
detained him, probably on account of her hufoble statioii.” 

Having thus NSetiled his domeattc Kepler now betook 
himself wUh his usual industry; to his astronomical studies, and 
brought before the world the most celebrated of his publications, 
entitle, “ Hamonics.’* In the fifth book of this work he 
announced his Third ZatHf—that tibie squarm of the periodical 
times of the planets are as the cubes of the distanoes^ Kepler’s 
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mptur© upoa detecting it -was unbounded. “ Wbat,” says be, “X 
prophesied two-and-twenty years ago, as soon as I discovered the 
five solids among the heav^y orbits; what I firmly believed 
long before I had seen IPisolemy’s Harmonics ; what I had pro¬ 
mised my friends in the title of this book, which I named before 
I was sure of my discovery ; what sixteen years ago I urged as 
a thing to be sought; that for which I joined Tycho Brahe, for 
which I settied in Prague, for which I have devoted the best pnii# 
of my life to astronomical contemplations;—at length I have 
brought to light, and liave recognised its truth beyond my mosi 
sanguine expectations. It is now eighteen months since I got 
the first glimpse of light, tliree months since the dawn, very few 
daj’s since the unveiled sun, most admirable to gaze on, burat out 
upon me. Nothing holds me: I will indulge in my saci-ed fury ; 
I will triumph over mankind by the honest confession that I 
have stolen the golden vases of the Egyptians to build up a 
tabernacle for my God far from the confines of Egypt. If you 
forgive me, I rejoice : if you are angry, I can beiar it; the die is 
cast, the book is written, to be read either now or by posterity, 
I care not which. I may well wait a eciutuiy for a reader, as 
God has waited six thou^nd years for an observer.” In accord¬ 
ance with the notion he entertained respecting the " music of the 
spheres,” he made Saturn and Jupiter take the bass, Mam the 
tenor, the Earth and Venus the counter, and Mercury the treble. 

“ The misery in which Kepler lived,” says Sir David Brewster 
in his “ Life of Newton,” “ forms a painful contrast with tht/ 
services which he performed for science. The pension on which 
he subsisted was always in arrears; and though the three em¬ 
perors, whoso rei^ he adorned, directed their ministers to be 
more punctual in its payment, the disobedience of their com¬ 
mands was a source of conUnual vexation to K«pler. When he 
retired to Silesia® to spend the remainder of his days, his pccu- 
niaxy difilculties became still more harassing. Necessity at 
length compelled him to^ «pply penonally for the arrears which 
were due; aindL he acootcSj^ly set out, m 1630, when nearly 
sixty years of age, fbr B^hfoon *, but, in consequence ofo^e great 
fatigue which so long n journey on htnueback produced, he was 
seized with a fever, which put an end to his life.” 

Professor WhewdU (in hb interesting work on Astronomy and 
General Physics coniddered with reference to natural Theology, 
expresses tlm opinion that Kepler, notwithstanding his oons^tr*- 
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tioDal oddities, was a man of strong and lively piety. His “ Com¬ 
mentaries on the motions of Mars ” he opens with the following 
passage : “ I beseech my reader, that, not umnindfhl of the Divine 
goodness bestowed on man, he do with me praise and celebrate 
the wisdom and greatiiess of the Creator, which I open to him 
from a more inward explication of the form of the world, from a 
searching of causes, from a detection of the errors of vision ; and 
that thus, not only in the firmness and stability of the earth, he 
perceive with gratitude the preservation of aU living things in 
nature as the gift of God, but also that in its motion, so recondite, 
so admirable, he acknowledge the wisdom of the Creator. But 
him who is too dull to receive this science, or too weak to be¬ 
lieve the Copemican s3rstem without harm to his piety,^—^him, I 
say, I advise that leaving the school of astronomy, and con¬ 
demning, if he please, any doctrines of the philosophers, he 
follow his own path, and desist from this wandering through the 
umverse; and, lifting up his natural eyes, with which he alone 
can see, pour himsetf out in his own heart, in praise of God the 
Creator; being certain that he gives no less worship to God 
than the astronomer, to whom God has given to see more clearly 
with his inward eye, and who, for whatfhe has himself discovered, 
both can and will glorify God.” 

In a Life of Kepler, very recently published in his native 
country, founded on manuscripts of his which have lately been 
brought to light, there are given numerous other examples of a 
similar devotional spirit. Kepler thus concludes his Harmonica : 
** I give Thee thanks, Lord and Creator, that. Thou hast given 
me joy through Thy creation; for I have been ravi^ed with the 
work of Thy hands. 1 have revealed unto mankind the gloiy of 
Thy works, as ftr as my limited spirit could conceive their infi¬ 
nitude. Should Z have brought forward anything that is un¬ 
worthy of The^ or should I have sought my own, fame, be gra¬ 
ciously pleased to forgive m^” 

As Galileq^eicperienQed tho most bitter persecurions from the 
Church of . Borne, so Kepler met with much viukmt opposition 
aad.^caltomy ftW'the Brotestant clargy his own country, 
particularly for adopting, in an admanac which, as astronomer 
Toyal, he ssmualjy^pubMshed, the leformod calendar, as ]^ven by 
the ^epe of Home* His opimons respecting.rehgious hbeHy, 
also, aiqpear to have been greatly in fidvance of the times in 
whi^ he .lived, , In answer to certaia calumnies with which he 
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was assailed, for his boldness in reasoning from the light of 
nature, he uttered these memorable words: “ The day will soon 
break, when pious simplicity will be ashamed of its blind super¬ 
stition ; when men wxU recognise truth in the book of natiu’e as 
Well as in the Holy Scriptures, and rejoice in the two revelations.” 

NEWTOK. 

Sir Isaac Newton was bom in linoolnahire, in 1642, just 
one year after the death of Galileo. His father died before 
he was bom, and he was a helpless infant, of a diminutive size, 
and BO feeble a frame, that his attendants hardly expected his 
life for a single horn*. The family dwelling was of humble 
architecture, situated in a retired biit beautiful valley, and was 
surrounded by a small farm, which afforded but a scanty living 
to the widowed mother and her precious charge. It will pro¬ 
bably be found that genius has oftener emanated from the cottage 
than from the palace. 

The boyhood of Newton was distinguished chiefly for his 
ingenious mechanical contrivances. Among otber pieces of 
mechanism, he constructed a windmill, so curious and complete 
in its workmanship, as to excite universal admiration. After 
carrying it a while by the force of the wind, he resolved to sub¬ 
stitute animal power; and for this purpose he inclosed in it a 
mouse, which he called the miller, and which kept the mill 
going by acting on a tread-wheeL The power of the mouse 
was brought into action by unaraUiug attempts to reach a 
ixu-tion of com placed above tbs wheel. A water-clock, a four- 
wheeled caniage propelled by tba. rider himself and kites of 
superior ^urkmanriiip, W^ among the productions of the 
mechanical ^nius of this gifted boy^ At a little later period he 
began to thm his attention td l^e motions of the heavenly bodies, 
and constmetedt Several sun-dlalB on the walls of the house where 
he lived. All this was before he had reached his flfteenth year. 
At this age; he was sent hj his mother, in company with an old 
family servant, to a neignbouring market-town, to dispose oJ 
products of their farm, and to bny article of merchandise fox 
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their family use ; but the youn^ philosopher left aU these neijo- 
tiations to his -worthy partner, oecupying himself meanwhile 
with a collection of old books, -which he had found in a garret. 
other times he stopped on the road, and took shelter with his book 
under a hedge, until the servant returned. They endeavoured 
to educate him as a fanner; but the perusal of a book, the con- 
fetiaiction of a water-mill, or some other mechanical or scientific 
amusement, absorbed all his thoughts, when the sheep -were 
going astray, and the cattle were devouring or treading down 
the com. One of his uncles having foimd him one day under a 
hedge, with a book in his hand, and entirely absorbed in medi¬ 
tation, took it from him, and found that it was a mathematical 
problem which so engrossed his attenUon. IIis friends, therefore, 
•wisely resolved to favour the bent of his genius, and removed 
him from the farm to school, to prepare for the university. In 
the eighteenth year of his age, Newton was admitted to Trinity 
College, Cambi'idge. He made rapid and extraordinary advances 
in the mathematics, and soon aiforded unequivocal presages of 
that greatness which afterwai’ds placed him foremost among the 
master spirits of the world. In 16G9, at the age of twenty-seven, 
he became professor of mathematics at Cambridge, a post which 
he occupied for many years afterwards. During the four or five 
years previous to this he had, in fact, made most of those great 
discoveries which have immortalised his name. 



ANCIENT AND, MODERN IDEAS 
OK 

THE SYSTEM OF THE WORLD. 

By a system of the world, I understand an explanation of th« 
arrangetTwU of all the bodies that compose the material immer^ 
md of their rdations to each other. It ia otherwise called the 
“ Medianism of the Heavensand indeed, in the system of the 
world, we figure to ourselves a machine, all parts of which have 
a mutual dependence, and conspire to one great end. “The 
niachines that were first invented,” says Adam Smith, “ to per¬ 
form any partieulai’ movement, are always the mcfflt complex; 
and succeeding artists generally discover that, with fewer wheels, 
and with fewer principles of motion, than had originally been 
employed, the same effects may be more easily produced. The 
first systems, in the same maimer, are always the most complex; 
and a particular connecting chain or principle is generally 
thought necessary, to unite every two seemingly disjointed 
appearances; but it often happens, that one great conned.ing 
principle is afterwards found to be sufl&rient to bind together all 
the discordant phenomena that occur in a whole species of 
things ! ” This remark is strikingly appEcabie to the origin and 
progress of ^tems of astronomy. It is a remarkable fact in 
the history of the huanan mind, that astronomy is the oldest of 
the sciences, having been cultivated, with no small success, long 
before any attention was paid' to the causes oi the common 
terrestrial phenomena. The opimon has always prevailed among 
those who were itnenMghtened by science, that vwy extraordi¬ 
nary appearances ia the sky, as oomOts, fiery meteors, and 
eclipses, are omens of the wrath of Heaven. T^ey have, there¬ 
fore, in all ages, been watched with the greatest ai^ntion; an^ 
their appearances have been minutely recorded ^ the historians 
of the limes. The moreover, that the aape^ of the stars 
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are connected witli the destinies of individuals and of empires, 
has been remarkably prevalent from the earliest records of history 
down to a veiy late period, and, indeed, still lingers among the 
uneducated and credulous. This notion*gave rise to Astrology, 
—an art which professed to be able, by a knowledge of the 
varying aspects of the planets and stars, to penetrate the veil of 
futurity, and to foretell approaching irregularities of nature 
herself, and the fortune of kingdoms and of individuals. That 
department of astrology which took cognisance of extraordinary 
occurrences in the natural world, as tempests, earthquakes, 
eclipses, and volcanoes, both to predict their approach and to 
interpret their meaning, was called natural astrohgy; that which 
related to the foztunes of men and of empires, judicicJ, astrology. 
Among many ancient nations, astrologers were held in the 
highest estimation, and were kept near the persons of monarchs; 
and the practice of the art constituted a lucrative profession 
throughout the middle ages. Nor were the ignorant and un¬ 
educated portions of society alone the dupes of its pretensions. 
Hippocrates, the “ Father of Medicine,” ranks astrology among 
the most important branches of knowledge to the physician; and 
Tycho Brahe and Lord Bacon were firm believers in its mysteries. 
Astrology, fallacious as it was, must be acknowledged to have 
rendered the greatest services to astronomy, by leading to tho 
accurate observation and diligent study of the stars. 

At a period of very remote antiquity, astronomy was cultivated 
in China, India, Chaldea, 'and Egypt, The Chaldeans were par¬ 
ticularly distinguished for the accuracy and extent of their 
astronomical observations. Oalisthenes, the Greek philosopher, 
who accompanied Alexander the Great in his Eastern conquests, 
transmitted to Aristotle a series of observations made at Babylon 
nineteen centuries before the capture of that city by Alexander; 
and the wise men of Babylon and the Chaldean astrologers are 
referred to in the Sacred Writings* They ex^oyed a clears sky 
and a mild climate, and their pursuits as shepherds.favoured 
long-continued observations ; while the admiration and respect 
accorded to the prof^ion, rendered it an object of stdl higher 
ambition. 

In the seventh century before the Christian era, astronomy 
1>egan to be eultivated in Ghreece; .and there arose siiccessively 
three celebrated astronomicid 8chool8,--~the school of Miletus, the 
school of Crotoha, and the school of Alexandria. The first was 
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established by Thales, six hundred and forty years before Christ; 
the second, by Pythagoras, one hundred and forty years after¬ 
wards ; and the third, by the Ptolemies of Egypt, about three 
hundred yeara before the Christian era. As Egypt and Babylon 
were renowned among the most ancient nations, for their know¬ 
ledge of the sciences, long before they were cultivated in Greece, 
it was the practice of the Greeks, when they aspired to the 
character of philosophers and sages, to resort to these countries 
to imbibe wisdom at its fountains. Thales, after extensive 
travels in Crete and E^pt, returned to his native place, IVIUetus, 
a town on the coast of Asia Minor, where he established the 
first school of astronomy in Greece. Although the minds ot 
these ancient astronomers were beclouded with much error, yet 
Thales taught a few truths which do honour to his sagacity. He 
held that the stars are formed of fire ; that the moon receives 
her light from the s\|tn, and is invisible at her coiyunctions 
because she is hid in the sun’s rays. He taught the sphericity 
of the earth, but adopted the common error of placing it in the 
centre of the world. Ho introduced the division of the sphere 
into five zones, and taught the obliquity of the ecliptic. He was 
Jiequainted with the Saros, or sacred period of the Chaldeans, 
and employed it in calculating eclipses.- It was Thales that 
predicted the famous eclipse of the sun which terminated the 
war between the Lydians and the Medes. Indeed, Thales is 
universally regarded as a bright but solitary star, glimmering 
through mists on the distant horizon. 

To Thales succeeded, in the school of Miletus, two other 
astronomers of much celebrityj Anaximander and Anaxagoras. 
Among many absurd things held by Anaximander, he fii'st 
taught the sublime doctrine that the planets are inhabited, and 
that the stars are suns of other systems. Anaxagoras attempted 
to explain all the Sfi<^ets of the skieS by natural causes. His 
reasonings, indeed, were alloyed with many absurd notions but 
still he alone, among the astronomers, inaintained the existence 
of one God. His doctrines alarmed his countrymen, by their 
audacity and impiety to their, gods, whose prerogatives he was 
thought to invade; and, to deprecate their wrath, sentence of 
death was pronounced on the philosopher and all his family,—a 
sentence which was commuted only for the sad alternative of 
peipetual banishment. The very genius of the heathen mytho¬ 
logy was at war with the truth. False in itaelfi it titiiiied tlio 
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mind to the love of what -was false in the interpretation of nature 
it arrayed itself against the simplicity of truth, and persecuted ‘ 
and put to death its most ardent votaries. The religion of the 
Bible, on the other hand, lends all its aid to truth in nature as 
well iis in morals and religion. In its very genius it inculcates 
and inspires the love of truth; it su^fgests, by its analogies, tho 
existence of established laws in the system of the world ; and 
holds out the moon and stars, which the Creator has ordained, 
as fit objects to give us exalted views of his glory and wisdom. 

Pythagoras waa the founder of the celebrated school of 
Orotona. He was a native of Samos, on island in the .d£geau 
sea, and flourished about five hundred years before the Christian 
era. After travelling more than thirty years in Egypt and 
Chaldea, and spending several years more at Sparta, to learn the 
laws and institutions of Lycurgus, he returned to his native 
island to dispense the riches he had aequyed to his countrymen. 
But they, probably fearful of incurring the displeasure of the 
gods by the freedom with which he inquired into the secrets of 
the skies, gave him so unwelcome a reception, that he retired 
&om them, in disgust, and established his school at Crotono, on 
the south-eastern coast of Italy. Hither, as to an oracle, the 
fame of his wisdom attracted hundreds of admiring pupils, whom 
he instructed in every species of knowle(%e. From the visionary 
notions which are generally understood to have been entei'tained 
on the subject- of astronomy, by the ancients, we are apt to 
imagine that they knew less than th^ actually did of the truths 
of this science. But Pythagoras was acquainted-with many 
important facts in astronomy, and entertained many opinions 
respecting the system of the world, which are now held to be 
true. Among c^her things well known to Pythagoras, either 
derived from his own investigati<^, or received from his prede¬ 
cessors, were the following; and we may note them as a synopsis 
of the state of astronomical knowledge at that age of the woxld. 
First, the principal WTiMdlatUm. These had begun to flirmed 
in the earliest ages of the world. Several of them, bearing the 
same name as at present, are mentioned in the vrritingB of Hesiod 
dhd Homer; and the ^ sweet influenees of the Pleiades,” and the 
" bands of Orion,” are beautifully allnded to in the book of Job. 
Secondly, edijp^, Pythagoras Imew both the causes of eclipses 
and how to predict them; not, indeed, in the accurate mamier 
now practised, but by means of the Saxos. Thirdly, Pythagoras 
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had divined the time system of the worlds holding that the sun, 
and not the efirth, (as was generally held by the ancients, even 
for many ages after Pythagoras,) is the centre around which all 
the planets revolve ; and that the stars are so manj*’ suns, each 
the centre of a system like our own. Among lesser things, he 
knew that the earth is roimd; that its surface is naturally 
di^^ded into five zones; and that the ecliptic is inclined to the 
equator. He also held that the earth revolves daily on its axis, 
and yearly around the sun ; that the galaxy is an assemblage of 
small atjirs; and that it is the same luminary, namely, Venus, 
that constitutes both the morning and evening star ; whereas all 
the ancients before him had supposed that each was a separate 
planet, and accordingly the morning star was called Lucifer, and 
the evening star, Hesperus. He lield, also, that the planets were 
inhabited, and even went so far as to calculate the size of some 
of the animals in the moon. Pythagoras was also so great an 
enthusiast in music, that he not only assigned to it a conspicuous 
place in his system of education, but even supposed that the 
heavenly bodies themselves were arranged at distances corre¬ 
sponding to the intervals of the diatonic scale, and imagined them 
to pursue their sublime march to notes created by their own 
harmonious movements, called the “ music of the spheres; ” but 
he maintained that this celestial concert, though loud and grand, 
is not audible to the feeble organs of man, but only to the gods. 
With few exceptions, however, the opinions of Pythagoras on the 
system of the world .were founded in truth. Yet they were 
rejected by Aristotle, and by most succeeding astronomers, down 
to the time of Copernicus; and in their place was substituted the 
doctrine di crystadtine spheres, first taught by Eudoxus, �who lived 
about three hundred and seventy years before Christ. According 
to this system, the heavenly bodies are set like gems in hollow 
solid orbs, composed of crystal so transparent, "that no anterior 
orb obstructs in the least the view of any of the orbs that lie 
behind it. The sun and the planets have each its sepiirate orb ; 
but the fixed stars are all set in the same grand orbj and beyond 
this is another still, the pnrmm mobHet whidi revolvi^ (kily, 
from cast to west, and carries a-long with it all the other orki. 
Above the whole spi’eads the grand empyreoen, or third heavens, 
the abode of perpetual serenity. 

To account for the planetary motions^ it was supposed that 
each of the planetary orbs, as well as 'that of the sun, has a 
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motioB of its own eastward, wliile it partakes of the common 
diurnal motion of the starry sphere. Aristotle taught that these 
motions are effected by a tutelary genius of each planet, residing 
in it, and directing its motions, as the mind of man directs his 
movements. 

Two hundred years after Pythagoras, arose the famous school 
of Alexandria, under the Ptolemies. These were a succession of 
Egyi^tian kings, and are not tb be confounded with Ptolemy the 
astronomer. By the munificent patronage of this enlightened 
family for the space of three hundred years, beginning at the 
death of Alexander- the Great, from whom the eldest of the 
Ptolemies had received his kingdom, the school of Alexandria 
concentrated in its vast library and princely halls, erected for the 
accommodation of the philosophers, nearly all the science and 
leai’ning of the world. In wandering over the immense terri¬ 
tories of ignorance and barbarism which covered, at the time, 
almost the entire face of the earth, the eye reposes upon this 
little spot as upon a verdant island in the midst of the desert. 
Among the choice fruits that grew in this garden of astronomy 
were several of the most distinguished ornaments of ancient 
science, of whom the most eminent were Hipparchus, and Ptolemy. 
Hipparchus is justly considered as the Newton of antiquity. He 
sought his knowledge of the heavenly bodies not in the illu¬ 
sory suggestions of a fervid iinagination, but in the vigorous 
application of an intellect of the first order. Previous to this 
period, celestial observations were made with the naked : 
but Hipparchus was in possession of instruments for measuring 
angles, and knew how to resolve spherical triangles. These were 
great steps beyond all his predecessors. He ascertained the 
length of the ye^ within six minutes of the truth. He dis¬ 
covered the eccentricity, or elliptical figure, of the solar orbit, 
although he supposed the sun actually to move uniformly in a 
circle, but the earth to be placed out of the centre. He also 
determined the positions of the points among the stars wl^re the 
earth is nearest the sun, and where it is most remote from it. 
He formed very accurate estimates of the obHquity of the ecliptic, 
and of the procession of the equinoxes. He computed the exact 
period of the synodic revolution of tl^e moon, and the inclination 
of the lunar orbit; discovered the backward motion of her node 
and of her line of apsides ; and made the first attempts to ascer¬ 
tain the horizontal parallaxes of the sun and moon. Upon the 
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appearance of a new star in the firmanjent, he undertook, as 
already mentioned, to number the stars, and to assign to each its 
true place in the heavens, in order that posterity might have the 
means of judging what changes, if any, were going forward 
among these apparently unalterable bodies. 

Although Hipparchus is generally considered as belonging to 
the Alexandrian school, yet he lived at Kliodes, and there made 
his astronomical observations, about one hundred and forty yems 
before the Christian era. One, of hia treatises has come down to 
us ; but his principal discoveries have been transmitted through 
the “ Almjigest ” of Ptolemy. Ptolemy flourished, at Alexandria 
nearly tlu:ee centuries after Hipparchus, in the scfiond century 
after Christ. His great work, the “ Almagest,” which Las con¬ 
veyed to us most that we know respecting the astronomical 
knowledge of the ancients, was the universal text-book of astro¬ 
nomers for fourteen centimies. 

Tbe name of this celebrated astronomer has also descended to 
us, associated with the system of the world which prevailed from 
Ptolemy to Copernicus, called the Ptolemaic System. The doc¬ 
trines of the Ptolemaic system did not originitte with Ptolemy, but, 
being tligested by him out of materials furnished by various 
hands, it has come down to us under the sanction of las name. 
According to this system, the earth is the centre of the universe, 
and all the heavenly bodies daily revolve aroujid it, from east to 
west. But although this hypoth^is would aocoimt for the ap¬ 
parent diurnal motion of the firmament, yet it would not account 
for the apparent annual motion of the sun, nor for the slow 
motions of the planets from west to east! In order to explain 
these phenomena, recourse was had to defereiUs and epicycles^— 
an explanation devised by Apollonius, one of the greatest 
geometers of antiquity. He conceived that, in the circuinference 
of a circle, having the earth for its centre, there moves the centre 
of a smaller circle, in tlie circnmfereuce which the planet re¬ 
volves. The circle surrounding the earth was caUed the deferent, 
while the smaller circle, whose centre was always in the circum¬ 
ference of the defer^t, was called the epicycle. It is obvious 
that the motion of a body from wesb to east, in this small circle, 
would be alternately direct, stationary, and retrograde, as was 
explained in a previous chapter to be actually the case with the 
apparent motions of the planets. The hyperfihesis, however, is 
inconsistent with the fihasu of Mercury and Venus, hich, being 

TT 
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between iis and the sun, on both sides of tlie epicycle, would 
present their dark sides towards us at both conjunctions with the 
sun; whereas, at one of the conjunctions, it is known that they 
exhibit their discs illuminated. It is, moreover, absurd to speak 
of a geometrical centre, which has no bodily existence, moving 
round tlie earth on the circumference of another circle. In addi¬ 
tion to these absurdities, the whole Ptolemaic system is encum¬ 
bered with the following difficulties: Urst, it is a mere hypo¬ 
thesis, having no evidence in its favour, except that it explains 
the phenomena. This evidence is insufficient of itsel:^ since it 
frequently happens that each of two hypotheses, which are 
directly opposite to each other, 'anil explain all the known pheno¬ 
mena. But the Ptolemaic system does not even do this, as it is 
inconsistent with tiie phases of Mercury and Venus, as already 
observed. Secondly, now that we are acquainted with the dis¬ 
tances of the remoter planets, and especially the fixed stars, the 
swiftness of motion, implied in a daily revolution of the starry 
firmament around the esirth, renders such a motion wholly in¬ 
credible. Thirdly, the centrifugal force wliich would be generated 
in these bodies, especially in the sun, renders it impostible tliat 
they can continue to revolve around the earth as a centre. 
Almurd, however, as the system of Ptolemy was, for many centuries 
no great philosophic genius appeared to expose its fallacies, 
and it therefore guided the faith of astronomers of all cormtries 
dowm to the time of Copernicus. 

After the age of Ptolemy, the science made little progress. 
With the deriine of Greman liberty, tlie arts imd scienoes de¬ 
clined fdao; and the Homans, then masters of the world, were 
ever more ambitious to conquests over man than over 
matter; and they accordingly neves: ^oduced a single great 
asti'onomer. During the ages, tiie Arfid>ians w^ almost 
the only astronomers, andlS^Esy cultivated this noble study chiefly 
assubsidiaary to astrolo^. 

At length, in the fifteenth oentniy, Oopamieus arose, and after 
forty years iiltenBe study aaqd meditation, divined the true 
gyst^ of the world. The reader will reooilect that the Ooper- 
mcan system maintalhi^-^1. the difinMl motion 
of the hea-venly bodies, fhAn east to 'west, is owing to the rad 
revolution of the earth on its own axiis from west to east:; and 
S. That tite fften is the centre around which the earth and 

xevohm &dm west to east It on the following 
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arguments: In the first place, the revolves on tZs own asis. 
.TTirst, because this supposition is Ytwtly more simple. Secondly, 
it is agreeable to tznaloffp, since all the other planets that affo^ 
any means of determining the question, are seen to revolve on 
their axes. Thirdly, the spikeroid/xl figure of the earth is the figure 
of equilibrium, that results from a revolution on its axis. 
I'^ourl^ly, theof bodies at the equator indicate-s 
a centri ‘ugal force arising from such a revolution. Fifthly, bodies 
let fall from a high eminence, fall eastward of their base, indicating 
that when further from the centre of the ej^h they were sulgect 
to a gi’eater velocity, which, in consequence of their inertia, they 
do not mitirely lose in descending to the lower level. 

In the second place, the pdanets^ iwAwdmg the earthy revolve about 
the sun. First, '&e phases of Mercury and Venus are precistdy 
such as would result frmn their circulation around the sun in 
orbits within that of the earth; but they are never seen in 
opposition, as they would be, if they circulate around the earth. 
Secondly, the superior planets do indeed revolve around the 
earth ; but they also revolve around the sun, as is evident from 
their phases, and from the known dimenslojis of their orbits; 
and that the sun, and not the earth, is the centre of their motions, 
is inferred from the greater symmetry of their motions, as 
referred to the sun, than as referi^ to the earihi; and especially 
from the laws of gravitation, which forbid our suj^sing that 
bodies so much larger than the eaarth, as some of these bodies 
are, can circulate permanently around the earth, the latter 
remakung all the while at rest. 

In the third place, the annual motion of the ear^ itself is 
indicated also by the most conChiaive arguments. For, first, 
since all the planets, with Iheir sateMithB and the comets, revolve 
about the sun, analogy leaite us to isfothe same respecting the 
earth and its satellite, as those of Jupit^ and Saturn, and indi-^ 
cates that it is a law of the solar systmuThai the smaller bodies 
revolve about the hoger. 3econ^y, tm the supporition that the 
earth performs an annual revolution around the sun, it is 
embraced along w^th the planets, in ?;i!epler’B law, that the 
squares of the thnes are the enb^ the distances; other¬ 
wise,^ forms an excepthm, and the only known exc^ion, to^ 
this law. 

Bnch are the leading aziroments upon which rests the Coper-, 
nican system of astronomy. They Wore, however, only trefy 
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pftrtially known to Copemions himself as the state both of 
mechanical science, and of astronomicol observation, was not 
then sufficiently matured to show him the strength of his own 
doctrine, since he knew nothing of the telescope, and nothing of 
the principle of universal gravitation. The evidence of thib 
beautiful system being left by Copernicus in so imperfect a state, 
and indeed his own reasonings in support of it being tinctuivd 
with some errors, we need not so much wonder that Tj^cho 
Brahe, who immediately followed Copernicus, did not gh o it his 
assent, but, influenced by certain passages of Scripture, he still 
maintained, with Ptolemy, that the earth is in the centre of the 
universe; and he accounted for the diurnal motions in the same 
manner as Ptolemy had done, namely, by an actual revolution of 
the whole host of heaven around the earth eveiy twenty-foiu 
hours. But he rejecited the scheme of deferents and epicycles, 
and held that the moon revolves about the earth as the centre ot 
her tuotions ; but that the smi, and not the eaitih, is the centre 
of the planetary motions ; and that the sun, aceomimnied by the 
planets, moves around the earth once a year, somewhat in the 
manner in which w'e now conceive of Jupiter and his satellites 
as revolving around the sun. This system is liable to most ot 
tbe objections that lie against the Ptolemaic eystem, with the 
disadvantage of b^ug more complex. 

Kepler and Galileo, however, as appeared in the sketch of 
their lives, embraced the theory of Copernicus with great 
avidity, and all their labours contributed to swell the evidence 
of its trutln When we see with what immense labour and diffi¬ 
culty the disciples of Ptolemy sought to reconcile every new 
phenomenon of the heavens with thdr system, and then see how 
easily and naturally all the Successive discoveries of GaUleo and 
Kepler fall in with the the<sry of Ct^)«micu8, wo feel the force of 
the lines of the poet: 

0 henr QiiUk* the complex vorks ot xam, 
Hoovoii'* easy, artless, unlneuiii1>exod plan.’* 

Cowns. 

Newton received the torch of truth from Calileo, and trans¬ 
mitted it to his successoiUr "vrith its light eplarged and purified; 
and rinoe that period, evi^ry imw discovery, whether the fruit of 
refined instrumental obsei^aUon or of p^ound mathematical 
analysis, has only added lustre to the of Copernicus. 
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With Newton commenced a now and wonderM era in astro¬ 
nomy, distinguished above aH others, not merely for the pro¬ 
duction of the greatest of men, but also for the establishment of 
those most important auxiliaries to our science, the Koyal 
Society of Loudon, the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and the 
Oteervatory of Greenwich. 1 may add the commencement of 
the Transactions of the Eoyal Society, and the Memoirs of the 
Academy of Sciences, which have been continued to the present 
time,—^both precious storehouses of astronomical riches. The 
Observatory of Greenwich, moreover, has been under the direction 
of an extraordinary succession of great astronomers. Their uamto 
are Flamsted, Halley, Bradley, Maskeleyne, Pond, and Airy,— 
the last being still at his post, and worthy of continuing a line so 
truly illustrious. The observations accumulated at this cele¬ 
brated Observatory are so numerous, and so much superior to 
those of any other institution in the world, Ibat it has been said 
that astronomy would suffer little, if all other contemporary 
observations of the same kind were annihilated. Sir William 
Herschel, however, laboured chiefly in a different sphere. The 
Astronomers Boyal devoted themselves not so mu^h t(f the dis¬ 
covery of new objects among the heavenly bodies, as to the exact 
determination of the places of the bodies already known, and to 
the development of new laws or facts funong the celestial 
motions. !l^t Herschel, having constructed telea^pes of far 
greater reach than any ever used before, employed them to 
sound new and untried depths in the profundities of space. We 
have already seen what interesting and amazing discoveries he 
made of double stars, clusters, and nebulae. 

The English have done most for astronomy in observation and 
discovery; but the French and Germany in developing, by the 
most profound mathematical investigatiQn, 'the great laws of 
physical astronomy. 

It only remains to inquire, whether llie Copemican system is 
now to be regarded as a full exposition of the “ Mechanism ot 
the Heavens,” or whether there subsist higher orders of relations 
between the flxed stars themselves. 

The revolutions of the itara afford conclusive e'wdenoe 
of at least subordinate a^enu^'of suns, governed by the same 
laws as those whic& regulate the motions of the solar system. 
The nehiUcB also compose |bc^liar systems, to which the membsn 
are evidently bound together by some common relation. 
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In these marks of organisation,—of stars associated togetlie? 
lu clusters; of sun revolving around sun; and of nebulte dis¬ 
posed in regular figures,—we recognise different members d 
some grand sjBtem, links in one great chain that binds togethei 
all parts of the imiverse; aa we see Jupiter and his satellites 
combined in one subordinate system, and Saturn and his satel¬ 
lites in another,—oadi a vast Wngdom, and both uniting with a 
number of other individual parts, to compose an empire still 
more vast. 

This fact being now established, that the stars are immense 
b(^ies, like the son, and that they are subject to the laws of 
gravitation, we cannot conceive how they can be preserved ft ora 
falling into final disorder and ruin, unless they move in har- 
mbnious concert like thb members of the solai system. Other¬ 
wise, those that are situated on the confines of creation, being 
letained by no forces from without, while they aie subj'ect to 
the attraction of all the bodies within, must leave their stations 
and move inward with accelerated velocity; and thus all the 
bodies in the universe would at length MI together in the 
commdn'centre of gravity. The immense distance at which the 
stars are placed from each other would indeed delay suck a 
catastrophe; but this must be the ultims^te tendency of the 
mateiial worlds unless sustained in one harmonious system by 
nicely-adjuBted motions. To leave entirely out of view our con¬ 
fidence in the wisdom and preserving goodness of the Creator, 
and reasoning merely team what we know of the stability of 
the solar system, we shouM be justified in inferiing that other 
worlds are not subject to forces which operate only to hasten 
their decay, and to involve them in final ruin. 

We conclude, therefore, that the material imiverse is one 
great system; that the combination of planets with their 
satelliU® constitutes the first or lowest order of worlds; that 
next to these, planets are linked to suns; that these are bound 
to other suns, compomng a still higher order in the scale of 
being; and finally, that all the Afferent systems of worlds move 
around their common centre of gravity. 

1 intended, before cOndboi^g tbis popular digest of astrono- 
ifilfeal science, to discuss the argulnento Which astronomy affords 
to natural theology; but these chapters have been already 
sacbended so much fomerthan 1 anticipated, ^at X shall con> 
dude with suggesting a fow df those moral and religious refleo- 
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tions, wliich ought always to follow ia the train of such a survey 
of the heavenly bodies as we have now taken. 

Although thei'e is evidence enough in the structure, arrange¬ 
ment, and laws, which prevail among the heavenly bodies, to 
pinve the exisimce of God, yet I think there are many sub¬ 
ordinate parts of His works far better adapted to this purpose 
than these, being more fully within our comprehension. It was 
intended, no doubt, that the evidence of His being should be 
accessible to all His creatures, and should not depend on a land 
of knowledge possessed by comparath ely few. The mechanism 
of the eye is probably not more perfect than that of the universe; 
but vre can iinalj'se it better, and more fully understand the 
design of each part. But the existence of God being once 
proved, and it being admitted that he is the Creator and Goveraor 
of the world, then the dist.overie's of astronomy are admirably 
adapted to i>erfonn just that office in relation to the Great ifirst 
Cause, wliich is assigned to them in the Bible, namely, “to 
cleclai’e the glojy of God, imd to show His handiwork.” In 
other wor<ls, the <lisco^ erics of astronomy arc peculiarly fitted-— 
more so, perhap-?, than any other department of creation—to 
exhibit the unity, power, and wisdom, of the Creator, 

The most modem discoveries have multiplied the proofs of 
the unity of God. It has usually been offered as sufficient 
evidence of the timth of this doctrine, that the laws of nature 
are found to bo uniform when applied to the utmost hounds of 
the solar ^stem ; that the law of gravitation controls alike the 
motions of Mercury and those of Neptune ; and that its opera¬ 
tion is one and the same upon the moon, and upon the satellites 
of Satuni. It was, however, impossible until recently to 
predicate the same miiformity in the great laws of the universe 
respecting the starry worlds, except by a feeble analogy. However 
improbable, it was stUl possible, that in these distant worlds 
other laws might prevail,^ and other lords exercise dominion. 
But the discovery of the revolutions of the binary stars, in 
exact accordance with the law of gravitation, not merely in a 
single instance, but in many instances; in all cases, indeed, 
wherever those revolutions Wve advanced so fer as to deter¬ 
mine their law of aetion, gives us demonstration, instead of 
analogy, of the preval^nne of the same law among the other 
systems as that whidi rules in ours. 

The marks of a still higher organisation in the structure of 
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(doalei’s and nebuloe, all bearing that same characteristic union 
of resemblance and variety which belongs to all tlie other woriiR 
of creation that fall under our notice, speak loudly of one, and 
only one, grand design. Every new discovery of the telescope, 
therefore, has added new proofs to the great truth that God is 
one: nor, so far a.s I know, has a single fact appeared that is 
not entirely conacaiant with it. Eight, moreover, which brings ns 
intelligenee, and, in most cases, the only intelligence we have of 
these remote orbs, testifies to the same truth, being similar in 
Its properties, and uniform in its motions, from whatever star it 
emanates. 

In displays of of Jehovah, nothing can compare 
with the starry heavens. The magifitudes, distances, and veloci¬ 
ties of tlie heavenly bodies are so much beyond every thing of 
this kind wluch belongs to things around us, from which we 
borrowed our fi.i*»t ideas of these qualities, that we can scarcely 
avoid looking with incredulity at the numerical results to which 
the unerring principles of mathematics haye conducted u.s. 
And when we attempt to aji^y our measures to the fixed stars, 
and especially to the nebulas, ihe result is absolutely over¬ 
whelming : the mind refuses its aid in our attempts to grasp the 
great ideas. Nor less conspicuous, among the phencunena of 
rile heavenly bodies, is the wudom of the Creator. In the first 
place, this attribute is everywhere exhibited in tJm happy adapta¬ 
tion of mmm to their ends. No principle can be imagined more 
simple, and at the some time more efieotual to answer the 
purposes which it serves, than gravitarion. No position can be 
^veiL to the sun and planets so fitted, as far as we can judge, to 
fulfil their mutual relations, as that which the Creator has given 
them. 1 say as far as we csm judge; for we find this to be the 
case in respect to our own planet and its attendant satellite, and 
hence have reason to infer that the mme is the case in the other 
planets, evidently holding, as they do, ft similar relation to the 
sun. Thus the position of the earth at just such a distance from 
rile sun as suits the nature of its animaL and vegetable kingdoms, 
apd confining the ra9pge of . solar heat, vast as it might easily 
become, within such narrow bounds; the inclinatiou of the 
earth's axis to the |dazia of its so as to produce the 
agreeable vicissitudes of the sf^umnsyimd Increase the varieties 
of animal and vegetalde life,.still oonfining the degree of inclina¬ 
tion so exactly within the bounds of safety, that, were it much 
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to tfausceud its present limits, the changes of temperature of 
the different seasons would be too sudden and violent for the 
existence of either animals or vegetables ; the revolution of the 
earth on its axis, so happily dividing time into hours of business 
and of repose ; the adaptation of the moon to the earth, so as to 
afford to us her greatest amount of light just at the times when 
it is needed most, and giving to the moon just such a quantity 
of matter, and placing her at just such a distance from the earth, 
as serves to raise a tide productive of every conceivable advan¬ 
tage, without the evils which would result from a stagnation 
of the waters on the one hand, or from their overflow on the 
other;—^these are a few examples of the wisdom displayed in the 
mutual relations instituted between the sun, the earth, and the 
moon. 

In the second plaoe, similar marks of wisdom are exhibited in 
the 'many usefvl and important purposes which the same thirty is 
made to serve. Thus the sun is at once the great regulator* of the 
planetary motions, and the fountain of light and heat. The moon 
both gives light by night, and raises the tides. Or, if we would 
follow out this principle where its operations are more within 
our comprehension, we may instance the atmosphere. When man 
constructs an instrument, he deems it suflicient if it fuliils one 
single puiqwse ; as the watch, to tell the hour of the day, or the 
telescope, to enable him to see distant objects ; and had a being 
like ourselves made the atmosphere, he would have thought it 
enough to have created a medium so essential to animal life, that 
to live is to breathe, and to cease to breathe is to die. But 
beside this, the atmosphere has manifold uses, each entirely 
distinct from all the others. It conveys to plants, as well as 
animals, their nourishment and life; it tempers the heat of 
summer with its breezes; it binds down all fluids, and pi'events 
their passing into the state of vapour; it supports the clouds, 
distils the dew, and waters the earth with showers; it multiplies 
the light of the sun, and diffuses it over earth and sky; it feeds 
our fires, turns pur machines, wafts our ships, and conveys to 
the ear all the sentiments of language, and all the melodies of 
music. 

In the third place, the wisdom of the Creator is strikingly 
manifested in the provision he has made for the suability of the 
universe. The perturbations occasioned by the motions of the 
planets, from their action on each other, are very numerous. 
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since every body in the system exerts an attraction on every 
other, in conformity with the law of universal gravitation. 
Venusr and Mercory, approaching, as they do at times, com¬ 
paratively near to the earth, eensibly disturb its motions; and 
the satellites of the remoter planets greatly disturb each other’s 
movements. Nor was it possible to endow this principle with 
the pro]3erti^ it has, and make it operate as it does in regulating 
the motions of the world, without involving such an incident. 
On this subject, Professor Whewell, in his excellent work 
composing one of the Bridgewater Treatises, remarks: “ The 
derangement which the planets produce in the motion of one of 
their number will be very small, in the course of <me revolution j 
but this gives us no security that the derangement may not become 
very large, in the course of many revolutions. The cause acts 
peipotuaUy, and it has the whole extent of time to work in. Is 
it not easily conceivable, then, that, in the lapse of ages, the 
derangements of the motions of the planets may accumulate, tlie 
orbits may change their form, and ^eir mutual distances may 
be much increased or diminished ? Is it not possible that these 
changes may go on withcmt limit, and end in the complete 
subversion and ruin of the syst^ ? 1:^ &r instance, the result 
of this mutual gravitatbn should be to increase considerably the 
eccentricity of the earth’s orbit, or to make the moon approach 
continually nearer and nearer to the earth, at every revolution, 
it is eepy to see that, in the one case, our year would change its 
character, producing a hor greater iri'egalarity in the distribution 
of the wdar heat; in the other, our satellite must fall to the 
^arth, occasioning a dreadful catastrophe^ If the positions of the 
planetary orbits, with respect to that of the earth, were to change 
much, the planets might sometimes coma very near us, and thus 
increase the effect of their attracrion beyond calculable limits. 
Under sudi circumstanees, ^we might have years of unequal 
length, and seasons of capriciouB tBm^muiture; planets and 
moons, of portentous size and aspect, glaring and disappearing 
at uncertain mtervals; tides, .li^e deluges, sweeping over whole 
continents; and perhaps the coUisdonof twaof the planets, and 
the consequent destruction of aU organisation on both of them.* 
The fact really is, that changes airs talring place in the motions 
of the heavenly bodies, which have gcnm mt progressively, from 
the first dawn of science. The eccentricity of the earth’s orbit 
has been diminishing fircun the eariieat obs^vatbns to our times. 
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The moon has been moving quicker from the lime of the first 
recorded eclipses, and is now in advance, Toy about four times 
her own breadth, of what her own place would have been if it 
had not been affected by this acceleration. The obliquity of the 
ecliptic also is in a state of diminution, and is now about two 
fifths of a degree less than it was in the time of Aristotle.” 

But, amid so many seeming causes of irregularity and ruin, it 
is well worthy of note, that effectual provision is made for the 
stability of the solar m/stem. The full confirmation of this fact is 
among the grand results of physical astronomy. Newton did 
not undertake to demonstrate either the stability or the insta¬ 
bility of the system. The decision of this point required a great 
number of preparatory steps and simplifications, and such progress 
in the invention and improvement of mathematical methods, as 
occupied the liest mathematicians of Europe for the gixjater part 
of the last centmy. Towards the end of that time, it was shown 
by Lagrange and Laplace that the arrangements of the solar 
system ai'e stable ; that, in the long run, the orbits and motions 
remain unchanged ; and that the changes in the orbits, which 
lake place in shorter periods, never transgress certain very 
moderate limits. Each orbit imdergoes deviations on this side 
and on that side of its average state; but these deviations arc 
never very great, and it finally recovers fix>m them, so that the 
average is preserved. The planets produce perpetual perturba¬ 
tions in each others’ motions; but these perturbations are not 
indefinitely progressive, but periodical, reaching a maximum 
value, and then diminishing. The periods which this restoration 
i-equires are, for tlie most part, enormous,—^not less than thou¬ 
sands, and in some instances millions, of years. Indeed, some of 
these apparent derax^ements have been going on in the same 
direction from the creation of the world. But the restoration is, 
in the sequel, as complete as the derangement; and in the mean¬ 
time the disturbance never attains a sufiSicient amount seriously 
to affect the stability of the system. “I have succeeded in 
demonstrating,” says Laplace, “ that, whatever be the masses of 
the planets, in consequence of the fact that they all move in the 
same direction, in orbits of small eccentricity, and but slightly 
inclined to each other, their aecuhor irregularities arc periodical, 
and included within narrow limite; so tliat the planetaiy system 
will only oscillate about a mean state, and will never deviate 
from it, except by a very small quantity. The ellipses of the 
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planets have been, and always will be, nearly circular. The 
ecliptic will never coincide with the equator ; and the eutu*e 
extent of the variation, in its inclination, cannot exceed three 
degrees.” 

To these observations of Laplace, Professor Whewell adds the 
following, on the importance, to the stability of the solar system, 
of the fact that those planets which have (jreat mossen have orbits 
of small eccentricity :—“ The planets Mercury and Mars, which 
have much the largest eccentricity among the old planets, are 
those of which the masses are mnch the smallest. The mass of 
Jupiter is more than two thousand times that of either of these 
planets. If the orbit of Jupiter were as eccentric as that of 
Mercury, all the security for tlie stability of the system, which 
analysis has yet pointed out, would dis.qjpear. The earth and 
the smaller planets might, by the near approach of Jupitei’ at his 
])erihelion, change their nearly circuhir orbits into very long 
ellipses, and thus might fall into the sun, or fly off itito remoter 
space. It is further remai'kable, that the newly-discovereil 
planets, of which the orbits are still more eccentric than that of 
Mercury, the masses are still smallex-, so tliat the same provision 
is established in tliis case also.” 

Witli this hasty glance at the unity, power, and wisdom of the 
Creator, as manifested in the greatest of His works, I close. I 
hope enough has been said to vindicate the sentiment that called 

Devotion, daughter of Astronomy ! ” I do not pretend that 
this, or any othea* science, is adecpiate of itself to purify the 
heai*t, or to raise it to its Maker ; hut I fully believe that, when 
the heart is ah-eady under the }x>wer of religion, there is some¬ 
thing in the frequent and habitual contemplation of the heavenly 
bodies, under all the lights of modem astronomy, very favourable 
to devotional feelings, inspiring, as it does, humility, in unison 
with an exalted sentiment of grateful adoration. 
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Plate I,—Loiu> Posse s C'eah Ni'.lula.—Tliis ohjoct had loLg 
h'^on known ns u faint, nelmla of an elli]:)tical figure*, 
with nothing to distinguish it from many other similar lurmnous 
clouds. When oxaminod ky Lord Jhe-'St-’s tliree-l’cct reflector, its 
asp(*et "W'as entirely changed. The eentrai part was seen to be 
composed of a \a,st multitude of stars, wii.i.' braiioliiug filaments 
of hazy light ext'nded from the centre iii all dlreoLiou.^. There 
can he litth* donht of the actual character ol" this singular object. 
It is probably an immense cluster of suns, of a figure which 
seems to bid defiiuice to all our ideas of regularity or order. As 
it still rests on a bed of misty light, indicating still more distant 
portions of it, a higher power may hereafter work a complete 
change in the character of its outline. It is among the most 
distant objects visible in the telescope, and exhibits a specimen of 
tbe singular variety of form, occasiormlly shown among these vast 
congeries of stars. 

Plate II.—The Great Nebula ix Oiiiox.—Discovered hy 
Huygens in KiOG. It is one of the largest among the nebula., 
and certainly one of the most magnificent- Tt was examined by 
the elder Herschel, with the entire range of his telescopic power, 
without exhibiting any appearance of being composed of stars. 
Within the outline of the nebula, there are a great many large 
and brilliant stars, but these are undoubtedly between the eye 
and the nebula, and in no way connected with it. Among thc.se 
stni’s there is one marked on the maps as 0 Orionis, which has 
long been known to consist of four component stars. Professor 
Struve, of Dorpat, detected a fifth; and a sixth has recently 
been added to this remarkable set. Here wo have an example 
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of aix suns, pro])ably in physical union, and revolving about Hieir 
common centre of gravity. Near these six stars, and between 
the short point of light and the long projecting branch, there 
appears to be an absolute vacuity, intensely dhcJi\ Whether tliis 
be an ciiect of contrast with the brilliancy of the nebula, oi* 
occasioned by some peculiar constitution of this region, it is 
impossible to determine. In exhibiting this object to persons 
who had never seen anything of the kind, 1 have frequently 
heard them remark, that a part of the nebula was hid by a llac/j 
cloud. 

Sir W. Herschel being unable to resolve this nebula, with his 
most powerful telescopes, placed it among those which he re¬ 
garded as probably composed of the nebulous fluid, or chaotic 
matter. The subsequent investigations of Sir John Herschel 
confirmed the views of his lather, and it has only been on the 
application of the six-feet reflector of Lord Bosse, that the true 
character of this object has been ascertained. The space-peiie- 
Irating power of the monster telescope has carried the observer 
near enough to discern the individual stars of which it is com¬ 
posed. Its resolution has also been accomplished by the magni¬ 
ficent Befractor of the Cambridge (U. S.) Observatory. 

The distance and magnitude of this object, as thus determined, 
absolutely overwhelm the mind. In case light be not absorbed 
in its journey through the celestial spaces, the light of the nebula 
in Orion cannot reach the eye in less than sixty thousand years, 
with a velocity of twelve millions of miles in every minute of 
time ! and yet this object may be seen from this stupendous dis¬ 
tance even by the naked eye ! Wliat, then, mn.st be its dimen¬ 
sions ! Here, indeed, we behold a universe of itself too vast for 
the imagiuation to grasp, and yet so remote os to appear a faint 
spot upon the sky. 

The resolution of this nebula has been the signal for the re¬ 
nunciation of Hersehel’s nebular hypothesis. 

Plate III.—Nebttla in the Shield or Sobikskl —-This is 
irresolvable nebula, figured by Sir John Herschel, during his 

Isidence at the Cape of Good Hope. Its favourable position, as 
m in southern latitudes, enabled Herschel to trace the outline 
the nebula much farther'than any preceding observer had 

^gone. The singular figure of this object seems to suggest some 
^ponrer of attraction operating on the particles of matter, or the 
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Btars of wiiicli ii is composed. In one place we see a bright con¬ 
densed mass of light, nearly round, while it is encircled by a 
perfectly dai-k vacuity, on the outside of which nebulous light is 
ag-iin seen. The smaller curv^c, at the opposite extremity, was 
discovered I'y Ilerschcl, while at the Cape, and has not been seen 
at any northern observatory, so far as I know. The stfira scat¬ 
tered througli this nelmla are not probably connected with it, 
but accidental in thoii- po.sition. It is inii)ossible to assert, with 
certainty, the absolute nebulosity of any object. It may bi* 
that higher powers -will resolve even this one into star.s; but 
thtjs far there has been no evidence gained of it.s resolvable 
character. 

Platk IV.—The Bing Nebula, in the Constellation Ltiia. 
—The remarkable size and form of tliis remote obj’ect have 
combined to render it one of the most curious and interesting 
in the heavens. It is beautifnll}' shown by the Befi-actor of 
the Cincinnati Observatory, luul appears as a ring of misty 
light hung ill the heavens, with a diameter as large as that 
of the moon, when seen with tlie naked eye. In iiistniments 
of inferior power, the interior of this ring ippears quite dark; 
hut I have always seen this space tilled with more or less 
light, according to the jmrit}’^ of the aijnosphere at the time 
of examination. 

It is supposed to be a vast congeries of stars, united into one 
grand system. This object is so remote, as to be utterly invisible 
to the naked eye, and its light cannot reach us in less than twenty 
or thirty thousand years ! 

It has shown aymptous (as Ilerschel remarks) of resolvability; 
but has not been fully resolved. There is one other ring nebula 
known in tlie northern heavens, and I believe, but one. Ilerschel 
has found several in the south. 

Plate V.—Lord Bosse’s Whirlpool or Spiral Nebula.— 
This is certainly one of the most wonderful objects in the heavens. 
I have frequently examined it with the Cincinnati Bcfractor. 
The principal outlines are weU shown, but the filling up is only 
accomplished by the monster refractor of the liash nobleman. 
The two great central clusters are seen with my large instrument, 
and were originally drawn by Herschel as distinct objects. The 
curious spiral form is exhibited with great beauty, and seems 
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to iuvlicate the action of feome powerful and controlling law, 
in tins r^aote body or cluster of uiuverses ; for such indeed 
it feeems to be. 

Plate VI.—The Dumb-bell Nebula, as ftgureu by Lord 
Rossl—This object was discovered by Messier, as eaily as 17C4. 
It occujjies one of ihe nchest portions of the lieavons, and is sur¬ 
rounded by thouvuids of stais. In ordinary telescopes it may 
be seen in the sha]ie of a doulile-headcd shot, or dumi»-bell; 
hence its name With nioie power its outlines are ch.uiged, 
until, witli Ijotd Posse’s great telescope, it is seen under the 

.figure shown in the plate. I have seen the object very nearly 
under the funu in the draw ing, bnt cannot say that I have ever 
fanly resolved it into stais. The Cambridge Jlefiactoi, in the 
hands of Mr }iond, is said to have accomplished its rest»luuon. 
I S( 0 inauv stars oii the ntbula, but presume them to be acci¬ 
dental, oi loca+ed betw^een the observer and the nebula. 
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London : Farringdon Street. 

GEORGE ROUTLEDGE & Co.’s 
NEW AND CHEAP EDITIONS 

To l)e obtained by Order of nil Booksellers, Home 
or Colonial, 

Price 3s. 6d. eacli, cloth gilt, or 4:3. gilt edges. 

The castaways ; or, Adventures of a Family in the 
Wilds of Africa. P>y A. Boavman, Author of “ Esperauza." 

With Eight Illustrations hy Harrison Weir. 
“ la H moat uilerestin}' %\<>rk, oo.ilaiiiiiiK tlve ail ventures of a family in the wilds of 

Africa, with in.ni> 1 lirilhng, iieriloua, and amusing incident."'. Tlie hunting adven> 
turea are related with great spirit.” 

PAIRY GOLD FOR YOUNG AND OLD. Edited by 
J- H. F. OnoitLKY. With Eight Illustrations by W. Harvey. 

rScrangor, the poet whom Prance hna just lo.st, in writing to the author of this 
^oUln»o, says, “ 3 have iinislied rending j'uur tales, and uni us thoroughly enchanted 
ns uiiv small child to whom, lor the first time, sumo one has told the story of Ti/iu 
Thumb.” 

“ Gerstaeclcer is tlie most jiopular writer of the day with fho young. He has seen 
what lie describes, and sh.ired m the ailventures which ho relates. Ueuco his hooka 
are truthful pictures of the busy scenes ot active life.” 

T>OBINSON CRUSOE; including His Further Adven- 
JA tures. By Danikl Hkpoe. Illustrated by Phiz. 

“ The passing delighiful story of many generations, the always entertain^g book, 
r.ud the subject of copy to all ages.” 

OANDFORD AND MERTON. By Thomas Day, 
^ Newly Revised and Edited. With Illustrations. 

“ A favourite of nearly a century—how many hooks pass into dull forgalf-tl* 
ness in one^tenth of that time. All young people can study with much odvautaga 
the histoiy of Sandibrd and Mertou.” 



Cheap Editions of Illustrated Juvenile IVorJcs. 2 

Price 38. Sd. each, cloth gilt, or #h. gilt edges. 

pUIZOT’S (Madame) MORAL TALES FOR YOUKG 
PEOPLE. Translated from the latest French Edition, by Mrs. 

L. Bcbke. The Fourth Edition. Illustrated by O. R. Campbell. 
“Th« ‘Moral Talea’ of Madame Guizot are generally aa well apprecialod l\y 

younger children than they wwe oriBinally iutended for as they are by persrms «jf 
maturer years, no numerous are the souud iossous of good sense and proper influence 
paramount throughout these works." 

PVENINGS AT HOME; or, The Juvenile Budget 
J-i Opened. By Lucy Aikkn and Mrs. Baebauld. 'With Eight 
finely-executed Engravings. 

*' This is oue of the best boohs for young people firom seven to ton years old that 
has yet appeared in tho world; and the mixture of scientific and mural Iossous is so 
happily blended as lo relieve the attention,"—3ft«* JEdgeworth. 

Swiss family ROBINSON; or, Adventures on a 
Desert Island. Complete Edition, Revised and Improved. With 

Sixteen large Engravings by John Gilbert. 
“The purport of tliis pleasing story is to eonvej’ instruction in the Arts and 

�Natural History, and at the same time to inculcate hj example priuciples wluch 
tend to the promotion of soiaul happiness. It well deserves the high encomium Caaseil on it by one of the most competent judges, that it is oue of the best children’s 

ooks over written.” 

r^ELEBRATED CHILDREN OF ALL AGES AND 
NATIONS. By M. Masson, With Illustrations, from Designs 

by Absalon. 
Royal Children, 
Martyr Children, 
Courageous Children, 
Learned Children, 

Children celebrated for their 
Filial AflFection, 

Laborious Children, 
Poet and Artist Children. 

"This volume is one which cannot fail to interest and benefit the young; for in 
jolTcnng to their consideration, in a very attractive form, the remarkable actions of 
^Hirsons of their own age, it not only ensures a ready sympathy, but is also eminently 
calculated to excite emulation and encourage perseverance." 

The DAWNINGS of genius, exemplified and ex¬ 
hibited in the Early Lives of DistinguiBhed Men. By the Rev. 

T. A. Buckley, M.A., Oxon, with Illustrations, Views, and Designs 
by Godwin. 

The^haracters noted are—Pico di Mirandola, Petrarch, Giotto, 
Michel-Agnolo Buonarroti, Raffaello d’Urbino Sanzio, Erasmus, Sir 
Thomas More, King Edward the Sixth, Richard Evelyn, William 
Wotton, Barretier, Candiac de Montcalm, Pascal, Sir Christopher Wren, 
(xrotius, Scallger, Gaspar Bartbius, Isaac Casaubon, Sir Francis Bacon, 
Sir Isaac Newton, Galileo, Mozart, Niebuhr, Dr. Arnold, Hogarth, 
Sir Thomas Lawrence, Chatterton, Walter Scott, Franklin, Washington. 



Cheap Editions of Illustrated Juvenile Tories. 3 

Price 3s. 6rd. each, cloth gilt, or 4tB. gilt edges. 

^OYAGE AND VENTURE; 
» hv Sea and liand. "Witli Eic 

or, Narratives of Perils 
by Sea and Land. With Eight Illustrations. 

“A volume ol' excitomont for the llreside: in it are narmtions of perilon« inei* 
dents in naval lilVi—by fanune. Are, and wreck, as well as in the busy stir of war) 
the c-nlni decision of Melsou at tho Nile; the career of the soldier iii tented field 
niid siege; an instance of tbe firm anil steady purpose of Wellington at Vitloria, 
Its well as Ins kindly cure for otliers, by an eye-witness. Here, also, are the ad« 
iculures of hardy hunters in the Iiuban wilds, and their many hair-breadth escapes 
when in pursuit of savage animals, or tbeir greater peril, the wild Indian." 

TPAVELS OF PvOLANDO (THE); or, A Tour Round 
the World. By Lucv Aiken. A Now Edition, revised and cor* 

rectrJ by Ciecil Hartley, A.M. niiiatrated by William Harvey. 
“ Combined with tho most vivid descriptions, we find in the ‘ Travels of Rolando’ 

Ibe liveliest, most varied, most extraordinary, and most impressive ^xu'soual adven« 
lures that imagination is capable of concoivmg, or pencil of pourtraymg.” 

Romance of adventure (THE); or, True Tales 
of EnterpriHe. f^econd Edition, enlarged and revised. With 

lllustratioiirt by J. tlilbeit and W. Harvey. 
“Hoots of personal advenliirr- are, after all, the greatest favourites with the 

young, and such books us the ' Jioiuanee of Adventure,'coiitauiing much informal 
tion, a-, well ii-. aniiising and useful facts in Natural History •‘iitertainingly conveyed, 
caiinol, we fiei eouvineed, iu the estimation of any inteUigent hoy or girl, fail o 
beeoiniug a great favounte.” 

mHE BOY’S OWN STORY-BOO.K of FAIRY TALES 
and IjEGENDS. Selected and Edited by Charles Knight. 

With iiunierons Tllustrationn by William Harvey. 
This volume contains a fund of outertainment most ably selected fironat the 

enchanting Eastern tales and ballad legends of the West.” 

Hans andersen’s fairy tales & legends. 
Translated by Madame de Cliatelain, and Illustrated by Henry 

Warren. 
Huns Andersen’s delightful mode of conveying mcoal iustruotion has ccmtri< 

buted to render bis works luuvcnal fiteonxitea.*’ 

The seven wonders of the worm), uud 
their Associations. Edited by the Kev. T. A. Buckley. The Second 

Edition, much enlarged, 'with Engravings by William Harvey. 
Time has not been able to erase these ' Wonders' from hutoiy’s i nuovalt 

they have continued; and, as some of these vast fabrics are oonsunray brou^t 
before us in connexion with Biblical Hiatory, in this volame will be fbmid all «h« 
information that could be gaathwed rM^eoting them,” 



4 Cheap Editions of Illmirated Juvenile Works. 

Price 3s. 6(1. cacb, cloth gilt, or 4s. gilt edges. 

The travels of ROLANDO (Second Series). By 
Miss A. Bowman, Authoress of “Laura Temple.” With En¬ 

gravings by John Gilbert. 
“This volume completes the Tour oi‘ the World throuf{h such parts as were left 

unnoticed by the author of the first series—Aiz,, Mesopotamia, Persia, Siberia, 
Kanischatka, China, and Thibet.” 

TNFLITENCE ; or, Tlio Evil Genius. By tlie Author of 
A “A Trap to catch a Sunbeam.” With beautiful Engi-avinga by 
John Gilbert. 

"The same natural manner and grace adorn the pngr-s of ‘Influence,’ n® in nil 
the former works of this lady, and indicate that porscvcrance and right feeling in 
tins, as m many others, have met with abundant success.” 

TTNCLE TOM’S CABIN. Edited by Mrs. Crowe, and 
^ adapted to juvenile readers. With Illustrations by Harvey. 

rPHE ISLAND HOME; being the Adventures of Six 
A Young Crusoea, cast on a Desolate Island. The Third and 

ilevised Edition, with Illustrations. 
** Here were realized 

My boyhood’s earliest dream of isles that lie 
In farthest depths of ocean, girt with all 
Of natural wealth nnd splendour—jewelled isles 
Roundless in ummagitiable spoils 
That earth is strauger to.” 

Boys at home. By C. a dams, Author of “Edgar 
Clifton,” “ Matilda Lonsdale,” &c. The Third Edition, lllus- 

rated by John (rilhort. 
"A beautiful and deeply-interesliug tale, remarkable for its vigorous and disci- 

nlined imagination, its lively and pure style, aud liigh moral tone; it cannot fail to 
be as great a favourite with the rising generation as the tales by Miss Edgeworth, 
which have been read and re-read by almost all the world.” 

Heroines of history (The), By Mrs. 0. 
Illustrated by John Gilbert. 

F. Owen. 

** Memoirs of twenty-four celebrated womeit, written fireely and with good feeling; 
the whole book is written in a spirit which fits it for the perusal of the yoimg.” 
Aiherueun. 

A PICTURE STORY BOOK. 
Hundred Cuts. 

Illustrated with Four 

*‘1*1118 is one of the most amasing volames that can be put in the hands of young 
people: it will make them crack their sides with kaghter.*' 



Cheap JEJdltiom of Illustrated Juvenile WorJcs. 5 

Price 3s. 6d. each, cloth gilt, or 48. gilt edges. 

ESPERANZA ; or, The Home of the Wanderers. By 
Miss Bowman, Author of llolaiido’s Travels,’* Second Series. 

^Vith Eight Illustratit)ns by Birket Foster. The Third Edition. 
“This is H pleasing and inslruotive story of adventure in South America. The 

cnitlioresB rnnnages to convey much useful inforniiitioii in the course of her narrative, 
and to imin’css many good iiiul pious lessons on the mind of the reader. The �wood¬ 
cut illii'jtratioufl are extreinely good. We commend this book especially to the 
yonng.” 

TO TIN RAILTON; or, Read and Think. By William 
^ Kohson, Author of “ The Life of llichelieu,” &c. 

“ If a parent he desirous of pl.n uig a really vnstrneiivo hook into the hands of his 
chihtren, we cun recommend to him no lolmno lietter calculated to improve the 
disposition and elevate the miud than tins neat and unpretending volume.''-.- 
Mcisenfjcr. 

HILDRED the daughter. By Mrs. Newton 
CiiosLAND (late Camilla Touhnhi). Illustrated by Jtdm (iilbert. 

“ We cordially rccomtneud it to all our young lady friends just about to enter into 
Lfc. It will nt once strengthen and elevate their iiUnda.*’-—JlWtonMia. 

GUIZOT’S POPULAR TALES. Now First Translated 
into English by Mrs. L. BuRKE. Third Edition. With Eight 

JJlustrations by Godwin. 
“Arc Biniiily and truthfully constructed, and are, aa they should bo, perfectly 

unpretending m stvlc and language, without losing anything of that perH]>icuity so 
CBBcnlial in ^troduclions of tins nature. The translator has preserved tins tone, and 
the result is one of the most complete story-books for children in the English 
language.”—�Oiserrei*. 

« 

Sketches and anecdotes of animal life. 
By the Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A., F.L.S., &c. With Eight Illus- 

tnitions by Harrison Weir. 
“ This is an excellent Gift-Booh #[)r hoy»."—Atla». 
“A fresh spirit pervades the book, oe well in the narratives aa the deBcriptive 

account of the nature and habits of the animala.”—Spectator. 
“ Is replete with interest and information, and will oe a valuable work to the rising 

generation.”—If ewe of the World, 

pRIMM’S HOME STORIES FOR THE YOUNG. 
Newly Translated by M. L. Davis, and Illustrated by George 

Thompson. 
These are the most charming children’s stories that have ever been imported 

for the benefit of our Enghsh boys and girls, and the present translation by Miss 
Davis does full justice to the original: theie is no happ3' conceit, no funny joke, no 
pathos or pretty bit of impossibility that is neglected, and the talcs throughout will 
entertain chil<&cn, little and big, while the many lessons they contain of love, 
charity, and generosity, are ooloulated to win a way to their hearts. The volume 
will be a most acceptable gift to all boys and girls.*'—TAe Frees, 





Ch.a^ Ed%t%on\ of IllustmUd Jvmmide WorJcs, 

race 38 6d. eaoli, cloth gilt| or #8. g)lt edges. 

OLD TALES FOK THE YOUNa HewljWriUteiiW 
Palmer, and Ulustrated by Alfied Crowiqudl. ^ 

1 hi'^ volura« consists of the most popular Ifonery T^lns ia.'*the 
written and lUubtrated- which will, doubtless, prove a great attraotion " 

‘ Ml Puhnci has Isid the rmng generation under deep ohligwkon, e&dl hu 
ertain to meet inth the Bucoess conunenaarate with its meontSi. 

Me u>y 

^KETCHES AND ANECDOTES OF ANIMAL L5l» 
^ A Sfcunil Senes, comprising Anecdotes of AmnuJa not incltldb^i | 
in the lust ]>y the Bov J tx "Woou, MA, F LB, &!G. 
Tlliistiations by H iiason Wen 

'V unji, p oplc will hp( nd t1 ii time pleasantly and well Who should be 
(I gi i v( I its pagns and those very wise people, their eUon, if they took it 
w n Id ccrtamly beinstruoted —JJxomtacr 2 

rpHE ANCIENT CITIES OF THE WORLD, m 
A (xlory and their Desolation By th? Eev, T A BnOKLlT, 

IlluBtiatcd with nutncious Engiavuigs The Third Edition 
“ This IS 1 lery g <1 woik preset ting such a lifeHstimiig and piotnreB^e seri^ 1 

c f panoraiuns i will impress the amid powerfully, and «x.uM a desire to learn nu^ ^ 
fill trial ( untruH f w huh those riituwned cities were the oapitals Neatly illn^ ^ 

11 at t d and car cluUy wnlti ii 11 is * f A e bo jk to put into the handa of everyyoung persp^/^ 

^^OLFS FAIRY TALES. Edited, witli a 
by iv it Mackenzie, tnd Illustrated by Harvey ^ 

oil H r i>atati in in Germany as a wnttr of Panry- Stones la only equalled 
Hai s AndiiMen or the Protheri Gfninm ’ 

‘ It would be haid to estimite the amount ot gentleness and mercy that has nuidin' 
its way among us through the channels ot hairy dales Forbeariuiee, conrtetff, ^ 
coiibilcration tor the pour and aged, kind tieatmint of ammalB, the lore ot natni^ 
il hr rrencp of tyranny and brute force—^many such good thmes lune been nounshtm ' 
in the ihilda heart Iv this powerful aid It lias greatly nelped to keep ua ev«rd 
younf, > y preserving through our worldly ways one alepaer track not overgroro^ 
with weeds, wheie wi may walk with children, sharing their deiight»,“^-‘(Mm0j 
J)i Amu Jlomehuld ffordi ^ 

EDGEWORTH’S (Miss) TARENTS’ ASSISTANT,? 
"With i it Illustrations by Phi/ I 

EDGEWORTH’S POPULAR TALES. With Ei^V 
Illustritions by Dalziel ^ 

EDGEWORTH’S EARLY LESSONS. With Ei^ 
Illustrations by Birket Foster 

EDGEWORTH’S MORAL TALEa . With Ei^t inwl 
8 by Dabuel * | 

' Miss gtworth a Juvemte Booka stiU contmtie to be the most popular of tlw 
many popular works that are daily being published These editions are pnntM 
large typi, on go id paper, and are lilnatnftedwith Eight Engravings m eo^ volmii^ 
Thiy are very appropriate Freseiit Booka H 



Vlteap Hihfion^ of a(ol Jtmnth IP /•/ 

In Clown S^o, |ni(e 7s C>(1 tlotli t,ilt 

‘ CB CHABM ofENTiaiTAININO KNOWTJ]lK.i: 
tompTifnng Histoiy, aiji<l hatui il Histoiy, li) ]>Ji il 

/^Utkors. And One Ouedio'd l*it tuitt i>>ji nuni ui ^\iti tw 

MAVOK’S PICTUEE STOEY BOOKS 
WiUv Urge Oolourid JlJijBti.itions, indljound nidoUi 

]*ricp 3s 6d t.iol 

J? 

AITKT MAYOR’S NORREliy TALKS F()J{ J'ov 
Comprising^— 

AKildiu (t tin \\ n (kifi 1 L-j , 
'I 111 J)i), s 1 >11)1)0 I'aitj 
Hop i) Ms Tliuiul) 

Tom Thumb 
«Tai*k the Cruni Kilh i. 
PpSS 111 i>0<>tH 

,ir With 4^ liJgi Colourul Jjiigt iviii_s 

I^UNT MAYOR’S NOHSEHY TALIN FOR (MFi/ 
Compj ism,^— 

N'urspry Alphabet (Ihi). 
TlieThiti Ibais 
iUbes in tin Wood. 

(. hmI k •! I 
11 lilt) ii ii till r t t 
'ih. ^ loll, 

And Little Rol Tlidin^ IJood 
V^ith 71 largt (’olomtd lUusti itiom 

> A XJOT MAYOR’S PRESENT FOlt A OOOJ) J.lTl 1 F 
i jLl, boy* CoioTnising-- 

Aniil Mavor’s Alplubtt. 
Willie’s Hohd,i> 
Chalks <*103 8 Ti ivcls 

Mt 1\)\ I ml J\Iis If in 
J\1 uor 1 l‘uu!i( (t iJli i\ 
Ju}n<u(l ti)L 1 o\ 

lUi &}> ColoiiKii lllu tiilioiis 

A' UNT MAYOR’S RKKSEMT FOR A (!(K;J) l,rj'J X t- 
GIRL Compiismg— 

Victoria Alphabit 
01(1 Cornish 'Woinau 
Thu Cat’s lea J’.iit) 

W ith 74 Colrmud lUu->tiatioi s 

Alothf) ] until s] i 
Liltk J’olU s 1) il 11(11 
I Tick Bu^h » (. ( ui ti) 11 i 

^ A ITKT MAYOR’S TW ROOK. C’ompn 
JtX Line Rtatcl 

Smbad tho Sailoi, 
Littii. Polly 

(’<)( k Lob n 
B u«t ill It J uk Lull 
(.henv (^ithcud 

ith 4S ( olomt-d lllustiatnuis 

London: G. KOI TLEDGE A CO. ^ALllI^oDo^ Sm-ri 




